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P R E F A C E

OUR DATE WITH DESTINY

T h e  l i n k i n g  t o g e t h e r  of the material which the waves of life 
threw upon my beach in more than thirty years is largely the 
work of George Morgan. The author of What Nietzsche Means, 
he challenged me repeatedly about my stubborn religious con
servatism : Since you admit that Nietzsche’s Antichrist and the 
two W orld W ars made an epoch, why do you play the mooncalf 
and remain a Christian?

I let him have all the utterances in which I tried to answer this 
very question long before he asked it. Before George Morgan 
entered the army, he worked over the manuscript for a year. 
Another four years, and thanks to the interest of Reinhold 
Niebuhr, Douglas Horton and George Thomas, here it ist in 
print. /

I had two classes of readers before me when I wrote: one the 
free fighters, men and women between twenty and thirty who 
struggle with the spirit in the form of the spirit of their own age 
and time. T o  them their generation is a secret society, and it has 
incommunicable tastes, enthusiasms and interests which are a 
mystery both to its predecessors and to posterity. The other class 
contains the men who have experienced the spirit as the great 
translator from age to age because they themselves have been 
drafted for this supreme service. The three men to whom this 
book is dedicated belong to this group.

The dedication of this book is part of its ambitious aim. And  
the reader will understand this better after I have said a^word 
about the merits of these three friends.
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V lll PREFACE

Karl Muth has raised the quality of Roman Catholic literature 
infinitely by his Hochland. Founded in 1903, this monthly has 
reeducated the clergy and the laity of Germany in a new sense 
of quality in all matters of religious art and literature. From  1933 
to its suppression by the Nazis in 1942, it never once, as far as I 
have found, mentioned the N azis; it kept on the highway of the 
soul, yet dealt freely with social, political, and historical themes. 
In the midst of lunacy, it imparted the true spirit.

J. C . Oldham is so widely known in the Anglo-Saxon world 
that I only have to mention his work for the ecumenic movement 
and his Christian News-Letter which valiantly presses home the 
double sense of news: translating the gospel into everyday 
revelation.

Ambrose Vernon, in the United States, twice has founded a 
college department for biography— at Carleton and at Dartmouth. 
The life of Christ, he felt, would meet the students through the 
lives of other great souls in history, if the spiritual core of biog
raphy could be opened up to them as a lawful order. 1

A ll these men have retranslated the forms of the spirit, for 
their own Church and day. They have strengthened my faith. 
In them I have been able to recognize the life-giving power of 
the Church’s spirit.

The book, however, which I am allowed to inscribe with their 
names, is a kind of apology for my different approach to the 
same eternal problem. For it tries to present the difficulties of a 
new era and of a new generation: of the generation who showed 
their faith by becoming soldiers of war. The crux of my life and 
of the life of the young has been the same: to break the impasse 
between the tradition of the Holy Ghost and the workings of the 
spirit of the times in the courage and faith of simple soldiers. 
The soldier in an army has faith in some spirit. H o w  is this 
related to the faith in the Holy Spirit, of the Christian tradition ?



IXP R E F A C E
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Until we rediscover their relation, the gospel cannot be truthfully 
preached to the soldiers, nor can the soldiers make themselves 

. understood to the Christian missionaries of the spirit through 
the ages, and wars will have their way.

The spirits must get together, the One Holy One, and the 
many of each time. The three friends have translated the One 
Holy One into new forms. O my friends, will you believe me 
when I introduce to you the simple faith of the next generation 
and request you to hear the spirit speak out of their acts of faith ?

E u g e n  R o s e n s t o c k - H u e s s y

Advent, 1945 
Four Wells 
Norwich, Vermont i
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“ The average church-going civilizee real

izes, one may say, absolutely nothing of 

the deeper currents of human nature.”

William James, July 23, 1903. 
(Perry II, 317)



MY D ISQ UAL IF IC A T IO N

The Conflict of Functioning and Speaking—The Conflict
of Words and Names

The Conflict of Functioning and Speaking

Some time ago an American returned from abroad with high 
dreams, for he was going to develop a real theater in this country. 
On his first evening in N e w  York he went to a downtown res
taurant for dinner. Next to him a young couple spent the evening 
and he could not help listening in. She bravely would try to say 
something with real eagerness. Then the fellow, looking bright 
and handsome enough, would respond with a short “ T o  h— .’« 
This would go on for the whole evening. It must be admitted that, 
the raucous “ T o  h— ” was not without some modulation; it actu
ally covered in its repetition a number of keys. But it remained the 
young man’s sole contribution as far as articulate speech went. 
The observer went home and buried all dreams of a new future 
for the stage. For, he would say, when a lover has nothing more 
to say, the stage, which is based on the plenitude of speech, and 
its public have grown too far apart.

In this story, the dilemma of our age is well stated. This 
dilemma has been the theme of my life ever since 1905.

W e are entering upon a speechless future. In this new society 
the eloquence of neither Daniel Webster nor Phillips Brooks, of 
neither St. Paul nor Shakespeare is going to be heard by the 
masses; the wave length on which men listen or speak lias 
changed to “ infra-eloquence,” to an offhand “ I don’t care”  and 
“ what-the-h— ” style.

3
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If this is the future, then Christianity has no future. For the 
flow of vital speech is the sign of living Christians. They  
represent Pentecost and its gift of tongues or they do not 
exist.

The future of our economic order and the future of Christians 
are in conflict. This conflict seems to be decided at the outset in 
favor of the economic order. For the great languages of Church 
as well as State, of the Bible as well as of the Constitution, are 
losing their power in a daily process of advertising, commercializa
tion, mechanization. People become indifferent to the hullabaloo 
of all verbiage.

This indifference is more serious than any attack on Church 
or State. Persecution helps a Church, and an aggressor may save 
a nation. But this is a withering from within.

It has been the strangeness of my life that I should have be
lieved with everything I did or wrote in the solubility of this 
conflict, ever since 1905. T o  me, the years 1905 to 1945, this last 
period of human history, are of great simplicity and grandeur. 
A  powerful hand has lifted up the particles of the human1 race 
and now puts them down again under a new horizon of existence. 
W e see this horizon as dimly as the eastern sky one hour before 
sunrise; yet it determines already the lives and livelihood of all 
of us despite our nation or denomination. Granted that twelve 
generations or so lived happily within “ Church” and “ State” (the 
very word “ State” is not older than 1500) and got their 
orientation from these two sources of light; this no longer is 
true.

W e are unemployed, impoverished, inflated, killed, moved 
around, in nations great and small, in Churches free and ortho
dox, because of a new “ within.” Against this new “ within,” the 
millions find little protection, either within their nation or within 
their Church. Global economic cooperation is the new “ ^ithin.”  
Neither the N e w  Deal nor the G O P nor Hitler nor Stalin can 
guarantee prosperity because the globe is not governed by any

MY DISQUALIFICATION



CONFLICT OF FUNCTIONING AND SPEAKING 5

one statesman. The Great Society, this speechless giant of the 
future, does not speak English (neither does it speak Russian). ‘ 
And it is this Great Society which claims all of us who have to 
make a living, as her material, her victims, her assets or liabilities 
in terms of capital and labor.

The two world wars were the form of world revolution in which 
this new future reached into everybody’s life; the nationalist and 
communist ideologies with their dreams of revolution were check
mated and are mere foam around the real transformation. The  
real transformation was made by the wars and it made the Great 
Society final. She is the heiress of State and Church.

N ow , as I said before, it has been the strangeness of my life 
that I always believed in this powerful hand which called the 
new Giant into being and placed us all within the new horizon.
I always considered the wars more decisive than the party slogans, 
but I was not at all impressed by the Great Society as though it 
were the Good Society. I concentrated on the inevitable conflict 
between this daughter “ Society” and the mother “ Church,” be
tween toiling and speaking man, between daily bread and Pejite- 
cost. I accepted the general division of labor in the new universe. 
But I believed that it was void of any consecration in any of its 
particulars.

Most people distributed hope and fear differently. Some would 
stick to the good old society, others would think that the new  
Great Society would also be good. A nd in this party fashion, 
neither group admitted that events moved without any regard to 
their moral judgments in this matter. For forty years the revolu
tionary events have been listed by the press under the headlines 
of the hour or the day of the single sensational happening: sink
ing of the Lusitania, Panay incident, Bruening dismissed, Black 
Friday, etc., etc. Thousands of events were photographed upon our 
memory one upon the other.

Gradually, however, this Niagara of disconnected fatts im
pressed itself on the human mind as a—Niagara. The time atoms
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flew around our ears so thick and fast that we had to coin a com
mon name for the puzzle; the single events ceased to make sense 
when treated singly. W ho was Man that he did unchain this flood 
of destruction and confusion ?

The young man in the restaurant used the stereotyped label “ to 
h— Though pertinent, it did not suffice for people who already 
found themselves in this place. They now wished to get out 
of it.

MY DISQUALIFICATION

The Conflict of Words and Names

But a hell which functions so well as the world wars do will 
not let us climb out unless we can find new words, new names 
of faith, unheard tones of hope by which to appeal to each other. 
The old names are shopworn. A  Spirit of Pentecost has become 
our immediate political necessity since we must say more to each 
other than “ war of survival.”  W ar of survival is a term which in 
its denudedness fails to give to the hundreds of millions M io are 
engulfed any common direction. T o  survive is one thing for each 
individual, and quite another for all of us together. If we hope to 
survive together, obviously we must distinguish very clearly in
deed the way by which this may be achieved from the panic in 
which we ourselves try to survive by cutting our neighbor’s throat. 
For any distinction of this type, we must speak again with grow
ing conviction. It becomes crucial to go beyond stereotype because 
the new shores of a common and more extensive survival can only 
be reached on the wings of new names and, in turn, these new  
names must be spoken in such a setting that their speakers strike 
us as trustworthy and free and not fettered by partisan interest. 
It will not suffice to find “ another set of words,” but we must 
address each other with such vigor that the term “ set of 
words,”  appears wholly inadequate for this compelling new  
speech.



Yet from the leading educator of this country and the Western 
World, we receive this advice: “ W e have to find another set of 
words to formulate the moral ideal.” 1

Nobody seems to see the horrors of this phrase. And people will 
think that I am insane because I feel that the world comes to an 
end unless this sentence is pilloried. T h e  sentence demands action 
from us and, by the way of saying it, it paralyzes the action. This 
vicious circle, that we are told in a way which impedes our chances 
of achieving, is our dilemma. In the sentence quoted, we are 
treated like school teachers who are asked to tell their children 
in one form or another what “ the moral ideal”  is. But in real life, 
there are no school teachers or children but people who pray that 
they might believe themselves despite disillusionment. I shall 
never trust a man’s attempt to formulate our faith if I know that 
he considers his formula as a mere set of words. I shall not listen 
to sets of words. They are like sets of china or any other dead 
things. You cannot draft soldiers for “ sets of words.” Man will 
not act unless he is asked in the name of more than mere words. 
I shall act in the name of the One and Real or I shall despise 
myself and the talker and not act at all. W ith John Dewey’s state
ment, we are in the center of our crisis. H e is throwing a wet 
blanket while admitting that we had better get hot under the 
collar. This is the self-contradictory attitude of all the good people 
during this strange half-century in which we have seceded from 
our own tradition. A ll the Liberals have poked fun at all sacred 
names as mere verbalisms or mere generalizations. N o w  when the 
wars and the revolutions have come and destroyed the peace 
cemented in the name of God, these same good people begin to 
tremble and invite us to march for the Four Freedoms and to 
reinstate the songs, the prophecies, the names which can restore 
peace, hope, and patience. But the style of their invitation is hol
low and impersonal and as abstract as their sciences. Modern

1 John Dewey, The Laving Thoughts of Thomas Jefferson, N ew  York, 1940, 
p. 25.

CONFLICT OF WORDS AND NAMES 7
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man’s relation to The W ord is bankrupt. John Dewey speaks of 
his and our language as we may speak of a kitchen set or of any 
set which one buys in the Five-and-Ten store.2 And the worst 
thing is that if somebody cringes under their way of icing all 
important names, they laugh at him. This is at the core of our 
chaos: John Dewey confuses the consumption of words and the 
creation of compelling names. He, with all the idealists, takes his 
notion of speech from the commercial aspects of social communi
cation. It is true that in the world of give and take, words are 
like poker chips. In trading, society uses words as they are. A n d  
so they are consumed just as we eat our daily bread— in the form 
of descriptions, advertising, propaganda, bills. In this realm of 
speech-consumption, a manufacturer is clever if he hits on a Doo
little cigar or a Lincoln car. H e makes use of an existing set of 
names and builds on their popularity his own market for his 
product.

But how did Doolittle and Lincoln acquire their reputations? 
H ow  did they become household words? Certainly not by using 
language as a set, but by impressing the people with the unity of 
their words and actions. They made us feel that by word/and 
deed they served in the same name. Names are so sacred because 
they constitute the unity or the conflict of words and deeds in 
human life. Hence names are priceless; words have their price. 
Words can be definite, names must have an infinite appeal. Names 
must make us act in ways which seemed unbelievable before they 
were done; words express the things which are to be had at a 
known price in figures.

A t this point, we may anticipate the defense of the Liberal or 
the Pragmatist: but are we not right ? Are not all sacred names as 
they love to call it, “ arbitrary” ? Every American college student

2 Dewey is now becoming aware of “ the startling diagnosis of linguistic 
disease”  in his “ A  Search for Firm Names,”  Journal of Philosophy, 1945, p. 5, 
where he still confounds words and names totally. But words are used to* speak of 
something, names to speak to somebody. The direction is the opposite by 180 
degrees of the compass, and this Dewey and pragmatism ignore.

MY DISQUALIFICATION
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feels safe, as far as I can see, behind the barbed wire of this argu
ment: words and names both are “ arbitrary.” They have confused 
“ transient”  and “ arbitrary.”  It is true that all sacred names have a 
limited span of life. A  man too is not immortal and yet, during his 
lifetime, he has certain inalienable rights. So it is with names. The  
names which excite our hearts are not of the same urgency at all 
times. A ll names rise and fall.3

But rise they must from the dead. A n d of this rise, the small 
talk of modern man is ignorant. W e cannot go naked without 
any binding and inspiring names. A n d for this reason, we must 
wage war against the throwers of wet blankets, against the term, 
“ set of words”  for the power that makes the soldiers march, and 
against the term “ arbitrary” for the most necessary expressions of 
our hearts’ desires or our country’s laws.

Perhaps it is here that the usefulness of my life may be found. 
I am disqualified for daily politics which decide the election or the 
new League of Nations.

A  period of wars, of world wars, was prophesied before 191Q 
and I believed it then.4 “ The Moral Equivalent of W ar”  ^ as  
postulated by William James in 1910, and I began to act upon this 
assumption as early as 1911.  And, therefore, I am afraid, I have 
believed too early and known too long. A  statesman or any man 
of action will not have success unless he is a first-class last-minute 
man.

However, the conflict between mechanization and creation, be
tween the Great Society and the Future of Christianity, is the 
theme of my life. And this dilemma of my life seems to become 
the dilemma of everybody today. Naturally, I would like to make 
life easier for myself by turning it into a signpost for everybody’s 
dilemma.

3 Cf. the extraordinary concession about the name of God, by a Jesuit Father,
on p. 128. ^

4 See William James* and my own proposals as reprinted in “ American 
Youth,”  edited by Winslow and Davidson, Cambridge, 1940.

CONFLICT OF WORDS AND NAMES
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The order of this book results from the task on hand. The set
ting of our daily life is examined in suburb and in factory; and 
here we shall find the millstones which grind all important names 
to pieces incessantly. Our environment as we have created it, and 
as it creates us every day, does not allow us to speak with the 
power by which new names must be invoked and new com
munities founded.

W e shall find that this environment is perfect for production 
and education, and impotent for reproduction and creation.

Against this background (Chapter T w o ), we have to discuss 
the qualities necessary to creating future communities. This crea
tion of Future is a highly costly and difficult process. It can be 
done but it does not happen by itself. The progress made so far 
always has been a progress by Christians; especially in the natural 
sciences, progress is the fruit of Christianity. For Christianity is 
the embodiment of one single truth through the ages: that death 
precedes birth, that birth is the fruit of death, and that the soul 
is precisely this power of transforming an end into a beginning 
by obeying a new name. Without the soul, the times remain out 
of joint. f

Our discussion continues in Part T w o. This belief in death and 
resurrection is the condition of progress in science. It patently is 
difficult for the modern mind to acquiesce in the Creed’s former 
formulations. It is impossible to drop the belief itself (Chapters 
Three, Four, and Five). There are eternal conditions under which 
alone life can go forward among men.

T h e Third Part (Chapters Six to Eight) bases its assessment of 
our own time on these eternal conditions. The body of our own 
time embraces our past, future, and present. The deadwood of our 
past must be thrown out. So, Chapter Six shows the crucial ex
periences of the Church of which we must be aware as her weak
ness impedes us. Chapter Seven confronts us with the unsolved 
future; in bringing in the Far East, we actually become critical 
of the further possibilities of our faith.

MY DISQUALIFICATION
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Can the Cross penetrate and encompass the wide world? For, 
otherwise, the eternal truth would remain impractical.

The answer in both cases is that Church and Man are in a more 
crucial situation and that the Cross is more real than theology or 
philosophy cares to admit.

In the last chapter, we return home. By now, we know why 
life in the factory, suburb, around the campfires of the soldier, or 
on the academic campus, is incomplete. W e have recast the Chris
tian truth. And we know that the Future of Christianity will be 
decided by the courage with which we shall apply this recast 
truth.

\
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II
INTERIM A M E R IC A :  1890 TO 1940

The Suburb—The Factory—The Soul on the Highway—  

The New Nature of Sin—Secession from Our Era—No Child 
Is Father to the Man—Our Invasion by China—John Dewey

*  —Charles Darwin

The Suburb

Year by year the suburb spreads its tentacles and absorbs town 
after town that used to be a genuine all-round community. I have 
seen this happen to my own small town in Vermont. So typical 
of modern life has the suburb become that we are justified in tak
ing it. as representative of our non-working hours. /

Suburban life is unreal because it shuns pain and conflict. A  
town or city includes all kinds of people; a suburb tends to con
tain only members of one income group, one race, one type of 
cultural background. They live elsewhere their most vital eco
nomic relations, the struggle for a livelihood. They may invite 
business friends for a weekend, but not the boss who has fired 
them, or the secretary they have snubbed. Suburban marriage is 
a kind of spiritual inbreeding: there is little room for adventure 
when boy and girl have known each other since high-school days. 
N o  Romeo or Juliet can come to life in a suburb because M on
tagues and Capulets do not wage their Homeric battles there, and 
no Miranda is courted on an island after a tempest; love’s labor 
is lost. Children are not born in suburbs but in maternity wards—  
yet how can a man respond to emergencies of war or peace with

12



THE SUBURB

the full depth of heroism if he has not quaked in the presence of 
shattering travail, when woman wages her corresponding fight 
against death ? A  woman’s travail places her at the opposite pole 
from her bridal state. And from this tremendous revolution of 
the soul when in blood and agony the fruit of love enters the 
world, modern husbands are excluded by the science of medicine. 
But where else do we ever experience the law of creation ? These 
husbands who, as the saying goes, marry for fun and in order to 
have fun together, may go with their wives on Church parade, 
on Sundays, with the Cogshells and Thickhides. But on the cruci
fixion mentioned from the pulpit as the universal sign which 
sums up the law of life, they must miss out as they are spared the 
corresponding agony of their wives.

Similarly, sick people are isolated, and death, as far as possible, 
is not allowed to happen visibly in a suburb. Even the word 
“ death”  is almost taboo; people find the whole subject embarrass
ing.1 But how can you appreciate the miraculous unity of mind 
and body, spirit and incarnation, unless you have watched the 
last breath of a person you loved P *

Suburban life accordingly is prudent, kind, and barren. Therp 
is a special word for its lukewarm atmosphere: it has a mentality. 
Mentality is what is left of the soul when you subtract the crucify
ing experiences that bear fruit in more energetic and vital human 
relationships. Mentality knows nothing of jubilant joy and black 
despair, of yelling and cursing, moaning and groaning, shouting 
and dancing and weeping and singing.

Small wonder, then, that teaching and preaching become 
verbiage in the suburb. Its mentality emasculates the W ord. H o w  
can we speak deeply about God or K ing Lear in an environment

1 The movie, Peter the Great, contains a death scene in which the Tsarina 
weeps passionately over the dying Tsar. T he whole audience in our suburban 
theater laughed at this scene, and I later asked my students, who were present, 
for an explanation. After a day’s reflection the most serious among them  said* “We 
laughed because we felt perfectly sure that under no circumstances would we cry 
so desperately.”

13



INTERIM AMERICA: 1890 TO 1940*4 *

that has been artificially preserved and sterilized? The wife of a 
minister in a fashionable suburb once naively remarked that her 
husband was really quite a social reformer, but since he moved to 
his present wealthy parish he had had no occasion to mention his 
radical ideas.

A t the same time there is a paradox about suburban man: he 
lives amid too much peace, but he knows little peace within. H e  
is a veritable battleground for a hundred organizations and pres
sure groups. H e is cleft and torn by the inevitable inner conflicts 
which suburbia cannot abolish but can only repress. The cross of 
reality is an indelible pattern of conflict engrained in the very 
structure of all life, and a society which makes it indecent to share 
the agonies of our souls puts a burden on the individual which 
he is far too weak to bear. Only together can we man the various 
fronts of life adequately, stand the strain of decision which they 
entail, and bear the risk of the inevitable wrong choices which 
occur. Neurosis and nervous breakdown flourish in the suburb 
for lack of a fellowship based on the deeper urgencies and 
passions. 1

The curse of modern man, in consequence, is to become more 
and more non-committal for fear of going too far in any direction. 
He plays safe, adopts a minimum attitude, never acts on any 
front without a sideglance in the other directions. The prudence 
of the suburb begets a corresponding philosophy which pervades 
most popular psychology and sociology today: the philosophy of 
adjustment, of golden mediocrity. This doctrine means no real 
excitement, no real devotion, no real fight, no real love. It invites 
us into a future in which all the energies which made possible 
our own existence have cooled down. The values and institutions 
on which we live were created by maximum effort. The philoso
phy of minimum life would never make possible one work of art, 
one song, one discovery, one free constitution. The futqre it advo
cates would see no children born, from sheer precaution; no sor
row felt, for fear of pain; no loyalty cherished, for fear of being 
old-fashioned. M an is in process of being completely secularized.
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A re we condemned to extinguish the fires of life because they 
are too dangerous ? Is prudence really the last human word ? A  
real man puts his whole heart into the incarnation of his soul on 
earth. His problem is how to give maximum effort, an all-out 
movement of his heart, on every front, yet how to select the right 
deed, the divine, value-creating act at any given moment. And the 
only way to strengthen him for this task is to take from him the 
curse of loneliness. Conversely, the cure for loneliness cannot be 
created in small, piecemeal steps. The division between people has 
to be overcome by the same infinite effort by which we throw a 
rope across a stream before we can build a bridge foot by foot. 
The heart must yield itself with singleness of purpose to its trust 
in the fellowship of mankind, else it will remain split and alone. 
W e obtain freedom only through infinite effort and devotion.

The cross fulfills its meaning when it is shared. The power of 
love surpasses and heals our riven selves. Christianity reveals to 
man that his being torn is a human privilege, because no society 
could develop among people who were self-contained. M an is 
divided so that (he may cease to be an individual. If a man does not * 
know that it is perfectly normal to be thus torn, and that a divine / 
power exists which integrates persons by uniting them in com
munion, he will surrender to any man-made power that seems to 
promise unity, fixity, and security. Many Germans accepted the 
Nazis because, in their despair, they felt that mad decisions Were 
better than none. Torn men are dangerous men. They will go to 
hell and worship the devil of power for power’s sake, in the form 
of any wild desire, unless we reestablish the power of the Spirit 
in its original white heat. That is the challenge to Christianity 
today.

The Factory

A s toil, sweat, and tears are hidden, in the suburb, so inspira
tion, which alone redeems man’s toil from the curse of Adam, 
must not be mentioned in the business and industrial district. And  
this is increasingly so for all our lives as the industrial revolution
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sweeps in its wake the last of the pre-industrial crafts and profes
sions. Rare is the office, studio, farm, pulpit or classroom which 
has not been invaded by factory atmosphere.

The essence of the industrial system, from a human point of 
view, is the utilization of men as labor forces in the same way 
that physical energies are put to work to secure maximum effi
ciency in production. This means that man in a factory is treated 
virtually like an inanimate object. H e is no longer a person but 
a function, a replaceable cog in a machine—the way workers 
replace one another in shifts makes this particularly vivid. The  
labor molecule which the management has to employ, consists of 
the two, three or four shifts of workers which fill one twenty- 
four-hour day. N o  decent worker will break his cohesion with 
the man who precedes or follows him on his shift. The solidarity 
of the workers is not the loyalty of the football team, but it is the 
identity of the drops of water in the unending stream of work 
which is done day and night; the triumph of the machine is this 
creation of a second nature in which nothing but the laws of 
nature prevail. These natural laws are the laws of energy and 
matter, of raw materials and power, and the labor forces are 
among them. A  factory is not a human habitation. For a human 
home houses man and wife, old and young, people who sleep and 
wake, are sick and healthy, age and grow, play and pray. A  fac
tory houses Nature. A n d  Nature with a capital N , is concerned 
with man as a part of a force and as part of material. The watering 
of labor, of which any industrialist is well aware, means that 
nobody on factory shift-work is allowed or expected to go all out 
in his personal effort. H e must stoop to the level which can be 
maintained in the incessant stream of twenty-four-hour processes 
of production. H e is “ laid on” or “ laid off,”  as steam or light 
are turned on or turned off. I am a part of Nature, in the process 
of production, and as a part of Nature, I am just m^ “self.” The  
style of Nature is to unite all Self in capital letters, for what it is 
worth. Homes do the opposite: they drown self: a boy is treated
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here as his father’s son, a woman as her husband’s wife, her 
children’s mother, her brother’s sister, etc. But in the factory it is 
the very “ self” who counts. Homes appeal to me in my qualities 
which transcend my age or sex or class. The suburb is so sweet 
because we all are just human beings in the suburb, sympathizing 
with each other in a quite real unselfishness. For “ self,”  and 
“ human being,” are not questions of ethics or good intentions. 
These positions or attitudes are imposed on us by our functions 
in a specific environment. In the suburb, we are received and 
looked upon as family men. In the factory we are elements of a 
labor force". Only the cold-blooded analysis of the difference be
tween these two agglomerations will give us the key to the strange 
spectacle that a man in town and a man in his suburb are treated, 
one as “ self,”  the other as a family man. In the shift work of the 
factory system, this deep rift reaches perfection. For, in the fac
tory, the “ self”  is used to compose a compound; the labor molecule 
and the inner cohesion of this molecule demands from its elements 
the avoidance of all personal traits, especially of the traits of zeal 
and ambition. N ow , we take our hat off to the miracles of modern 
production. I am not sentimentally deploring the facts of t|iis 
situation. Nevertheless, I am bored by the people who won’t see 
the profound change in the nature of M an which it entails. It is 
Man without his family who enters the factory. And, it is the 
family in which man first receives and on which he later bestows 
his name. O f this receiving and bestowing of our name, the act 
of ensouling consists. And this act, quite naturally, is missing in 
mass production. The demands of technical efficiency require that 
factory work become more and more automatically successful and 
perpetual. But there is no soul in work that is automatic because 
things must be things to come if they shall have a soul; there is 
“ soul” in the life of an individual craftsman who experiences the 
joys and pains of uncertainty about the outcome of what he is 
doing. The factory reserves this privilege for a few scientists, 
engineers and managers. And the pressure for continuous pro

17
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duction means that even these men and all of us tend to become 
slaves of a time schedule. Also the fluctuations of business condi
tions mean that neither a factory nor an individual’s employment 
in it is likely to last long; the factory chops our lives up into short 
units of time, and infects them with a radical instability. It is not 
a house or a home, in which people eat and play as well as work 
together and where generations succeed each other, but an essen
tially partial and transient arrangement.

A s a result, modern man’s work is no longer something he can 
throw himself into for a lifetime, something through which his 
whole personality can ripen and take shape. The rapid shifting of 
his work makes him shiftless. I know a mechanic who had held 
more than fifty jobs by the time he was thirty-two, and the young 
men of my acquaintance assure me that this sort of thing is not 
unusual. In the days of the N e w  Testament, binding and loosing 
were momentous processes that would occur only once or twice 
in a lifetime, and the awe with which they were regarded was 
symbolized by the power of the keys traditionally given to St. 
Peter—the power to dissolve and rebuild allegiances. Today radi
cal changes of mind, body, soul and environment are so frequent 
that we have ceased to feel them deeply and to recognize them 
as events of birth and death. Tragedy has become diluted into a 
long series of endings and beginnings.

In such circumstances we are taught to take all human relations 
lightly and irresponsibly. Modern labor conditions drain the re
sources by which we grow into and out of human fellowships. 
Change is so rapid that we can hardly be expected to take the 
plunge of committing ourselves with complete dedication either 
in joining or leaving anything. W e buy ease of change at the 
price of superficiality; frequency does away with intensity of 
feeling; we come without joy and leave without sorrow.

In consequence personality is dwarfed.1 The normal processes

1 Cf. Eugen Rosenstock, Politische R eden, Berlin, 1929, pp. 48 ff., and Werkr 
stattaussiedlung. Unters-iiber d. Lebensraum d. Arbeiters, 1922; J. H . Oldham , 
T he Christian N ew s-Letter, 1941, No. 88.
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of maturing through joy and sbrrow no longer reach the core of 
man. Nobody can become a person in a void, but only in relations 
with other people, and if he plays safe in these relations he re
mains childish and undeveloped. So in work as in leisure we 
shun not only superfluous pains, which is right, but growing 
pains, which is wrong. Jesus on the Cross rejected the drug which 
would have diminished his agony. W ho even understands his 
rejection today ?

The greatest temptation of our time is impatience, in its full 
original meaning: refusal to wait, undergo, suffer. W e seem 
unwilling to pay the price of living with our fellows in creative 
and profound relationships. From marriage to teaching, from 
government to handicraft, man’s relation to man has become 
segregated, impatient, non-committal in the machine age. T o  be 
non-committal means to keep all relations without important con
sequences, to rob them of their reproductive, fruit-bearing quality. 
W e meet so many people on our journey through life that we do 
not take the risk of belonging to any of them. A s we eat wheat 
bread without wheat and drink Sanka, so we love without chil
dren, have friends without inspiration, schools without disciple- 
ship, factories without skills, government without succession. £tSo 
what?”  is the echo of every effort on the stony surface of our 
cities. Tremendous ado and not even a mouse born. Everything 
is over so quickly. W e have no time.

The rootless, rhythmless quality imposed on our lives by the 
factory is reflected in the general hectic pace of modern life. Our 
existence is an uninterrupted interruption. A t the office, train of 
thought is cut short by the telephone; at home, someone dials the 
radio. The news becomes a sort of drug habit, like cigarettes. W e  
become a bundle of nerves responding to red and green lights, all 
stops and starts. W e are obsessed with speed at all costs, and live 
perpetually as on a highway, with the world flashing past like a 
motion picture. A  warm friend of mine drove several hundred 
miles to see me; he had looked forward to the visit, but when he 
finally arrived he tried to leave in ten minutes!
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Modern man’s tefnptation to impatience accordingly expresses 
itself in the craving for panaceas and short cuts. H e wants to 
escape from his nervous pace by finding some sure-fire scheme 
that will offer a final solution of all his problems and make him 
a smooth-running machine, as regular as ants or bees. So men like 
Marx, or Hitler, or Huxley proclaim ideas— the classless society, 
four thousand years of the swastika, a “ brave new world”—that 
would put an end to history, and Joyce’s Ulysses cries, “ History is 
the nightmare from which I must wake up.”

A s in previous millenniums of the Christian story men found 
and testified and fought for one God and one earth, so now we 
must find and testify and fight for God’s one time against im
patient men’s private plans for history. Schemes to usher in the 
end of history overnight defy the Christian belief in a dispensa
tion of time, whereby God is taking care of his world from begin
ning to end.

O f course machine industry is here to stay. It is undesirable and 
impossible to turn the clock back to the sixteenth century. The  
evils of modern life cannot be escaped in any su<*h unrealistic 
fashion. They are rather a challenge to us to find constructive ways 
of overcoming the sterile divorce of labor and leisure, and of 
mastering the sequence of changes which industrial society makes 
inevitable in every individual life.

The Soul on the Highway

“ They really try to run a nation 
By factories and education.”

A  whole world has been built on this dichotomy of residential 
and business district. W e have achieved a maximum of produc
tion as well as of education by this division of the mass producer 
and the family man. I think we should go outproducing and 
educating in this manner. Both are about the best things of the
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modern world. It has given all Its thinking to these two things 
and they, therefore, are next to perfect.

I would consider it insanity to abandon ways of life which 
have proved efficient. I am, however, interested in the price of 
this achievement. W e can’t get something for nothing. Being 
masters in production and education, in work and leisure, we 
have done harm to the- two other aspects of life, to reproduction 
and creation, the processes which renew life and which found 
real communities. In the old days, the formula for these two acts 
read: to renew heaven and earth. But prosaically expressed, it 
means fecundity and communal roots; the latter was considered 
heavenly, the former earthly.

Our analysis of suburb and factory is in no way nostalgic of 
the good old past; neither do we assume that W illow  Run and 
the Armour meat packers are not miracles of efficiency. Let them 
proceed.

But let us now take stock of the man who results from this 
dichotomy into a family man and a cog-in-the-wheel. In one 
peculiar trait, we may discover his special problem. It is in the 
fact that he is expected to speak two languages. In the busines ŝ 
district words are tools. T o  write the right ad is a great art there. 
In the suburb, in club and church and home, you are expected to 
use the right set of words and suburban peace is shattered when 
somebody does not repeat the expected phrases. In the factory, 
besides, we are best off if we are nameless, “ regardless of color, 
race, and creed.”  In the suburb we are mindful of all the sacred 
names and loyalties of the group.

This makes the new phenomenon clear: Here is a human being 
who is full of names half of the time, and void of names during 
the other half. The two worlds of the average employee are 
mutually impenetrable. Downtown the man belongs to organized 
labor, or to the group which impersonally represents his “ inter
ests.”  A t home he really is interested personally. A nd so, throne  
man within myself leaves the other man pretty much behind
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when he commutes. Modern commuter’s peace of mind is served 
best by a careful dividedness.

Who, then, is this man if he himself is the dual personality 
composed of the Man downtown and the Man uptown, if so to 
speak he is “ Md. plus M u.” ? H ow  does he recognize himself as 
still one and the same man?

The real man who is trying to recognize his deepest identity, 
would have to focus his attention on the rudimentary situation in 
which he is neither suburban nor factorial, and yet knows of 
both situations as waiting for him. W hen we said that “ Md. plus 
M u.” equalled the modern man, we omitted one essential element. 
It may be infinitesimally small in actual claims on our time and 
space; but it exists in all of us. There is an “ x ”  which we have 
to add to “ M d” and “ Mu,” Man down- and uptown, and this 
is the man in the hour or two when he commutes. W ho are we 
while we commute between office and home ? Is the full-sized man 
not to be found on the highway, driving his car as a commuter ? 
Perhaps he is very tired. A ll the same, in one respect, this tired 
animal is highly central. On the highway, while copimuting, the 
real man talks to himself alone.

O f this commuter, modern literature more and more takes 
cognizance. Our writers look for the person behind her or his 
appearance either downtown or in “ Honeypots,”  his dream home, 
and they find him on the highway. In his noyel, When Winter 
Comes, A . S. Hutchinson summed it up in one paragraph:1 “ The  
commuter, on his solitary ride on his bicycle [today it is his car], 
is mysteriously suspended and has magically escaped from vul
garity. Hence he returns to his home and enters his business world 
both, with feelings of condescension.” His term “ condescension” 
struck me forcibly: “ my high grade personality,”  the commuter 
feels, “ is alone on the highway. The two social forms between 
which I alternate, are petty in comparison.”

The full-sized person, in other words, can only* be met where 
he feels condescension for his smaller selves.

1 Boston, 1921, p. 41 ff.
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From this, we may conclude: we are not going to come to 
full life by going into the business district or into the suburb. 
Long enough we have been told that the apostles, if they came 
in our own days, would be newspapermen or would go to house- 
parties. I deny it.

Man has his fullest potentiality on the highway as a commuter.
T ry  to meet him there. Build an oxygen tent for the soul on 

the highway. If it can be done, he will be himself there while he 
would stoop and become small under all the roofs of the city and 
suburb.

While man seems to speak in the suburb and seems to act in his 
business, yet we must not condemn him to speak or to act there 
exclusively. His true soul cannot become articulate unless it is 
met on the highway.

This meeting place will have to fulfill two requirements: H e  
must be recognized by others in those qualities which are neither 
suburban nor official. H e must wash himself of these two qualities 
which make him small; he should be allowed to differ from these 
two environments. ,

T o  differ and to be recognized in this difference are two require
ments by which the trend of our times, that man becomes more 
and more a product of his environment, can be halted.

W hen the world offers man an opportunity of meeting man, 
it gathers people either of the “ same background,”  or of the same 
foreground activity (profession, party, age, etc.) This is the world. 
The world chokes our soul and plunges us into the original sin 
of society, the self-adoration of interests separated by the division 
of labor which the world requires. Even laymen when convened 
as laymen are too-professional laymen. A n d the Annual Confer
ence of Hobos is the ultimate in professional grouping.

A  specific act or articulation in which the soul on the highway 
screws up its courage so as to reject this identity with foreground 
or background, with suburb and factory, will have to be instituted.

The meeting of the souls on the highway has two intelligible 
contents: severe judgment on the background and profession
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which hold me in bondage, gladness to have escaped and to join 
a fellowship not conditioned by the original sins of society. Curs
ing, accusation, muckraking are in order in a group which there
by intends to deliver the inner man from the barbed hooks of 
his background- and foreground-interests of “ mentality” and 
“matter.”

The pious hatred of the Puritans against curses by now has 
made man impotent to bless. Nobody has the power to bless or 
to be blessed who has lost the vigor to curse. Our society is so 
polite that it cannot curse social evils and prefers to blaspheme 
God instead. H e who will not curse the shortcomings of his pro
fession as a lawyer, a teacher, a doctor, a priest,2 always will have 
to defend it beyond the health of his soul. The doctor who de
fends medicine as it is today, against all outside criticism, and 
nowhere bands together unselfishly with these same critics, must 
do harm to his soul. For on the highway, his soul knows better 
how much is wrong with his profession. N ow , anything which 
the solitary man knows, he, for the sake of his salvation, must 
come to profess in fellowship, too. Hence, the souls on the* high
way must recognize the hell of mere functioning. The new/ form 
of fellowship must include the curses over my own social function 
since it is in my becoming distinguishable from this function that 
I have my hope.

The Soul on the Highway is in search of groups where people 
in the work of the cosmos, i.e., physical functioning, in patient 
silence, i.e., without heretical pride, in warm expectation, i.e., with
out the guarantees of any “background,”  gather so that the chaos, 
the darkness, and the confusion may die down within them. The  
souls in fellowship who admit that chaos, confusion, benighted
ness, are frustrating them, put an end to them. A n d the dawn of

2 In Europe, the nations putrefied from this same deficiency that m ore and 
more— instead of less and less— people spoke to each other as representing their 
nations en bloc. Even the Churches were treated as part of the nation^ Pentecost 
truly was abolished. These collective insanities formed the natural background for 
the opposite exaggeration: communism.
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a cosmic order can only follow this end. The cosmic process 
called Christianity puts the end first, and the beginning later.

Admit that chaos, darkness, confusion, are our common heri
tage, and that the sins of this our heritage can be forgiven. The  
social chaos cannot become cosmos unless man takes this chaos 
upon his own mind as his own mental chaos, unless he drops his 
mask of academic observer and his pride of mental self-sufficiency, 
usually called objectivity.

A  once great nation stands before us as a strange lesson for this 
cosmic law. L a  Grande Nation of the French will be glorious for
ever because here the single individual was hailed as the N ew  
Adam, and as the genius. Even the Church, who at first was 
rejected by the Revolution, became acceptable only after a writer 
in 1800 had given her status as genius. L e  Génie du christianisme, 
by Chateaubriand, had ofie of the most astounding successes in 
the history of books. It draped the Church of the martyrs and 
monks as “ genius”  and, by linking it to the humanistic principle 
of genius, the ideas of 1789 became reconcilable with the Christian 
tradition. The Church got the French franchise when she, Jike 
everybody else, submitted her credentials for genius.3 f

But a young American diplomat described the impotency of 
these same individual geniuses to take the step into communal 
and group suffering, graphically in these terms: 4 “ The poor 
French, they are suffering for everybody’s sins as well as their 
own, for all the indifference and neglect of a hundred years. They  
are like the small dogs one finds in alleys who have been so often 
beaten that they snarl when you try to stroke them. Perhaps it is 
better in America. The French distress me. They are so completely 
disintegrated, every man alone with his own fears. They are like 
grains of sand, all alike, individual, sterile, grating against each 
other, instead of being a warm, thick, clinging soil as a nation 
should be.

3 For the mania of the French for genius see the example on p. 77.
4 From a letter written in 1942.
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“ Patience is the highest virtue nowadays. I had always thought 
that wars required a sort of devil-may-care courage, but actually 
war requires a sort of courageous patience. In these wintry times, 
if we are patient and calm and still, we can hear the first dark 
stirring of the roots underground where we dug and planted last 
year. I comfort myself by saying that even in a desert, you can dig 
a well or bring water, and if one is patient, the desert will blossom 
like a rose.

“ Harry Hopkins, after his first visit to England, brought back 
one particularly vivid discovery, that the strength of a nation 
depended on the extent of its organization in depth. I think one 
of the great problems which it must be the task of our century to 
solve is the social disintegration brought about by the new tech
niques of industrial and political organization.

“ The family, the guild, the church, and even the community 
(as in N e w  England) have all disappeared. W ork camps are 
one form of reintegration, but in other fields others are pos
sible;

“ The French offer a terrible example. Each one is isolated in 
his own hopes and fears. They have no means, nor fqrms of 
communication with each other. Every man is alone.

“ Suppose that we should be conquered by the Germans. T o  
organize our eventual liberation, we could not turn as we turned 
in 1775 and 1776 to our families and churches and town meetings. 
You and I could turn for one thing to the friends we made in 
Camp William James whom we know we can trust because we 
worked with them previously. But the French have no one to 
turn to at ail. It is a horrifying sight.

“ The principle of organization in depth is as valid for the needs 
of peace as for war. It can be used not only on our external but 
on our interior frontiers, to conquer the devils of waste and 
indifference as well as the Germans. . . .”

Christianity is essentially war in peace: it distributes tfie bloody 
sacrifices of the battlefront by an even but perpetual spread of
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sacrifices through the whole fabric of life. W orld wars can be 
replaced by daily wars. The Christian soldier of the future must 
wage war against the indifference and indolence, the coldness and 
barrenness, of human relations in the machine age. W hy did my 
friend write this letter on the French to us? W e, at one time, 
had done something together and he compared his experience in 
France with the great time we had had in our all-out effort. Since 
examples explain things best, I will now say a word about this 
war against indolence undertaken by Camp William James 
between 1939 and 1942.

Camp William James was founded a few years ago when forty- 
five young men from colleges and farms, with the blessing of the 
President of the United States, decided to move up to a Vermont 
town and represent in that community the age group that was 
conspicuous by its absence because the educational system makes 
young people dissatisfied with remaining on the farm and also 
drains all small communities of their youth by concentrating 
them on college campuses.

A  petition subscribed to by 325 people from the nine neighbor
ing towns was sent to Washington in favor of the undertaking. 
And as well may be imagined, it had taken some preparation tb 
achieve such commotion. Also, the members committed them
selves for a whole year of service.

The result was a vital process which remade the community 
and the members, boys as well as girls, themselves. The older 
people felt rejuvenated with a new vision of their town’s future. 
Where before the Selectmen had dropped all pretense of expect
ing any future for the town, new life suddenly seemed possible. 
The town had a future! A nd the young men grew up to a stature 
observed by every one who met them. A  friend remarked, “ These 
boys are men now, and will never be childish or emasculate.”  
They had put down roots, and now they belonged firmly in the 
chain of generations, not just as physical individuals but as proper 
representatives of the Spirit, contributing their own spirit to the
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other age groups as a tdnic and an essential ingredient in the 
complete life of man.

The camp sent out its members to work on any farm in the 
township that needed labor, and in the evening the men from 
surrounding farms came back to the camp with the boys they 
hired, for talk and song and moral refreshment. The camp was 
not a workers’ church nor a church factory; it was a home of 
young volunteers to which their bosses went to get new faith 
and hope, and it was, at the same time a cooperative of employees 
who went out to old-time farms to get century-old traditions in 
barn and field and church and town meeting. The words of the 
boys’ mouths and the acts of their hands originated in one and 
the same orbit of life. W ork and worship were united once more.5

W hat these boys achieved has encouraged me to publish this 
book. They proved that spiritual immigration into this world is 
not a dream. The hope of Camp William James was that by 
throwing into a declining community a unit of unbound, free 
youth, regardless of background and profession, even the most 
stagnating vested interests and backgrounds could be “ desquam
ated,” sloughed off by the older people who would live witfi them. 
Since our educational crusades have combed our cities and towns 
of their enthusiastic elements and concentrated the latter in 
boarding schools, kindergartens, or colleges, the community is 
tranquillized artificially. Camp W illiam  James repaid the small 
town for its loss of its native youth to the scholastic system by 
delegating youth from all schools for the purpose of enthusiastic 
comradeship in the older peoples’ economic worries.

The “ old”  man or woman are all those who are responsible for 
some particle of the world— a loom, a piece of garden, a task. 
From this, they have to return into the middle of the Cross. A n d  
by meeting the “ young,” this holiday feeling was achieved.

The Interim America of 1890 to 1942 saw the Church recede

5 T he best description of Camp William James was given by Stuart Chase in 
Survey Graphic, May, 1942.
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into suburbs. The ministry, thereupon, disintegrated into humani
tarians, social workers, pacifists. The individual cannot be blamed. 
Social conditions made the Churches unreal. They no longer 
stood in the center of the cross of a man’s life, but stood on the 
side of private leisure. W e shall not enter into polemics with the 
suburban church mentality. Our whole desire in writing this 
chapter was to move the Church back to the middle of the Cross, 
from its place of a leisure activity.

However, one comparison may make clear the danger in which 
the factory and the suburb have plunged us. Once upon a time, 
the people were told that there could be no salvation outside the 
Church. Extra ecclesiam nulla solus. Then, Calvin burned Ser- 
vetus, and the Lutherans burned witches, and the Inquisition 
burned Muslim and Jews and Giordano Bruno. Whereupon we 
dropped that harsh sentence which was so obviously abused. The  
modern ministers of the gospel have gone to the opposite extreme. 
They are threatened by the opposite adage. Having moved away 
from all claims, they must now remember that Extra crucem 
nulla ecclesia: Outside the Cross, there is no Church. t

The New Nature of Sin

“ But why should there be put such a superfluous extra burden 
on life as the Cross ? Did you not admit that man became: only 
too tame in suburb and factory ? The way you have described this 
modern man is either a caricature or, if it is true, the conclusion 
is obvious: he cannot sin any more. Domesticated at home and 
‘taylorized’ by scientific management in his shop, the poor fellow 
is so anemic, so regular, so predictable that one only could wish 
him to sin a little more. By his vices, he would make us feel his 
vitality. So why preach the Cross in a world without sin?”

This is a valid sermon. Yes, it is true that the modern individual 
is strangely sinless. And the expression “ sin” is vanishing fast like 
“virgin” and “ adolescent” because the real world is satisfied with

29
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boys and girls and habits. I shall join the sermon of my opponent 
with my own antistrophe on the topic of sin. Yes, sin has dis
appeared, I shall confirm; but whither?

This then, is my antistrophe: “ Happy the days when the words 
I spoke were important, and when the acts which I enacted were 
mine. The great name of sin rests on the assumption that I can act 
and that it matters what I say. Sin is the contradiction between 
words spoken by me, and my own acts. Wherever the acts are not 
mine and my speech is verbiage without effect, sin becomes 
impossible. This, we have seen, has happened by our division of 
the areas of production and consumption. Under scientific manage
ment, the work is not my own; it means nothing in my life. 
Under the shades of the suburb’s sidewalks, my words don’t 
matter much. A s long as my words made law in my work, the 
interlacing of my thoughts, words, and acts, decided over their 
being either good or evil. But nowadays, an advertising agency 
makes the young writer proclaim the latest hair tonic an eighth 
world wonder; why hold this against him? These words are not 
his own. On the other hand, when the same man comes hofne and 
writes doggerel for his wife’s entertainment it does not make the 
slightest difference whether he makes “ hell”  rhyme with “ bell,” 
or “ God” with “ nod,” it is a mere game of sets of words.1

“ W e have untied the interaction of words and acts; my acts are 
now no longer mine, and my words have ceased to be impor
tant.”

And, my antistrophe goes on, “ the soul of the commuter on the 
highway does not cry out for repentance but for vitality and com
munion. Where, then, is sin? Whither has it gone?” Let this be 
answered by the ‘epode’ : “ Sin has become collective. The same 
doctor or manufacturer or mechanic or teacher who is so tame and 
good and overwrought that he has neither time nor opportunity 
to sin, belongs to one or more sinning groups. H e belongs to a 
professional group, block, and lobby. They sin for him. A n d at

1 See above p. 7.



home, he and his wife fall victim to all the drives in the com
munity.”

N ow  see the contradiction: on the highway we all look down 
on the pettiness of our jobs or of the “ drives” in the neighborhood. 
But just the same we have this job or drive boosted up by a secre
tary to astronomical heights. It becomes a white elephant, our 
work or the quota. And in watching these social pressure groups, 
we discover the nature of sin which individually, we hardly do 
understand. The clever thing about the sins of the Farm  Bloc 
and the Medical Society is that they can be committed without 
breaking our laws. For sin is not a crime of the penal code, 
although most people seem to think so. Sins and crimes are quite 
different in nature. Long before an act or an omission becomes 
defined as a crime, it may be gross sin. And something defined 
as crime by the law may have ceased to be sin. Our law codes 
certainly travel in the same direction as sins, trying to transform 
them into crimes. But sin is always far ahead of them.»Hence, a 
new nature of sin is not defined in the penal code. T o  the con
trary, our laws urge this sin upon us. The only trouble is that this 
new nature of sin saps our vitality and dwarfs us. It destroys our 
own true nature.

N ow , whenever the nature of sin changed, the nature of Chris
tianity changed too. It is a reasonable deduction from experience 
to say that the new sin behind suburb and factory cries for a new 
conception of Christianity.

A s always, Christianity in the future must carry on its mission 
through contagious example. W hat can take the place of the 
parsonage or of the monastery in the coming age of pressure- 
group sins ? N e w  forms of fellowship are required. For men and 
women from the most varied forms of residence and occupation, 
climate and faith, will have to free each other from the sterile 
isolation of factory and suburb and will have to laugh off their 
representation by lobbies. The leisurely life of suburban kindness 
and the rough and tumble struggle downtown, both, must be

NEW NATURE OF SIN 3 1
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made to submit to one human equation. A  new communion must 
come to life. But with such a prediction, we are grating on the 
ears of the practical man. The trends are all against us. Real estate 
has invested in suburbs. Production promises the era of plenty 
through the factory system. T o  say that “ Christianity must do so 
and so” in the future is an empty phrase as long as we do not show 
how there can be made room in the future for anything which 
goes against the trend. Professor Walter A . Jessup frankly told 
me just before his death in an amazing conversation (with a 
son of William James, and myself), on the Moral Equivalent 
of W ar: “ W e have invested many millions of dollars in one 
direction and now this is the trend. A nd you think that simply 
because you are right, you can change this trend?” H e expressed 
the practical man’s disgust with a hollow idealism which, while 
life is going actually in one direction materially every day, at the 
same time proclaims standards which point in exactly the opposite 
direction.

Interim America is a fact; the factory is a fact. A nd therefore, 
to the practical man, these facts predict the future. W e, therefore, 
shall have bigger and better suburbs, and more and more m^ss 
production.

But the practical man is impractical about the future. H e simply 
puts his grandfather’s beliefs into practice. The practical man, 
though he often does not know it, embodies a philosophy of the 
past. For this reason, he does not know the secret of the future.

The real substance of this book turns against the idealists as 
well as against the practical man by considering a future which 
differs from the past in quality. That which simply goes on from 
the past as a trend is not “ future” in the full sense of this term. 
It simply travels on an extension visa from the past. In human 
history the break with the past is the condition of any future. The  
relation of any past and any future is never made by a trend, but 
always by a victory over trends. On the other hand, the idealist is 
only the fellow-traveller of the trend. H e opposes his will to the
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trend, and no trend has ever been influenced by human will. Ideals 
are crushed. A n d idealists are rushed in the very direction which 
they deny.

However, there is a third attitude. The record of our era is 
unanimous in this respect. The future does not consist of the 
extension of existing trends, nor of ideological opposition to them. 
The future must be created.

In fact while the civilian mind produces and talks, the future 
has been created and the country has been refounded for him by 
our soldiers. A ll the neat map-making of the social order, with 
suburb, the factory, the solitary souls on the highway, and the 
massive blocs in Washington, omitted some other localities- 
like Iwo Jima, Okinawa, the battlefield of the Bulge, the bridge
head at Remagen, the break-through in Normandy and the 453 
men missing over Schweinfurt after the air raid.

Isn’t that strange ? Is war an accident ? Are battlefields parts of 
our geography exactly as much as the Stock Exchange in W all 
street or the Pasadena Golf Course ?

H ow  could the vestryman of Hyde Park, N e w  York, the busiest 
man in Washington, D . C., become Commander-in-Chief /of 
eleven million citizen-soldiers, very much against his and the 
country’s will?

Secession from  O ur E ra

Indeed, war seems an accident in our system of thought. Battle
fields are not part of the “ environment” of our educational vision. 
Our systems of thought do not ask and do not answer the ques
tion : W h y is war indispensable ? I have to say “ indispensable”  to 
get them to respond at all. “ Indispensable?” they growl and are 
horrified. Unless peace is employed to create the future, wars are 
indispensable. The last fifty years have run the nation by f^tories 
and education, and were ignorant of the creation of future. 
Thereby, they have pushed the nation upon battlefields and have
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seceded from our Christian Era. Through our whole era, man had 
known that wars were indispensable without the daily creation 
of a future. For this era had been started by a man who said that 
he brought a sword and that there would be terrible wars and 
that he was the prince of peace.

Hence, we may surmise that we seceded from our or his era 
during the last fifty years. A nd this is what I believe.

I ask the reader to recognize this deliberate secession from our 
era in the following review of the last half-century; I call this 
secession the Interim. For nothing was settled definitely. People 
seceded from the fundamentals without putting anything in their 
place. Unless we recognize this interim as a secession we shall 
have neither the desire nor the power to return into our era. Yet, 
without your and my desire to continue our era, we are bound to 
kill each other by word and deed. Our peace will depend on our 
common goal. The revitalization of our era might be such a goal 
for all men of good will while all other goals cannot fail to 
divide us. $

But of course, our fathers and grandfathers and we ourselves 
were not simply fools. W e had reason to secede from the era. 
Before criticizing the secession, we should try to understand why 
the way of life which people had called Christian before 1890 be
came ineffective afterwards. Suburb and factory made the Chris
tian “ Set-up”  a mere set-up. A n d nobody can worship a “ set-up,”  
as his ancestors did who believed in God, in one Catholic Church 
and the Communion of Saints. It is no use casting stones at the 
immediate past unless we first know to which “ set-up”  we shall 
not and cannot return.

No Child Is Father to the Man

T h e Christian set-up of the past no longer works because it 
was meant to make every mother an image of the Church and 
every father an image of government. The modern suburb makes
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every girl an image of the Arfs, and the factory every boy an 
image of the Sciences. The centuries of Christian Reform, 1500 to 
1900, concentrated on Church and State; we concentrate on the 
Arts and Sciences. Both currents invaded the homes and the 
natures of men and women, inspiring them as mothers and 
fathers, as daughters and sons. But while the Christian Reform 
asked the members of the family to be mothers and fathers first 
of all, the modern stress is on boys and girls, men and women. 
Church and State thought of us as parents and children; the Arts 
and Sciences think of us as individuals.

If the reader will allow me one more word on the achievement 
of the centuries of Christian Reform, this may pay us dividends 
for our march into the future.

The centuries of Christian Reform embrace the whole life of 
Christians, of Roman Catholics as well as of so-called Protestants 
and Sects: in fact, a step taken by the Church of Rome at the 
beginning of the whole period, right after 1500, may be used as 
an illumination for the point that concerns us here. A n d  the illus
tration is as striking as Luther’s own reforms. f

Forgetting all theological squabbles, we are looking for the new  
way of life which all Christians after 1500 endeavored to institute: 
after 1500, the Church of Rome began to lay far more stress on 
the cult of St. Joseph and on the conception of the Holy Family. 
This went parallel with the return into the world of hundreds of 
thousands of nuns and monks—into a world in which they no 
longer had any clannish ties. W hen these highly individualized 
people married, they carried into the new homes something utterly 
different from the old type of marriage in which the parents had 
engaged their children to each other in the cradle. These new  
homes were shot through with a personal experience wholly 
unknown to the clan marriage. A nd this kind of union of two 
real persons was made the basis of the model home, the model 
Christian household, in every Christian village and parish* of the 
Reform.
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Thereby, every father became aware of his priestly role in hi§ 
own household as an image of the whole congregation. And the 
centuries of Christian Reform won a new field of human activity 
from paganism to Christianity. Down to 1500, the “ family” was 
without Christian ritual. The family ritual was prescribed by the 
economic heredity. The farmer’s son was a farmer, the tailor’s son 
a tailor. In the so-called Middle Ages before the Reform, parents 
were as incompetent in matters of religion as today. The clergy 
was suspicious of the pagan superstitions which held sway in the 
homes of the people. Monasteries and cathedrals were the centers 
from which to check the un-Christian traditions of the common 
man. The carnival, maypoles, witchcraft, fairy tales of the average 
household were stark pre-Christian as late as 1600, and, as the 
Golden Bough has shown, even much later. Sir James G . Frazer 
could write that neither the Roman Empire nor the Christian 
Church had as much as scratched the surface of the life of the 
common people even to this day.

But the centuries of the Christian Reform at least began to 
trust the households of laymen. They did entrust the families with 
part of the task which, before, the clergy alone had carried out. 
For example, medieval men were haunted by ghosts and demons; 
and these were survivals of pre-Roman times. Only inside the 
consecrated church buildings would a man before the year 1500 
feel quite safe from them. The Reform went after thdse remnants 
of the spirits in house and barn, yard and field and highway. 
Luther’s fight with the devil and his marriage were of one piece. 
And the Bishop of the Roman Church (of Rottenburg in W uer- 
temberg) who in 1925 gratefully remembered in a pastoral letter 
the daily reading of the Bible before breakfast to him during his 
boyhood paid tribute to this new and more intimate approach to 
the Christian life of every day. For every family now was 
cemented into a spiritual unit while before it was purely heredi
tary and economic. By the reading of Scripture, the singing of 
hymns, the common prayer at meals in the native tongue, in the
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homes of lay families, these homes gained a new power: they 
could now preserve their holds over its members despite their 
choosing new professions. The free choice of the professions which 
has spread all over the world during the last four hundred years, 
and which we take pretty much for granted, is the corollary to an 
increase of power of this same family. For, now a son who became 
a lawyer while his father remained the farmer still could recog
nize his father as his spiritual elder. The central truths of life the 
son had learned from his father. The family loyalty now outgrew 
the material identity of father’s and son’s activities. They could 
recognize each other in the spirit.

Modern parents are losing this rank rapidly in the eyes of their 
children. These are marched off to school and summer camp and 
are indoctrinated by the spirit of the times. Before the Industrial 
Revolution, the father went down on his knees in the presence of 
his children; he sang, read, spoke his faith and since his work, too, 
was done within sight, his faith and his work interlaced and there
by the term of a Christian home became apparent by word and 
deed. On the children there was impressed the paradox that ^hey 
might advance in the ways of the world far beyond the parents 
and still owe them their first elevation to the highway of the lu ll 
spirit.

The children could not forget what they are made to forget in 
our new institutions, that the child begins from scratch, as a little 
animal. A nd that no progress is feasible before the child has 
reached at least its parent’s level. H e who first lifts a child up to 
the heights of duty and devotion may be of any social rank. Yet, 
will he be the real father of the man. The nineteenth-century 
verse, “ The Child is Father to the Man,” must be implemented by 
its opposite: those are the parents of a child who enable the animal 
in us to become the person. N o  child is father to the man. Father 
and mother are the people who call us by our name and make us 
act and speak, in the power of this name; as their love bestows this 
name on us we feel that we own it securely and we feel in place.
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Physical semination hassabsolutely nothing to do with fatherhood. 
Offspring and sonhood and daughterhood are quite separate.

It is all-important that the reader should see before him these 
four centuries of Christian family life regardless of any denomina
tional bias.1

Here lay the socio-economic reality of the Reformation, a field 
in which the Christian’s inward freedom could incarnate itself in 
daily life, in which living faith became works. A  subject owed 
implicit obedience to his prince, but he owed no one save God an 
account of his actions as head of a household and follower of a 
calling.

In those days the household was the typical economic unit of 
production as well as consumption, and not just a dormitory and 
a meal ticket as it tends to be today. If a man was a craftsman, for 
example, he would have his workshop there and be surrounded 
by his apprentices, who also shared his table and joined in family 
prayers. Children would grow up within this complete little world 
of daily common song and prayer and food and play and work, 
and from it derive the most solid part of their education^ whereas 
today they learn almost everything outside the home, at /chool or 
in the street. The head of such a household was the typical Chris
tian personality bred by the Protestant way of life, and to him its 
message was primarily addressed. H e attained maturity through 
being intimately responsible for the lives in his household, ruling 
and teaching them.

Such a setting combined work and worship, and that is the 
nerve of all genuine religious life. In daily prayers the head of the 
family acted as household priest, and the W ord that reached the 
rest through him was illumined for all by the human context of 
work and fellowship. Bible and hymn and prayer spoke to the 
heart because they were not spoken in a vacuum.

By breaking with the special sanctity of the visible Church,

1 See the author’s Das A lter der K irche  (w ith Joseph W ittig), pp. 677 ff., 805 ff.,
and his Out o f Revolution, p. 427.
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Luther made room for the Christian spirit to work in house and 
workshop as it had never done before.

By transplanting the sacrament of the W ord into every house
hold, with the father officiating as a priest, the Centuries of the 
Reform christianized what had previously been simply a part of 
the natural world, going its own way since time immemorial. 
But it did not achieve this by agitation for an ideological program. 
It transformed the life of all, as Christianity has always done, by 
living a contagious example.

If we turn to our own day, we can see at a glance that the 
Christian householder has lost his footing in daily experience. The  
whole realm of moral freedom, which balanced the outer realm 
of law, has given way to the hard laws of the industrial system. 
Man no longer earns his living in a private vocation but in an 
industrial function. The household is no longer an economic unit; 
the modern individual no longer ripens into a person through 
household responsibility; work and worship are divorced. Thanks 
to the factory and its implications, man’s labor is separated from 
his right to teach, once the supreme value of a master’s earthly life.

If one side of the Protestant scale of values has vanished, the 
other has become top-heavy. A s the economic sphere ceases to be a 
realm of individual freedom, the State threatens to become an 
all-engulfing leviathan. In former days, Christendom achieved a 
unique liberty for men, unknown in other cultures, by maintain
ing the duality of Church and State: every earthly city had to 
admit at least one building in its midst which was not of national 
origin; men saw two worlds, one national and the other divine, 
when they moved from State House to Meeting House, and the 
choice between the two allegiances prevented their enslavement 
by either.

The very word “ State” was invented to designate a territorial 
power which lacks the right to create a local cult. Even the most 
tyrannical State could have only an established Church, not in  
established religion of Vitzliputzli or Wotan. The plurality of
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many States in contrast to the universality of the Church has been 
the specifically Christian contribution to political life. If there were 
only one State we should be unable to breathe freely. Outside 
Christianity, “ States”  were annexes of the temple; they should be 
called “ temple-states,”  never States. “ State” is territorial order 
minus the divine order.

In the old days the family as economic unit was the foundation 
of Church and State alike. Modern conditions have disintegrated 
the family economy, and in its place the State is tempted to become 
a super-family which feeds everybody. In so far as it succeeds, it 
inevitably absorbs the Church too, because there are no longer 
any independent private economies to support the Church against 
the State. Thus, we arrive at the totalitarian systems of Germany 
and Russia, which fuse the three bodies politic, Church, State, and 
Family, into one. If we planned a W orld State, it would turn out 
to bear the same features of economic regimentation and political 
self-righteousness, and it would soon be headed by a tribal chief
tain whom the people would worship because he fed them. A s we 
move toward wider and wider economic unification of the world, 
we must see to it that economic boundaries are not allowed to 
coincide with political ones lest freedom vanish. A nd all our edu
cational activities must stress the diversity of the powers which 
rule our lives on this earth, as against the close-knit tribalism of 
the economic super-state.

The foregoing pages indicate why any attempt merely to re
affirm the old Protestant values is doomed to fail. The day of 
self-contained autonomous personality is over because its economic 
foundations in reality have crumbled. The modern individual—  
externally a homeless, shiftless, noncommittal nomad, internally 
a jig-saw puzzle of nervous conflicts— is the very opposite of the 
Christian patriarchs to whom after 1500 the gospel was addressed. 
He is far too weak to stand alone. H e cannot justify himself by 
faith, for he is a natural unbeliever—not simply in religious mat
ters, but in relation to himself and the basic instincts and deci
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sions of ordinary life. T o  try to convert him in the traditional 
manner and ask him to begin with a confession of sin would be a 
hopeless proceeding. N ot until we take the burden of loneliness 
from him, and restore his natural powers of belief through a new 
experience of living with his fellowmen in shared hope, can we 
expect a rebirth of Christian faith in him. The preliminary experi
ence of hope rather than the central experience of faith must take 
the lead in the new era. Thus, the nature of sin has changed. 
When Christianity began, sin isolated men. Today it binds them 
more and more under the tutelage of society. The great sinners of 
our times are not individuals but groups. Individuals are rather 
self-denying; but the groups composed of them lust for power, 
need power, exercise power. W e, as citizens of our countries, have 
some reason to recognize the religious meaning of these world 
armies to which we belong directly or indirectly. For the world 
is a camping army. The last child is mobilized at least for the 
scrap drive. Is perhaps war the place, the home, the hell where we 
belong when we remove the gracious curtain of suburb and 
factory?

In any case, the war community and the warring communities 
have to be included into our thinking of our own nature. M  the 
foreground, we have seemed to live by arts and sciences, by educa
tion and production. But we are called into life and we are called 
upon to die, and who does this calling?

Many a good man has loathed dishonesty and divided loyalty. 
They have become deniers of State as well as Church by Pacifism. 
They wanted to be honest; and they saw the contradiction. They 
seceded from our era which surmised that war was unavoidable 
and peace intermittent. W e have satisfied them that we do not 
aspire to a return to Romanism or Puritanism. W e have conceded 
to them the obsolescence of the previous Christian “ set-up.”  But, 
now, the seceders from our era cannot call it unfair when they 
themselves come up for attack. They gave a horrible answer to a 
terrible dilemma. Granted the dilemma, they still became de-



setters. A nd they tried to make the upholstery of the suburb so 
thick that the rumbling of war and revolution could not be heard 
through the velvet curtains, the carpets and rugs of progressive 
education.
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O ur Invasion by C hina

A t this moment, 1940 to 1945, belligerency and pacifism have 
scaled new heights of efficiency, with rangers and commandos 
and with conscientious objectors’ camps. The slaughter is whole
sale, and the defiance of war is well organized, too.

Innumerable good people are physically engaged in the war 
and mentally haunted by their pacifist temperament. W hat a con
flict for a nation with an unbroken record of virile fighting! But 
how familiar to China where a soldier was contemptible for more 
than a thousand years. A t  present, however, China fights her first 
enthusiastic national war, whereas Americans in great numbers 
regard enthusiasm about war as despicable. They even despise 
therrjselves that they should be part and parcel of a wdrld in 
which people still shoot at each other. The most pessimistic and 
Darwinian poet of the last decades, Robinson Jeffers, despises this 
American involvement in war. In his latest book of verse, cruel 
and harsh as it is,1 he calls America a perishing empire and adds 
that he had thought her to be too good for this kind of destiny. 
His example proves that contempt for war goes far beyond the 
districts of organized pacifism in America. It is in this form quite 
unknown in Europe where war was dreaded, hated, cursed, but 
never despised.

Is it possible that the East and the West have exchanged roles?
I do not mean the conscious exchange of mere objects as in 

trade or of interesting items in art or thought, or even the note
worthy attempts of the Theosophical Society to draw on Buddha, 
Laotse, Confucius, for our inspiration, or the growing popular

1 Be Angry w ith the Sun, New York, 1943.
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literature on China. They go with trade, missions, engineering and 
teaching. They do not shake the foundations of our society but are 
contributions to it. The process which allows us to say that “ The  
East invades us,”  does not carry the label “ Made in the Orient.”  
Pacifism, for instance, has spread on the crutches of humanitarian- 
ism or it is backed up by the Sermon on the Mount (though I 
yet have to discover one word of pacifism in this). I suggest that 
the Theosophical Society has not imported into America one per 
cent of the Oriental thinking which has been introduced by 
pragmatism.

John Dewey

The pragmatist John Dewey, the patron saint of progressive 
education, has emancipated the mentality of our suburbs from 
any subservience to Church or State. H e has become the Con
fucius, the educational sage, of the Western World. His rise to 
power over our educational system is impressive. A n d it is all the 
more impressive since the principles of his own upbringing, jand 
of the convictions which his life embodies, belong to the era of 
Christian Reform, while his activities and his influence belong 
to Interim America and to the Secession from our era.

Born in 1859, Dewey grew up in Vermont, under the full impact 
of the Christian heritage. Parents still educated their children in 
the fear of the Lord and in their own faith, with gusto, and a 
war was fought, the Civil W ar, for this passionate faith. Pioneers 
founded communities by the dozen every day. Congregations 
trained people from all ways of life in doing a bit of “ horse shed
ding” before and after C hurch1 and to expedite thereby the 
democratic process of confidential humming and eternal vigilance. 
There was bred into him the discipline of the centuries of reform: 
selfless brotherly love and the devotion of the whole man to his 
life work. Like an artisan or old craftsman of which he always

1 See below p. 203.
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reminds me, John Dewey never has undergone the depersonaliz
ing influences of watered labor, of the scatterbrain environment, 
of the split between residence and business district. I, who have 
suffered from these ills, can well see that they did not sear him. 
M y objection to John Dewey is that he takes his healthy heritage 
for granted, that he thinks these qualities to be man’s Nature 
while they are the fruits of 1900 years of our era, and that he 
goes on from there as though nothing could jeopardize this 
assumed “ Nature” of Man. Dewey has never a word of gratitude 
for the powers which gave him the strength and the unity and 
the wholeness. The thirtieth year of his life coincided with the 
closing of the frontier. Shortly thereafter the University of Chi
cago was founded. And in John Dewey this university called a 
man who recognized clearly that the sectarianism of pioneering 
groups, strong in their group faith with the denominational 
schooling and ministry, was doomed. The vast forty-eight states 
needed social integration of all the individuals regardless of color, 
race, and creed. A n d so, on his own fundus of Christian standards 
implicitly lived, John Dewey has erected a complete system of 
agnostic ethics and morality. /

N ow , this exactly was the greatness of the system of Confucius, 
who also was silent about the gods.

The radical aspect of Chinese thought has come to us through 
Dewey, anonymously, for even in his letters from China to his 
children 2 he does not recognize the kinship, but in great force 
and with the persuasiveness of the plain. The ideal society is con
ceived by him and his followers— and these practically are the 
teachers of America at this moment— as a

scientific
democratic
depersonalizing
cooperative
functional

mechanism, in which all the individuals who agree to it are held

2 New York, 1920.
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together by what they call social intelligence.3 4 John Dewey feels 
deeply that his method is something new. W hen Hitler began to 
threaten his world, Dewey exclaimed, at the end of his book, 
Liberalism and Social Action*  “ Social intelligence has found it
self after millions of years of errancy as a method and it will not 
be lost forever in the darkness of night.”  This strangely quantita
tive oratory of the “ millions of years”— common with the Pharaohs 
of Egypt—is the only pompousness which he will allow. Unfor
tunately, the sentence is void of any meaning. Otherwise he shuns 
emphasis. Hence for all those truths which only come to life 
when we feel them as new qualities, for his own heritage of fer
vent beliefs as listed above, he never has one word to say because 
personal sacrifice, worship, devotion, exuberance have no repre
sentation in his over-plain style. D ewey and his followers are 
silent about their own motives. They must be silent about the 
gods since they have cleansed their language from all emphatic 
elements. (“ Millions of years,”  a mere quantity, stands for God.) 
This lack is found in Confucius, too. H e left religion alone, as a 
petrified forest. O f Confucius it has been said: “ T o  the honor o^ 
the human race it should be mentioned that nowhere but in China 
has a complete bore like Kongfutse been able to become the; 
classic model of humanity.”  5 The writer of this sentence was right 
as well as wrong. Dewey made and makes a deep impression on 
our times from Turkey to China, and for the same reason as 
Confucius: both make for boredom, but they make the boredom 
of depersonalization, of the “ cog-in-the-wheel”  existence, respect
able. That they are able to be impersonal makes them venerable 
to people who find themselves in an impersonal machine.

Argument is useless against success. The invasion of our West

3 In 1945, a friend of mine, a Deweyite, admonished us to restate “The spiritual
values” of the Liberal Arts College. He made a motion to this effect. In  his speech 
to support the motion, he began: “The educational m echanism  of a college . . .” 
Nobody protested his contradiction in terms. «

4 New York, 1935, p. 93.
5Franz Rosenzweig, D er Stem  der Erloesung, 2nd edition, Frankfurt, 1930,

p. 98.
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by Confucius is a fact. Our homelands are overrun by classic 
China. Let us look through the verbiage of pragmatism and edu
cation. W hat kind of a society is served by Dewey and who is his 
god? Dewey himself is simply a Christian Liberal who declines 
to talk about his faith. But his followers hold this belief:

1. Society is God and otherwise there is no god who sends us into 
the world by calling us by our names.

2. Therefore, human speech is merely a tool, not an inspiration; 
a set of words, not a baptism of fire.

3. Society includes all men regardless of their evil character. 
Everybody can be educated or re-educated. The body politic 
needs no self-purification.

4. The ipse dixit of authority is always out of place. Conflicts can 
be solved by discussions between equals.

This was the perfect philosophy for that America which 
emerged in 1890. This America, protected by the British N avy, 
had moved its frontier three thousand miles to the West during a 
century in which bigger was the same as better and in v^hich no 
foreign policy was necessary. This incredible situation of tio dan
gers abroad and of mere rolling along in space as the proof of 
progress ceased. The children of the pioneers still heard the fairy 
tales of those days but many of them lived now as cogs on the 
wheel of industry. They had to be taught that they, too, might 
lead the good life.

Hence, Dewey’s success was well deserved. Some such adapta
tion of the Confucian pattern was needed after we settled down 
inside one explored world. The grandeur of Confucius had con
sisted in exactly the same trait. H e was impersonal, functional, 
silent about God, unemphatic, democratic in education, and he 
came when the China of the hundred tribes had been welded into 
one empire. Confucius could hold that politics was ^education, 
since by that time everybody was inside the Chinese wall of one 
empire.



Dewey and Confucius came when man emerged from the ele
mentary struggle against chaos, when anarchy was retreating, 
when man and beast and jungle became civilized. Their dogma 
that man is a function inside some definite society corresponds to 
the actual march of their contemporaries in exactly this direction. 
This beehive idea was well on its way to becoming a dogma. 
Whether apes or bees or ants or schools of fishes were investigated, 
they all were held up to us for imitation. H o w  dogmatic people 
had become, I learned in 1940 at a conference of the educational 
advisers to the Civilian Conservation Corps— the famous C C C . 
Under general consent, we were asked to take down the following 
definition of a citizen: “ A  citizen is a man who is profitably 
employed.”  In vain, did I protest that a citizen is a man who can 
either found or, in an emergency, refound his city or civilization. 
These convinced functionalists thought I was joking. In protest, 
we founded Camp William James with the blessing of President 
Roosevelt as a leadership training center for citizen soldiers.6 In 
the war, we have had to entrust to untold millions the task of 
refounding the United States. This is new history. But the mind 
is always far behind events. The masses of educated people would 
not be shocked by the definition given in 1940, the definition of 
citizenship in terms of “ profitable employment.”  Their own sons 
may have died on the battlefield for a new order. A n d still, their 
educational vision will have no room for heroism and the quality 
of founders. Our boys themselves, in their hurry, will ask for jobs. 
But the blindness of educators and soldiers to their own actual 
behavior does not erase the fact from our slate that the civilians 
were saved by soldiers. A ll we may concede, then, is that a man 
can be treated as an ant or bee with considerable success in peace 
times.

W e conclude that if thinking had no other function than to 
explain to man his own bend and trend, Master Confucius Dewey 
well might be our social saint.

6 See pp. 27 £f.
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Unfortunately, thought is not consecrated unless it resists trends. 
The truth is something bigger than that which most people are 
satisfied with. Often, great truth is hated and crucified. This fact 
refutes pragmatism. That we are not only inside society but also 
outside of it, ahead of it, behind it, is unthinkable or at least unde
sirable for Dewey. “ Integration,”  to him, is God. But in a bad 
society, it is my duty to disintegrate her still further by taking up 
arms. The Cross says just this. A t times we are inside but at 
others we have to suffer the fate of outcasts. W e may have to hold 
on to old values when our society is drunk with speed and then 
we appear to be lagging like the fundamentalists. W e may have to 
be ahead of our times, and again we shall be unhappy. The Cross 
explains war and revolution and decay and disintegration and 
explains why some sacrifice must bridge the gaps which man’s 
abuse of his freedom always rips open.

Free men must shift their allegiance from solidarity and func
tioning “ inside,”  to rebellion, to reverence, to sacrifice, according 
to the evils which have to be resisted most urgently.

In other words, we ever draw anew the lines between thb inside 
and the outside, tradition and progress. For instance, when we 
decide that we must go to war, we are made uncertain, by acts 
of our enemies, about the old Adam  in man and the new Adam  
to be created.

Every war makes an epoch because the warring parties try to 
pushfone specific part of our nature into hell. W ar is not fought 
by individuals but by moulds in which human nature is produced. 
In war, the enemy presents us with an order which threatens 
some aspect of our own development. The threat may come from  
their being defenders of an obsolete or of a too radically new  
order. W e had no diplomatic relations with Russia as long as she 
pretended to be the only power already representing the future. 
And we broke with Germany when, in her counter-revolution, she 
turned the clock back to barbaric ages with which this country no 
longer had any connection. W ars divide the past and the future.

48 INTERIM AMERICA: 1890 TO 1940
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The opposite is true of peace. In peace times our commerce, pro
duction, exploration, push the border of society outward into the 
world of nature. In peace times, we doubt the character of every 
material factor in research, experiment, colonization. In war, the 
nature of man himself is dubious.

Peace and war together represent the cross of reality to which 
we are nailed, changing natures in a changing world. Hence, we 
send obsolete phases of social order to hell— war is hell— and we 
usher in new elements of nature, like electricity and radio, into 
our homes when we are at peace. Both times we act at the risk 
of human lives. It is not true that the Industrial Revolution did 
not cost lives. Peace as the struggle against nature involves risk. 
A n d the civil wars of mankind are costly in individual victims.

Neither of these struggles can disappear. Only, we may dis
tribute the energies which change man more evenly; we may 
invent for man that which the explosion motor constitutes in 
nature; a moral equivalent for one great destruction might be 
found if every individual went to war personally in his own right. 
The Cross has always asked man to live as a warrior. But the * 
incessant change in human nature is as indispensable as the change 
in industry.

A ll this is unacceptable to Confucius or Dewey. Their belief is 
in functioning inside a world where man is what he is and dis
cusses changes with others as though no lunacy or degeneration 
or wickedness might exclude people from the discussion. T o  them 
it is a fact that we are already inside the universe as our home. 
This is irreconcilable with the acceptance of the two struggles 
represented by war and peace. Dewey and Confucius do not admit 
that in war we are created into a new period of history, and that 
in peace we draw new frontiers between the world rejected and 
the world domesticated by us. For they hold that nothing and 
nobody is outside. They smile indulgently at the heroism needed 
for the struggles. St. George, who slays the dragon, is to them* a 
myth. Birds in cages, waterfalls in gardens, and—the climax of
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Chinese culture— dragons on boudoir tables: nature is tamed. 
Even the chaos is included in society as the open spaces in N ew  
York are included by Park Commissioner Moses. “ Western 
Ranches,” with everything in western style, are advertised in the 
Catskills; this is a domesticated, profitable wilderness. This wilder
ness has lost its serious character of an infinite challenge. A n d  with 
its infinity disappears the full risk which alone makes us attain 
our full stature, our second and third wind. A  chaos which shall 
give us our full size must still hold terror, may drive us panicky, 
and catastrophes of nature—human or cosmic—must overawe us. 
This civil war, in which the abyss of our own darkness surrounds 
us, is smiled at as youthful error, as impractical and unwise.

Confucius and Dewey are very wise, very old, very kind and 
patient, very sure of being on the inside. HenCe, prudence, justice, 
temperance, industry, self-control are their virtues. Cannot the 
murderer be improved, the wicked be enlightened, the wars abol
ished ? And revolutions can be avoided. Since man, as they are 
convinced, can be sure of this, he need not get excited when 
catastrophes do befall him. They need not make us unhappy since 
they need not to be. W e may overlook them by anticipating the 
certainty of being inside everything. T o  them progress is in
gress. They mean by it the constant entrance of more and more 
people into the inside order already familiar. Progress is not the 
revolutionary beginning of a tradition hitherto unknown but the 
extension of known qualities. Progress is painless and not the 
heartrending conflict of previous progress now hardened into 
tradition and future tradition initiated as progress. T o  the man 
who believes that we are creatures, our own accomplishments of 
yesterday stand in the way of the next accomplishment because 
the old traditions are sanctified by sacrifices made. But Dewey 
says that intelligence for millions of years was led astray and has 
now found itself. W ithin the frame of millions of years, it is 
childish to weep over any loss of country, loyalty, love of old; we 
may keep smiling and this indeed is what we are told.
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Dewey cannot be refuted since he represents the needs of his 
age. From 1890 to 1940, America had to get inside herself, so to 
speak. The wilderness did become Yellowstone Park. The Grand 
Canyon was civilized. America hung out her shingle—at home.

Nevertheless, it is an Interim America of which Dewey was the 
midwife. A n d the man whose middle-age philosophy of pragma
tism Dewey unfolded, William James, knew that it was an 
Interim. For, on Interim America lies a mortgage: the mortgage 
of inherited beliefs. The brotherhood of man, free discussion 
between good fellows, trust of the young in the wisdom of credits 
and marks and courses in colleges under pragmatic leaders, hope 
in a rational solution of evil, this whole belief that God is imma
nent in good society, all these tenets were earned by heroes and 
make sense only because they created democracy and founded the 
inside in which they may be practiced. Religion and war brought 
men inside and this is the mortgage now for which we must pay 
interest by further changes in the quality of man and world. 
W hich power shall get future man “ inside”  ? Creeds must be 
imparted to the new born. They must believe that teachers are tq 
be listened to, parents are to be respected, laws obeyed, long before 
they can know. There is a revolution on for the last forty years 
since the Japanese broke into the Western W orld at Port Arthur 
in 1904 and after the sailors mutinied on the Potemkin in 1905. 
This revolution proves that not everybody thinks he is inside and 
that others who are inside are in peril of being cast out.

This refutes the tenets of Deweyism, of one scientific
silently functioning 
all inclusive 
cooperative 
impersonal 
painless

order, an order in which nothing vital has to be settled by force; 
nothing lunatic can ever befall whole nations, no personal decision 
must save the world from ruin.
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For Dewey’s tenets, the only guarantee is found in exalted be
liefs, faith, hopes, sacrifices, decisions of men and women who 
struggle daily against chaos. These are the facts— some of them—  
which upset the pragmatic universe: i. N o youthful nation includ
ing America has ever settled vital questions by discussion. St. 
Augustine said that discussion is for those questions which do not 
deal with the necessary. W e can discuss in a democracy, every
thing. But we cannot discuss anything with those who reject 
discussion. 2. The German youth threw out all teaching authority 
wholesale, and followed an untaught Fuehrer. It denied all in
tellectual authority which Dewey and Teachers College take for 
granted. 3. Bolshevism has destroyed millions of victims. 4. Hitler 
has murdered millions of Jews. 5. America cannot find a rational 
solution of the Negro question after one hundred years of search.
6. Our armies had to gain the initiative by bold decisions.

These are political lessons. W ith respect to individuals, too, the 
lunacy of any paranoiac requires a decision, a very bold decision 
at times, of the relative who has to bring him to an institution. 
The lunacy of nations does not require less courageous daring. 
Also, against the blindness of any one generation, young or old, 
teaching cannot efface itself. W e may make the children believe 
that they discover the truth themselves; actually we must have 
authority before we may make them believe even that. Against 
class hatred, sacrifices alone can help, sacrifices of a completely 
irrational character, sacrifices which cannot be discussed before
hand but must impress themselves by their symbolical potency. 
And all the insoluble cruxes like unhappy marriages, race strife, 
injustice, are not borne by reasoning but by the eternal combina
tion of three irrational qualities: forbearing charity against the 
perpetrators, flaming defense of the outraged victim, reverence for 
the inscrutable decree of providence. Our faith in forces greater 
than man’s intelligence, a charity greater than any social intelli
gence ever warrants, and unbending hope in the victory over the 
worst fiend, animate those who by their personal decisions and
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sacrifices enable Confucius or us to cooperate and to live inside of 
some semblance of order.

Spiritual authority, sacrifice, creative exuberance, aye, ecstasy, 
sufferings, are creating the frame of reference “ inside” of which 
Dewey’s army of teachers alone can work.

Inside this frame of reference, it is true, science, democracy, 
cooperation, intelligent functioning, pragmatic planning, are all 
in their place. But it borders on social irresponsibility to take the 
timberwork of society, the beams of authority, decision, faith, love, 
worship, for granted while everywhere these beams crack.

Our soldiers, airmen, sailors, volunteers in all walks of life, 
have flung themselves into the breach left by pragmatism. They  
are the living bodies who form the timberwork which Dewey 
took for granted and inside of which he well may keep smiling. 
You cannot be impersonal when you have to die in person.

Confucius was as light-hearted as Dewey. And we can renounce 
Dewey to no greater degree than China can abandon Confucius. 
But Confucius had to be made innocuous. If we wish to survive the 
state of helplessness created by pragmatism—helplessness against 1 
war, anarchy, decay— we need an antidote by which Interim / 
America may be integrated into the real world of our black hearts 
and real deserts.

Charles Darwin

Many of my readers will resent the expressions used in the last 
sentence: black hearts and real deserts. A s a friend expressed it: 
in America, everybody goes to heaven at long last. The complete 
success of Dewey’s philosophy shows itself most clearly in the fact 
that my criticism may be—perhaps— acceptable, but that my ex
citement over “ black hearts” seems quite out of place. These terms 
are left to stump speakers. Far beyond its content, pragmatism 
has conquered as a style. Great truth in the modern world can 
only be treated without emphasis. I have heard colleagues talk of
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God as though they talked of a pair of shoes. The slimy style of 
indifference and superiority has conquered even those who defend 
positions outside Deweyism. O f black hearts only he will speak 
who trembles lest his own heart be found wanting. The speaker 
who feels like drowning will shout. Our intellectuals are always 
above their problem, on the terra firma outside the ocean of risk.

Therefore it would be no use to continue at this point our 
analysis of Interim America by intellectual criticism. W hen I said 
“black hearts,”  I lost face with the rational critic. The critic will 
shrug his shoulders because 1 am not scientific. I therefore invite 
the reader to a second round. The second idol of our time, taking 
even higher rank than Dewey’s educational creed, is information. 
Intellectual curiosity is officially cultivated by all our institutions 
of higher learning.1

Information is the mortal enemy of science when information 
is sought by curiosity.

For, curiosity leads to a picture of the world which is as dis
torted as the Dewey-Confucius picture of society. Confucius said 
it was man’s divine destiny to find his function in jthe smooth
running society. The curious mind sees the outside world as void 
of any meaning, as the battlefield on which the survival of the 
fittest is decided.

The curious minds are Darwinians and always have been since 
the Hindoos conceived of the worlds as innumerable sinking and 
ascending whirls of struggle.

The only thing they can see— and it is the essence of mere 
curiosity that it separates “ seeing” and isolates the staring of the 
eye from all other insights or evaluations— is cosmic dust whirled 
around for millions of years before the creation of man.1 2 In the 
process, the fog of dust incidentally took on various shapes which

1 John U. Nef’s brilliant criticism, T h e United States and Civilisation, Chicago, 
1942, should be consulted on this point.

2 John Dewey, “After Millions of Years of Errancy” in Liberalism and Social 
Action, 1935, p. 93. See the full quotation above on p. 45.
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by mere chance, under the laws of probability, began to make
sense.

It needs a special statement to shake our habitual complacency 
about the picture of the world, the so-called world view which 
in 1859, with Darwin’s book, became fashionable. For it often is 
overlooked that this world view was totally different from the 
Platonic order of nature in which our natural scientists had be
lieved from the Renaissance. In 1859 the universe ceased to be 
orderly. Plato was replaced. The Darwinian vision of life is that 
of a jungle of ceaseless strife. By now, this evolutionary scheme 
has penetrated. It is sold on the market place today. It is called the 
scientific picture of the world. It is, however, only the scientists’ 
assumption about the world. The scientist makes the assumption 
that nothing is given but observable facts outside of our minds. 
Attachments are sacrificed to enable him to make his observations 
with complete detachment. Once this assumption is made, we 
can’t observe anything but incessant movement outside. Life  
processes which are viewed with detachment present themselves 
as motions. It is, therefore, not true that Darwinianism has proved 
that the world is ruthless struggle. But it is true that when we give 
“ science” free rein, the world cannot help appearing as jungle. /

A s a tendency, one among many, science has pushed observation 
to its limits : that Mussolini had a movie shot of Ciano’s execution, 
that we may see our troops landing on the beaches of Normandy, 
are triumphs of cold-blooded observation. In these instances, we 
know that the events do not reveal their whole significance to the 
camera. W e supply the moral evaluation. However, the victory of 
the evolutionary theory meant that this moral evaluation lost its 
status as an equal to the perception of sense data. W e were re
quired to restrict ourselves to the observable fact and our children 
were not told any more that these data were a fraction of the 
whole truth. The world of the scientists was recommended as the 
whole world. ,

Plato had sought to “ look into”  the world of beauty and good-
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ness and truth. But this was less logical than to profess that our 
senses perceive nothing but quantities of size, of weight, of exten
sion, of movement. Observation can never prove the unity of man, 
nature, universe.

“ I think the universe is all spots and jumps, without unity, 
without continuity, without coherence or orderliness or any of the 
properties that govern love. Indeed there is little but prejudice and 
habit to be said for the view that there is one world at all.”  After 
eighty years of “ pure”  science, Bertrand Russell could formulate 
its world view in the foregoing classic manner. Science since Dar
win abandoned unity; John Dewey abandoned suffering as our 
basis of understanding the world. Compare the words of Oscar 
W ilde: “ Suffering is really a revelation. One discerns things one 
never discerned before.”  For the reason of unity, we had made 
all our history since Christ one common enterprise for all men 
who were converted to this Oneness. And for the reason of revela
tion through suffering, we had built up a hierarchy of values: 
according to the degree a man had suffered, we listened to what 
he had to reveal. i

Darwin and Dewey persuaded us of the opposite. The less we 
suffered, the better. A nd the less we tried to convert oufselves 
away from ourselves, the better would the universe fulfill its 
purpose.

W e now may sum up the astonishing power of the modern 
mind. This mind has a twofold capacity: it will not get excited 
or pained over anything because it thinks that to be civilized 
means to do nothing violent. W e may know everything without 
getting excited. But the same mind will perceive the world as a 
jungle of strife and struggle and greed and blind passions.

W e already know the kind of surroundings in which modern 
man has developed this double feature of extreme self-control and 
extreme scepticism. The creative ecstasies of men were smiled out 
of existence, and the beautiful meanings of the universe were 
deciphered as wave lengths. Simply by living in suburb and fac-
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tory the modern man is daily fortified in his inoffensive, prag
matic Confucius style of living and smiling and working and 
whispering and pitying the follies of others.

T o  this man, the future always comes as a complete surprise. 
H ow  else can it be as the future is the fruit of passionate, dog
matic, devoted, eloquent living? The war, for modern man, was 
a shock. H ow  uncivilized. Bolshevism was a shock. Good ends 
but what violence. Hitler was a shock. A  madman, and were we 
not all sane and intelligent and reasonable ? This modern man 
strikes me as the queerest combination of the best-informed and 
the most surprised human being. The public knows everything 
and does not understand anything that happens. For, the facts 
which they call knowledge deal with living and standards of liv
ing. But things happen not by living but by birth and death. 
“Living” is but one half of life, the repetitive and predictable part. 
The other half is the agonizing creation and the creative agony 
of dying and being born.

H e who wishes to be a little bit less surprised by the world’s 
fits and tantrums, a bit less unprepared for the next crisis, may 
now be willing to face the simple question: H ow  is Future' cre
ated? H o w  can it be created ? W hen does mere living become less 
important than the coming to life ?

N ot before this question is admitted by your mind, will you 
have left the suburb’s frame of reference behind. A n d not before 
you begin to fear for Life ’s return, will you meet the original 
question of Christianity.





PART TWO: WHEN TIME IS OUT OF JOINT
“The most significant characteristic of modern civilization 

is the sacrifice of the future for the present, and all the power 
of science has been prostituted to this purpose.”

W illiam James (1842-1910) l

l
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THE C R E A T IO N  O F  FUTURE

The Conquest of Paganism—The Anticipation of Death— 
The Meaning of History— Progress: Christian or Modern—  

Science and the Christian Era—The Intermittence of Faith

A  question about the future of Christianity would be out of 
order. “ The Future and Christianity” is no casual combination of 
words like “ the future of motoring” or “ the future of Europe.” 
Christianity is the founder and trustee of the future, the very 
process of finding and securing it, and without the Christian spirit 
there is no real future for man. 1

Future means novelty, surprise; it means outgrowing past habits 
and attainments. W hen a job, a movement, an institution promises 
nothing but treadmill repetition of a given routine in thought and 
action, we say correctly, “ There is no future in it.”

In apparent doubt whether there is still any future in Christian
ity, people have been demanding in recent years that we save 
Christianity from destruction— along with civilization and some 
neighboring treasure islands. But “ saving” Christianity is un
necessary, undesirable, impossible, because it is anti-Christian. 
Christianity says that he who tries to save his soul shall lose it. 
Our supreme need is not to save what we smugly presume to have, 
but to revive what we have almost lost. The real question is: Do  
we have a future ? Then, we would have to be Christians. t 

A t the center of the Christian creed is faith in death and resur
rection. Christians believe in an end of the world, not only once
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but again and again, 'this and this alone is the power which 
enables us to die to our old habits and ideals, get out of our old 
ruts, leave our dead selves behind and take the first step into a 
genuine future.1 That is why Christianity and future are synony
mous.

By the time Hitler came to power the modern world had well- 
nigh forgotten what Christianity means. So many of its gifts had 
unconsciously permeated our lives that we took them for granted 
and ignored the giver. The conflict with pagans made early Chris
tians vividly aware of what they stood for; but by 1850 there were 
not enough confessed pagans left to keep our hearts awake to the 
conflict— except on remote mission fields, where the contemptuous 
term “natives” implied that they were not to be taken seriously as 
a threat to Christendom. Meanwhile a disguised paganism flour
ished at home in academic traditions and popular absorption with 
material improvements. But now that naked paganism has burst 
forth again, we not only can but must recover the real meaning 
of Christianity if we are to survive.

1
T h e  Conquest of Paganism  /

N azi race theories and practices should help to revive in us a 
memory long dimmed: Christianity came into a world of divided 
loyalties— races, classes, tribes, nations, empires, all Jiving to them
selves alone. It did not simply erase these loyalties; that would 
have plunged men into nihilism and cancelled the previous work 
of creation, and Jesus came not to deny but to fulfill. Rather, by 
its gift of a real future, Christianity implanted in the very midst 
of men’s loyalties a power which, reaching back from the end of 
time, drew them step by step into unity.

Paganism thus meant— and means— disunity, dividedness of

1 W hen, early in 1942, our automobile factories were made over to produce 
implements of war, Tim e  remarked that the industry “had literally died and was 
being reborn.” The whole story is a Christian parable in modern dress, warning 
that men m ust take care to die in time, lest a worse death befall them.



mankind. This is true historically as well as geographically. Pagan 
histories are many, not one; each begins somewhere within time, 
for instance with the founding of Rome or with the Olympic 
Games in 776 b .c ., and ends likewise: the god Chronos devours 
all his children. So pagan thought almost universally pictures 
human life as a decline from a golden age in the past toward ulti
mate destruction in the future. A nd beyond that it can imagine 
nothing but meaningless repetition of the same cycle to all 
eternity.1 The Greeks did not believe in progress.2

Cyclical thinking is a real obsession of the pagan mind.3 The  
Babylonian Great Year and its echoes in Hindu, Buddhist, Pla
tonic, and Stoic teachings; the doctrine of inevitable rotation in 
the forms of government, given classic formulation by Polybius; 
the culture cycles of Vico and Spengler; the Mexican myths; the 
Germanic “ twilight of the gods”  which recurs at regular intervals;

1 An exception in favor of Zoroastrianism was urged in the days when it was 
the learned fashion to disparage the uniqueness of Christianity and Judaism: cf. the 
discussion of Zoroastrianism in Hastings’ Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, 
Art, “Ages of the W orld.” But more recent scholarship has upset the premises on 
which this argum ent was based. Zoroaster lived in the sixth century b .c . ,  not the 
tenth or eleventh as formerly supposed. The oldest Zoroastrian text expressing a 
view of history akin to the Jewish and Christian views was not composed until 
650 a .d .,  at a time when, under the stress of Islam, Zoroastrians would naturally 
have become more receptive to Jewish and Christian ideas; it can, therefore, pro
vide no foundation for the claim that Zoroastrianism created a non-cyclic view of 
history independently— still less that it lived such a view, as the Jews and Chris
tians did. T he only early sources of Zoroastrianism, the Gathas, simply give the 
usual mythical account of the four ages of man, like Hesiod, and say nothing of 
a middle or an end of history. Cf. the memoirs by Herzfeld and Lehm ann-Haupt 
in Oriental Studies in Honor of Corsetji Eradiji Parry, Oxford University Press, 
1933. T he copious History of Zoroastrianism by its priest M. N. Dhalla, New 
York, 1938, is quite unhistorical. Consult, J. Her tel, in Abhandlungen Saechsische 
AdW. Leipzig 40 (1929), 192 f. Also see Maria W. Smith, Studies in the Syntax 
of the Gathas of Zarathushtra, Philadelphia, 1929, p. 18.

2 A. Nock, Conversion, 1933, p. 113.
3 For a penetrating treatment of the Greek thought on cycles, see Rodolfo 

Mondolfo (now in Argentine), Studi sopra L’ Infinite nel Pensiero dei Greci, 
Memorie delV Istituto di Bologna, Classe di Scienze Morali, IIIa serie, vol. VI 
(1931/2) pp. 67-116, esp. 73.
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Hitler’s brushing aside of “ whole solar constellations” of history 
which he proclaimed to be over— all these are examples. Such 
thinking embodies the best virtues of the heathen: it faces the 
world with prudence and courage; it is grounded in facts of 
experience. But it is faithless, loveless, hopeless thinking, and 
therefore it lacks future. The medieval Song of the Nibelungen 
ends with the outcry that all love ends in torment and mourning.

Indeed the cycle is the very type of futureless existence, chained 
forever to a wheel of senseless repetition, and it is no accident that 
the earliest known source of cyclic thinking was Babylonian 
astrology. Paganism puts its faith in the automatism of the solar 
calendar and borrows for its stone heart the duration that astral 
bodies have, mere blind rotation in circles, ellipses and epicycles.

The only remedy the pagan knows for his sense of doom is to 
veil it in myths. W e hear much of myths nowadays, and their 
deliberate revival is a sure sign of the resurgence of paganism. 
Paganism is best understood, I think, as primitive man’s response 
to the fear of death. A ll men are born into some particular bond 
of loyalty to family, race, country. But all finite forms musl die, 
and if nothing can lift us beyond these accidents of birth thep we 
must die wholly when they do. The pagan is stuck in the narrow  
plot of earth to which his birth roots him, and his soul is there
fore haunted by inexorable doom.

A  myth is a form of mental life which pretends to be deathless; 
its kernel is always a fixing of the mind on some transient thing 
which thereby is immortalized. Nothing on earth is good or for
ever. The myth pretends it to be. In this pagan fragmentation of 
mankind by myths every community was enclosed in a private 
time and space. Every myth, from Osiris in Egypt to Odin in 
Sweden, tried to establish an immediate relation between its 
possessors and the universe in order to mark off their particular 
place or ethnic group from the rest. In the eighth century, the Pope 
was amazed to find that the kings of Lindfairne were satisfied with 
tracing their ancestry to the god Odin, beginning about a.d. 3401
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Myths arose to conceal death in the past as well as in the future. 
A n y founder of a city jealously cut the roots which connected 
him with the past. Romulus had to be king; so Remus was killed, 
because no man can be a king in the eyes of his brother. The tribes 
and cities of antiquity had lost common memories because blood 
guilt lay about their origins. Their myths accordingly were built 
on a phase of experience which was repressed and left name
less, an ineffable gap— the Greeks called it aQQrjTov, unspeakable. 
A ll secular societies have a skeleton in their closet. Even family 
genealogies usually omit the unpleasant ancestors and tell fairy 
tales in their stead.

Christianity, on the other hand, took the unpleasantness for 
granted: in place of a pedigree from a mythical ancestor it put 
original sin inherited from Adam . A nd resolutely, it began in the 
midst of time, not in a mythical fog. Against all deathless myths 
and hopeless cycles the price of a living future is to admit death 
in our lives and overcome it. This is the supreme gift of Chris
tianity; it showed that the fear of death need not force man into 
the narrow circle of any given community. In place of pagan 
dividedness it created a universal pedigree for man that transcends 
all partial ends and beginnings, and measures history from the 
end of time.

But the Christian era would not have had the bright courage to 
march toward the end if Israel had not prepared the way, declar
ing war on mythology by establishing the unity of man’s begin
ning. The Bible opens with a cry of triumph: “ In the beginning 
God created the heaven and the earth.” These words were spoken 
into a world in which the celestial gods had sanctified the divisions 
of lands on earth by their various myths for each locality, a world 
in which the separation of heaven and earth, of land and land, 
nation and nation, was the accepted reality. Against the thousands 
of elohims, inspiring mythical heroes, One is God. But the Jews 
did not make their own founders into mythic heroes; they kept 
them human and inconspicuous, surrounding them with stories
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of their conversations and dealings with other men. Piercing the 
veil of partial, pagan beginnings, they laid bare the chain of 
unspeakable crimes—like the murder of Abel by Cain— which had 
torn the unity of mankind; and behind all these they found the 
One God, who did not share the man-made divisions. In H im  the 
end of humankind, to live as one in peace, became known as the 
oneness already guaranteed in the creation of Adam.

Small wonder, then, that Christians in Germany today are 
persecuted in the shadow cast by the persecution of the Jews. The  
myth-weavers know their first enemy. The Jews are living wit
nesses to the truth which has to be suppressed whenever a myth is 
to be woven. Perhaps one day men will fabricate a myth about 
the Red-Indian character of all Americans. If so, the Jews will 
again have to suffer as they suffer today from the Nordic race 
complex.

Jesus created man’s future by building on the work of Israel. 
That work had been to establish the unity of heaven and earth, 
man and woman, brother and brother, father and son. Jqsus com
pleted this unified orientation of human history by opening up a 
new dimension: Creation of a new man by letting the pagan and 
the Jew survive themselves. That is why he was the perfect man, 
the first complete human being. H e overcame man’s dividedness 
by living once for all the specific law of the human/kind, namely, 
that man can progress from fragmentariness to completeness only 
by surviving the death of his old Adam , his old allegiances, and 
beginning new ones. Homer, Pericles, Caesar were great men, 
certainly; but not one of them survived himself completely, not 
one shed his nationality, clan or city in so exemplary a way that 
this very process became the theme of his whole life and made 
others succeed him in this conversion. N o w  Jesus did just that, 
and thereby proved that every end could and should be turned 
into a new beginning, that even absolute failure and death could 
be made fertile. Herewith the last frontier of the soul was con
quered, and its complete realm could now begin to evolve. By
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overcoming our pagan dread of dying spiritually, Jesus opened in 
all of us avenues of contact between ourselves and everybody else. 
Death became a carrier of life between souls.4

67

The Anticipation of Death

Because he was the first to turn mankind’s direction toward 
unity, Jesus is the center of history.1 H e is Alpha and Omega, 
beginning and end: all past and all future meet in him. H e was 
not merely prophet of things to come, like John the Baptist. 
Neither was he an idealist, like Plato. H e was the first “ final”  
man, the first who lived from the end of time back into his 
own age.

Chesterton expressed the paradoxical nature of the Christian 
time concept inimitably when he wrote, in The Ballad of the 
White Horse, “ A n d the end of the world was long ago.”  The  
Christian has the end of the world, his world, behind him; begin
ning and end have changed places. Pagan natural man begins 
with birth and lives forward through time toward death; the 
Christian lives in the opposite direction, from the end of life into 
a new beginning. In surviving death he finds the first d ly  of 
creation again before him. H e emerges from the grave of his old 
self into the openness of a real future.2

Rufus Jones, in writing of a modern Christian, ha§ explained

4 See pp. 147, 190.
1 Cf. Paul Tillich, T h e Interpretation of History, New York, 1936; C. H . D odd, 

History and the Gospel, New York, 1938; also, T h e Apostolic Preaching, with an  
A ppendix on Eschatology and History, London, 1939. Today people take the unity 
of hum an history so much for granted— as if it were simply there, like space— 
that they are apt to dismiss as baseless exaggeration the notion that any event 
could be its center. In  Christian eyes, however, that Jesus is the center of history 
is the one statem ent on which no m an after him  can go back w ithout plunging 
his world into utter darkness.

2 “The End of the W orld,” from now on, should become a technical term , 
to express the special viewpoint in the treatm ent of men, that the end is, as it were, 
a t hand. See m y essay, “T he Church a t the End of the W orld,” in the volume 
Credo Ecclesiam, Ed. H . Ehrenberg, 1930, Guetersloh, 161 ff.
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what it means to live frdm the end of time: “ H e did not propose 
to postpone the practice of the principles of the kingdom until it 
had finally come in its final triumph. If that course were pursued 
there would never be a kingdom. The way to bring it is to start 
courageously to be the kingdom so far as the person can reveal it. 
Instead of postponing it to a heavenly sphere or to a millennial 
dawn he boldly undertook to begin living the way of the king
dom.” 3

Living the kingdom, bringing it back from the end of time and 
embodying some of it here and now, is the process by which man, 
ever since Jesus, consciously participates in his own creation. Man  
is initiated into his destiny. H e has acquired partnership in God’s 
deepest wisdom: when to let go, when to say farewell, when to 
end a chapter of evolution. In the flowering of the great pagan 
cultures he had shown himself a master of brilliantly creative 
beginnings; through Christianity he has become master of crea
tive endings, of the termination of himself and all his enterprises. 
Able now to say both no and yes, to die in part and survive in 
part, he is made whole and enters the full freedom of th$ children 
of God. ;

H e that would save his life shall lose it, and he who loses his 
life for Christ’s sake shall find it: death has paradoxically become 
the key to everlasting life. By learning to anticipate the inevitable 
end which the pagan fights off, man has robbed death of its 
paralyzing doom. Anticipating the worst, he can bury his dead 
in time. A  pagan was ready enough to die physically— for his 
family, temple, guild, nation or race—but these he held to be 
immortal and therefore without flaw. H e could not admit the 
necessity of letting them die when the time had come; hence all 
went down together.

Men create future when they are more than doubtful about 
the stability of society as it is, and feel that the end of the world 
is ever imminent. By freely anticipating the death of Home part of

3 T he Hibbert Journal, XXIII, 39.
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their minds, ideals, old allegiances, they conquer the compulsory 
total death which hunts pagans down like nemesis. So, for 
example, “ in anticipating the Anti-Christ the mediaeval Church 
watched for the slightest symptom of decay. By anticipating the 
final threat, any form of society can attain immortality.” “ The  
anticipation of a Last Judgment looming over our own civilization 
is the best remedy against its inevitable downfall.”  4

Belief in an end of the world, or “ eschatology,”  is thus the very 
essence of Christianity. Yet, until recently, the modern world had 
virtually forgotten about it. W hile lecturing at the Harvard 
Divinity School a few years ago, I asked each person in the room 
if he believed in a Last Judgment. Everyone laughed. Belief in 
Last Things was left to jesters like Chesterton.5

So-called “ liberal”  theology inherited a “ natural Christianity,” 
shorn of eschatology, from the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, 
and its own interests centered around the “ philosophy” of religion 
and research in the life of Jesus. Only in the fifty years since 1892 
did theology gradually recover its abandoned eschatological posi
tion, at least with regard to Jesus himself and the early church.® 
But leading scholars like Kirsopp Lake thereupon concluded in 
all honesty that original Christianity was forever divorced fronf 
reasonable modern m an: for how could a reasonable man believe 
in an end of the world?

Meanwhile, however, Europe has “ realized” eschatology as the 
stark truth of everyday life. In describing the fall of France, a

4 Eugen Rosenstock-Huessy, Out of Revolution, New York, 1938, p. 561. Cf. 
Rosenstock and W ittig, Das Alter der K irche, 3 vols., Berlin, 1 9 2 7 ,1, 84 ff.

5 So circumspect a religious observer as von Hugel in “The Apocalyptic Ele
m ent in the Teaching of Jesus” (Essays and Addresses, p. 132), in 1919, was 
unaware that Nietzsche, Marx, and others were rising to power because of this 
neglect. H e dryly remarks, “T he doctrine of the End of the W orld seems to 
exercise but little influence.” The truth was that this doctrine had broken away, 
become independent, and inspired Communists and Fascists, because in Christen
dom, it had degenerated into the Jehovah Witness type. And so, the end came 
swiftly!

6 Cf. Frederick S. Grant, “Realized Eschatology,” Christendom, Spring, 1941.
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foreign correspondent Wrote, “ When you see a great nation dis
integrate, you feel that the end of the world has come.” The fol
lowing Easter I received a historic document from a Catholic 
historian of the Church, Joseph Wittig. It was only a brief letter, 
asking me to look up Rouet de Jouvenel, Enchiridion Patristicum, 
Nos. io, 832, 1771, and adding that these are the texts of actual 
concern to the peoples of Europe. They turned out to be Didache 
16, 3 ; Cyril’s Catecheses 15, 1 1 ;  and Augustine, D e civil, dei 20, 
19, 4: the most solemn and violent descriptions of the Last Judg
ment and the Anti-Christ at the end of times!

So this historian lives right now, in present reality, through 
what Grant’s essay presented to American “ professors of the 
crucifixion”— in Kierkegaard’s ironic phrase— as a vision of nine
teen hundred years ago. The truth of eschatology is not a theo
retical proposition to be rediscovered scientifically and put on our 
desks in the form of a book. It is an ever-threatening event to be 
reconquered on and by faith. W e have to love the world because 
it is always at its wits’ end. “ The corpse of a nation which has 
committed suicide,” General Templar has described Germany. Is 
this still not enough “ End of the W orld,” for Reason ? t

The overthrow of Christian eschatology by the Enlightenment 
had tremendous repercussions. N o people can live without faith in 
the ultimate victory of something. So while theology slept, the laity 
betook itself to other sources of Last Things. W hat else could a 
layman do during the erratic brainstorms of the scholars ? Man 
cannot live on the latest scientific news. H e needs complete faith, 
hope, love. Accordingly, while liberal theology ignored the exist
ence of such radical forces in human life, men like Karl M arx 
and Friedrich Nietzsche kept the flames of eschatology alive. 
M arx preached the eschatology of the Old Testament in secular 
terms, by shouting the infinite demands of social ethics into a 
finite bourgeois world. Nietzsche, whatever his teachings, lived 
an infinite faith, a mad faith like that of the N e w  Testament— 
mad in the eyes of contemporary churchmen themselves.
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The essence o£ eschatology is its infinity. It asks complete sur
render to something outside the existing order of things. In this 
way it cleaves the identity between you and the world. The world 
has a fate; you have not. The world dies because it is calculable; 
you rise if you are incalculable. The world is at an end, is yester
day, but you may be a beginning, a tomorrow.

The first coming of Christ, therefore, receives meaning only 
from his second coming. Christianity never existed at all, it is an 
illusion, if it did not initiate the movement towards the end of 
time. The last saying of the N e w  Testament—with the exception 
of the final benediction— expresses the connection of first and 
second coming beautifully. It is a prayer: “ Come, Lord Jesus.”  
W hen this prayer was uttered, the final story of Man had been 
started, and had been told through two generations; yet the Bible 
ends as if everything were still to come. That means that what 
has happened and everything that is going to happen are all of a 
piece, and neither is complete without the other.7

T h e  M ean in g of H istory  1
/

Through its creation of future, Christianity has endowed man, 
individually and collectively, with the power of having a life 
history. Meaningful history depends upon having one beginning, 
one middle, and one end. If our data are not oriented by single 
pillars of time in this way, history becomes a mere catalogue of 
changes, “ 1066 and all that.”  In the cyclic, pagan view of history 
there is nothing new under the sun; everything we do has hap-

7 Theologians have made a great pother about the early expectation, and sub
sequent delay, of the second coming. The debate is pointless. For one who lives 
from  the end of time, the combined expectation and  delay of Christ’s return is 
the contradiction on which the Christian lives (St. Peter II, 3, 8 -10), a  tension 
Which is the paradoxical essence of Christianity. By anticipating death we actually 
postpone it, and thereby generate a unique historical process which is the Christian 
story of salvation. Von Hugel, Essays and Addresses, 1924, 132 ff., and m f  essay, 
“The Church at the End of the W orld,” in Credo Ecclesiam, 1930, 161 ff., deal 
with this fact.
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pened before, will happen again; nothing of permanent value is 
achieved; there is only change, without beginning or end. Chris
tianity, on the contrary, has shown “ how man can be eternal in 
the moment, how he can act once for all.” 1 A s a French scholar 
has written, “ The unsurmountable abyss between Greek and 
Christian thought is the Christian rehabilitation of the unique 
and temporal event. The moral order is general and abstract to 
every philosophical or Greek mind. In Christianity the time of 
every human existence receives a superior quality in its smallest 
fragments.”  2

Man gives his acts an eternal, i.e. a “ once-for-ever” meaning, by 
throwing his whole personality on the side of life that should now  
come forward, at each moment of his march through time. But 
he can select what should come forward, what will make a 
moment unique, only because one end of time like a magnet draws 
his heart at each step into the future. The uniqueness of the pres
ent derives from the uniqueness of the end. Hence only if history 
is one can our present-day acts have a once-for-ever meaning.

People nowadays imagine that man and his history simply are 
one, but all the facts are against them. Unity is not giveh, it is 
not a natural fact, but a common task of some ninety-nine genera
tions to date.3 A nd it can be destroyed any minute by anyone 
who sets out to do so, in a world which has forgptten that it 
depends wholly on resolve.

Purely secular histories never achieve unity. They offer us 
hundreds of familiar fragments—the history of art, or of eco
nomics, or of America, or of the modern theater— but the meaning 
of all these partial histories will vanish at once if their author 
cannot connect his story with the more comprehensive one which 
transcends it. For example, neither “ modern” nor “ theater” makes

1 Das Alter der Kirche, I, 108.
2 Jean Guitton, L e  temps et Veternite chez Plotin et Saint Augustin, Paris, 1933, 

p. 359.
3 In  this light the often disparaged first chapter of the New Testam ent becomes 

electric with meaning.
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sense apart from the relation of rriodern to medieval, and of the 
theater to Greece and the mystery plays of the Church. Or, if 
secular history tries to be encyclopedic, it seems an inclusive frame 
of reference by going back to the cave man—but in vain, because 
the primitive races have no urge to cooperate with the rest of the 
world, let alone merge.

The meaning of Jesus as the center of history is that man had 
been split into such a variety of specimens that the unity of the 
species was imperilled, and that consequently the lowliest stratum 
of man—not Caesar Augustus but the child in the manger—had 
to be made the foundation of a universal unity. Everything which 
our modern optimists, from Emerson to Marx and from Bellamy 
to Streit, can adduce in support of one general significance or 
unified task for mankind, is taken from the Christian era.4

The future of Christianity and the future in Christianity are 
both abandoned by millions today. That Nazis, Fascists, Com
munists and Japanese deny the Christian orientation of history is 
ominous enough. But what is truly menacing is to see the Chris
tian era deserted unthinkingly by educated people in our own* 
midst. In the spring of 1941, a poem was read at a club meeting, 
in my small town in Vermont, stating that b .c . and a .d . made 
no difference after all: there was no such thing as a Christian 
era! 5 W hen such a doctrine can be proclaimed in Vermont, 
things must have gone pretty far. A t the same meeting a guest 
speaker asserted that civilization was obviously at an end, but that 
was not very bad: had not the Dark Ages prevailed for many a

4 Every Revolution, since Joachim of Floris in 1200, stormed against the 
Christian Era. Nietzsche dated the final era on September 30, 1888. My book, Out 
of Revolution, Autobiography of Western Man, 1938, is written around this prob
lem of one era for all, with special eras within it.

5 It was the “ batde-fatigue”  of Christian theology itself which surrendered the 
Christian era to the various revolutions. The first to do so seems to have bfeen 
Franz Overbeck, in Basel. Against him, the Journal of Religion, April, 1945, has 
printed a sample of my “ Reconquest of Our Era.”  Overbeck’s position in the 
seventies of the last century by now has penetrated the masses. It signifies the 
capitulation of theology before “ science” ; and is part of the suicide of Europe.
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century, and then a glorious Renaissance burst forth ? The speaker 
forgot to add that man had survived the Dark Ages by his faith 
in the future, in an end of time, a Last Judgment, a final coming 
of the W ord made flesh, and that this glowing faith had brought 
about all rebirth from generation to generation, in Franciscans, 
Protestants, Puritans, perfectionists, and even in the so-greatly- 
admired Renaissance itself.

Unasked, unchallenged, undefeated outwardly, the poet and 
the speaker carelessly threw away the pearl of their faith and 
hope. They stepped outside their own civilization with a light
hearted, “ Well, it seems to be all over,”  and invited us to wait a 
few hundred years in utter darkness. Such an attitude is so arbi
trary that it shakes all confidence in the meaning of history. It is 
hard enough to assume, with Protestants, that some ten centuries 
since Christ from Justinian to the Reformation were nullified by 
corruption and superstition. But if now we are to throw the whole 
two thousand years of Christianity overboard, we must simply 
lose orientation in time altogether and wander in circles like a 
man lost in the woods. A  humanity without beginning or end 
falls prey to the senseless cycle of Spenglerian ups and dpwns, or 
Sorokin’s fluctuations, or Pareto’s alternating residues. Civilization 
and dark ages and renaissance chase each other. W e begin no
where and end where we started. If two thousand years have 
erred, we can hardly look to history for progress at all.

Progress: Christian or M o d e rn ?

Strangely enough, the word “ progress”  is apt to sum up a 
modern reader’s most ready objections to the argument of these 
pages. Has there not been a wavering but undeniable line of 
progress since the dawn of history? Has it not obviously been the 
work of man’s intelligence, devising better and better means of 
utilizing his environment ? And is not this same mother wit our 
best guarantee of hope for the future ?
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Progress and future are indeed inseparable, but their order of 
dependence is just the reverse. Precisely because Christianity cre
ated future, progress is the gift of the Christian era,1 and it 
vanishes in proportion as we secede from that era. O f course there 
were particular instances of improvement in man’s estate before 
Christ, but they remained sporadic, for they were at the mercy 
of the cyclic character of pagan history, which swallows all its 
children again so that nothing finally adds up. A n d  only since 
Christianity unified man’s history from the end of time are these 
pre-Christian achievements of the race being rescued from the 
twilight of the gods which was their doom. W hat, for instance, 
would have become of Greek science and philosophy had Rome 
simply declined and fallen like Babylon, with no Church to pre
serve its relics and initiate that recapture of ancient learning which 
has been one of our glories since the twelfth century ?

The idea of progress was not invented in 1789 or 1492. Jesus 
promised that his followers would do greater works than he had 
done (Jn. 14 :12 ). The Church Fathers championed progress as 
the Christian view in opposition to the pagan belief in cycles of 
fate, with the golden age lying in the past; they proclaimed^the 
resurrection of life and love after and through suffering, whereby 
God himself made progress in the hearts of the faithful.1 2 In the 
twelfth century, Joachim of Floris prophesied visible, earthly 
progress beyond the Church for the following century, and in this

1 “ Shall there be no progress of religion in the Church of Christ? By all means 
the greatest progress. Who could be so jealous against men, so spiteful against 
God that he try to prohibit this? However, the progress must be one which can 
be called a progress of our faith and not a change.”  “ The decisions of the Chris
tian religion shall follow rightly these laws of how to make progress.”  Migne, 
Patrologia Latina, 50, 667 (Vincent of Lerinum, a .d . 434).

2 Material now to be found in Hugo Rahner, “ Die Gottesgeburt in den 
Herzen der Gläubigen nach den Kirchenvätern,”  Zeitschrift für Katholische Theo
logie, 1935. Probably the first explicit discussion of progress is in Vincent of 
Lerinum’s Commonitorium, written in a .d . 434, but the idea is central, though less 
explicit, in the first great Christian philosophy of history, St. Augustine’s City of 
God.



way he heralded all the social reforms and revolutions of our 
own millennium.3 But his conception of progress beyond the 
Church depended by implication upon the existence of the 
Church, and thus his position remained Christian.4 Any regress 
or cycle of a Great Year was explicitly combatted in the Middle 
Ages.6

The distinctively modern idea of progress is hardly older than 
the eighteenth century, when men like Condorcet, in his Les  
progres de Vesprit hum ain? cut loose from the preceding cen
turies of religious continuity and set up a purely secular humani
tarian ideal.7 The human spirit replaced the Holy Spirit. Emanci
pation from Christian traditions seemed at the time to promise 
unbounded possibilities—but the lack of guarantees for any such 
assumption has haunted all the secular philosophies of history 
from that day to this.

The secularization of progress only began with Condorcet. H e  
still conceived it in spiritual, if human, terms. French esprit is, 
after all, a very special flower; it can prove its worth, in gaiety of 
courage, even amid a decline of material conditions. The French 
of 1789 were well aware that the steps forward which they/called 
“ progresses,”  were pluralistic and that therefore there were many 
spirits held together by one single spirit. The trouble today is that 
this distinction is forgotten. The people who write on progress 
today do not even mention the astounding fact that Condorcet, 
through the whole of his book, never once used the term progress

3 CL Out of Revolution, pp. 586 f., 699.
4 A  beautiful application of the Christian progress to medicine may be found 

in Paracelsus ( 14 9 4 -15 4 1)  ed. Sudhoff XI (19 28 ), 26.
5 "Non est regressus secundum naturam. De Reprobatione Magni Anni.”  

Isis 3 1  (1939)» P- 7i-
' 6 The full title betrays the newness of approach: Esquisse d'un tableau historique 

des progres de Vesprit humain, 1792.
7 Cf. J. B. Bury, The Idea of Progress, London, 1920, and the Romanes Lec

ture with the same title for 1920 by Dean Inge. The same author has a chapter on 
“ Progress”  in his The Fall of the Idols, London, 1940. Also, J. Chevalier, En Quoi 
Consiste le Progres de VHumanite? Paris, 1930.
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in the singular. It always is “ lis  progrès,”  on the title page as well 
as in the text. T o  this plural of improvements, nobody can have 
any objections. Bombs get better all the time. But this improve
ment does not determine progress at all. The One progress of all of 
us is secured only if the bombs are, though improved, yet not used. 
O f this N O T-using of our own gadgets, Condorcet did not speak 
because he took it for granted that we all agreed on this goal. H e  
wished to apply and to extend the established principle of One 
progress in Church and State, to the Arts and Sciences. This, and 
this alone, was the topic of his book. It was his conviction that 
progress, after having advanced the heart and the mind of the 
person, now could be made multiple. Whereas, before, the pilgrim 
made progress in a stagnating world, the French conceived of our 
power to impart this progress to our environment, to the 
world.

A nd it was for this simple reason of imparting a known quality 
to an external field, that his pen would always use the multiplica
tion “ les progrès,”  meaning all the sciences and all the arts. uL e  
génie”  he wrote, usemble avoir plus que doublé ses forces”  j(p. 
15 1) .  Genius will have more than doubled his energies. /

The English language has defied this French conception of 
multiple progress extended to new fields. T h e distinction between 
the progress of the soul as instituted by the Christian era, and 
les progrès, multiplied by applying the idea to the new fields of 
arts and sciences, was obliterated by an ambiguity in English 
which is not rare. The English translators of Condorcet, and the 
Great W orld Exhibition in the Crystal Pal?ce of London, and 
the Chicago Century of Progress, all used the singular, and thereby 
mixed the religious original and the technical applications into 
one unholy welter.

A t the end of this period, our perception is so dulled that we 
usually do not care for this fundamental difference between sin
gular and plural. I am afraid the reader himself may scoff It my 
distinction as pedantic. But can he overlook that all "progress” in
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torpedoing, gunning, demolishing, are progresses in special fields 
and that they may prevent the man in the center of all these 
advances from progressing himself? Progresses do not ensure 
progress. They may accompany or embellish it. But progress must 
first be ascertained before we can apply it to the many technical 
advances. The great idea of human progress is not guaranteed by 
101,000 progresses in special sciences or gadgets since they have 
led to the quickest and most intensive destruction of a whole 
civilization in our own time. If I wish to understand the progress 
from the feudal state to the modern state, it is no use to look at 
the states of Ethiopia, Nepal, Paraguay, and Liberia, although 
they all call themselves modern. I must know from another source 
that though they are given the privileges of modern states, they 
really do not disclose this progress to me. They are mere applica
tions of a principle established in the center of modern history, 
and to these territories at the periphery the principle was merely 
extended.

Here is a simple example for the principle of progress: in 
antiquity, the individual gods regressed. The whole df antiquity 
suffered from the cry: bigger and better gods. Barely wgs a temple 
for one god built, that a new national disaster made them spend 
millions for another, newer, god’s temple. And the new gods 
were always quite ruthless against the old throwing them down 
into Tartaros. This incessant “ peristaltic”  was anything but prog- 
gress. It was a wild-goose chase. A  definite change of mind was 
the prerequisite for real progress in this matter of the gods. The  
world came to rest only after God was recognized as single and 
unique once and for all times.

A n  example nearer home is marriage. The Moslem is allowed 
to marry two or more wives. This prevents the wife’s progress. 
She does not know if she will remain his wife in the full sense 
of this term. She, therefore, has to fear actual regress. Therefore, 
the Moslem marriage is not progressive. There is no release of 
power for new tasks, either for her or him. H e is still chasing the
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idea of a prettier wife. Hopes and fears about the final character 
of their alliance play havoc with their marital state.

The two examples reveal the laws on which progress rests. 
Progress must be explicit. Cycles happen to us as the seasons of 
the year. But progress calls for a commitment by our own explicit 
saying so. Unless we do away with the bachelor state we cannot 
get progress to the married state. That is the difference between 
progress and cycles— the cycle is an external myth at which we 
stare, and progress an act of our own creative faith. A  newcomer 
to the United States rewrites his whole past, by this act. Take an 
European who in Europe dreamed of a certain future, a career, 
a house to build, etc. Later, he comes to the United States. By this 
step, his dreams of the future now become past. A nd this is the 
best description of progress— that even the future, envisaged yes
terday, now is an element of the past. His visions of the future as 
entertained in Europe now are ploughed under as fertilizer for 
his American field. Progress depends on our power to give to the 
aspect which yesterday seemed far-away future, the name “ pas%”  
ourselves.8 /

A n  explicit christening of the act, an explicit burying of the 
past, a definite commitment, and a unique response, are prerequi
sites of progress. A s long as people have not said so, they may 
sleep, eat, work together, and yet not be married at all. They have 
not cut out the possibilities of doing otherwise. W e now have 
gained a poignant insight into the real history of progress: from 
Condorcet to the Exhibition in the Crystal Palace in 1850, the 
progresses of the arts and sciences were considered extensions of 
the whole man’s progress to further fields of application. By 1850, 
the applications were the only progress considered; the center 
collapsed.

This century after 1850 was the first to invent a regular method

8 This insight was well expressed by a Professor of Geneva, Switzerland, in a 
spirited message to his American friends in 1940: “ Greetings from this continent 
of Europe which has a glorious future behind it.”
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of promoting inventions, and thence came the idea of organ
ized, automatic progress, guaranteed solely by the inventive intelli
gence of men. The original Christian view made progress depend 
upon frail but living human hearts consenting to die and become 
birthplaces of God; the deathless and lifeless machinery of modern 
“ progresses” logically rejects the heart as an undependable nui
sance. The constructor of a mechanical heart posed as a hero for 
millions of Americans.

N o w  we know already that when an aspect of human life 
claims to be deathless it becomes a myth. The favorite symbol of 
the myth of automatic progress has been a straight line, represent
ing unbroken advance in one direction with no definite beginning 
or end. But just as a lost man tries to walk straight ahead but 
really goes in a circle, so would-be linear progress, rejecting the 
orientation toward beginning and end supplied by the Christian’s 
compass, falls unwarily into the trap of circular recurrence which 
is the pagan’s curse. Belief in automatic progress accordingly stops 
progress. $

It would indeed be a mistake to consider all repetition bad. Life  
itself rests on a certain balance between recurrent and novel proc
e s s ;  the former are our fixed capital investment, the latter our 
free range of choice, selection, change, at any given moment. 
Unless the achievements of the past were continually reproduced 
along with the fresh creations of the present, there would be mere 
mutation without cumulative growth of any kind.9

But the natural tendency of life when left to itself is to relax 
from initiative to routine, and thereby to upset the balance be
tween past and future, recurrence and innovation. That is why 
the automatic conception of progress is fallacious. Each group in 
society by sheer inertia tepds to go on doing and demanding more 
and more of whatever its heart is set upon— shorter hours, higher 
profits, professional privileges, sectional advantages, established 
methods. But “ more of the same” means getting in a rut, a vicious

9 Cf. Out of Revolution, pp. 464 f.
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circle, for quantitative expansion means qualitative repetition. 
Ruts divide us from each other and cut us off from the future. 
And when life has lost unity and future, when it is disintegrated 
and imprisoned in the past, it is dead.10

That civilization has actually moved steadily onward and up
ward according to the mechanic formula is too transparent a myth 
for any realistic observation of history. So in compromising with 
the evidence of grave recessions, Benedetto Croce proposed that 
we conceive history as a mounting spiral, in which declines occur, 
but only to be followed by a yet higher rise. But spiral progress 
is still automatic progress as it does not depend on you or me 
creating it. It shuns the Cross which leads through our hearts 
without any predictable shape of the curve whatever. The spiral 
has been accepted by many members of the academic professions 
as the ultimate in understanding. “ Life travels upward in spirals,”  
we are told by John Dewey.11 “ A ll evolution proceeds in an 
ascending spiral,”  is another recent statement by a good man.12 
These utterances are good proof for the old adage that the world is 
governed with incredibly little brain. For, this solemnly advocated 
“ symbol” of the spiral does not fulfill the purpose of its own 
advocates in any appreciable measure.13 They must never have 
analyzed it. After all, it was selected as their symbol because they 
had before them the Christian idea of progress and the pagan idea 
of cycles and the historical or personal experiences of dark ages, 
wars, depressions, crimes, etc. Set-backs occur; advances occur; 
life recurs incessantly. These are our three facts.

10 It is interesting to  see the idea of secular progress repeat the characteristic 
traits of paganism: dividedness and cyclic repetition.

11 This sentence is his motto to the Living Thoughts of Thomas Jefferson, New 
York, 1940.

12 Julius Stenzcl, Studien zur Platonischen Diale\ti\, Leipzig, 1931, p. 171.
13 Here is an example from religious literature: “T he spiritual life has been 

compared to a spiral staircase on which one keeps coming round to the same spot 
at greater heights and depths.” In  the duplication, “heights” as well as “depths^ 
the inadequacy of the comparison stands exposed. The quotation is from Maisie 
Spens, Those Things Which Cannot Be Shaken, London, 1944, p. 39.
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Does the spiral convey thesfe three facts ? I do not see it. A  crime, 
a paranoia of a whole nation, turns the clock back, and the fall 
is so deep that we are compelled to reinstate a minimum of 
decency, much less than we had before. In the process of restoring 
this lost level of common decency, we may rise higher and finally 
progress to new heights but this cannot happen unless we first 
have admitted the deep fall.

Progress, then, includes the following steps: i. A  certain level 
of common decency is accepted as “natural” for some time. 2. A  
fall into barbarism, a suspension of all standards by one individual 
or group shocks us. Standards hitherto considered safe are threat
ened. 3. W e reconsider our human state. Unable to understand 
such a deep fall, we try to delve deeper into the secret of our nature. 
W e find some leak in our former conception of justice. 4. The  
next peace after the fall reflects a more complete insight into man’s 
true nature. It organizes us in such a manner that we will fall 
less deep next time.

Progress, then, could be expressed in a negative fashion. It 
means to become more and more the true human whicljL our 
maker calls into being and not to fall away or to fall down on this 
response. I believe in progress in the sense that I believe that 

* every century of our era has fallen less and less completely away 
and that man has become more and more natural, more fully all 
he was meant to be, from the beginning.

W hile “ evolution” makes us lift ourselves by our own boot
straps, progress makes us stay more and more in the palm of our 
maker, and makes fewer and fewer fall less and less out of his 
hand.

The symbol of the spiral is useless in its snake-like recoil because 
it tries to compromise between a downward and an upward vision. 
It feigns to reconcile them and in fact does an injustice to both. 
It omits the very experiences which led to the search for any 
symbol. "

These are the objections to the spiral: 1. The greatest height of
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our destiny is already ours when we use the term progress, as we 
otherwise could not measure the individual event by a standard. 
But the spiral goes up into an empty space and is not comparable 
to any known fact or value. Space itself has no “ height,” in any 
qualitative sense of this term. 2. The facts of history which led to 
the spiral idea do show actual losses of level, actual falls or 
relapses. The spiral pretends that no such loss of level ever is 
observable. Thereby it abolishes our vigilance. 3. The spiral is a 
comfort for the sceptical bystander of history who has decided to 
look at the spectacle from the outside and does not wish to 
participate in the agony and triumph of history himself, a kind of 
Santayana. Such a mind wants to have a formula. 4. The spiral, 
by suggesting to the many that they can look at the spectacle from 
the outside, makes for the next fall; for the lack of participation 
by the sceptics weakens progress.

Man is not made to “ know”  this process of progress; he solely 
is allowed to believe in it. The arch vice of the serpent is to con
fuse that which we can know and that which we believe. The  
spiral is this very serpent in its taxidermic state, so to speak. Tlie  
choice of this meaningless symbol by the onlooker mind goes tb 
prove that we are willing to pay any price for the pride of being 
mere spectators in the big show of history. Under no circum
stances is history a spiral. Under no circumstances is man a 
spectator of history.

We can now see why man’s life must be neither linear nor 
spiral but crucial. The future does not stay open automatically; 
it has to be re-opened by your own inward death and renewal. 
Not steady movement in one direction but continual re-direction, 
breaking through old ruts, is the formula for progress. A ll routine, 
all secondary forms of life, all the organs of our body even, decay 
when they do not serve and are not keyed up again by the growth 
of a new leaf, the bursting of one new blossom, by the one ,§tep 
into the unknown and improbable which we experience when 
we ask ourselves where our heart really is. Christianity is the
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power to open and to close cycles; hence it is not cyclical itself, but 
is able to contain many cycles and periods, spirals and lines.

Science and the Christian Era

The foregoing discussion can be illustrated by the sciences, 
which would generally be cited as the most triumphant examples 
of modern progress. Progress is indeed the life blood of science. 
But science has replaced magic and superstition in our era only 
by inheriting from Christianity its faith in progress and its power 
to fight against the vicious circle of mental habits for an open 
future, the power to change our minds through suffering.

N ot only laymen but all too many experts think of scientific 
progress in fallacious linear terms, as if it were simply a matter of 
applying the good old methods to more and more data. “ Doubt 
within your science, never doubt your science,”  is a prominent 
college president’s ironic recipe for a successful academic career. 
But the best scientist is not merely a man who looks for answers; 
he is one who revises his questions, too, in the light $>f new ex
perience, new emotion, new faith. That is why innovators like 
Darwin, Freud or Einstein have to fight against stubborn and 
often bitter opposition from orthodox scientists in their own 
fields. Perhaps the greatest founder of modern science, Paracelsus, 
was so persecuted by his Humanist enemies that even to this day 
most scholars believe he was only a quack.1 Therefore, he said: 
“ The truth begets hatred.”

A  myth of purely scientific progress has deluded scientists into 
thinking that sciences can advance without regard to the society 
of which they are a part, and even that their particular science can 
move ahead without paying any heed to the philosophy of science 
as a whole. Here again the linear conception of progress works 
itself out into a pagan hell of dividedness, as increasing special
ization threatens to make the modern mind a tower 6f Babel. The  
truth is the exact opposite: each science depends upon the others, 

1 Cf. Das Alter der K irche, II, 729 ff.
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and science as a whole depends upon the rest of society, for sup
port and for that rejuvenation which saves us from routine. Surely 
the events of recent decades in Europe should be sufficiently clear 
writing on the wall to impress this on the dullest minds. If the 
common faith which integrates the scientist into society is not kept 
alive, society will not stand up for the scientist.2

Specialists and experts today owe their very existence to several 
centuries in which faith in and good will towards science were 
generated throughout occidental society. A t least half the energies 
of Western thought had to be spent on the perpetual welding 
together of all contemporaries by a common philosophy, a per
vasive belief that all men lived in one nature governed by 
universal laws. Until the public was disciplined by some degree 
of unanimity, until a new philosophy taught the public to re
spect science, the new academic exploration of nature had little 
chance of success. Otherwise there would have been little coopera
tion, or support of particular scientific experiments, or selection of 
important questions. Sciences without philosophy are like spokes 
without a hub: the wheel must break. A nd break it does beford 
our very eyes in Europe. H aving lost their proper center, the/ 
sciences are crushed and perverted by dictators.

Welding the centrifugal sciences together with a centripetal 
philosophy was the work of men who suffered in order to make 
people sit up and have reverence and confidence and patience with 
science, even when the scientist made colossal blunders or let us 
wait for centuries. From  Descartes to Dewey, the worlds of psy
chology, geography, economics, history, chemistry and the rest 
were kept together by philosophers who told every member of 
society, expert and layman alike, what nature, man, and science 
were, and how all three should interact in building the future. 
Good will and cooperation towards a goal have to be generated 
and regenerated.

Failure to do this adequately in recent times underlies the great

2 See the chapter on “Hitler and Israel” from my book T h e Fruit o f Our 
Lips, as printed by the Journal o f Religion, 1945.
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convulsions which are upt>n us today, and for them the renascent 
paganism in our sciences shares responsibility. Scholars have been 
complacently sawing off the trunk of Revelation on which their 
science was but a branch. By refusing to acknowledge their in
debtedness to the Christian era for one future, one time common 
to all men, they lose orientation. Sciences do not give orientation; 
they presuppose it. The pillars of time are erected by lived lives, 
not by theories.

The most dramatic instance, in my own memory, of a scientist’s 
secession from the Christian era was James Breasted, famed 
Egyptologist and most amicable of men, speaking before the 
American Historical Association in 1934.3 “ Thank God we are 
through with the four thousand years of revelation,”  he declared, 
meaning Israel and Christianity; Franklin D . Roosevelt could 
now line up directly with the great Pharaohs of Egypt for social 
progress.

Breasted stands for a host of distinguished scholars who from 
sheer love of the great discoveries in their own fields have insisted 
that these were the center of history. His eulogy of Egypt for its 
“ social idealism” and its founding the “ age of character’’ shows 
that he has not cared to understand what it was in Egyptian idol
atry that had to be overcome by revelation. The vice of paganism 
is not too little but rather too much character and too much 
human sacrifice in honor of society! The Egyptians were the first 
to organize a territory—an immortal achievement; but the price 
they paid was to identify rule on earth with the laws of heaven: 
Pharaoh was not a king in our sense of the word, but “ the House 
of Ra,” the sun god. The seers of Israel saw that life in the desert 
was preferable to this law of the sun.

A s the sciences liquidate the last residue of their Christian basis, 
they inevitably fall prey to mental death in the form of a vicious

3 Cf. American Historical Magazine, XL, 427, and T h e Rationalist Annual, 
London, 1935. Also the same author, The Dawn of Conscience, New York, 1933,
pp. xv ff.
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circle. Criticism of the Homeric poems is back to the days before 
W olff: Bassett and other sober minds have returned to the thesis 
of the unity of Homer, which to the dying hero of Greek philol
ogy, Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, was anathema as late as 1927. 
History is back to the chronicles since it became “ social”  history: 
it narrates mere sequences of events and customs; there are no 
true periods. Conscientiousness forbids to have ever a fully new 
story begin. A n d none is fulfilled. Historians who insist on being 
merely scientific do not ask and cannot ask how faith makes 
epoch, how it ends and how it starts; for this we learn exclusively 
from our" own faith in the future. A nd all living history connects 
the past with the future. But the mere past created by scientific 
history considers the past not as the corollary of our future, but 
as the cause of the present. The past of our future would have an 
end; the past of our present has no end. It literally is endless and 
the only form to describe endlessness is a circle. Every vicious 
circle is vicious because it does not include its own overflow, its 
enigma. The unsolved problems of history alone are capable jof 
organizing the endless material about the solved ones. f

The neatest circle of all, properly enough, has been demon
strated in Biblical criticism itself. In 1906, Albert Schweitzer pub
lished a history of research in the Life of Jesus from the time 
of the first investigation in 1770 to his own days 4 in which he 
showed that scholarship had come full circle: every possible thesis 
had been held, rejected, replaced, until finally Wrede asked the 
same questions with which Reimarus had begun. A  great mind 
like Schweitzer’s saw that Christendom could expect no further 
light from continuing the same meaningless round. Instead of 
studying the Life of Jesus, he rediscovered the Death of Christ and 
went to the Congo as a medical missionary.

4 The Quest o f the Historical Jesus, London, 1922. One of the earliest theses of 
the critical century was the late date of the Gospel of St. John. It was “unscientific” 
to believe anything else. Opening the Journal of Biblical Literature of 1945 I find 
the circle there complete too with an essay on the early date of John’s Gospel.
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Through Schweitzer we may assess the significance of the 
decision between progress and vicious circle. A  human being who 
finds his mental activities caught in a pagan rotation will react 
by a violent jump. Our colleges cannot afford to let any science 
fall into such a rut, because it would destroy the student’s loyalty. 
Cynicism, violence, exodus must be the soul’s answer to such silly 
games. Soul erosion has already resulted.

Another science imperilled by the vicious circle, although you 
would expect it least, is economics. A s economics deals with the 
ever-changing material processes which link us to the earth, 
change is in the center of its thought. W e cannot eat the same 
loaf of bread twice. Hard as it is to believe that such a science of 
incessant change could itself tend to become circular, much evi
dence points in this direction. In an attack of mental fatigue, 
many economists publicly and conversationally tell us: “ The pen
dulum has swung back; we are back to mercantilism; we are 
back to economics as a part of moral philosophy.”  The sweep of 
160 years of progress in economic theory is dying dowji. Only a 
new starting point for the economic theory would hinder this 
relapse into the cycle. And this is the mental revolution, the death 
and resurrection on which all progress in science, as in any field, 
depends. The starting point is obvious. The last decades have seen 
large treatises on the theory of unemployment, but all were writ
ten still as appendages or excrescences of the economic theory in 
general. In Taussig’s textbook of economics, Principles of Eco
nomics,, unemployment at first had not even a chapter of its own.5 
The same is, by the way, true of Marxian economics. Gradually, 
this question of unemployment, swelling up to larger and larger 
dimensions, has become the sore spot of the present manner of 
reasoning. In the last chapter, we shall come to practical conclu
sions about this crisis of economic theory. A t this point, it suffices

5 The recent Theory o f Unem ployment by A rthur Cecil Pigou, London, 1933, 
still is a footnote of the classical theory only grown into a sizable monograph. 
But it has no new foundations.
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for our orientation that this science also is threatened by vicious 
repetition, in the place of true progress.

The most depressing feature I see is the fact that the men in 
these fields do not get excited over the situation. They think that 
it is all a difference of terms or expressions and that it does not 
matter how you call or organize your thought. M y sermon on 
rethinking is lost in the padded walls of their good conscience, but 
the vitality of their science is lost, too. Nothing which you your
self consider unimportant will make a dent. Without the scien
tist’s feeling that truth is of the utmost concern, truth ceases to be 
of concern, in the mores of the people. If the scientist says: we 
now go back to 1750, he abolishes the progress of science which 
has made science a treasure of the nations. If we now shall have 
mercantilism again, obviously the cause which led Adam  Smith 
to reject mercantilism in his day and to advocate free trade will 
become operative soon. In this recurrent cycle, there would be no 
place for science. It would be the same blind movement once more 
and all over again. Thus, economics as a science commits suicide 
with the remark, “ W e are back.” 1

Friends of science may be tempted to evade the challenge' of 
these pages by interpreting them as a hostile, and therefore 
bigoted, attack on science. But the attack is really not on science. 
but on the pagan abuse of science. It is love of science that makes 
me speak against its diseases and for a society in which science can 
progress. Progress is impossible in a society which has lost orien
tation.

The Intermittence of Faith

There is a final objection which is familiar to all of us. If things 
are so bad today, does that not mean that Christianity itself is 
bankrupt and therefore refuted ? Yes, Christianity is bankrupt 
today. But not refuted. Christianity has repeatedly been bankrupt. 
When it goes bankrupt, it begins over again; therein rests its 
power.
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The story of Christianity, both in the lives of individual Chris
tians and in the life of humanity, is a perpetual reenactment of the 
death and resurrection of its Founder. Only by his great outcry, 
“M y God, my God, why hast thou forsaken m e?” did Jesus 
become our brother. A ll of us are bankrupt at times; by giving 
up the power of his spirit for this one moment he created his 
equality and unanimity with all men. One thousand years later, 
Anselm of Canterbury founded the new science of theology with 
a kindred appeal to God: “ W hat shall thy servant do, exiled so 
far away from thee?” 1 A nd in the recent past, that great Chris
tian sage, Baron von Hiigel, never wearied of proclaiming that 
faith is an intermittent process. Christianity is based on the dis
covery that our minds are as mortal as the cells of our bodies. 
Faith cannot live unless it remains intermittent: that bitter truth 
admits death where it belongs in our belief, as a bringer of new 
life.

So every Christian community or movement is the result of 
tears shed in common, of a bankruptcy faced in the fellowship 
of hearts that have survived defeat. W hat new forms of dlath and 
resurrection the present age demands of us I shall attempt, very 
tentatively, to discuss in later chapters. The potential Christians 
of the future will not follow any known pattern of Christian life, 
and I tremble at the task of speaking of them—these new types 
of Atlas who will have to support heaven on earth again.

But the general relation between Christianity and the future 
is a sort of “ mediterranean” problem that lies between the familiar 
shores of every Christian soul, and I have not added a word to 
the teachings of the Fathers on the subject. The vision that God’s 
time, which is both end and beginning, inspires and survives 
many beginnings and many ends of man’s endeavors gives us

1 Quid faciet, quid jaciet, iste tuus longinquus exul? Quid facict servus tuus 
longe projectus a facie tua?”  Proslogion I. Compare the com plaint on the 
Absence of God, Meditatio XX, and on the Quest and Rediscovery of God,
Meditatio XXI.
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the power to begin anew. Today as every day, his Spirit demands 
from us an answer to this question: W hat is as yet unfinished, 
uncreated, unprecedented, uncompromised in the vicious circle of 
our thinking? And we shall always find that the future of Chris
tianity is present here and now as long as two or three Christians 
believe in it, and answer. A n d they answer, these poor timeful 
creatures, by contracting time to a point of most fruitful faith and 
love, and in this contraction, the suddenness of the end of the 
world and the endlessness of a first beginning are coupled and 
bear witness to the timelessness of our origin and our destiny. 1

1
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THE CREED OF THE L IV IN G  GOD

How God Is Known—Adults and the Creed—The Divinity 
of Christ—Let Us Ma\e Man

“ God is dead!” cried Friedrich Nietzsche. T h e clergy of our 
departmentalized religion— living as they did in a world which 
no longer feared being forsaken by God— dismissed this statement 
as insane blasphemy; but it was a true accusation of them and 
their age, and probably no one between 1870 and 1917 did more 
than Nietzsche to resuscitate God in the hearts of men. That 
epoch had forgotten mankind’s ancient tradition of the God that 
died and rose again, was killed by his worshippers that tie might 
be reborn, or was crucified that he might raise us all. f

M an’s faith in the death and resurrection of God runs like a 
red thread through the ages, linking the primitives in Frazer’s 
Golden Bough to the most enlightened service in a Protestant 
Church. Before Christ, the gods were thought to die in the twi
light of fate, or in a frenzy of tribal ecstasy, like Adonis or Tam uz  
or Osiris. But Christianity, beginning with the Crucifixion, then 
in the Catholic Mass and the Protestant Service of the W ord, 
showed that God dies from the unclean hands and minds and lips 
of those who may partake in his resurrection. The whole meaning 
of Jesus’ forgiveness was that we remain God’s children despite 
the fact that we all do kill H im  in our hearts at times.

How God Is Known

God becomes known to us in all the powers which triumph 
over death, and from the earliest times men have called any such

IV
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power divine. Using this definition as a guide, let us survey the 
growing knowledge of God.

W hen men lived in tribes, they saw a god in the power that 
kept a tribe together after the death of all its present members. 
This power became known especially when warriors gave their 
lives for the tribe and victims were sacrificed. A t this level, God 
is identified with the spirits of the tribe’s ancestors, and H e over
comes death by simple denial: the ancestors aren’t “really”  dead, 
but have merely migrated to a happy hunting ground.

Then came the pagan cities and empires. T o  them God became 
known as eternal cosmic order revealed by the stars and imitated 
by the stone walls and temples and pyramids built for its worship. 
One of the oldest terms in the Egyptian tradition is “ millions of 
years,”  whereas primitive men cannot count with precision beyond 
a hundred or a thousand. A t  this level, God overcomes the facts 
of death not by denying them but by going around them, ignoring 
them: the sun-god and his temple enjoy deathless duration.

The Jews discovered God as the power who, having created the 
celestial order as well as the earth, could enable His people to 
discount the passing of all visible things and wait for His.future' 
coming as Messiah. Here death is neither denied nor ignored, but 
it still has only a negative significance. It is something to be 
endured.

The climax in conquering death, and therefore in man’s knowl
edge of God, was the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ. By 
him, at last, death was included as a positive factor within life and 
was thereby finally and completely overcome: death became the 
gateway to the future, to new life.1 Moreover Jesus had given up

1 The endeavor of the Reitzenstein School has been to reduce the Crucifixion 
to one of the innumerable mystery cults of antiquity in which gods were slain, 
just as other schools have investigated the psychic cases in our hospitals for an 
“explanation” of our faith. It is of course the other way round. We are all embry
onic Christians, but incomplete and often warped or stopped halfway. T he mystery 
cults, indeed, were stirred up by any group’s plight that genius and inspiration 
come and go, that the God in our bosom and the unanim ity of our nation do come 
and go in inexplicable vicissitudes. T he mystery cults divined that all “movements”
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his mind, his spirit, his inspiration, as well as his body, yet he 
survived. N o w  the tribal spirits ceased to linger on, and the walls 
of cities and whole civilizations could fall with impunity, for God 
was victorious over men’s minds as well as over the objects in 
heaven and earth: all death had lost its sting.

The Living God thus revealed by Jesus must be forever dis
tinguished from the merely conceptual God of philosophers. Most 
atheists deny God because they look for H im  in the wrong way. 
H e is not an object but a person, and H e has not a concept but a 
name. T o  approach H im  as an object of theoretical discussion is 
to defeat the quest from the start. Nothing but the world of space 
is given in this manner. Nobody can look at God as an object. 
God looks at us and has looked at us before we open our eyes or 
our mouths. H e is the power which makes us speak. H e puts 
words of life on our lips.

If the Divine becomes known in our lives as the power of con
quering death, it is something that can only happen to us in this 
or that particular moment of time; it is known as an event, never 
as an essence or a thing. A nd it can happen to us only in the 
midst of living, after death in some form—bereavement, nervous 
breakdown, loss of hopes— has come upon us. Hence Christianity 
has no God in the sense of Aristotle or Plato or a modern deist2 
who frames a concept of H im  as prime mover, world soul, or 
first cause. W e have no other authority for our faith in God but

died. The titanic struggles of the sons of God ended in exhaustion. T he mysteries 
initiated the faithful into this stupendous enigma of an end of their particular 
world. But there was not the missionary element by which the faithful were 
required to seek their own Cross and to continue the story indefinitely. The myth 
enclosed them in a finite frame which could not grow  into universality. W hen 
Jesus was crucified very profanely, after a trial in court, he took all his believers 
w ith him outside the myth on the open roads which led and lead them  to the ends 
of the real world, in space as well as in time. T he difference is summed up in 
Hebrews, 13:13.

2 Nietzsche felt sure that he had refuted “God.” Yet, in j886 , he wrote: 
“Refuted is the moral God only,” and that is the God who neither speaks nor 
inspires, but is merely an idea like Voltaire’s moral God.
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the living soul of man, which attained fulfillment in the resurrec
tion of the first perfect man. Imperfectly, however, every child 
believes in a saving grace from its first day in life, much more than 
it believes in self.

The typical philosopher starts with the world of space and 
therefore never really gets outside it. God, for Aristotle, may be a 
logical necessity, but H e can never be an experienced and telling 
reality because philosophy tries to be timeless. The prime mover 
knows nothing and provides nothing with regard to you or me.

Aristotle, however, had a better sense of the Divine than mod
ern philosophers, for he was a Greek, and the Greeks had given 
divine honors to the human heroes who had founded their cities. 
Once, for every man and nation, comes the experience of power 
to decide and to create and to build up values. Aristotle gave to 
his prime mover only the abstract existence of “ thinking about 
thought,”  but he shared in a culture which deified speaking, 
ruling, legislating Man.3 In our era, a ruthless division of labor 
has left the defense of the divine events in history to the clergy, 
and philosophers have stressed mainly the undivine logical and 
mechanical processes.

W hen Thomas Aquinas claimed to harmonize Aristotle with 
the Christian tradition, a Latin Averroist, Siger of Brabant, 
showed that it was impossible. Siger was murdered for his bold 
stand against the academic idols of his day, and since then the 
Western mind, for Catholics and Humanists alike, has retained a 
dogmatic acceptance of Aristotle’s “ reason”  as man’s “natural”  
mode of knowing God and life’s supreme values. Such natural 
reason is really immature reason, like the philosophizing of a 
child prodigy who thinks before he has lived. A  child has to think 
in external, physical terms about God or science or royalty, for 
example, because he has not yet lived long enough to identify

3 Aristotle is reported to have twice offered sacrifices to friends as gods (O. 
Hamel in, Systeme d ’ Aristote, Paris, 1920, p. 12). Here, then, are his “gods who 
speak” !



himself, through sympathy, with the more mature phases o£ 
human experience. The Living God cannot be met on the level 
of natural reason because by definition He crosses our path in the 
midst of life, long after we have tried to think the world into a 
system. The young are backed by God; only the mature must 
face Him.

That power which compels us to answer a question of life and 
death— and “ any part of the world, sun, earthquake, crisis, revo
lution, can become a god when we feel that it is a power urging 
this question upon us”— is always our G od; “ the power which 
makes the atheist fight for atheism is his God.”  Neither the ques
tion nor our answer need be verbal. “ God’s questions come to us 
through the meek yet irresistible forces of heart and soul,”  and 
they demand our devotion, not lip service.4 A n  utterly godless 
person would have to be one who never acknowledged any such 
power above himself and therefore pretended in effect to be his 
own maker; in short, to be all of god himself. W e know God 
primarily because we know that we are not gods but ^ould like 
to be.5

Modern man is not so much godless as polytheistic, and there
fore pagan. His life is split between many gods— or “ values,”  as 
it has become fashionable to call them. “ Art, science, sex, greed, 
socialism, speed—these gods of our age devour the lives of their 
worshippers completely.”  “ There are many questions and many 
answers. But none of the multiplex deities . . . can enslave all 
the elements of our being . . . Science is too severe a god for 
children. Venus abdicates her authority over old age. Socialism 
annoys the man of sixty, and greed is hardly conceivable to a 
young person. The gods pass. W hen the individual realizes their 
passing, their unceasing change, he is converted to God—the 
living God who invites us to obey the ‘unum necessarium,’ the 
one thing necessary and timely at every moment. This man dis-

4 Out of Revolution, pp. 723, 725.
- 5 Theages, in Plato’s dialogue, says that every m an wishes to be a god.
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covers his complete liberty . . . because the God of our future 
and our beginning is superior to the gods he has put around us 
in the short periods of our conscious efforts.” 6

Jesus completed the revelation of the living God because he 
created true future. God is alive only if he is as much beyond the 
flux of time toward the future as he is beyond the same flux in 
the past. “ In the beginning was the W ord,”  but the W ord illu
mined the beginning only because it hailed from the end. God’s 
Word is always spoken from the future back into the times, 
calling us out of the past to incarnate the one thing needful in 
the unique present.

When people consider God as having been our maker in the 
past only, and abandon eschatology and a belief in God’s future, 
their belief in God’s presence disappears too. So Nietzsche, find
ing a Christianity devoid of faith in Last Things, rightly shouted, 
“ God is dead.” Nietzsche tried to be God and take over the 
future himself, but his life committed him, despite himself, to a 
faith in something larger. He, just as much as any mechanist, had 
to believe in the unity of the material world which would sustaih 
him, in the unity of mankind which would need all the goals and 
methods he advocated, in the collaboration of sister, mother, 
friends, printers, readers, and the whole cloud of witnesses who 
now work to carry his words around. These assumptions show 
that no one can open his mouth in this world of ours without 
implying belief in an identity of meaning: for the world as 
created in the past, for the end of time as inviting us to bring it 
about, and for the present opportunity of fellowship to realize 
that end. And faith in this identity of meaning, for death, birth 
and consciousness, i.e., for end, beginning, and our own present 
in between, is faith in the living God, who gives new commands 
from moment to moment, yet is one from eternity to eternity. H e  
alone can satisfy man’s deepest need, to lead a meaningful life.

6 Out of Revolution, pp. 725, 727. Cf. Das A lter der K irche, I, 103 £.; II,
713-717*
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Adults and the Creed

The above triune faith is none other than that formulated in 
the Athanasian Creed, and therefore I believe the Creed dmply 
true. Its three articles guarantee our trust in the unity of creation 
from the beginning (God the Father made all things in heaven 
and on earth), our liberty to die to our old selves (given us by 
God’s Son, who implanted the Divine itself in human life by 
living as a man, and dying, yet rising again), and the inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit which enables us to commune with posterity 
and start fellowship here and now.

In our day it is the fashion to disparage creeds in religion, and 
even theologians speak apologetically about them. That is because 
an intellectually slothful ministry prefers Pacifism or the Social 
Gospel to the Gospel, and our theologians, forgetting Jn. i ^ i y , 1 
treat the Creed in purely worldly manner, as if it were a theorem 
in pagan philosophy and not the stream which carried their own 
lives.

The Christian Dogma is not an intellectual formula but a 
record and promise of life. It does not propose ideas for cjur minds 
to master; it tells actual events which can master and transform us 
as they did the first Christians. It is not a mere topic of thought 
but the presupposition of sanity. It is the Christian “a priori”  the 
Table of Categories under which the faithful live.

The first Christians experienced radically new processes which 
of course were said to be non-existent by the Arthur Brisbanes of 
their day. The Christians knew that the “ world”  in us— that part 
of humanity or of ourselves which lagged behind this new step 
in the evolution of the race— would either never acknowledge the 
new experiences or would forget them time and again (Heb. 
5 :1 1 — 6:7). So the only protection was to invite the nations of this 
world to admit these truths as at least lying ahead of them in

1 “T hat Spirit of T ruth  whom the world cannot receive because it is unable to 
see Him  or to know of H im .”
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experience. This was achieved by converting the Gentiles en 
masse. Baptism did not open the eyes of individuals, but it did 
orient their search in the direction which would lead them to 
rediscover the vital experiences of the first Christians. Each gen
eration had, and still has, to be introduced to the whole painful 
process of rediscovery.

Hence the Church has acted like an immense sponge, sucking 
up all childish approaches toward understanding, and deterring 
no one who was of good faith and on the road and still alive. N o  
pagan, native, primitive first step was rebuked as long as group 
or individual remained in communion with the complete truth 
and its guardian, the Church. A s a result, rationalists— who are a 
large part of the “ world” in our day— are able to see this sponge 
character of the Church, but not the central truths toward which 
it drew the pre-Christian approximations which it absorbed. So 
rationalists reduce Christianity to a mere patchwork of prior 
sources, and identify a literal adult belief in the Creed with this 
or that childish stage in its understanding.

Truth, however, is only in those experiences that can b l ex
pressed by various ages in various ways. Even in mathematics the 
same truth recurs in new applications and in very different forms 
of statement. So legends like Santa Claus are not lies when told 
to children that they may understand the workings of the Spirit 
among us— as long as the legend waits to be told again, in appro
priate terms, to the adolescent, the man, the father, the com
munity leader. T o omit the legendary form of truth is to suppress 
truth. A s a human being, I need the legend, the myth, the ritual, 
the poem, the theorem, the prophecy, the witness, the sermon, 
every one of them. The four Gospels give a model example of 
this rule that one truth must be expressed in different ways for 
different times of life, and that the whole truth is conveyed only 
on several such levels together. The Gospels express an identical 
truth in four different phases of the life of the Church— some
thing that had to be true for Matthew, who tried to prove it to
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the Jews; for Mark, who lived with Peter; for Luke, who taught 
the future generations; and for John, who wrote after the fall of 
Jerusalem, when the Word, the Torah, was no longer enshrined 
in the visible Temple of Solomon, and men could therefore un
derstand why “ the W ord had to become flesh.”

N o w  the Church has always allowed the childish to see things 
childishly, and has forbidden clever people to sneer at a child’s 
belief. But it has with equal energy forbidden children to dabble 
with the adult understanding of the Creed. One day Woodrow  
Wilson’s youngest daughter overheard her father say, “ Hell is a 
state of mind.” She ran downstairs and told her sisters, “ Father 
has lost his faith.” It is natural for children to think that Heaven 
and Hell are places in space, because they can only picture in 
external terms what they have not yet experienced. But Wilson’s 
remark was strictly orthodox, and by no means an instance of 
modernist fudging. Jesus said both that his kingdom is not of 
this world, and that it is in our hearts. A nd Origen wrote before
a.d. 250: “ I have commented on this [prayer] 'Our Father who 
art in Heaven,’ in order to abolish the low opinion of God held 
by those who place him locally in the heavens. Nobody is per
mitted to say that God dwells in a physical place.”  2 And if “ God 
in Heaven”  does not mean something in space, neither by im
plication does “ the Devil in Hell.”

The confusion of childish and adult ways of understanding the 
Creed has been aggravated by the predominant emphasis given 
to the child in the Church since the Reformation. In the sixteenth 
century the Church had become so worldly, so like a secular 
State, that Luther threw the Catholic Church-State over to the 
worldly side of life and erected a realm of Christian conscience 
beyond the authority of either Pope or Prince. After this revolu
tion the Church renewed herself, in both Protestant and Catholic 
confessions, by developing the religious education of the young, 
under the leadership of such men as Melanchthon and the Jesuits. 
From  that day to this the school— Sunday School, Parochial

2 C£. Rouet de Jouvenel, Enchiridion Patristicum, No. 472.
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School, Church College—has been the part of Church activities 
that really mattered, while adults have grown silent within the 
Church because their energies were invested outside, in politics, 
business, and professions.3 N o wonder, then, that adults today 
feel dwarfed by interpretations of the Creed which were shaped 
historically to fit the needs of children.

Since the Living God comes to us in the midst of living, after 
death has come upon us, in the form of some crucial experience,4 
let us try to orient our understanding of the Creed in terms of 
adult experience. Most people in middle life have known respon
sibility by creating life in others, as parents; defending the life of 
others, as mothers or soldiers; inspiring life in others, as writers, 
teachers, friends; or improving skills for others, as mechanics, 
scientists, executives. Each of these experiences involves some 
kind of break with “ the world” as it is, followed by a new begin
ning. A  man has to leave his parents to cleave to the wife of his 
choice. A n  administrator has to scrap standard routines and 
revered rules of business practice when he makes an important 
innovation in his work— as we see amply illustrated in the1 war 
effort today. A  good parent or teacher has to discard much mental 
lumber and reshape his perspectives under the stress of having to 
select what is vitally important for the new generation in his care. 
And at times every parent or leader has to forget himself and 
fight for his flock as a lioness fights for her cubs.

The Christian Dogma simply generalizes these experiences of 
maturity into principles which apply not only to the way an 
individual reaches his climax in life but to all climaxes in the 
universe. Since we know new beginnings in our own lives, we 
can understand that God made heaven and earth in the begin
ning, that the whole universe had one creative origin rather than 
coming about by chaotic accident or from opposing deities as 
Sun-worshippers would have us believe. Knowing struggle for

8 Cf. the author’s Politische Reden, Berlin, 1929, pp. 44 ff.
4 Eros is, as the Greeks knew, our first meeting with death. A m an w ho loves 

begins to die.
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the life of others, we can understand how God loves us. Because 
our own soul has had to escape the prison of convention and 
precedent, we realize that a soul can survive any of its social 
embodiments. Having had to forget and to select in order to 
teach, we know that the W ord has power to give life and take 
life in our students. And we can believe in the Last Judgment 
because we have seen last judgments passed on Proust’s France, 
Rasputin’s Russia, Wilhelm II’s Germany, and President Hard
ing’s America. The belief required of a Christian, in sum, is that 
his manhood knows more than his childhood about the funda
mental processes of living. Philosophy may overlook beginning 
and end. A  man who has planted a tree, won a battle, begotten 
a child, must posit the fact of a new creation in the center. T o  
him, it is as certain as 2 and 2 equals 4. H e knows that the ques
tion “ W h y ?” for a creative or heroic act is a childish question.

T h e  D ivinity o f Christ

Perhaps a personal confession is permissible here. I had always 
hoped to be a Christian. But twenty years ago I felt that I was 
undergoing a real crucifixion. I was deprived of all my powers, 
virtually paralyzed, yet I came to life again, a changed man. W hat 
saved me was that I could look back to the supreme event of 
Jesus’ life and recognize my small eclipse in his great suffering. 
That enabled me to wait in complete faith for resurrection to 
follow crucifixion in my own experience. Ever since then it has 
seemed foolish to doubt the historical reality of the original Cruci
fixion and Resurrection.

The Crucifixion is the fountainhead of all my values, the great 
divide whence flow the processes most real to my inner life, and 
my primary response to our tradition is one of gfatitude to the 
source of my own frame of reference in everyday life. Hence our 
chronology of b.c. and a.d. makes sense to me. Something new 
came into being then, not a man as part of the world but The  
Man who gives meaning to the world, to heaven and hell, bodies
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and spirits. W hen a bride receives her husband’s name, a new 
realm is created to which all her acts are credited. Likewise, in 
His name we enter a realm o£ freedom unknown to mere 
heirs.

Every value in human history is first set on high by one single 
event which lends its name and gives meaning to later events. 
Every “ a”  has to be preceded by a creative “ the.” 5 W e have seen 
many movements called “ crusades”—for example, America’s entry 
into the war in 1917—but they derive their name, if it is properly 
given, from the First Crusade, which burst upon the Occident 
as a new conception and wrought profound changes in our sub
sequent modes of living.

The faithlessness of modern men, clergy included, comes most 
of all from ignoring this principle. Speech has lost its vital, crea
tive, costly character. They do not see the blood of millions that 
must be shed to place certain values on the throne of life. They  
use words to propagandize or advertise, and do not even say 
* thank you” to the martyrs who lifted these words as sacred 
values above the crowd. They think one can abstract a definition 
of a crusade, for instance, by looking over fifty-seven crusades 
and taking an average. But how is one to select his sample cru
sades unless one already knows what a crusade is ? In the world 
of things, a whole may be built out of many details, but values 
are not produced that way. The one unique event must precede 
the many. Therefore crucifixion (or last judgment) 6 and resur

5 See Robert Browning, Tiburzio’s last speech in “L una” :
“A people is but the attem pt of many 

To rise to the completer life of one;
And those who live as models for the mass 
Are singly of more value than they all.”

6 In  the Crucifixion, with the accompanying darkness, rending of the curtain 
in the Temple, etc., that which is to happen finally has happened Snce already; 
and for the faithful the second coming of Christ as Judge really began w ith his 
first coming. The Crucifixion judges us all, because we know that we would have 
behaved like Pilate or Gamaliel or Peter or Judas o r the soldiers. The Last Judg
ment will make known publicly w hat those who have died w ith their First 
Brother already experience daily, that our Maker remains our Judge.
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rection would not be known as everyday occurrences in our lives 
if they had not happened once for all, with terrific majesty.

It is for such reasons, it seems to me, that Jesus’ divinity must 
be sustained.7 Jesus the man would simply mean one man among 
many, a kind, likable man perhaps, but “ a” man only. But inas
much as he is the norm, the way, the truth, and the life to be 
developed by us beyond the state in which we find ourselves, it 
is impossible to call him “ a” man. H e is “ my maker,”  the first 
who was neither Greek nor Jew nor Scythe, but complete and 
perfect humanity, and each of the rest of us, if we are not simply 
jealous like Nietzsche, must be content with being his men. If we 
presume to judge, criticize, assess Jesus, of course we make him a 
man. But he is the measure by which we must judge ourselves; 
his life gives meaning to ours; and, to sustain the stage of human 
perfection which he achieved, the word “ man” would have been 
quite inadequate in a world in which any Caesar was a god.

The Creed finds men today in an attitude opposite to that of 
those for whom it was first formulated. Let us put side by side 
the two equally puzzling facts about the Creed, one negative, 
one positive:

Negative—The Creed finds 
men today in an attitude oppo
site to that of those for whom it 
was first formulated. The very 
success of Christianity has made 
disappear the creeds and cults 
against which the dogma de
fended us victoriously.

Positive—The Creed says with 
perfect truth that there has ap
peared the final man, the man 
from the end of all times, Jesus, 
and that he interprets now all 
the events happening before 
this end, in the light of this 
end.

Every word of the Creed is true; yet it has become ununder- 
standable in so far as it has come true. One more word« about the 
Divinity of Christ. The reader may perhaps go so far as to admit 
Jesus’ inspiration, but why “ divine” ? The full answer will become

7 For the political aspect of this dogma, see pages 147, 159, 190, 240.
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clear in the chapters of the second part.8 Let him here kindly 
be satisfied with this logical distinction: we call him the perfect 
man because he himself was full of the right spirit. Many men, 
however, were full of the spirit. But besides being inspired him
self, he also, and he alone, gave and left us the right spirit as a 
community possession and opened the inspirations of the separate 
individuals and nations to each other. A s the creator of our own 
spirit, he has divinity.

I am fully conscious of the hollowness of these remarks for 
many good people who have no notions of God. T o  tell them 
that Jesus has divinity conveys little. They would first have to 
realize who God is, by starting with some experience of the 
Spirit who triumphs over their prejudices. It is the third article 
of the Creed which will have to form the basis of experience 
without which no reflection on the dogma is of any use. After 
all, the Creed reflects active participation in some prayer to God 
the Father or some sacrifice in the love of the Son. A ll the Scho
lastics who reasoned out God were priests or monks who prayed 
day and night. Their reflections on the trinity came as after
thought to real action and a way of life. One of my students, on 
the other hand, frankly told me in his examination paper: “ I have 
never prayed and I do not know what prayer is or is intended to 
do.”  It is forbidden and would be blasphemous to discuss with 
this boy the divinity of Christ. H e must be plunged into some 
communal experience of inspired living before we may mention 
to him the spirit behind all inspirations. I am afraid that we are 
prone, in our discussions of the Divinity, to gloss over the second 
commandment not to use God’s name in vain. Alas, it is ap
plicable to our vain attempts of “ discussing” God with people 
before they have experienced H im  in one of the three ways in 
which God overwhelms us, as our Maker, as our Victim, and as 
our Vivifier. This danger to blaspheme places the dogma with 
us on the opposite front from antiquity,

8Pp. 135 ■
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The pagans as well as the Jews prayed and sacrificed and 
experienced rapture. The three actions the modern students pre
tend to be ignorant of were familiar then. Kings, priests, poets, 
prophets, the offices regenerated by Jesus were known. Only their 
union in every man’s life was deemed impossible. The modern 
unemployed, inarticulate, psychoanalyzed cog-in-the-wheel has no 
ambition to be king, prophet, poet, priest. This ambition will 
have to be kindled before they understand “ divinity.”  The men 
of antiquity knew many stories about God or gods, but had never 
heard of Jesus; so they could be told about Jesus by beginning 
with God.

Since the Creed was addressed to both Jews and Greeks, it had 
to deal with the minds of each. The first article sides with Jews 
against Greeks. Sky and earth are not the domains of separate 
deities, for in the beginning God created both. The second article 
sides with the Greeks against Jews to the extent of saying that 
one man was God. T o  a Greek, this placed Jesus in the list of 
sons of God, from Hercules and Achilles to the Divus'Julius and 
Titus of his own day. But as the Christ, the only begotten son 
of God, Jesus closed the list, ended the era in which scattered 
individuals could receive divine honors. A nd though this kinship 
of Jesus to the pagan heroes was enough to make Jews abhor 
him, the Dogma assured them that at least he was not a hero by 
blood relations or in any mythical manner: no heroic deed an
chored him in this life as it then was. The Spirit of God was upon 
this child, drawing him to his Cross from the start. His every 
breath was inspired by the life that had to be given to future 
mankind: the eternal hope of the Jews for a Messiah, and the 
perpetual faith of the Greeks in a divine flesh and blood in their 
midst were to be superseded by the fellowship of those who would 
share One Divine Spirit and thereby were held in the palm of 
God’s hand and could no longer fall. W e do not evolve upward; 
we fall less downward, after Jesus. That Jesus was the son of God 
means that he was the definite historic eventuation of man’s
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divinity. Christianity transmits the Divine Life to all men who 
come after him; we are all God’s sons; but ours is a plural 
emanating from his singular, an “ a” deriving from his creative 
“ the.”  As all the grains of sand in an hourglass must pass through 
the narrow neck where there is room for only one, so the Divine 
Life had to be focussed completely in one man before it could 
spread out from him to all. That is why it could happen only 
once, why only Jesus can be the son of God. H e united the 
Divine and the human once for all, and to speak of a second or 
third Christ would be to deny the essence of his achievement and 
cancel the unification of mankind which he began. The Anti- 
Christ attitude is the attempt to do just that. A n y Christian may 
be tempted by a Messiah complex which would make him pre
tend to be the unique representative of Deity in his generation; 
so when the Christian fellowship decays an Anti-Christ appears. 
Nietzsche’s “ God is dead”  leads logically to the German storm 
troopers who have actually said, “ Hitler is Christ.”

It is significant that the Apostle who wrestled with the Anti- 
Christ problem was the one who was Jesus’ natural friend atid a 
spiritual eagle. Sti John used to say in his old age that the whole 
gospel was contained in the saying, “ Children, love one another.” 
When people asked why, he gave two reasons: “ First, because it 
suffices, and second, because the Lord said it.”  By acknowledging 
that his friend was the Lord, and thus submitting voluntarily to 
the historical sequence which Jesus founded, John overcame the 
temptation tp act as a substitute Christ.

The D o gip a^f the Incarnation, that in Jesus God became man 
once for all, is our sole guarantee against the lapse into polythe
ism, which is always possible, and widespread today. Modern 
philosophies of value are nearly all polytheistic.9 Human values 
are many, and philosophy inevitably reflects their pluralism unless 
it has a universal standard for the perfect man.

One Man must rightly be called God for all time, or paganism

9 E.g. Nicolai Hartmann, Ethics, 3 vols., New York and London, 1932.
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will return again and again as often as inspiration lifts men out 
of the daily groove of the law. Jesus overcame the division of 
mankind among the sons of gods who had looted the world in 
antiquity. They had founded cities and empires by murder and 
rape, war and slavery, usurping the spiritual powers of the masses 
who worshipped them as heroes. Jesus showed his divinity in just 
the opposite way, by taking on himself not earthly glory but 
ignominy and earthly suffering. Thus, instead of exploiting the 
hero worship of the masses, he emancipated them by sharing his 
divinity with them. But one condition was attached, the Christian 
condition that henceforth no individual could become a god on 
his own account. The communion with God became one for all 
men together, and in every generation the same coincidence of 
God and man that started in Jesus is realized by those who keep 
together in One Spirit. That is the meaning of the Church as the 
Body of Christ.

L e t  U s M a k e M an
;f

Hence the third article of the Creed is the specifically Christian 
one: from now on the Holy Spirit makes man a partner in his 
own creation. In the beginning God had said, “ Let us make man 
in our image” (Gen. 1:26). In this light, the Church Fathers 
interpreted human history as a process of making Man like God. 
They called it “ anthropurgy” : as metallurgy refines metal from 
its ore, anthropurgy wins the true stuff of Man out of his coarse 
physical substance. Christ, in the center of history, enables us to 
participate consciously in this man-making process and to study 
its laws.

One of the greatest of these laws is formulated by the Creed 
as the resurrection of the body. Only in this way can the higher 
types of man, once created, be reproduced regularly in human 
history and thus make permanent progress in the evolution of 
man. A  new soul, a fresh originality of the human heart, thereby
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survives the man or nation in which it came to birth and incar
nates itself in a spiritual succession of typical representatives 
through the ages. For there are definite new phases of human 
existence never lived before, which arise at particular birthdates 
and, if they are genuine, they force themselves upon man’s plas
ticity with such impressiveness that they don the bodies of 
later men and women in turn, and shape them into the same 
type.

But this must not be understood as pagan reincarnation or 
unselective, mechanical repetition. The new embodiment is not a 
mere copy of, still less identical with, the old one. The body “ is 
sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body” (I Cor. 15:44). 
“ The corrupt body does not return in its first nature, for it is not 
the corrupt seed that returns as grain. But as from the seed of 
grain there rises the ear, in the same manner there is in our body 
a raison d'etre, in the power of which, if it has not been cor
rupted, the body rises in an incorrupt state.” 1 So a human type 
will rise again only in so far as it is “ not corrupt.”  It has to be 
purified, and nothing but the pure metal will show in the resur
rection.

There are countless illustrations of the resurrection of the body 
in Christian history. St. Francis, for example, died without off
spring, but Franciscan humanity has flourished ever since, and 
not only in his Order. The Franciscan way of life, immortally 
portrayed in The Imitation of Christ, became daily bread for the 
lives of countless Christians of all denominations, even the most 
radical Protestants. The Franciscan type guided the political life 
of medieval Italian cities. The “ Third Order” spread over all 
Europe and counted among its members even the Habsburg 
emperors, who, in death, humbly deposed their titles before the 
majesty of the Franciscan spirit.2 Finally, in Abraham Lincoln,

1 Rouet de Jouvenel, op. cit., No. 528 =  Origen, Contra Celsum ( a .d . 248) 
5, 22.

2 Cf. Out o f  Revolution, pp. 507 f.
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Francis of Assisi celebrated his secular resurrection in America. 
When Lincoln, as President and Commander-in-Chief of a vic
torious army, walked into Richmond in 1865, on foot, without 
escort, St. Francis had conquered the powers of this earth. In 
Siberia, in Egypt, people would whisper that old Abe, a new type 
of man, had appeared in the world.3 Here, ruler and servant were 
blended into one. Such men are epoch-making in the history of 
the human species. The relation of Lincoln to St. Francis was 
unconscious. It was not imitation but genuine succession, reveal
ing the power of a soul that had tried to come into the flesh ever 
since St. Francis set the example.

In like fashion, Christian astronomers, chemists, doctors, 
preachers, missionaries, painters, masons have populated the earth. 
Anticipating a Last Judgment over our corruptible flesh, they 
have come into the flesh out of the Spirit, achieving a tempes
tuous resurrection from the dead in the name of the new life. 
The Chaldean astrologers of antiquity came to life as modern 
astronomers. The Hippocratean doctor, in whose tradition Soc
rates asked that a cock be sacrificed at his death, came* to life as 
the modern scientific doctor, in the name of the Living God, 
uncorrupted by local prejudice.4 In the light of the central dogma 
of a final resurrection, we have seen many partial resurrections 
accomplished, and this and nothing else is the Great Economy 
of our destiny.

Christian anthropurgy, then, has gone on and continues to go 
on before our very eyes. These visible processes are the projection 
of our faith on this earth; they anticipate and foreshadow the 
ultimates of our Creed. The communion around us in the name 
of the Son we called the Church, and because we believed in the 
Son we found ourselves growing up in a Christian world. The  
communion around us in the name of ■ the Father we called

3 Cf. Roy P. Basier, T he Lincoln Legend, Boston, 1935.
4 On this complete transformation, cf. Victor von Weizsäcker, “ Bilden und 

Helfen (Hippokrates und P a r a c e ls u s ) in  Die Schild genossen VI (1926), 477 ff.
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Nature, and because we believed in the Father we investigated 
all things in heaven and earth which H e had made.

In short, the story of man since Christ has been the application 
of the Athanasian Creed to everyday life. This story makes it 
clear that the Creed is not a statement of bare facts but a com
mand given at baptism. The Creed describes essentially three 
things— God’s trust in man, God’s liberty, God’s creativity 5— and 
enjoins us to accept the conditions under which we may make 
Man by sharing these Divine attributes.

For nineteen centuries, the outstanding contributors to the life 
we live have believed and enacted the commands of the Creed. 
They have believed themselves capable of creating trustworthi
ness, have hopefully cherished their creative powers, and have 
acted as free men. In so living, they have worshipped the Father 
as the guarantor of their trust, the Son as the guarantor of their 
liberty, and the Spirit as the guarantor of their creativity.

Thus our whole civilized inheritance has been made by men 
in the image of the Trinity, and we may see that image in such 
everyday things as pilots, whom we trust with our lives, ̂ doctors, 
who employ the latest creations of medical science, and teachers, 
who enjoy liberty to influence children in ways that would never 
happen if we merely let nature take its course. Correspondingly, 
we also witness what happens as modern society forsakes the

5 These are the powers of faith, love, and hope, which bridge the abysses 
inside of “Man” whom we little men have to  represent through the ages. It is 
essential to realize that they come from God rather than the hum an will. The 
Greek and Hebrew words for faith mean God’s faithfulness and trust. O ur belief 
is but the poor reflex of God’s faithfulness to all of us together. W illiam James'* 
unfortunate phrase of “ the Will to Believe,” ushered in the revolt of the masses 
because it deprived our faith of its prop. T he masses are plunged into night when 
faith is made dependent on hum an will, instead of meaning that God holds us in 
the palm of his hand. Similarly love and its liberty are too often confused w ith 
will, even by theologians. Love and will have as little to do with each other as a 
wedding ring with a cannon. Will is not free, for it m ust struggle for life; but 
love is free, because it can choose death. The history of this wrong doctrine of 
humanism which classifies “ love” with “will,” from the sources, is given in my 
Industrierecht, Breslau, 1926.
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Divine attributes for their opposites, mistrust, mechanization, 
fatalism: men are killed in wars, disintegrated by mechanical 
repetition, enslaved by dictators.

Therefore the people who destroy Christianity by degrading 
Jesus into a nice man saying niceties and doing good deeds in 
Palestine simply do not use their five senses. Otherwise they 
would discover that under certain conditions they have trust
worthiness, creativity and liberty, and that under others they do 
not. That is the heart of the Christian Creed.

/
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THE E C O N O M Y  OF SALVATION

The Three Epochs—Inspired Succession—The Rebirth of 
Meaning—Carnality versus Incarnation—Christianity Incog

nito—The Death and Resurrection of the Word

H o w  fe w  still believe that the past tw o  thousand years have 

really been a story o f  m an ’s salvation! T h e  average laym an, or 

even theologian, w ill speak w ith  adm iration o f the life  and 

teachings o f  Jesus, but appears to th ink that G od  has m ore or 

less abdicated since then. Y e t  unless w e  do believe that Christ 

began a life  process w h ich  has continually transform ed us and the 

w orld  w e  live  in, true faith  is dead. /

T h is  m odern  predicam ent doubtless has several causes, some o f 

w h ich  have already been m entioned. B elie f in  Christian history 

depends upon belief in  an end o f the w o rld  towards w h ich  that 

history is oriented. But our theologians have progressively aban

doned such belief, until today a naive com m unist or fascist is a 

better eschatologist than they. M oreover, the m odern  w o rld  has 

been shaped largely by the Protestant spirit, and Protestantism  

justified its protest against the Papacy by charg ing that Christen

dom  had been in  the hands o f  An ti-C hrist fo r  a thousand years—  

the very term  “ M id d le  A g e s ”  or “ D ark  A g e s ”  was invented  fo r  

this purpose. T h ere fo re  most m oderns are unconsciously predis

posed to th ink that vast stretches o f  history since Christ have been 

so corrupt as to be hull and vo id  fo r  Christian purposes.

N o w  the Protestant charges, lik e  the report o f  M ark  T w a in ’s 

death, w ere grossly exaggerated— every great revo lu tion  exag-
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gerates— but corruption there undoubtedly has been, in  m any 

form s, and sometimes in  the most revered places. D ante describes 

popes in  hell. T h ere  is noth ing unorthodox in  that; m en are still 

free to sin. But classical idealism , and be lie f in automatic progress, 

perhaps, have m ade m en interpret the tragedies in  Christian his

tory as a refutation o f  Christianity, as i f  it must be cither ideally 

perfect or non-existent. A n d  since the w o rld  in  our tim e is hardly 

a picture o f  salvation, despair drives m any to  jo in  in  the sarcasm 

o f  N ietzsch e : “ I f  Jesus o f  N azareth  d id  w an t to redeem  hum anity, 

can he not have fa ile d ,. perhaps ? ”  T o  say that Christianity has 

never been tried  is at best a for lorn  reply.

But i f  w e  rea lize that bur faith  is interm ittent by establishment, 

that Christianity does not abolish sin and death but overcom es 

them , and that in  the tenth and fifteenth  centuries Christendom  

was as bankrupt as it is today, yet em erged reborn— then w e  can 

turn to history w ith  fresh eyes fo r  the story o f  salvation that has 

actually been happening.

The Three Epochs

T h a t story by its very nature must be, not a recondite discovery 

o f  scholars, but som ething so sim ple that any school-boy can 

understand it. It  can be stated in one sentence. T h e  story o f  sal

vation  on  earth is the advance o f  the singular against the plural. 

Salvation came into a w o r ld  o f m any gods, m any lands, m any 

peoples. O ver  against each o f  these it sets up a s ingu lar: one G od , 

one w orld , one hum ankind.

Correspondingly, the story comprises three great epochs. In  the 

first, one G o d  trium phs over the m any false gods. T h is  process 

fills the first m illenn ium  o f  our era, and its outcom e is the Chris

tian Church. T h ere fo re  church history is the interesting and 

im portant aspect o f  the first thousand years a .d. In  the second 

epoch one earth is w on  fro m  the plural o f  unconnected countries 

and undiscovered lands; no Chinese walls rem ain effective. T h is  

is the poin t at w h ich  w e stand today: geographically, technically,

t i 4
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statistically, the earth is fina lly  one, and so indeed is the w hole  

w orld  o f nature, thanks to m odern  science w h ich  Christendom  

created. T h e  master institutions o f  the second m illenn ium  are, 

first the Papacy as a w o rld ly  pow er, then the system o f  territorial 

states which g rew  from  under its w ings.1 T h ere fo re  w o rld  history 

or political history is the them e o f  this period.

T od a y  w e  are liv in g  through the agonies o f transition to the 

th ird  epoch. W e  have yet to establish M an , the great singular o f 

humanity, in  one household, over the plurality o f  races, classes 

and age groups. T h is  w ill be the center o f  struggle in  the future, 

and already w e  have seen the outbreak o f  youth m ovem ents and 

Townsendites, class w ar and race war. T h e y  pose the questions 

w h ich  the th ird  m illenn ium  w ill  have to answer. T h e  Tota litarian  

State is a m istaken attem pt to solve the n ew  problem s by using 

the o ld  means created by and fo r  the second m illenn ium . T h e  very 

convulsiveness o f  totalitarianism  is a sign o f  weakness; its dis

ciples scream loudly because they secretly fear that their ido l is 

already dead. T h e  State is on the defensive because it is inadequate 

fo r  the needs o f the com ing age. T h e  them e o f  future history w ill  

be not territorial or political but socia l: it w il l  be the story o f  m an ’s 

creation.

O nce h avin g  grasped this sequence o f  three m ajor epochs, w e  

can see that each epoch corresponds to an article o f  the Creed, 

and therefore that the story o f  salvation enacts the C reed in  hum an 

history. T h e  three articles deal respectively w ith  (1 )  Creation, 

(2 )  R edem ption , (3 )  R evelation . H is to ry  realizes them  in  a d if

ferent o rd e r : A rtic le  tw o  m ade epoch first. Later, article one was 

realized. A n d  now , w e  are turn ing to article three.

In  the first m illenn ium , the Church was w h o lly  concerned w ith  

being the B ody o f  Christ. A ccord in g ly , the heart o f  the Church 

was the second article o f  the C re ed : Jesus the true Christ, his 

father the true G od , the spirit o f  his Church the H o ly  Sp irit; he 

w h o believed this was saved. T h e  Church was the com m union 

o f  the redeemed,

1 C f. Out of Revolution, passim.
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T h e  second m illenn ium  restored creation to its Creator. A fte r  

the Christian soul had found its d w e llin g  place in  G od , the ex

ternal w o rld  could be purged o f  all ungodliness: the w h o le  earth 

was organ ized  in  a system o f  territoria l states, and nature herself 

became a rea lm  o f  universal law  and order— m agic, demons, 

capricious agencies w ere banned. Th u s even m odern science is a 

process w ith in  the story o f salvation, and th rough  its unification 

o f  nature the first article o f  the C reed  has becom e a l iv in g  posses

sion o f  man.

T h e  next thousand years m ay be expected, consequently, to  

concentrate on  the th ird  article, nam ely to wrestle w ith  the task 

o f  revea ling G od  in  society. T h e  double concern o f  this epoch 

w ill be the reviv ification  o f  all dead branches o f the single hum an 

race, and the reinspiration o f all m echanized portions o f  the single 

hum an life. Since the successive stages o f  an ind iv idua l’s b iog 

raphy and the sh iftin g  demands o f  industrialized society both 

in vo lve  us in a repeated change o f  roles, the breath o f  l ife  must 

be a llow ed  to take ho ld  o f us again and again w ith  orig in a l 

ren ew in g  pow er, lest w h o le  drab stretches o f  life  and o f  m ankind  

rem ain  uninspired.2 T h e  history o f  the Church and the history o f  

the w o rld  w il l  have to be m atched by a history o f  all m ankind. 

A n d  w h o  is m an ? T h e  be ing  w h ich  can be inspired.

Inspired Succession—The Rebirth of Meaning

Th rou gh ou t all its epochs, how ever, the story o f  salvation is 

one process: m ission and conversion, the perpetual transmission 

o f  the life  o f  the F irst Christian to n ew  m en. T h is  process consti

tutes the m iracle o f  C hristian ity : it is reproduction w ithou t hered

ity. H ered ita ry  Christianity has existed, o f  course, but it is a con

cession to the ways o f  the w orld , and at bottonj a contradiction 

in  terms. Christianity proper stands between .philosophy and the

2 Sec Chapter VIII. This correlation of epochs with articles of the Creed is of 
course only a m atter of emphasis, not of exclusion. All truths of our faith were as 
completely given in the coming of Christ as they will be at the last m om ent of time.
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older religions. Ph ilosophy exists by leisurely conversation rather 

than conversion; it does not requ ire a steady reproduction o f  its 

convictions, any line o f  organ ized  succession through the ages. 

O n e Platonist m ay live  in  a.d. 550, three in  1700, a dozen  in  

1942. E ven  Socrates, the saint and m artyr o f  philosophy, founded 

on ly  some esoteric and qu ite opposite schools. It  matters little  to  

philosophy that it has no unbroken tradition. Pagan  and Jewish 

religions, on  the other hand, d id  perpetuate themselves, but by 

heredity; they w ere  not interested in  converts. F o r  reproduction 

by natural birth, Christianity substituted participation in  death. 

It  adm itted a breakdow n, an interm ission o f  faith, between gener

ations,1 but it believed  in  the spark w h ich  jum ps from  m issionary 

to convert, across the chasm o f  m en ’s free  and independent 

existence.

T h e  fertility  o f  the spirit was Jesus’ problem , h ow  to m ake it 

eternally reproductive, self-perpetuating. H is  answer was the 

Christian paradox o f  success through failure. A s  he hu ng on  the 

Cross he experienced the most utter and com plete fa ilu re m an 

could undergo, yet he has becom e the m ost successful m an in 

history, and successful in  the deepest sense o f  insp iring an end

less succession  o f  fo llow ers. I f  he had been a success in  his ow n  

lifetim e, his disciples w ou ld  have becom e m ere im itators. E ven  i f  

he had so m uch as protested on the Cross, they w ou ld  have been 

vind ictive. A s  it was, he voluntarily  gave back his spirit intQ his 

Father’s hands, and thereby it was able to rise again in  his dis

ciples, because they fe lt that they w ere  n o w  in  his stead. Thus 

Jesus posited that the interm ission o f  inspiration is the condition  

fo r  its perpetual transmission fro m  m an to man.

H e  showed the same creative renunciation in  other lesser ways. 

I f  he had w ritten  a book, his disciples w ou ld  have thought it m ore 

im portant to be professors; instead, he founded  the Church. H e
- i

Marcus Aurelius, the “best” emperor according to philosophical standards, 
had been adopted by his predecessor. Pricing his philosophy above his spiritual 
origin, he permitted his own flesh and blood to succeed, and this ruined the 
Empire.
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saw that, as man, he should not m onopolize  the powers o f  insight, 

o f  prophecy, o f  w isdom . H e  overcam e the temptations o f  genius 

to rule the w o rld  by his sword, or his tongue, or his m ind , and 

thereby he created a dynasty o f  geniuses instead. F o r  the saints 

are exactly that, a dynasty o f  geniuses w h o  are m ore concerned 

w ith  the perpetual flow  o f spirit to  all than w ith  their private 

exaltation and self-expression. Jesus reversed the natural d irection 

o f  genius, w h ich  strives tow ard  self-creation; he ign ited  in  every 

soul w h ich  succeeds h im  the eternal pow er to becom e creative in  

turn. By choosing a lim it fo r  his ow n  genius, he showed that the 

spirit w il l  return to others in  due season as lon g  as no one usurps 

it too lon g  and too exclusively.

T ru e  spiritual succession does m ore than perpetuate. It  spreads 

and deepens. T h e  Church believed  in  her ow n  existence on ly 

through the fact o f  m ission and conversion. She came into exist

ence at Pentecost, w hen  the Spirit poured forth  upon the apostles. 

W h en  they m isunderstood the n ew  rule o f  succession and dream ed 

o f  a fam ily  bishopric under Jesus’ brother in  Jerusalem, Pau l, w h o  

was unrelated to Jesus in  the flesh, renew ed the Church by go in g  

out to preach to the Gentiles. So after the orig ina l tw e lve  and the 

five  thousand o f  the first Church, there fo llo w ed  the innum erable 

Churches all over the earth, and after the priests laym en too re

ceived the fu ll Spirit.

Christian conversion always involves fou r th in gs : ( i )  b reak ing 

w ith  an o ld  w ay  o f liv in g , ceasing to iden tify  ourselves w ith  the 

w o rld  as it is because it holds our body or our m ind  too closely—  

this is the m ean ing o f  Christian otherworldliness, o f  the self- 

denial Christ requ ired  from  his fo llo w ers ; (2 )  d iscovering the 

pow er to get our second w in d  in life  and enter in to a n ew  alle

g iance; (3 )  v e r ify in g  this experience by m in g lin g  w ith  a n ew  

group  o f  people, fo rm erly  overlooked  or even despised, w h o  n ow  

enable us to strengthen experience into h ab it;2 and, (4) recogn iz-

2 America was practical Christianity as long as millions of immigrants expe
rienced a change of allegiance from an Old W orld to a New W orld, as long as 
tears shed in the Old World backed up as seed the harvest of joyful experiences in
the New.
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in g  that the pow er and the fe llow sh ip  stem from  the Founder o f  

our faith. Christianity continues to exist on ly  as lon g  as n ew  

groups are constantly fo rm in g  around the lasting m em ory o f  

Christ. It  is not enough to im itate Christ; it is also neces

sary to accept this exam ple as the Fou n der’s free and deliberate 

g ift.

But though the m ean ing o f m ission and conversion is ever the 

same, they have taken on d ifferent form s w ith  the course o f  tim e. 

In  the Church o f  the first thousand years— still preserved in  the 

East— m en d ied  to the w orld  o f  false gods and demons. T h e  

supreme exem plars o f  this fo rm  o f  m ission w ere martyrs and 

m onks or hermits. A  m artyr, as the nam e itself indicates, was a 

witness; by his refusal to w orsh ip Caesar’s statue or shout the 

equ ivalent o f  “ H e il  H it le r ,”  he testified to the L iv in g  G od  against 

the idols o f  the m arket place. A  herm it fou gh t the spirits o f  these 

deities w ith in  the m in d  o f  man, the temptations to d iabolical 

dem onism . St. An th on y, fo r  instance, wrestled w ith  the titan and 

giant, the m agician  and sorcerer in  h im self.3 In  this w ay m an ’s 

supernatural enem ies w ere subdued; the spiritual demons o f  a 

w ron g  astrological and m agic  heaven became m em bers o f  one 

fe llow sh ip  under G od . A s  a result, one drop o f  asceticism has 

entered the life  stream o f  us all. C om pared  to the m en o f  an

tiqu ity, w e  all have som ething o f  the m onk  in  our w ork , sex 

life, diet, sports and amusements.

A fte r  m artyrs and m onks had driven  the demons out o f  the 

sky, the second m illenn ium  fou gh t the local powers o f  earth to 

establish one Christian w orld , “ G o d ’s w o rld .”  Crusader and P i l

g r im  w ere the representative em bodim ents o f  this n ew  fo rm  o f  

mission. T h e  righ t o f  p ilg r im age  and crusade was the first eman-

3 W e shall never understand the miracles of the New Testam ent as long as we 
do not appreciate the demonic obsessions of the pagan mind. They were real 
processes in a m an-m ade heaven. Magic and sorcery tempted individuals to play 
god and m anipulate the cosmos at will. Jesus overcame these temptations in the 
wilderness. Later he performed very few miracles— only enough to  show that he 
too could do things of this kind, thereby proving that his disdain for signs and 
miracles was genuine, not sour grapes.
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cipation o f W estern  m en from  local b lood  and econom ic ties.4 

A n d  from  that day to this, as the Church o f  the R eform ers stepped 

beside the Church o f  the Crusaders, and Bunyan’s P ilg r im s  sanc

tified  the W estern  waves and settled the N e w  W o r ld , ever n ew  

form s o f  crusade and p ilgr im age  have fou gh t the inertia o f  hom e 

and possessions and earthly rule by sustaining a constant m ove

m ent in to som e larger w orld , some H o ly  land or C om m onw ealth , 

“ beyond.”  In  consequence, some quality  o f  spiritual p ilg r im age  

has perm eated life  fo r  all o f  us.

Each fo rm  o f  m ission and conversion both prepares the w ay 

for, and is renew ed by, its successor. Christianity had to  conquer 

the false gods before it could conquer the false, i.e. d iv ided , earth. 

But the spirit m oves on, and o ld  form s o f  life  can stay a live on ly 

as lon g  as n ew  ones unburden them  from  the stagnation that 

comes w ith  repetition. T o w a rd  the end o f  the first m illenn ium  

true spiritual g row th  o f  the Church gave  w ay to sheer quantitative 

expansion, as kings converted peoples by fire  and sw ord and w h ole  

tribes accepted Christianity m erely at the com m and o f  their ch ief

tains. T h is  m eant that the next m illenn ium  had to figh t the pagan

ism  w h ich  consequently rem ained in  m en and institutions that 

had becom e nom inally  Christian, and in  lands that had lapsed 

again  from  Christianity. H en ce  crusades and reform ations had to 

supplem ent the o lder form s. T o d a y  crusader? and reform ers are 

com m onplace; they have cheapened their ro le by dabbling w ith  

insignificant problem s. T h e y  w ill  rem ain  w ith  us, fo r  no Christian 

w ay  o f life  is w h o lly  destroyed by tim e ; but they cry fo r  renew al 

by fresh incarnations o f  the spirit.

Carnality versus Incarnation

M ission and conversion w ill continue as lon g  as the soul loses 

her path and needs regeneration, but w e  m ay expect that in  the

4 Cf. Out of Revolution, pp. 543 If.
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com ing m illenn ium  they w il l  occur in  a m ore intim ately hum an 

w ay than before. T h e  temptations o f our tim e do not arise from  

heavenly dem onism  or earthly provincialism . T h e y  com e from  

soul erosion. O u r life  is haunted by boredom  and neurosis; it is 

disintegrated by a m echanized society, and by a m echan izing sci

ence w h ich  makes m an a m ere derivation  o f  antecedent causes. 

H ence w e  are tem pted to worship crude vita lity, sensationalism, 

life  at any price.1

W h a t have the traditional patterns o f  reform ation  or conver

sion to o ffer such people? T h ere  is noth ing to convert them  f r o m . 

T h ey  are too w eak. T h e  cure w h ich  is most loudly and seductively 

preached is vitalism  or tribalism , the cult o f m an ’s carnality w h ich  

idolizes his origins in  class, race, cfeed, color or nation. Perhaps 

w e  can take our cue from  the phenom enal spread o f  this cult, fo r  

w e  shall have to com pete w ith  it.

Christianity always has to com pete w ith  quacks w h o  o ffe r easy, 

deceptive short cuts to salvation. T h e  early Church, in  converting 

the Gentiles, was riva lled  by the Gnostics w ith  a larm ing success. 

Gnostics substituted diversion  o f  the brain fo r  conversion o f  the 

heart; you  m erely thought out a cosm ic system and w ere ip a red  

the trouble o f  obey ing an historical Revelation . Gnostics held that 

truth was a live anyw ay and need on ly  be know n , whereas the 

Christian k n ew  that it had to be lived  by h im . In  the second 

m illenn ium , the Crusaders had their quacks in  the V ik in gs , w h o  

conquered qu ick ly  but d id  not k n o w  w hat to do w ith  their G reen- 

lands; and the R eform ers w ere almost outdone by the Hum anists 

for a sim ilar reason— Lu th er by Erasmus, C a lv in  by Bacon, the 

m odel o f  St. Pau l by that o f  P lato. A  Platonist is an idealist; a 

Christian is crucified to his natural ideals, fo r  on ly  i f  he g ives up 

his ow n  spirit does he receive it back as w ith  a d iv ine  inspiration

1 Even m an’s lusts and fears have become respectable today because they tes
tify to his vitality. “Vital, dynamic, powerful, stirring, stimulating, exciting, thrill
ing, terrific,” are the medals which modern man bestows. They are really insults. 
To call a speaker stimulating, for instance, is a triumph of Pontius Pilate among 
us. It seems that the tru th  no longer matters.
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that has to be em bodied  here and now . Hum anists thought that 

life  was good  anyw ay; the R e fo rm er k n ew  that he h im self had 

to m ake good  his promises. T h e  quacks o f  our tim e are carnalists 

and tribalists. T h e y  prom ise life  eternal i f  you are a proletarian, 

or a G erm an, or i f  you eat V ita m in  R i. T h ey  hold  that life  is 

beautifu l anyw ay; the Christian knows that life  relapses in to 

savagery unless w e  ourselves m ake it the incarnation o f  a n ew  

creative W o rd .

N o te  the sequence: Gnostics taught that life  had truth w ithout 

need o f  historic R evela tion ; Hum anists thought that life  was 

good  w ithou t the C ru cifix ion ; carnalists ho ld  that life  is beautifu l 

w ithou t the Incarnation. A l l  quacks thus use essentially the same 

trick, and therefore it is no w onder that tribalists are defeating 

humanists w ith  their ow n  weapons today. F o r  fou r centuries the 

worshippers o f  Classical C iv iliza tion  have done their best to  dis

pense w ith  Christianity. C lin g in g  to their conviction  that life  is 

good  w ithou t Revelation , w ithou t the Cross, they have enthroned 

the m yth  o f  hum anity in  the place o f  G od  and deserted the Chris

tian era. M y  colleagues in  the classics still read X enoph on  instead 

o f  St. Paul, and Caesar instead o f St. Augustine, w ith  their stu

dents. T h o u gh  they have next to no students o f  La tin  and G reek ; 

yet do they not see h ow  funny they are. N atu ra lly , w ith ou t Chris

tian orientation their selection o f  classical m odels appears com 

pletely arbitrary, hence im potent to defend itself against tribalists 

w h o  g o  still further back for their m odels— to the cruelties o f  

N in eveh  and the dances o f Bali.

W e  can overcom e the n ew  hordes w h o m ake vita lity  their god  

on ly  w ith  a sw ord whose steel contains no alloy o f Gnosticism  

or H um anism . T h a t sw ord ‘must be fo rged  by the w h o le  m an—  

the creature, not m erely the th inker. In  the sweat o f  our b ro w  and 

the chores o f  industrial society w e  must find  a place fo r  ren ew ing  

spirit, fo r  the d iv ine o r ig in  o f  m an. Incarnation must supersede 

carnality. T h e  T riba lis t is v ita l at the expense o f  some other tribe. 

T h e  Christian seeks a com prehensive incarnation o f  m an in all
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his branches, through com m on w ork  and suffering. O u r next 
form  o f  conversion must prom ise the birth o f  the great hum an 

fam ily.

T h e  contrast between carnality and incarnation is on ly  a n ew  

fo rm  o f  the perennial dualism  between worldliness and other

worldliness w h ich  lies at the heart o f  Christian conversion. In  

recent times this dualism  has o ften  been m isunderstood as m ere 

negation. N ietzsche, fo r  exam ple, identified  Christianity w ith  

nihilism , sheer denial o f  life— yet he gave a secular version o f  the 

real Christian other-worldliness in  his vision o f  super-manliness 

and the perpetual self-overcom ing o f  life.

T h is  confusion about Christianity is largely due to the persist

ence o f pagan or childish m odes o f  understanding the Creed. 

E ven  the customary terms, “ other-w orld ly,”  “ supernatural,”  re

flect this. T h in k in g  p rim arily  in  spatial terms, the ch ild ’s m in d  

pictures heaven as another w orld  existing “ above”  this one. But 

as the very  essence o f  Christianity is historical— it is the story o f  

m an ’s salvation— so to be a Christian is to th ink p rim arily  in  the 

language o f tim e rather than o f  space, as shown by the favorite  

biblical phrase, “ the w o rld  to com e.”  Christianity created true 

future, as w e  have seen. Christian other-worldliness actually con

sists o f  “ the powers o f  the w o rld  to com e”  (H e b . 6 :5 ) break ing 

in  upon the w o rld  as it has already com e to  be.

In  the same w ay, the supernatural should not be thought o f  as 

a m agical force som ehow  com peting w ith  electricity or gravita 

tion  in  the w o rld  o f  space, but as the pow er to transcend the past 

by stepping into an open future. N a tu re  m oves in recurrent cycles 

and d ow n w ard  trends; she is not free to say N o  and rise above 

her entropy and inertia. But m an is the an im al w h o  is m ore than 

nature because he can go  against his na tu re: E c c e  h o m o .  H is  

heart can arrest social habits and physical causes as they im p in ge 

upon hum an life ; it can m ake the future g ro w  by tak ing the first 

step into it. Pagans proceed on precedent, but Christians rem ain 

unpred ictab le: they precede. y

CARNALITY VS. INCARNATION
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Jesus came not to negate life  but to g iv e  it m ore abundantly. 

Christianity is not a decadent worship o f  death fo r  its ow n  sake, 

but the discovery that includ ing death w ith in  life  is the secret o f 

the fullest life .2 E ven  the extremest types o f Christian other

worldliness, ascetic herm its and monks, have lived  this truth. B y 

g iv in g  up a part o f  the w o rld  before they d ied bod ily , they placed 

death in  the m idd le  o f  life  as an encouragement. T h e y  proved  

that death is an essential elem ent o f  liv in g , in  fact its sharpest 

ingredient. But there are m ore form s o f  other-worldliness as w ell.3 

A n y  father, m anager, or teacher has to practice resignation and 

let the young learn by do in g  things he cou ld do better h im self; 

fo r  he know s that one day he must d ie and they must take his 

place. T h e  N e w  Testam ent is fu ll o f  such heroic resignation; 

Jesus vo luntarily  fo rew en t saying m any truths that the second or 

th ird  generation  needed to discover fo r  themselves. A l l  such acts 

from  the beyond stem not fro m  our instinct o f  l ife  but fro m  our 

w isdom  o f  death. M an  as an an im al organ ism  lives fo rw ard  from  

birth tow ard  death, but, as a soul w h o  know s beforehand that he 

w ill die, he m olds his life  look in g  backw ard from  its end.

Perhaps another reason w h y  the older form s o f  other-w orld li

ness have been m isunderstood is that n ew  form s are needed today. 

A s  m an has been progressively de-naturalized by tw o  thousand 

years o f  Christianity, less sharp and obvious total contrasts are 

required. T h e  first Christians con fron ted  an utterly non-Christian 

w o r ld ; on ly  by h o ld in g  themselves a loo f from  it and pred icting 

its speedy cataclysmic end cou ld  they m ake their ow n  message 

effective. So saints and m artyrs em igrated  f r o m  this w o rld  alto

gether. In  the second m illenn ium , p ilgrim s and crusaders travelled 

th ro u g h  a w o rld  that already was or had been partly Christian 

but needed to be reconquered, reform ed, lifted  beyond tribal and 

local ties. In  the th ird  epoch, b eg in n in g  today, Christians must 

im m igra te  in to  our w orkaday w orld , there to incarnate the spirit

2 Cf. Das Alter der Kirche, I, 83-91.
3 Cf. the author’s Soziologie, Berlin, 1925, pp. 197 ff.
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in unpredictable form s. F o r  the daily life  o f  m en has becom e so 

unnatural, so un-naive and w orried  and splintered and tortured, 

and at the same tim e so m ixed  w ith  bits and fragm ents o f  by-gone 

Christian times, that the o ld  ways o f  contrasting w orld ly  and 

unw orld ly  life  are inappropriate. It  is unnecessary to deny this 

w o r ld : chaos denies itself. M od ern  m an is crucified already. T h e  

salvation he needs is inspiration fo r  his daily to il and leisure. F o r  

us the d ifference between worldliness and other-worldliness is that 

between the fin ite  form s already created ' by the past and the 

in fin ite breath o f  the spirit w h ich  b low s in upon us from  the 

open future. T h e  other w o rld  is in  this w o rld  as m an ’s destiny, 

m an ’s m eaning.

Christianity Incognito

F in d in g  Christian and pagan, believer and unbeliever, no longer 

separate from  each other as at first, but side by side w ith in  every 

soul, w e  are challenged to achieve a further innovation  in  the 

evolu tion  o f  Christianity. N o  one can cla im  to be one hundred 

per cent Christian or one hundred per cent pagan. C onvert and 

converter w ill  have to live  on  united in  one and the same person, 

like the tw o  m ovem ents o f  our respiration, lik e  a constant d y in g  

and com in g  to life  again o f  our faith .

U n der such circumstances w e  shall have to adm it that hum an 

souls are incalculable in  their various needs, and the form s o f 

conversion w ill  be correspondingly varied. W e  can see this most 

strik ingly  in  the fact that several c lergym en  o f  deep spiritual in 

sight are already rea liz in g  that some persons actually need to be 

converted f r o m  the Church. A  frien d  o f  m ine had a w om an  in 

his parish w h o  busied herself so m uch w ith  reading theo logy and 

converting people, and became so im m ersed in  religious activities 

generally, that she m ade a nuisance o f  herself. O n e  day he had a 

serious talk w ith  her and to ld  her that re lig ion  had becom e a 

cancer in her system. “ Cut it o u t!”  he suddenly shouted. She was
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dum founded, o f  course, but obeyed his orders, le ft the Church, 

secularized her life  com pletely, and became an enterprising horse

w om an  w h o  was liked  everywhere. M y  frien d  explained that as 

lon g  as she had used one single trad itionally  religious term , it 

turned in her m outh into a w eapon o f  criticism  or attack against 

her neighbors; she found  peace by w eed in g  out the w h o le  Church 

vocabulary. O rgan ized  re lig ion  had to be reduced to a m in im u m  

w ith  her so as to re-evoke re lig ion  in  her. A n d  as she bow ed  to the 

m inister’s authority, he acted fo r  the liv in g  Church, in  this case, 

which has m any mansions.

Such illustrations could be m ultip lied . T h a t w e  can understand 

conversions and tendencies away from  us is a n ew  event in  the 

history o f  Christianity. It shows that our w o rld  is fe lt to  be a 

Christian, un ified  w o rld  far beyond the pale o f  official Christian

ity ; m y  frien d  w ou ld  not have sent his parishioner out o f  the 

Church i f  that had m eant condem ning her to utter paganism  or 

Judaism. Seeds o f  Christianity are n o w  germ in atin g  in  secular 

form s o f  life  as m uch as in  church pews, and some souls w ill  

need to step away from  the ligh t o f  fu ll Christian consciousness 

and live  at the periphery w here on ly  the indirect results o f  

Christianity surround them. In  renouncing noisy confessionalism  

they m ay add n ew  professions o f  faith.

T h is  means that w e  must sacrifice our denom inational labels. 

Since believer and unbeliever are inside each o f  us, even the name 

o f  pagan or Christian runs the risk o f exc lud ing a soul that is 

really G o d ’s, or includ ing the pagan that dw ells in  our ow n  

breast. But Christianity has always m eant sacrifice. T h e  early 

Church dem anded that all m en g ive  up their private, clannish or 

national names on entering the Church, fo r  the love o f  C h ris t: his 

was the on ly name that could be m entioned inside the Church 

fo r  the first thousand years; every th in g  was done in his N a m e  

alone. T h e  pow er o f names has becom e so w eak  today that w e  

can scarcely rea lize w ith  what aw e m en sacrificed their identity  

as Gentiles to becom e the people o f  his N am e. A  new  sacrifice
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was m ade in  the Church o f  the R e fo rm a tio n : here m en aban

doned the certainties o f visible cathedrals and relics and the sacral 

order o f priesthood; m  the dark n igh t o f  a secular w o rld  they 

threw  themselves upon fa ith  in  G od.

T od a y  w e  are called on to sacrifice the pride o f being certain 

that w e  are Christians at all. “ I  hope to believe,”  is all that the 

most orthodox m ay stammer in  the perp lexity and confusion o f  

a machine-age society. So the love o f Christ and fa ith  in  G od  

must be strengthened today by hope fo r  the Spirit.

A  th ird  Christianity, the Christianity o f  H op e , is b eg in n ing  

w ith  w hat has righ tly  been called the G ood  F riday o f Christianity. 

G ood  F riday is the very center o f  our faith, but m odern  churches, 

drunk w ith  “ c iv iliza tion ”  and fee lin g  safe and smug, fa iled  to 

evo lve  their ow n  G ood  F riday  vo lu n ta rily : their conventional 

preach ing against selfishness spoke less eloquently than their 

selfish actions as vested interests. So w e  are surrounded today by 

the horrors o f an actual G ood  F riday  in  Europe and Russia, w here 

Christianity is denied or cyn ically m anipulated. H en ce  our rea

sonable service must be to initiate the faithless masses into a n ew  

hope, fo r  hope is our natural poin t o f  contact w ith  them ; Fa ith  

m ay be gon e ; hope gives us tim e to w a it fo r  fa ith ’s return. Unless 

people hope, they w ill not be patient enough to listen.

T h o u gh  I  believe that the Church is a d iv ine  creation and that 

the Athanasian C reed  is true, I also believe that in the future, 

Church and C reed can be g iven  a n ew  lease on life  on ly  by 

services that are nameless or incogn ito. T h e  inspirations o f  the 

H o ly  Spirit w il l  not rem ain inside the walls o f  the visible or 

preach ing Church. A  th ird  form , the listen ing Church, w ill  have 

to unburden the o lder modes o f w orsh ip by assembling the fa ith 

fu l to live  out their hopes through w o rk in g  and su ffering together 

in unlabelled, undenom inational groups, thereby to w a it and 

listen fo r  the inbreak o f a n ew  consolation w h ich  shall redeem  

m odern life  from  its curse o f  d isintegration and m echanization. 

By this penance w e  m ay hope to rescue our hymns and Creeds
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and historic Churches from  destruction in  times to com e. Chris

tianity itself m ay rise from  the dead i f  it n o w  discards its o w n  

self-centeredness.

The Death and Resurrection of the Word

T h e  w earing  out o f the o ld  names, the o ld  words, the o ld  lan

guage, is the most w id e ly  and deeply fe lt fact in  the crisis through 

w h ich  Christianity is passing, and that is w h y  w e  must g iv e  them  

up today. A  great Swiss Jesuit w riter has even gone so far as to 

declare, “ T h e  w o rd  ‘G o d ’ is so spent that w e  do not intend to 

h agg le  w ith  N ietzsch e on its behalf.” 1 T h a t w ou ld  be nameless 

Christianity indeed.
T h e  question o f  Christian language is not a superficial m atter o f  

propaganda techniques. Christianity holds that the W o rd  is m an ’s 

m atrix.2 W e  righ tly  speak o f  our “ m other tongue”  rather than 

our “ m oth er’s tongue,”  fo r  language itself is maternal, the w om b  

o f  tim e in  w h ich  m an has been created and is constantly being 

re-created: nearly every w o rd  w e  use has a history runn ing back 

thousands o f  years, yet all genu ine speech remakes both listener 

and speaker— a fact w h ich  propagandists ignore, th in k in g  that 

they can catch m en  w ithou t b e in g  caught themselves. Idealism , 

m aterialism , realism  are hopelessly embarrassed by the place o f 

language in  m an ’s creation; they hate it because it m akes our 

m in d  itself in to a creature. But theo logy  begins neither w ith  

th ings nor ideas but w ith  the W o rd :  H o ly , H o ly , H o ly , and the 

voices that judge, pray, sing, nam e, bless and curse. T h e  account 

o f  creation tells h ow  G od  brought order in to the “ waste and v o id ”  

th rough speech: “ A n d  G o d  said, L e t  there be ligh t . . .”  A l l

1 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Die Apocalypse der Deutschen Sccle, 3 vols., Salz
burg and Leipzig, 1939, II, p. 379. Also see above pp. 7-10.

2 It is impossible to give more on this point in this bqok. I know that this is 
inadequate and can only say apologetically that a book of considerably greater 
length than this one, on the origins of language and its restoration by the Word, 
is awaiting publication; although I am  told that it is impossible to publish it, I 
have not given up hope.
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things w ere m ade by the W o rd , and came out o f  it. In  the begin 

n in g  there was neither m ind  nor matter. In  the begin n ing  was 

the W o rd . St. John was properly the first Christian theologian  

because he was overw helm ed  by the spokenness o f  all m ean ingfu l 

happening.

T h e  language o f  the secular m in d  is either universal and ab

stract, like  mathematics, or concrete and particular, lik e  Southern 

dialect. “ T w o  times tw o  is fou r”  is fo r  all m en, but it is abstract: 

“ M aryland, m y  M ary lan d ”  is concrete but not fo r  all m en. But 

the language o f  the Christian soul is at the same tim e universal, 

un ify ing, and yet personal, bestow ing concrete singleness o f  pur

pose on speaker and listener.3 T h e  soul awakes on ly  w h en  it is 

addressed in  a language w h ich  combines universal va lid ity  and 

the concreteness o f  a here-and-now situation. A l l  the sayings o f  

Jesus w ere qu ite simple, but they became im portant forever 

because they w ere spoken at the righ t m om ent, “ w h en  the tim e 

was fu lfilled .”  H e  d ied  fo r  all m en, but he d id  it here and n ow , 

wholeheartedly, w ith  w ords spoken to his neighbor fo r  this and 

no other occasion.

I t  was Jesus’ m ission to restore the relation o f w o rd  and* act on  

a ll fronts o f  life. H is  com mands, his lyrics, his concise form u la

tions o f  natural laws, are perfect examples o f  the d ifferen t m oods 

in  w h ich  reality can be expressed. Observe, above all, his last 

w o rd s : “ It  is fin ished.”  H e  does not m ake speeches from  the 

Cross, as m odern  political m artyrs have done. H e  does not g o  on  

record w ith  a statement fo r  the papers. H e re  is no m ind  observing 

matter, no soul subjectively seeking another soul, nor yet a gospel 

being preached. Som eth ing usually not even  m entioned is the 

m ean ing o f this sentence: that words are acts, and that these acts 

are phases o f  the life  process itself. In  com pleting  its course, life

3 If this is to  some extent reminiscent of Hegel, it is because Hegel in turn  
developed his philosophy out of a study of Christian history. As an idealist, how 
ever, Hegel completely reversed the Christian meaning of concreteness; God is 
not found inside our minds or ideas; He speaks to us through the other fellow 
we try to help. The creative energies of Faith, Hope, and Love are not properties 
of minds but bonds between men.
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is lead ing fina lly  to utterance. “ It  is fin ished”  is the last part o f  

the crucifixion. T h a t Jesus, after com plete despair, can take up the 

thread o f  hum an history as it has run through Abraham , M oses 

and the Prophets, and recogn ize  his ow n  death as the historical 

sequence o f  the life  o f  the race— this distinguishes his end from  

that o f  his tw o  neighbors. O n ly  this tiny sentence o f three words 

makes the event his ow n  experience.

Lan gu age  cannot be kept a live on ice or in  dictionaries. T h e  

la w  o f  deterioration fro m  inspiration to routine holds fo r  speech 

as fo r  other phases o f  life . E very  tim e w e  speak w e  either ren ew  

or cheapen the w ords w e  use. H en ce  Christian language can be 

abused lik e  any other, and w e  hear it abused today by “ Christian”  

fascists, communists, pacifists and snobs. L o o k in g  back in to the 

past, w e  can see that w h o le  streams o f Christian language have 

cooled  o f f  in to geo log ica l stratifications. T h e  languages o f  saints 

and m artyrs, crusaders and p ilgrim s, no longer m ove m en ’s 

hearts. N e ith e r  the ritual o f  the mass— that flawless creation o f  the 

first m illenn ium — nor the sublime language o f Canaan in  the 

Protestant B ible suffice to create peace between m en today. Y e t  

w e  also see that w hen  the bread o f  life  has gone stale, it has been 

refreshed again and again by a n ew  transubstantiation. These 

transform ations o f liv in g  speech-in-action are the real sacrament 

o f  the Spirit, and i f  w e  w a lk  hum bly under our bankruptcy today, 

w e  m ay hope to hear the W o rd  spoken once m ore.

T h e  death and resurrection o f  the W o rd , the interm ittence o f 

the Christian faith, the ebb and renew ed flow  o f its life, must not 

b lind  us to the essential unity o f  the story o f  salvation. T h e  tree 

o f  everlasting life  can g ro w  on ly  through successive generations 

o f  m en reach ing their hands to  each other in  one spirit across the 

ages. A n d  each generation has to  act d iffe ren tly  p rec ise ly  in  o rd e r  

to  represent th e  sa m e  th ing . O n ly  so can each becom e a fu ll 

partner in  the process o f  M a k in g  M an ; on ly so can life  be as 

authentic in the last age as in the first.
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In  the past century, historical scholarship fo rgo t this basic truth, 
and therefore to this day it is the learned fashion to neglect the 

fundam ental unanim ity o f  Christians through the centuries, and 

to concentrate instead on  isolating the m any layers o f its historical 

expression.4 M odern  m en have thought it a crim e fo r  the Church 

to have changed during her tw o  thousand years. St. Pau l was 

called the first deserter; 5 then came the bishops, and on it w en t 

from  corruption to corruption until, by 1789, rationalists consid

ered the Church com pletely superfluous.

Y e t  the ro le  o f  the Church has been specific, tangib le and per

petual, fo r  all that. T h e  m ean ing o f  the Christian era is that the 

tim e o f  d iv ided  loyalties is com ing to an end and the reunion o f  

m ankind has begun. In  every epoch after Christ another part o f  

creation is fin d in g  its hom e in  lasting unity.

4 A picture of the great unity of the Church during the first three generations 
is drawn by Lord Charnwood in his charming According to Saint John, Boston, 
1925. Equally impressive in this respect, E. C. Hoskyns and F. N . Davey, T he  
R iddle of the Neu/ Testament, New York, 1931.

5 The same essentially unhistoric method has been applied to Jesus himself, 
and has led to such fatal antitheses as Life vs. Teachings, “ the religion of Jesus” 
vs. “ the religion about Jesus,” etc. But if we perceive that the law of unanimity- 
through-difference applies also to the successive stages of an individual m an’s life, 
we no longer try to crucify Jesus on our Procrustean conceptual systems, but see 
that he lived through a rhythmic succession of “stations”— his “natural” early life 
as an obedient son, his period of spiritual vision, which we see reflected in his 
teachings like the Sermon on the Mount, and finally his return from vision to 
enact his Public Office as Christ. Further, each of these stations has its own appro
priate ethic which obviously cannot be valid for the others. The child Jesus could 
not have fulfilled his duties to his parents if he had practiced the Sermon on the 
Mount; neither could the later Jesus have fulfilled his mission unless, when the 
time came, he had practiced yet a third mode of life— the life required of all 
political efficacy: commanding obedience, being silent at times and angry a t times, 
taking care for the morrow, binding and loosing. W e can see also that Jesus him 
self was always a step ahead of his followers, and that therefore a full under
standing of w hat he had done in his last station could only come to a later genera
tion. In this light we can understand that St. Paul, far from being a traitor to the 
spirit of Christ, was a true successor. By Hans Ehrenberg, it has been said that 
Paul lived w hat Jesus taught, but taught what Jesus lived: that is true specifically 
for what Jesus lived in his last station, namely crucifixion and resurrection. Sec 
further Das A lte r  d er  Kirche, I, o  1- 14 0 .





PART THREE: THE BODY OF OUR ERA:

B A C K W A R D ,  F O R W A R D ,  N O W .

“ Quam multi jam dies nostri et patrum nostrorum per 
hodiernum tuum transierunt.” — Augustinus.

“How many of our and our fathers’ days have already 
passed through Thine ‘Today.’ ”





Transition

By now , the practical m an m ay im patiently ask: w hat can w e 

do? Some o f  the experiences w h ich  m igh t com e to h im — for this 

is the Christian w ay  o f  “ d o in g”— he finds in  our last chapter; it 

deals w ith  our present-day task. But first the reader m ay have to 

be shown in  Chapters six and seven the fram e o f  reference w ith in  

w h ich  w e  fin d  ourselves. T h e  ch ild  o f  nature reform s the w o rld  

blindly. W e  must ask w h ich  is the so-called present tim e in  w h ich  

w e  can cooperate ? It  w ou ld  be a com m on tim e fo r  the reader 

and m yself on ly  i f  w e  looked  at the same past and the same 

future. W h eth er w e  like  it or not, w h o le  centuries o f  Church his

tory m arch w ith  us as m ortgages. T h e  Church has m ade enemies. 

O n  the other hand, w h o le  continents lik e  A s ia  w a it fo r  us in  the 

future. A  Christian forfeits  his p riv ilege  o f  revealed truth unless 

he has a relation  to past as w e ll as future. W ith  regard  to the 

future, this peculiar rela tion  should be obv iou s: a Christian Who 

does not m ake converts is no Christian. W e  cannot re fo rm  the 

w orld  except by begetting  children o f  our faith . It  is less obvious 

that the chains o f  the Christian past are real, too. W h e n  Chris

tians act, they cannot sim ply fo rge t the sins o f  the past. W e  keep 

fe llow sh ip  w ith  the Church “ even though she m ay have m ade a 

mess o f  things.”  O u r present state, therefore, lies between our 

group loyalty w ith  the Church, and our brothers and sisters w h o 

have a righ t to hear the g lad  tid ings from  us. Lest w e  stay in  the 

individualistic cloud o f  our private faith , w e  must do tw o  th in gs : 

w e  must iden tify  ourselves w ith  the sins o f  the C hurch ; and w e 

must becom e sensitive to the existence o f  the non-Christian 

hum anity. T h is  is the undertak ing o f  Chapters six and seven.

Chapter six brings to trial the worst crimes o f w h ich  the Church 

m igh t be accused: lack o f  fa ith  and lack o f  charity. W e  shall see
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that w e  are all m olded  by these sins, in  our ow n  affirm ed character 

as W esterners. It  m ay sound strange, yet w e  m igh t say that as 

W esterners, w e  rely  on these sins. I f ,  how ever, even these sins o f  

the past can be show n to have borne unexpected fruits, our fa ith  

in the era under the Cross should be strengthened. F o r  this w ou ld  

mean that even the Church ’s failures w ere  not lost; though con

dem ned they w ere  at the same tim e or later at least, pardoned and 

put to g o o d  use by G od . T h is  w e  m ay learn from  the past, and 

before w e  iden tify  ourselves w ith  this past, w e  shall not k n o w  to 

what extent w e  ourselves are free  to act. These sins determ ine our 

am ount o f  freedom , and they explain  our duty to collaborate 

w ith  non-Christians.

Chapter seven opens up the vast future. Beyond the boundaries 

o f existing denom inational Christianity w ith  its fam ilia r jurisdic

tions, the w o rk  must proceed. A n d  the F ar East presents us m ost 

distinctly w ith  a w o rld  lost fo r  denom inational distinctions w ith in  

our faith. W e  stand in  need o f  a m eetin g  w ith  this non-Christian 

reality because our ow n  situation is unsettled. W e  have seen that 

our tim e bears the features o f  a m ere in terim  o f  pragm atic 

expediency. By includ ing non-Christian elements in  the future o f 

our era at this very  m om ent, our true d irection m ay be regained. 

By exclud ing the non-Christian w orld , w e  w ou ld  miss our future.

Chapter six says that the worst attacks on our faith , the failures 

o f organ ized  Christianity themselves, m ay be m ade to strengthen 

our faith . Chapter seven says that the most unsurmountable 

obstacles o f  our hopes, the opposing relig ions o f  the East, can be 

used to rek indle them . Thus, our ow n  daily  task gains perspective.

Unless w e  draw  new  strength from  fa ilu re itself and from  

obstacles, w e  shall fa il to find the answer to the im patient, “ W h a t 

shall w e  d o ? ”  Curious m inds ask arbitrarily any question w ithou t 

ever question ing their ow n  righ t to ask or their ow n  pow er to 

understand and to enact the answer. Fa ith  makes, us strong 

enough to  face the w h o le  question and it m obilizes all our re

sources fo r  our response. T h e  response dem anded from  us w ill
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take n ew  p ow er; to  experience anyth ing w orth w h ile  in  our ow n  

trite and fam ilia r environm ent is next to impossible. But the im 

possible must happen. Th ese th ings near hom e must com e to 

impress us as be ing  not trite o r  settled lon g  ago.

T h e  C reation  o f  Future was our riddle, all along. O n  this C rea

tion  o f  Future, our fa ith  depends. T h e  last chapter (e ig h t ) w il l  

be the touchstone because it must speak o f  the things near hom e, 

A m erican  education, A m erican  w ay  o f  L ife ,  A m erican  politics. 

B efore w e  m ay be sure that our C reation  o f  Fu ture is m ore than 

an academ ic discussion, the com m on  th ings near hom e must 

regain their splendor. A n d  w hen  do o ld  things regain  their lustre? 

W h en  do facts becom e interesting? W h e n  do w ords recover their 

m eaning? W h e n  they again appear as things to com e, as acts to 

be done, as names to be in voked ; w hen  everyth ing, so to  speak, 

has ceased to exist because w e  feel that our ow n  in fin ite insistence 

alone can g iv e  it a n ew  lease on  life.



O FORTUNATE GU ILT ! O R ^ LO O K IN G  BACK'
ON THE C H U R C H

Mechanism or Frailty?—The Quadrilateral: Chalcedon, 
Frankfurt, Florence, Stockholm—First Picture: Lack of 
Faith—Second Picture: Lack of Charity—Third Picture: The 
Renaissance of the Human Mind—Fourth Picture: Thet 

Readmission of Economics—Church History

Mechanism or Frailty?

T h e  Church has not led a happy life. But life  she always had. 

She had som ething to  live  for, heart and soul. T h is  truism  I  must 

w rite  d ow n  at the start. F o r, most people th ink today that all 

organ izations o f  size, states, corporations, labor unions, all the 

trem endous powers o f  our w orld , are rational, legal, and m echan

ical and w e  are asked to enter even b igger organ iza tion s: U n ion  

N o w , or the Classless Society, or the U n ion  o f  all the Churches, 

or a fusion o f all w o r ld  religions. T h e y  all are log ica l and system

atical. A n d  in  their center, there stands a typew riter. H o w eve r , 

the on ly  group w h ich  is rea lly exc itin g  at any m inute and fu ll o f  

surprises because it is fu lly  a live also is perfectly  unsystematic, 

irrational, antilogical, and the poorest organ iza tion  on  earth; it 

has no bylaws, no annual m eeting, and all the attempts by  hom e 

economists to prescribe fo r  it a regu lar budget break-down. I  m ean 

o f  course, the fam ily . C om pared  to  its co lorfu l fo lly , the plans 

n o w  in  the fore fron t o f  discussion excel in  a distinct paleness. 

Th ese large organizations w ou ld  d ie  fro m  m ere boredom  after

VI
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tw enty-four hours i f  they w ere  as perfect as their supporters fore
see them. W h e n  I  anticipate the ennui o f  these schemes? I  under

stand better the sigh o f  the little  w o m a n : “ Better a b it o f  unhappi

ness than no husband at all.”  In  the center o f  the fam ily , w e  do 

not find  a typew riter, but a bed and a stove.

T h e  good  people w h o  f il l  our m inds w ith  abstract blueprints 

honestly believe that noth ing m ore exciting than their lega l form s 

can be expected to g ro w  in  the fie ld  o f  social existence. T h e  fam ily  

in  its unquenchable illog ica lity  perturbs them . Eugenists, public 

educators, recom m end artificial conception, state education, m ed

ical supervision o f  w eddings, etc. etc. T h e  m odern  m in d  is em 

barrassed by the remnants o f  the fam ily  as an organism  in  an era 

o f m ere organ iza tion . T h e  on ly  peop le to  w h om  our planners 

accord some residue o f  zest and fancy are the planners themselves. 

T h e y  m ay sacrifice a fortune to their hobby p lan ; the w o rld  m ay 

call them  cra zy ; the D ies C om m ittee m ay investigate them . But 

these planners liv e  passionately just the same, in  pursuit o f  their 

vision.

T h ey  are r igh t in  their passion and their systematic plans must, 

fo r  that reason, be w ron g . T o  liv e  means to  be vu lnerable afid  he 

w h o  must rem ain  vu lnerable at any m om ent cannot expect to  be 

secure and happy in  the ord inary sense. Unless he is w illin g  to 

call his wounds happiness, he must choose betw een liv in g  fra ilty  

and tin-canned orderliness.

F o r  this reason, the Church has no m ore a typew riter at its 

center than does the fam ily . H e r  center is an altar. By this, she has 

rem ained interesting and a live ; sh e  has a d m itte d  h e r  w o u n d s .  

In  no other w ay  cou ld she p rove  her aliveness. A n d  a biologist, 

R u d o lf Ehrenberg, fo r  the same reason has defined life  as the 

process by w h ich  a corpse is produced as the accom plished fact 

o f a li fe ’s career. H e  w h o  lives can die. A  “ system”  w h ich  never 

lived  may linger on  forever. ,

T h e  slough ing off o f o ld  stages and the insistence on n ew  ones 

distinguishes life  fro m  m echanism . E ven  the m odest term “ exist-
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ence”  litera lly  means a ge ttin g  ou t fro m  one fo rm  and in to an

other. T h e  w eak  em bryo takes an in fin ite  num ber o f  changes in  

his stride. T o  liv e  means to do som eth ing about assim ilating ex

ternal life  and excreting. E ven  m ore does it m ean a suspense 

betw een  an o ld  and a n ew  fo rm  o f  existence. L i f e  is never con

tained in  one fo rm  but in  the slope fro m  the o ld  w h ich  is doom ed 

to a n ew  w h ich  trium phs over death. O u r race lon g  ago conceived 

o f  the fact that the threat o f  death preceded the urge fo r  life . F or, 

w h ile  a ch ild  m ay th ink that its b irth precedes its death, its parents 

should k n o w  better. T h e ir  lo ve  fo r  each other cam e as the first 

s ignal o f  their ind iv idua l transiency; w h en  a w om an  and a m an 

fa ll in  love, they actually both m ake ready, qua individuals, to 

abandon ship. A n d  love  allows them  to m ake room  fo r  the best 

o f  their o w n  body outside o f  themselves and beyond themselves. 

A n y  tw o  somebodies w h o  get m arried  acknow ledge that as in d i

viduals they are m ortal, and they open an ex it to  life , beyond 

their tw o  corpses.

O f  this la w  o f  all life , the Church is no exception. B oredom  is 

not the characteristic o f  Church history. H e r  struggles fo llo w  

each other in  breathless sequence. T h e  fire  on  her altar burns and 

cleanses, fro m  generation  to  generation.

A t  present, the Eastern Churches have gon e  over to  the attack. 

T h e  O rth odox  Church, in  Russia, the U kra ine, Ruthenia, R u 

mania, Servia, and even in  G reece and T u rk ey  and in  the U n ited  

States o f  Am erica , advances against the W est. R om e  as w e ll as 

G eneva and W itten berg , or N on con form ism , is weakened. W e  

shall hear strange reproaches from  the Eastern Patriarchs against 

the w h o le  o f  W estern  Christendom , in these next years.1

W h a t a revolu tion  this is. A fte r  the F irst W o r ld  W a r , the 

Christians o f  the W es t tried to com e to the rescue o f the O rien ta l

1 “The Orthodox Church proclaims her curse over the whole of the Occident, 
Rome as well as the Churches of the Reformation. She shakes the foundation on 
which both are established, the permanent rivalry of Church and State.”  This 
prophecy is developed at length in my D ie Hochzeit d es  K rieg s a n d  d e r  Revolu
tion, W urzburg, 1920, pp. 147 ff.



Churches fro m  E th iop ia to M oscow ; an ecumenic m ovem ent 

arose. T h is  process m ay soon be reversed. T h e  Eastern Churches 

have learned their lesson fro m  the W o r ld  R evo lu tion  o f  the last 

forty  years w h ile  w e  continue to live  in  our pre-w orld  w ar patterns 

o f  thought. W h o , then, is a Christian? A n d  where, then, is the 

Church?

F or our com placency the n ew  clash comes as a distinct shock. 

T h e  museum piece “ Eastern Church”  seemed petrified. I f  any

body, fo rty  years ago, had to ld  us that soon R om e w ou ld  not be 

attacked by modernists or atheists but by the G reek  O rthodox, w e  

w ou ld  have laughed. N ea r ly  always the events o f  today w h ich  w e  

ridicu le are the serious events o f  tom orrow . T h e  attack o f  the 

Greeks is. serious. A n d  in  retrospect, the reader m ay fin d  it d iffi

cult to understand w h y  w e  should have laughed, ever.

For, one perm anent feature o f  Church history is its jumpiness 

from  one direction o f  the compass to the opposite. T h e  Church 

stands in  a crucial position and the w in d  that swells her sail m ay 

b low  fro m  anyw here at any m om ent.

The Quadrilateral: Chalcedon, Frankfurt, Florence^
Stockholm

T h e  reality o f  this Cross m ay be perceived  in  fou r pictures o f  

the Church. L ik e  the fou r gospels, these fou r pictures fo rm  a 

quadrilateral and convey one truth. A s  fou r elements o f  one truth, 

w e  shall depict them . T h e  pictures “ occurred”  centuries apart, in  

450, 850, 1440, 1925. But they illum inate each other in  one in ter

action.

In  these pictures, w e  see the Church— and that is our ow n  life  

w ritten  large— in a crucial situation. H e r  ow n  body was in process 

o f  being crucified. Christians w ere  and are d iv ided  today and this 

w e  take fo r  granted  as far as Protestants and R om an  Catholics 

go. H ow eve r , the r ift goes deeper in  the fo rm  o f  the schism 

between East and W es t; it transfixes the body o f  the Church.

THE QUADRILATERAL 141
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Y o u  m igh t th ink o f  the schism as a textbook question in  the 
history department. But then this w ar is fatal p roo f that v ia  the 

schism you and I very personally are in  the grips o f  the Cross. 

H e re  are some facts.

A  w ar has been fou gh t between Russia and the country o f 

H it le r  (G e rm a n y ) and Poland  and the papacy. A n d  w e  w ere in  

this conflict. A theism , M arxism , Racism , M aterialism , G erm an 

idealism, w ere battle cries in  this war.

A n d  as to the background o f  the actual figh ting , w h o  w ere the 

m ost p rovok in g  Christians o f  the nineteenth century ? W as  it not 

L e o  To ls to i, and the author o f  the B ro th e rs  K a ra m a s o ff  and T h e  

G re a t  In q u is ito r , F yodor D ostoyevsky P A n d  was it not the Rus

sian So lovyev w h o  w rote  T h e  A n t ic h r is t  in  1890, and dream ed o f  

the reunion o f East and W es t m ore ferven tly  than even A rch 

bishop Soderblom  o f  Sw eden ? 1 W as  it not Berdyaev, the Eastern 

Christian, w h o  convinced m any W esterners o f the N e w  M id d le  

A ges  ?

W e  see fro m  these fe w  examples that the Russians have con

tributed m ore vehem ent warriors fo r  and against the Cross du ring 

the last one hundred years than any other group. ̂ This schismatic 

branch o f  the Church was in  the thick o f the figh t. A lso , the 

enemies w h o  persecuted the Eastern Church w ere  m ore vehem ent. 

T h ere  was C zarism  as w e ll as Bolshevism , w ith  tyrannies o f  one 

sort or another. In  other words, w e  are denom inationally  sepa

rated from  the areas o f  the Eastern O rthodox Church, but w e  

receive some o f  our ow n  battle cries and slogans and “ party lines”  

fro m  these same areas. W e  can understand T o ls to y  and D ostoyev

sky and L en in  because they argue fo r  and against the Cross. Can 

it be m ade clearer that, though separated, our and their branches 

o f  the Church still are interdependent ? Yes, it can be m ade clearer

1 As it is difficult to find Solovyev’s prophecy in English it gives me pleasure to 
report that it is easily accessible now in a volume where the reader will hardly look 
for it, in W alter Lowrie’s delightful, SS, Peter and P a u km  Rom e, Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1940, pp. 1 19 - 139 . For further bibliography see Peter P. Zouboff, 
Solovyev on Godmanhood, Int. University Press, 1945, pp. 227-233.
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by a com parison w ith  Japan. T h e  Shinto re lig ion  o f  Japan has no 

interest fo r  our ow n  future. W e  k n ow  that it has to g o  i f  the peace 

shall end w e ll fo r  us. N o ;  w e  are on ly transfixed by the sword 

w hich  entered the Church through the schism. T h e  samurai 

sword has threatened us physically, but cannot shake us internally.

But the fact that our ow n  discussion is n o w  carried on  between 

“ Eastern”  Christians and their idealistic and m aterialistic oppo

nents, and not between W estern  m inds, o f  the R om an  or G eneva 

faith, seems providentia l. F o r  n ow , the w h o le  Christian position 

becomes visible as being one and the same against all natural 

m inds. A n d  nobody can say that this or that is m erely  papal or 

Lu theran  or Puritan  or sectarian.

T h e  sch ism , at th is m o m e n t ,  u n ites  th e  C h ris tia n s  m o r e  than  

it  separates th e m . I t  becomes a part o f  every Christian ’s real exist

ence in  the w orld . T h a t he is a m em ber o f  one denom ination is 

one th ing, that he is a m em ber o f  Christendom  at large is o f  at 

least the same m om entum . A n d  the schism betw een  East and 

W est by its depth restores the fu ll size o f  the decision between 

the Cross and the non-crucial m entalities; com pared to the 

schism, the childishness and small stature o f  denom inational quar

rels is too obvious. A n d  a Christian m ay becom e a fu ll-g row n  

adult again instead o f  a Sunday school boy by id en tify in g  h im 

self w ith  his schismatic brothers. U n le s s  h e  can  d o  th is, h e  has  

n o t  g r o w n  u p .

F or  this reason the schism should be understood. It  can hardly 

have been fo r  a m ean or petty reason that the Church was rent. 

Perhaps, life  itself, because it had to be alive, needed this w ound  ? 

Stoics m ay boast o f  their invu lnerability. A n  honest m an should 

find  in his vu lnerab ility  his best cla im  to life.

M ore  than four hundred years had elapsed before the schism 

inside the Church became a theological fact. These events oc

curred in  about 450 and 850. But they represent acts w h iqji you 

and I probably w ou ld  repeat today. In  the rev iew  o f the great 

scenes by w h ich  the schism was enacted in  the first m illenn ium ,
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the reader m ay not expect any historical detail. W e  shall concen

trate on tw o  observations w h ich  alone m atter to  us: first, the East 

missed out in  fa ith  against the W es t and thereby prepared B ol

shevism  at hom e; later, the W es t missed out in  charity ; and this 

lack o f  charity had an equally  far-reaching effect on the W estern  

W o r ld . W h en  the W est, on the eve o f  the Renaissance, cherished 

hopes to regain  the obedience o f  the O rthodox  Church, these 

hopes w ere  deceived ; not the G reek  Churches but G reek  an

tiqu ity, P la to  and H um anism , w ere harvested fro m  this attempt. 

F ina lly , w hen  the Churches o f  the W est and the Patriarchs o f  

thQ East m et, first in  1925 and later in  other ecum enic m eetings, 

under the pressure o f  w orld -w id e  catastrophes, the Church o f  

R om e  was absent. A  second tim e, unity was not achieved, but the 

G reat Society o f  com m on  w o rk  was advanced by this change o f 

m in d  o f  the Churches.

In  other words, the fou r pictures sketched here are not fou r 

separate historical events; in  our context w here the Church stands 

fo r  the hum an soul w ritten  large, each scene is one fourth  o f  one 

w hole. A n d  the relation o f  actions separated by m any centuries is 

the stupendous fact w h ich  m ay introduce us to our o w n  life  story 

w ith in  our short-lived cycle o f  seventy years.

T w ic e , the Church was w ounded  by lack o f  fa ith  and charity; 

tw ice she tried  to heal the w ou nd  led  by rational, idealistic as w e ll 

as m aterial, m otives. Each tim e the schism rem ained. A n d  the suc

cess since it was w illed  rationally benefited not the Church but 

m ovem ents outside the Church. T h e  breach o f  fa ith  in  451 and 

the lack o f  charity in  868 could not be undone by the prudence o f 

later generations. But they could be forg iven .

In  our ow n  lives our sins cannot be undone but they can 

be fo rg iven . A n d  this is som eth ing very  different. But I  always 

m arvel that this central experience o f  the guilt w h ich  m ay be 

turned into a blessing is usually understood as though by some 

mechanism  that w h ich  w e have done could be treated as though 

it had not happened. It has happened. T h e  schism d id  happen. I f
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it could be undone, man could unmake creation. Many good 
people in their idealism or in their over estimation of power poli
tics think that the reunion of the Churches is right at hand. But 
is this important? Anybody whose eyes have been opened to the 
fact that life depends on dying, knows that the resurrection has 
its severe laws. A  wounded heart does not recover in the spiritual 
world without a change in the visible world. Resurrection never 
does enthrone the spirit in the same place where it left one body, 
as though nothing had happened. Something has happened; 
death has intervened. W hen I experienced an infinitesimal frac
tion of resurrection, I learned to my amazement how severe the 
law was which made it impossible for me to continue among the 
same people in the same place. It was not that they were not 
willing to understand. After a while, they saw what had hap
pened and that I had preferred to save the institution by diverting 
their hatred of their new duties towards me. But that meant that 
the price which we had paid, was paid. M y return remained 
impossible.

This experience under the microscope of individual life cor
responds to the experience of the Eastern and Western Church. 
They could not simply restore the situation of before 451 and 
868. However, they well may hope that the cleavage was forgiven 
to the extent that some greater unity was achieved, outside their 
own disunion. A nd so it is indeed. The first reunion, which did 
not unite the Churches, unified the natural ideas in the mind of 
man. The second attempt to reunion seems to have power to bring 
about material unity of our economic organization.

The more one studies the schism, the more life seems to have 
spread from this wound of the Church into the world at large.

First Picture: Lac\ of Faith

The Eastern Church has not made history like Rome, Witten
berg, and Geneva. She has triumphed over history like the angels.
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A n d in the monasteries on Mount Athos, from 900 to 1940 (until 
Hitler came) time stood still and heaven was lived on earth. The  
moving force of history was excluded: no female, not even hens, 
were admitted.

Meanwhile, the Western Church tried not to triumph over his
tory but to survive history as suffering mortals. Westerners are 
repelled by a lack of earthly fight and realization in Ortho
dox Christendom. H ow  did the Eastern Church become an 
antic ?

By a lack of faith. She insisted on remaining dependent on a 
part of the pre-Christian order of antiquity. Jealousy provoked 
the Greeks to insist on the administrative order of the Roman 
Empire of the Caesars. In Canon 28 of the Council of Chalcedon, 
a .d . 451, a canon rejected by Rome, the Eastern Church admitted 
that the Church of St. Peter in Rome was the first Church but 
added that this order came to pass because Rome was the capital 
of the Em pire  in the days of Peter. In the meantime, a new cap
ital of the Empire had been established in Constantinople; hence 
the implications of this Canon 28 for the rights of the N e w  Rome 
were manifest. If it was true, the Churches took th£ir order from 
Caesar’s empire. The reader is perhaps accustomed to explain by 
personal motives all history, and here the rivalry of the new 
capital is manifest. O f course, there would be no history without 
these personal motives; let us take them for granted. But they 
never “ explain” history because these motives do not change; they 
are always at work.

The act of Chalcedon was incisive not because of the eternal 
pettiness of rivalry but because of the argument used. For the 
first time in the history of the Church a prominent feature of its 
sacred order, the Primacy of Rome, was based on an external 
cause. The whole claim of the Church had been that she was a 
wholly new creature, not made by the organizational will of men 
but God-born. For this reason, Jesus had given up his own body 
and his spirit, lest anything pre-Christian, preceding him, entered
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the new creature. H e had placed himself between the past and the 
future, and nothing of the man Jesus in the flesh had been allowed 
to enter the new order of his second body, the Church. People who 
speak of his sacrifice usually do not understand this. H e inter
posed his whole life, from beginning to end, and not just his last 
day, between the past and the future so that nothing of his own 
life was allowed to be carried over. His own whole life was used 
up in the house cleansing for the new life of the Church, and 
Paul emphatically distinguished between Jesus’ life in the flesh as 
a part of the old aeon and of the risen Christ as the first inhabi
tant of the new. It seems next to impossible today to get this 
proclaimed meaning of his sacrifice across: not the fact that he 
performed miracles or taught or prophesied, but the astounding 
feat that he gave up all these powers enabled him to found the 
next era. In a .d . 451 this secret of his success was jeopardized. The  
East has never recovered from this defiling argumentation. They  
remained under the shadow of the Caesars. This branch of the 
Church longed to keep its casual nexus with a pre-Christian world. 
But the true Church breaks causation. Every member of the 
Church supposedly has experienced an act of supreme freedom, 
an act of breaking away, of breaking the chains of causation. And  
that Jesus totally freed himself of the old order of things, this 
alone empowered him to “breathe the spirit” upon the second 
creation (Jn. 20:22) of man.

The argument of the East in Chalcedon threw the Church back 
into this very field of force from which she promised redemption.

T o  this day, the Christian East hovers over the moment of 
transition from antiquity to our era because one too-material ele
ment of antiquity was allowed to enter the bloodstream of the 
new creation in the East, while the West expelled it from its 
system. Ever since, the East was weakened against the tyrant’s 
meddling with the Church, while the West was tempted in the 
opposite direction, i.e. to take away from the “ Caesars” all dignity. 
The Roman Popes could see Emperors kiss their foot or hold
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their stirrup, while the Patriarch of Moscow will write letters to 
Stalin which smack of servility.

Since the Roman Empire had preceded the birth of the Church, 
it was as though the Greeks tried to keep the swaddling clothes 
of the first centuries in perpetuity. They put part of their faith not 
in the unity achieved by Peter and Paul and the other martyrs, 
but in that unity which the mere surroundings of the Greek- 
Egypto-Roman Empire offered. They held that Unity was not 
completely owed to the spirit of the Church but to environmental 
factors which in part were pre-Christian. T o  such an alloy, cer
tainly no new era could be ascribed. Our example of Chalcedon 
could be supplemented by many other features of the Eastern 
Church in which the emergence from the pre-Christian world is 
clearly petrified; for instance the Greek tragedy and the Egyptian 
economy are still visible behind the ecclesiastical forms. For brev
ity’s sake, we omit them. However, the reader finds in his own 
day exactly the same problem on hand. A n y social group must 
decide one day which the ultimate basis of its unity shall be. The  
United Nations and the United States are faced with the same 
discernment between swaddling-clothes unity orf inner unity.

The unity embodied in the Church was not the sort of unity 
of which the modern mind first thinks— that of a legal corpora
tion, or an organization with central headquarters. It was a unity 
of inspiration, the power to reach conclusions and act together in 
inspired moments. N o w  the power to commune when the Body 
of Christ is in danger—to achieve unity in action, under the 
inspiration of the Spirit—is the essence of any belief in the Head 
of this Body, Christ. Such power is as essential a daily proof of 
his resurrection as the event of Easter itself. So East and West 
agreed, in the first millennium, that the “ act-ual”  communion of 
all who had given over their souls to Christ was identical with 
the existence of Christianity.

The most solemn occasions of Christian communion were the 
“ ecumenic,”  i.e. universal, Church councils, like the great Coun
cil of Nicaea which met in a .d. 325. The councils were ecumenic
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because delegates were invited from every Church in Christen
dom, and the acts of a council were correspondingly binding for 
all. The first place at any council was occupied by the Bishop of 
Rome, as the successor of St. Peter. N o  conclusion of a Council 
was valid unless approved by the delegation from Rome. The  
Patriarch of Constantinople had to be in communion with Rome 
if he was to be considered orthodox, and the Eastern Emperor 
sent for the Pope more than once because Greeks deemed this 
communion essential.

But as the N e w  Rome of the East, Constantinople, began to 
rival the Italian City, the Eastern Churches began to chafe at the 
Primacy of Rome, and the matter came to a head at the Council of 
Chalcedon in a .d . 451. The Greeks did not deny Rome’s Primacy 
directly; instead, they whittled away at its origin. The Greeks im
plied that Rome owed her rank not to St. Peter’s administration 
and martyrdom but to the fact that in his days R.ome had been the 
capital of the Empire. This whittling away reminds one of modern 
science, which also reduces every event to an influence, an origin, 
a motive preceding it as its “ cause.” If everything had a sufficient 
cause in the past, obviously freedom and newness would both be 
misnomers, and the vicious circle of cause and effect would go 
on for ever and for ever in an enslaved natural world. Since the 
Church is the unified soul of Man in as far as he is capable of 
freedom, the modern reader will understand that his own case 
was argued in Chalcedon. A ll our acts have a dual aspect, one of 
freedom, one of causation. The world sees that I marry this girl 
“ because” ', but I must say to myself that she accepts me “ despite.”  
Unless a man knows of both interpretations of his acts, he cannot 
be successfully married. Similarly, St. Peter went to Rome because 
the Empire had its center on the Capitoline H ill; however, he 
also braved Rome despite the fact that it was the most dangerous 
place to tackle. His act made epoch not because of his "mixed 
motives but because he braved the “ reasons”  which should have 
dissuaded him. A n y lawyer knows that precedents are not estab
lished by motives but by decisions. Peter’s decision created a
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Second N ew  Rome. This is shown by the fact that both he and 
Paul were martyred, and have churches built in their memory, 
outside the precinct of Caesar’s Rome—just as most medieval 
cathedrals stand outside the ancient pagan precincts of their towns. 
The Capitoline H ill had been the center of the Em pire*  but 
Peter was put to death in the Vatican gardens. So the Roman 
Church was not heir to Imperial Rome but rose against it, in the 
catacombs outside its walls. W hen Paul and Peter offered their 
lives for converting the Romans, they acted in a free response of 
love, not in a Freudian compulsory reaction to the stimulus, 
“Roman Empire.”  T o  use the term “ cause” for Roma as the 
capital attracting them, and the term “ effect,”  for their sacrifice 
of life, is insipid.

The sequel to the Council of Chalcedon is an example of the 
way in which a lack of faith comes back upon ourselves. W hen  
the Greeks alleged a legal or natural “ reason” for the Primacy 
of Rome’s Church as against the gracious free gift of the apostles, 
they intended to inherit Rome’s rights in the Church or over 
the Church; for, was not Constantinople the N e w  Rome? And  
was not the new capital the heiress of the oldf in matters of 
Church as well as of State ? The final result of this manoeuvre 
was precisely opposite: from then on, any new capital of any 
State could turn against Constantinople with the same argument. 
And this was what happened: Athens, Bukarest, Sofia, Belgrade, 
claimed independent heads for their Churches on the basis of 
Canon 28. A nd they got them. The Eastern Orthodox Church is 
split into some seventeen Churches today; they all follow national 
frontiers of purely worldly origin. Rome’s Church did not have 
to imitate these secular events.2

1 . . . " dum  C ap ito lium  scandet c u m  tacita  v irg in e  p o n tijc x .” Horace, Odes,
111, 30.

2 The first sentence of the great Gregory V l l ’s classical exposition of the Papacy’s 
rights reads like a refutation of all national theory of the ‘Church: “ The Church 
of Rome was founded by God alone”  (supplement: not by an act of politics). For 
the details see D ie E uropaeischen  R e v o lu tio n e n , Jena, 19 3 1 ,  132  ff.
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Moreover the attitude of Rome enabled the Western Church to 
be the hibernating larva of civilization when the Roman Empire 
fell. While the Eastern Church became stagnant, perpetuating the 
fourth century forever, the Roman Church made ready to march 
into the future as the Church Militant, free from pre-Christian 
pagan vestiges. A s early as the second century even, Irenaeus 
wrote of the Church as a completely new ecumenic home intended 
to receive the peoples of the world and guide them to their des
tiny beyond all the existing political order. The Church came and 
grew in this world, but by refusing to admit that any of her 
essential features, including the Primate of Rome, were of this 
world, the Church in the West retained her sovereignty when 
the Empire crumbled and there was no Constantine to lean on as 
there had been in the fourth century.

Thus the Western Church could outgrow the ancient world; 
the East never did, but got moored permanently at the exit of 
antiquity. “ The Eastern Church is only an institution for the 
other side of the grave; the Western became an institution for 
this world as well as for the beyond. The Eastern Church, for this 
reason, remained a sacramental and liturgical home of the ioul 
and did not develop legal and political features. A ll worldly his
torical movements passed the Eastern Church by without touching 
her.” 3 “ Without knowing something about this unchanged life 
of the Orthodox Church, it is useless to become excited over the 
Bolshevik attitude toward religion. This Church never tried to 
change the world, to teach, to translate, to reform. It is the old 
church of adoration, attacking nobody, leaving the world alone. 
The arrow of religion always pointed away from the world and 
never back into it.”  4 Hence Orthodox priests marry before they 
become priests, and in general the world is left to its old devices 
as a pre-Christian unsanctified order. Tim e has stood still in the 
Eastern Church.

3 Adolf Harnack, S itzu n g sb e rich te  d e r  B erliner A c a d e m ic ,  19 13 , p. 7.
4 O ut o f R ev o lu tio n , p. 42 .

1 5 1
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Second Picture: Lac\ of Charity

The “Roemer” in Frankfurt is destroyed with the rest of the 
city. The one city of Germany which began her career with a big 
ecclesiastical event, a council, has gone out of existence after 1150  
years. But it is not for a sentimental reason that we turn from 
Chalcedon to Frankfurt. Frankfurt provoked the final schism 
between East and West. The Greeks had no faith in Rome’s con
secration by the apostles alone, regardless of the Caesars. After 
Frankfurt, the West no longer lost much love on the East. The  
final breach came through a lack of charity on Rome’s side. A n d  
the first lack of this charity was exhibited conspicuously on the 
day in Frankfurt in the year 794 when the Orthodoxy of the 
whole Eastern Church was attacked by the Carolingian clergy of 
the West. These theologians from Spain, Lombardy, Aquitania, 
England, Ireland, Burgundy, Gaul, Germany, did not love the 
East; they dreaded it as the cradle of Islam which encircled them. 
These Frankish courtiers looked to Charlemagne as the only 
defender of their faith against the Moslem. The Caesar in far
away Constantinople was a woman, Irene. Fear acts^very differ
ently from love in that it will exaggerate differences. This was 
exactly what happened in Frankfurt. Every bit of difference with 
the East was written large. Am ong other items, the Creed was 
inserted into the Mass as sung in the Royal Chapel (in Rome, 
this was not done then). And the Creed used by the Franks 
contained the notorious addition which brought on the schism 
later. The Creed, in the third article, describes the process by 
which we are inspired in the right spirit. A n d while the Greeks 
and Romans so far had not detailed the manner in which the 
spirit proceeds, at the Frankish Court the formula was: “ who 
proceeds from the father and the son (filioque).”  The Son left us 
the Spirit; so, we may rest assured that the formula was not 
wrong. But was it right to insert these terms filioque into the 
Creed ?
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There was no logical objection to inserting filioque in the 
Creed. Even Unitarians have never objected to these words. 
John’s Gospel speaks of the Father and of the Son as sending the 
Spirit as Comforter alternately. The real basis of the quarrel was 
not a question of truth but one of charity. The Church of the 
first millennium, with its massive and martyrized faith, was rent 
by the Teutonic reformers; they blackmailed the Church of Rome 
by their zeal and had no patience with the Eastern half of the 
Church.

Reformers always want to make a clean slate logically complete 
in every detail: Calvin’s Institutes and Augustine’s Confessions 
are lengthy.1 But love forbids putting on any fellow Christian 
any burden of too much belief or too much action. So Athanasius, 
for example, worried forty years before he was sure that one 
un-Biblical term might and must be added to the Creed. Modern 
man hardly appreciates such chastity of the mind. In fact, our 
school children are taught to poke fun at the iota against which 
Athanasius fought a lifetime. But in Frankfurt, the unnecessary 
addition of one little clause busted the Church, as this time the 
clause was not inserted by a saint but by spiteful warriors.

The men of Frankfurt were violent reformers.2 They had to 
weld ten or eleven different tribes3 into one Church, so they 
wanted order above everything. The chaste parsimony of dog
matic formulations meant nothing to them. The memories of the 
agonized struggle for unity in the first five centuries of the

1 Calvin himself, by the way, resisted the temptations of mere curiosity, and 
lengthy as his own theology was, it was restricted by him to the necessary. When  
Socinus pestered him with questions, he wrote: “ If you wish‘ to know more, ask 
somebody else. For you shall never succeed in your quest of making me from 
eagerness to serve you transgress the boundaries placed on our knowledge by the 
Lord.”  (Opera ed. Reuss, 154 9  Dec. ep. 13 2 3 , vol. XIII, 485.)

2 On this and the deliberate founding of a Ford of the Franks, fee Die Furt 
d er F r a n \e n  und das Sch ism a , Rosenstock-Wittig, D as Alter der K irche , I, 1927, 
pp. 462—556.

3 Salic Franks, Ripuarian Franks, Romanized Franks, Burgundians, Aqui- 
tanians, Visigoths, Thuringians, Hessians, Bavarians, Frisians, Langobards, Saxons.
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Church were not vivid to Northerners. They did not have to 
cope with innumerable conversions of individual souls through 
forgiving love, but with many freshly converted tribes to be 
disciplined in an orderly faith. Between the Franks and the 
Greeks, the Popes wavered.

For a time the Bishop of Rome tried to live on in the Church 
as it had been before the Franks domineered in the West. A s late 
as 787 he sent his ambassadors to the Greeks without including, 
or even inviting, any Franks. The occasion, as it turned out, was 
the last ecumenic council of Christianity. The Franks made sure 
of that. They threatened the Pope and condemned the Greeks as 
heretics.

The Franks could not be ignored in theology after their violent 
outburst against the Greeks. But what did the Pope do in answer 
to Frankfurt? H e erected two silver plates in St. Peter’s Church in 
Rome on which the Nicene Creed was engraved; in open defi
ance of the Frankish reformers, their addition “ and from the son” 
was omitted! Rome’s refusal to become a party to the innovation 
then could not have been more marked. This did not prevent the 
gradual spread of it through the whole kingdom of Charlemagne. 
By 850, it seems to have been in use all through the Western 
Churches. In 854, Rome herself capitulated. The protest of 798 
was withdrawn. The Franks had mastered the liturgy of the 
Mother of Churches by swamping all the churches under Rome 
with the filioque. Thus the Church in Rome was the last Western 
Church which was overwhelmed.

This defeat of Rome by the Franks was exploited by the Patri
arch of Constantinople. H e had troubles with Rome. A n d  he 
seized upon the filioque as a heretical and arbitrary innovation 
which absolved the East from obedience. This opened the his
torical schism. The break became final in 1054.

The schism was thus the result of a rift not so much between 
Pope and Patriarch as between the Franks and the ancient tradi
tion. If Rome had been unashamed enough to admit her humilia
tion by Charlemagne, the schism might have lost much of its
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sting. W as it pride which forbade the Popes to make this point, 
though their own records mentioned the protesting silver plates 
of 798 ?

The unity of the Christian Church was broken not because 
Rome and the Greeks believed differently but because the change 
in the Creed had been made from spite. The soul of Man was 
torn by lack of love in procedure. Lack of love is behind all seri
ous conflicts. I wonder when the Popes will jettison the method 
of procedure then used, and thereby do their part for reunion. 
W hy does the Bishop of Rome not admit that his hand was forced 
by Charlemagne ?

Third Picture: The Renaissance of the Human Mind

The scandal of the Church’s loss of unity led to many com
plaints. A  reunion was tried often. Twice, things moved really. 
These two occasions were in Florence and in Stockholm.

In 1439, the Western Church had been suffering from a second 
schism inside herself for sixty years. The duplication of such a 
scandal seemed to bury the Church under her ruins. In thé East, 
the Turks were nearing the Dardanelles; in the West, Popes 
quarrelled with Councils. So the Pope— threatened by a Council, 
and the Byzantine Emperor— threatened by the Turks— made 
peace among themselves and declared an end to the schism.

This reunion remained on paper. The days of Florence repre
sented neither the whole West nor the whole East. The Patriarch 
of Moscow and the Council of Basel never accepted the results. 
W hy then do we mention it at all? The meeting at Florence 
aroused sympathy between East and West, and its fruits ripened 
in another field than that of ecclesiastical discipline: the arts and 
sciences.

The Greeks who fled from the Turks and came to plorence 
brought with them something more in demand than Christian 
dogma at that time, namely Plato, and Platonism thus entered the 
West under the veil of Church collaboration. The man who
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specially combined the work for reunion with the introduction of 
Plato was Bessarion, a Greek Bishop who later became a Roman 
Cardinal. H e hailed from the very city of Nicaea whose name 
conveys so vividly the memory of the schism,1 and of the original 
unity.2 Shortly after the fall of Constantinople, Cosimo de Medici 
gave Villa Coreggi, near Florence, to Marsilio Ficino, and Ficino 
opened there the famous Florentine Academy which was the first 
of its kind in modern times. It became the model of later acad
emies, and through it Plato was introduced into all our univer
sities.

What would our colleges be without the academic spirit of 
their arts and sciences, which is essentially Platonic ? Plato’s 
Republic, that college classic, was translated for the first time two 
years after tfie Council of Florence, by Decembrio. Plato’s Law s  
followed a few years later, at the request of the Pope. In 1516  
Erasmus edited the N e w  Testament in Greek.

Moreover the revival of Plato was a major aid to Renaissance 
thinkers in developing the new sciences which have become the 
pride of the West. For example, Plato’s enthusiasm for mathe
matics as the clue to the understanding of nature /helped to 
emancipate Western thought from the unmathematical Aristo
telian mentality which had dominated the later Middle Ages. A n d  
the most fundamental triumph of modern mathematics in its 
application to nature, the infinitesimal calculus, was already 
hinted at in 1460 by Nicolas Cusanus; he speculated profoundly 
on the infinitely great and the infinitely small in a deliberate 
attempt to fuse scholastic tradition with the new Platonic sources.3

1 It was the Second Council of Nicaea in 787 which infuriated the Franks. 
See above p. 153.

2 The First Council of Nicaea, in 325, was the first Council of the whole 
ecumenic church.

3 The connection between infinity, traditionally the attribute of God alone, and 
the new interest in nature, is evident where Cusanus writes **omni$ creatura 
infinitas finita, quasi deus creatus.” Through Plato’s attribution of a sort of 
“ infinity”  to matter, Cusanus gained access to the notion of the “ apeiron”  so 
important in early Greek philosophy. Cf. especially Plato’s Philcbus.
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The Renaissance, though much of its content was pagan, was 
thus in the long view an event inside Christianity, begun by 
sparks ignited in a common plight of Eastern and Western 
Christendom. The millennium of Purgatory created the scientific 
mind of the West. Some of us still think of this new birth of 
science as a fight against faith and dogma, but the true relation 
lies deeper. Sympathy with the most rigid orthodoxy, that of the 
Eastern Church, lies at the foundations of the Renaissance. W ith
out the schism and its pains, without the yearning for the lost 
unity of the Church, our academies would not have been built 
on the synthesis of medieval university traditions with Plato.

The fifteenth century rapprochement of East and West aimed 
at one thing, but achieved another. It sought a reunion of the 
soul; it created a renascence of the mind. W hen the soul lost her 
unity under the stress of political pressure upon Greek and Frank
ish Churches, the mind found its opportunity for an unheard 
and undreamed of unity in science and mathematics. Is there not 
infinite wisdom in the fact that, though the soul of mankind 
remained wounded, she enabled the mind to find its true uifity 
through her suffering P The soul remains transfixed, but must not 
the human heart prove greater than the sword that rends it?

'Fourth Picture: The Readmission of Economics

Today, as in 1439, the Churches are in danger. Secularism and 
Fascism are undermining the Western traditions, Bolshevism the 
Eastern. And again an effort toward the reunion of East and 
West has arisen: the Ecumenic Movement. In the East it goes 
back to Russians like Tchaadiev and Solovyev. In the West it 
was inaugurated by Nathan Soderblom.

Soderblom was a Swedish professor at my own university of 
Leipzig; later he was recalled to Sweden as Archbishop of Upsala. 
I vividly remember talking with him on the train in the summer 
of 1914. The war was in the air. W e all sensed it. Soderblom, 
great and devoted scholar though he was, burst out in indignation
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at the passive indifference of his fellow scholars: “ A ll my col
leagues go on with their research, like Kierkegaard’s ‘professors 
of the crucifixion/ and nobody says anything or does anything 
against the w ar!” Thoroughly disgusted with the emasculate 
mind of scholarship and the stagnation and nationalism of the 
Churches, that very year he gave up his professorship, became 
Archbishop, and began working for an Ecumenic Council that 
was to include the Eastern Patriarchs. Everything that the Ecu
menic Movement means today goes back to his exertions from 
1914 onward. This one man sacrificed his academic idols in time, 
when he was still free to act with conviction, not as a mere 
opportunist. H e lived in the faith which he professed on his death
bed: “N o w  is eternity!”

Soderblom’s labors bore their first fruit in 1925 at the Ecumenic 
Conference in Stockholm. It did not pretend to be a Council, 
because Rome stayed away, but the Eastern Patriarchs took part. 
There have been two other ecumenic conferences since then, at 
Lausanne in 1927, and Oxford in 1937.1 In addition there is a 
permanent office in Geneva, and numerous publications have 
been fostering the spirit of the movement— notably the influential 
Christian News-Letter in England and Christianity and Crisis in 
this country.

The theme of the Stockholm conference was “ Life and W ork.” 
Sbderblom explained this emphasis by telling of an old farmer 
who had visited him. The farmer had said: “ Archbishop, Chris
tendom is entering a new phase. The Church of the Priest has 
been and is over— Rome. The Church of the Levite has come in 
its place— Wittenberg and Geneva. N o w  it is over and the Church 
of the Good Samaritan is beginning.” Impressed, Soderblom tried 
to form the reunion primarily around social and economic tasks 
rather than those of dogma and Church government. The later

1 Significantly, when Hitler invaded Russia in 1941 he held ready an Orthodox 
bishop, Serafim, who had protested against the Oxford Conference, and ousted the 
Russian Patriarch who resided in Paris.
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conference at Lausanne debated the theological points of dissent, 
and encountered correspondingly greater difficulties.

Indeed the drive for a new unity of the world is not as promis
ing in the ecclesiastical as in the economic realm. The papacy as 
a soul trust and science as a brain trust have had their day. Our 
world seems rather to be looking for a stomach trust, an interplay 
of various economics. The Bolsheviks have tried to achieve it 
by revolutionary violence. Beginning in the East, which knew no 
purgatory, they left heaven and stormed the gates of hell without 
compromise. But if we must descend into hell, the Master of our 
souls will not leave us; he will go with us even into the demonic 
depths of the struggle for survival, into our animal existence as 
eaters, exploiters, robbers. And though I have little faith in a 
formal reunion of the Churches, I do believe that only the Ecu
menical Christian spirit can build the lock to the gates of hell 
and coerce the flames which fan our elemental earthly needs.

Looking back on the history of the schism, we can see that it 
has acted as a mainspring generating a constant movement in the 
Christian era. That era began with the creation of the Church, 
the perfect communion of human souls. Without the Churcb we 
should not even know what the soul in union with other souls 
is. This unity is revealed to us in no other way than in the 
unique process which was called revelation: “ They were one 
heart and one soul.”  W hen the communion was torn by the 
schism, the soul’s yearning for unity overflowed beyond the 
Church and created the cooperation of our minds in the sciences. 
May we not hope today that the soul’s agony will elicit the 
necessary steps toward a division of labor for our bodies ? The  
schism is not resolved, but it moves the world into other unities 
beyond thaf of the Church by acting as a perpetual question 
demanding new efforts toward an answer.

Unity transcending Church unity has been a tenet of oqr faith 
from the beginning. A t the end of Revelation, St. John foresaw 
the New  Jerusalem as a healing of the nations without any visible



Church at its center. Today we can realize that the Spirit has 
actually been at work far beyond the walls of our church build
ings and our scientific departments. W hen the bishops still 
thought of a reunion of the clergy based on the Creed, scholars 
worked out a reunion of all minds on the basis of Aristotle and 
Plato. And now, when scientists still think primarily of a re
union of educated people on the basis of knowledge, workers and 
farmers are aspiring toward a reunion of all labor on the basis 
of one great human family. The common meal of all people; this 
command lies behind the cry: Feed Europe!

But clinging tenaciously to our initial faith in the unity of 
the soul remains the necessary condition of every step forward. 
Without a yearning of our souls for peace even economic peace 
will not come to us. Whenever modern planning has  ̂ seceded 
from Christianity, war and slavery have seemed quite normal to 
the secular mind. So today, economic order without respect for 
the human soul will mean, and already means, class war, racism, 
and even the return of bloody sacrifices.2 The latter, prophesied 
by the neo-paganism of D . H . Lawrence, has been carried out 
by Hitler and Stalin. Both were trying to accomplish the/iext step 
in the history of mankind, economic unity, without respecting 
the foundation of soul unity incarnated in the Church. Without 
Christianity the new economy must become a nightmare world- 
state which will engulf all liberty and variety of man. The body 
will not find peace until men realize that the claims of soul and 
mind cannot be erased. As Italy lost her freedom in the Renais
sance after she had succumbed to Humanism without qualifica-

2 Contemporary neo-savagery comes directly in the wake of the final triumph 
of natural science over its rival, theology. Man has been conquered by an idol 
his own mind made: Nature with a capital N. He is an artificially produced 
African. It seems to be the indescribable attraction of mere grandeur which in
duces the masses to slaughter human victims in its honor, as in the time of the 
Aztecs. Man is told that his heartbeat, his personal desire, his individual judgment 
are mere blunders in comparison to Nature-—in the form of class or race—of 
which he is only a minute part. Spellbound by the big drum of nationalism, he 
jumps into the lap of his gigantic Buddha, Nature, and cuts his own throat.
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tion, so today’s tragedy o£ Europe has come from her unqualified 
surrender to “ vitalism,” the catchword for the pre-Greek and pre
classic urges.

Conformism in economics is as bad as conformism in any other 
field of life. Our faith compels us to resist unity on too transient 
a level. Since we believe in one God, we need not believe in one 
political panacea or one economic millennium. W hile the dicta
tors proclaim a thousand years of this or that “ ism,” 3 we, in 
virtue of our faith, seek the unity of mankind outside Capitalism 
or Communism. W e thank God that Capitalists and Communists 
fought on one side in this war and thereby rose beyond class 
prejudice. Economic systems have to be restrained from becoming 
religions. The war against Hitler was a religious w ar; Hitler had 
explicitly denounced and renounced the unity of mankind. Re
ligious wars are the only wars which are inevitable; economic 
wars are superfluous as, from the economic point of view, no war 
pays.

M an’s liberty can be made to tower above contradictions in the 
material orders of our existence. The peace of the world# depends 
on this proper distinction. If economics is God, then a third 
world war is at hand. But as we know from our Christian tradi
tion that economics is not God, we may also try to believe this 
in our acts and words; then no blood will have to be shed.

And it is here that the schism enters everyone’s personal life.
May not the Eastern Churches emerge from this ordeal with a 

deeper comprehension of their enemy Communism than any one 
of us has yet reached? The Orthodox bishops and laymen have 
learned and have stated two truths: one, that the fall of the heir 
of the pagan Caesars, of Czarism, was God-willed. Tw o, that the 
victory of the communist Soviets over Hitler was providential.

Both experiences ask for their faithful appreciation by the 
West. As to Truth One: by approving finally of thfe fall of the 
Czars, the Greek Church has expiated Chalcedon, and her flirta-

3 The pressure to which they respond is explained on pp. 203, 212 .
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tion with the pre-Christian world. Only now has she cut loose 
from her moorings in pagan antiquity.

W ith regard to Truth T w o : by her approving Stalin’s victory 
over Hitler, the ship of this Church has moved far on the river 
of our own era. For the Soviets are a literal antithesis to the 
Christian clergy. A s I have shown in detail in my comparison 
between “ the keys of the kingdom” and the key of “ the Five  
Year Plan,” 4 the Soviets are the jealous watchmen of a purely 
material “ Zion,” an anti-Sunday clergy so to speak. The Greek 
Church seems to assimilate the most painful lesson which any 
clergy could have to learn that the Sunday Church is to be 
checked and chastised by its own counterpart of a week-day 
fanaticism not because the gospel is deficient but because its 
ministers are.

Christians cannot help include this, their indubitable foe, 
Communism, into the world as God has now made it. For don’t 
we know our own abuse of the gospel? W e abhor every word 
Communism professes. However, since we also must hate so many 
of our own actions, we may understand the wisdom of our 
M aker: our many disastrous actions have hatched the disastrous 
phrases of Communism, despite our gospelling. Let us hope that 
despite their blaspheming, the Communists may enact some ac
tions which are begotten by the truth of our preaching. In this 
unexpected manner, the schism ends; the most retarded branch 
of the Church is flung far ahead.

- C hurch History

This prompts a general conclusion, a conclusion by which the 
historian of the Church distinctly is divorced from the scientific 
historian of the world. The Church is a teleological institution; 
it stems from the end of time as much as its founder. It can 
be understood only in terms of its fruits not of its causes. For

4 Out o f Revolution, pp. 113 ff.
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a century or more, Church historians have practiced the method 
of reductionism. They have virtually explained Christianity away 
in terms of all sorts of sources, motives, types, loans, influences, 
precedents, until nothing properly Christian was left. The reduc
tionists have been too busy chasing causes to realize that the 
effects contain the meaning, just as a newborn child has its 
meaning from tomorrow, not from yesterday.

The reductionists had a wonderful way of eliminating the cen
tral Christian thesis: by their fruits, ye shall know them. They 
debated the question whether the end sanctified the means or 
not. This idiotic question has occupied the academic world 
although every child knows that this is not the true question at 
all. Our ends certainly do not sanctify our means. But the reason 
is that our ends never sanctify anything. Our ends certainly are 
not good enough. If, however, we fulfill the ends imposed on us, 
sexual intercourse, for instance, a means which has irked Bernard 
Shaw all his life as disgusting, becomes sanctified. Does anybody 
deny this ? But marriage is not the fulfillment of “ my”  end. The  
crucifixion is a scandal to any “ healthy” instinct. If salvation had 
been Jesus’ “ end,” this means to salvation would have been ob
scene. But by their fruits, ye shall know them, and Jesus was 
sent into the world to do his Father’s “ end.” The whole Protestant- 
Jesuit debate about means and ends falls dead to the ground in 
the face of events in which we do not pretend to follow our own 
ends. Did the United States follow their own ends in the two 
World W ars? I doubt it very much. The means of war were 
sanctified by this very fact that the end was not American-made.

History in the religious sense has significance only when looked 
at from the end toward the beginning. By their fruits ye shall 
know them—not by their motives.5 God alone knows our mo
tives. W e have seen that the fruits, dividends, realizations of later 
stages explain the importance of the founding and beginning of 
so strange a creature as the Church. Regarded with the eyes of

5 Sec above p. 149 for a historical example.
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reductionist history, the Church always is a failure, always mis
erable, bankrupt, about to collapse. Regarded from the end, she 
always is miraculous, indispensable, providential, revealing.

Fructus laboris nomen est, the fruit of her labor is her name, 
was said of the first witness of the Church.6 Should even the 
name “ Church” have something to do with our way of reading 
her history from the end? W hat then is her name? W e seem to 
attach no longer much significance to this Greek word “ kyriake”  
which became “ Church.” However, Church not simply meant 
kyriake, “ the Lord’s .,. .”  but it exclusively meant “ the coming 
Lord’s . . .”  In “ the Lord’s own,” in the Church, he who shall 
be who he shall be, was worshipped as the Lord. For ever shall 
the ways in which he becomes known tomorrow be new ways. 
This is his difference from the idols of causation. Julia W ard  
H owe’s “ Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the 
Lord,”  is an orthodox song of the living Church. It may come 
as a surprise to many that the Church received her name as the 
unity of those who believed in the coming of the Lord. In the 
N e w  Testament, the word occurs twice only, not for Church as a 
building or a corporation but for the two events in time in which 
the faithful became especially parts of the coming Lord, the 
Lord’s supper and the Lord’s day. Roth events anticipated “ the 
Day of the Lord” of which Peter speaks in his second letter where 
he says that fifty thousand Sundays with God are like One Day  
of the Lord. Therefore, Church history denies its theme unless it 
reads from the end of time and judges the roots by their fruits. 
For we never are Christians by what we have seen unless we have 
seen the coming of The Lord.

e Ennodius carmina I, 14, hymn for St. Stephen.



VII
THE PENETRATION OF THE CROSS

“If they are the planting of the father, they will unfold as 
living outgrowths of the cross of the son.”

Ignatius (c. a .d . i o o ) ,  Letter to the Trallians, ch. n .

The Cross as 'Reality— Buddha— Laotse— Abraham— Jesus—  

The “Social Sciences”  as an “ Old Testament”

N ine years before the present war reminded us how deeply 
the meaning of the Cross is embedded in human experience, 
Winston Churchill wrote, “ After all, a man’s Life must be nailed 
to a cross either of Thought or Action.” 1 The story of Chris
tianity is the penetration of the Cross into more and more ̂ fields 
of human existence. Its every advance into another sphere of our 
minds or bodies marks, as we have seen, a new epoch in history. 
Something of the extent to which this penetration has taken place 
can be seen in the way the word “ crucial” has invaded our sci
entific, artistic, political and social vocabularies.

Since the crucifixion the Cross has accordingly come to mean 
more and more things, and to be expressed in different ways as 
new streams of Christian language break forth. But as Chapter 
five suggested, the old words have been so abused and exhausted 
that Christianity can renew itself today only by nameless, un
labelled forms of common service. It is in keeping with this need 
that we should attempt to translate the Cross itself into non- 
ecclesiastical, post-theological language which may help us to re-

1 A  R o v in g  Commission, New York, 1930, p. 1 1 3 .
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spond freshly and directly, freed from the pall of accumulated 
inhibitions.

The Cross as Reality

Reality itself—not the abstract reality of physics, but the full- 
bodied reality of human life—is cruciform. Our existence is a 
perpetual suffering and wrestling with conflicting forces, para
doxes, contradictions within and without. By them we are 
stretched and torn in opposite directions, but through them comes 
renewal. A n d  these opposing directions are summed up by four 
which define the great space and time axes of all men’s life on 
earth, forming a Cross of Reality.1

Under the spell of mathematical and physical concepts, we are 
accustomed to think of time and space as homogeneous or uni
formly the same at every point. Time, for example, though con
ventionally divided into past, present and future, is usually rep
resented diagrammatically by a straight line, on which there is 
obviously no real basis whatever for distinguishing past and 

. future. A n d  this seems to be actually the case with inorganic 
nature: it knows no future but only perfect and imperfect tenses, 
only processes that have ended or processes still going on at any 
given moment.

W e have shaken off the prevalent superstition of our time that 
time and space can be lumped together as the two general frames 
of reference for all experience. People will talk glibly of “ space”  
and “ time” as though we experienced both in the same manner. 
But every reader can experience that this is untrue. Space comes 
to him as a whole. Whatever his eyes comprehend, they compre-

1 This is not symbolistic fantasy or arbitrary schematizing, but something that 
has grown through two thousand years. The Jesuit writer, Hans Urs von Balthasar 
(Die Apocalypse der Deutschen Seele, Salzburg and Leipzig, 1939, III, 434 ff.), 
cites the authority of Origen and Augustine, in their commentaries on Ephesians 
3:18 for his kindred interpretation of hum an existence, and even goes so far as 
to say, “In the philosophical object of knowledge the figure of the cross is en
graved like an indelible watermark.”  1



hend as one universe of space. A ll things inside the universe are 
subdivisions made by us after the whole of space first is given.

N o w  test your time experience. You realize nothing but mo
ments, seconds. A s Homer said, the present is as inconvenient to 
sit on as the blade of a razor. Yet, we speak of the “ present”  
Constitution although it goes back to 1787. A n d we speak of “ our” 
era, of the steady progress of science, of the spirit of Florence 
through the ages. W hat does this mean ? Tim e is not given like 
space, as a universe. It is given us individually as a phantom mo
ment or as innumerable phantom moments. But together we 
create times: any body of time exists only because we say so. The  
thing, the molecule, the atom, the electron, these are subdivisions 
of space because we say so; they are history-made parts of One 
space. But the hour and the year and the centuries, they are his
tory-made units built by our faith, out of innumerable moments. 
W hen we deal with space, we descend from the universe. When  
we deal with time, we ascend to bodies of time by saying so. A n d  
we are unable to say so unless we, in a common effort, throw out 
some particles of time as “ past,”  and determine others as iuture. 
It is here that Christianity comes in, as discovering the true qual
ity of the times as acts of human faith by our saying so together. 
Jesus became the future although he had already died once. A n d  
now, man could move in time, past, future, present, with real 
freedom. H e became the creator of all the bodies of time, small 
and large, in the light of the one body which comprised all in
spired beings, all who had created times ever, all men.

If this is so, all men are men because they face backward and 
forward at the same time. W e are crucified by this fact. Nobody  
lives in one time. A t any moment the community re-determines its 
own past as well as its future. The creation of the Church led to a 
perpetual renewal of our historical past. The “ Renaissance” is only 
one act in this drama of our era by which all the times are re
enacted when they are needed. Real Man lives between a declared 
future and a reborn past.

THE CROSS AS REALITY 167
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Likewise space is'differentiated by life into an internal and an 
external world. This is most obvious in the way in which an ani
mal is separated from its environment by its skin, or a cell by its 
walls; but it is equally true of every kind of social group that 
the members feel themselves forming an inner circle set over 
against a more or less hostile outer world, and the skin which 
divides them from “outsiders”  is none the less real for being 
intangible.

So it is that man’s life, social as well as individual, is lived at a 
crossroads between four “ fronts” : backward toward the past, 
forward into the future, inward among ourselves, our feelings, 
wishes and dreams, and outward against what we must fight or 
exploit or come to terms with or ignore.2 It is obviously fatal to 
fail on any front—to lose the past, to miss the future, to lack 
inner peace or outer efficiency. W ould we run forward only, all 
the acquired qualities of character and civilization would vanish. 
If we look backward exclusively, we cease to have a future. A nd  
so on.

Yet it is equally obvious that no individual can move adequately 
in all four directions at once. Therefore life is perpetual decision: 
when to continue the past and when to change, and where to 
draw the line between the inner circle we speak to and the outer 
objects we merely speak of and try to manipulate. Hence both 
mental and social health depends on preserving a delicate mobile 
balance between forward and backward, inward and outward, 
trends. Integration, living a complete and full life, is accordingly

2 The Cross of Reality formed by the four fronts is so self-evident, once it is 
grasped, that it is apt to seem trivial at first. But our “ natural”  minds deny this 
trivial tru th . They do not adm it that we respect the past. They claim that the past 
“causes” the present and the future. They do not admit that all thought is an inner 
conversation of a fellowship, and all “nature” external and outside this fellowship. 
It follows that the Cross is not trivial. It contradicts the abstract mentality of the 
“onlooker.” T he importance of the Cross is measured by the fertility of its appli
cations and by the disastrousness of forgetting it. For a suggestion of the fertility 
of the idea of the four fronts, see the author’s Soziologie, 1925, and A. Meyer, 
Bios, I, 1934.
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not some smooth “ adjustment”  we can hope to achieve once for 
all and then coast along with, as popular psychology imagines; it 
is rather a constant achievement in the teeth of forces which tear 
us apart on the Cross of Reality.

Society compensates for our individual inadequacies by division 
of labor. For example, teaching, ceremony and ritual preserve our 
continuity with the past, and teachers, priests and lawyers serve 
on this front for all of us. W e build up social unanimity by play
ing, singing, talking together, sharing our moods and aspirations, 
and on this inner front poets, artists, and musicians are typical 
representatives. W e win our living and protect our lives by learn
ing to control natural forces and manipulating them for our ends 
in farming, industry and war; scientists, engineers and soldiers 
typify the millions who fight for us on the outer front. Lastly, 
religious and political leaders, prophets and statesmen are respon
sible for initiating change and drawing society into its future.

Since the four fronts differ in quality and direction they are 
ultimate and irreducible dimensions of human existence, but the 
mind with its imperious urge to relate and unify everything is 
tempted to over-simplify life and deny the Cross of Reality by re
ducing the four to one. This is the main source of viciously one
sided fallacies about man and society—sentimentalism and mysti
cism which engulf everything in the inner life of feeling, utopian 
radicalism which would bring in the Kingdom of God by vio
lence, reactionary romanticism which dwells wholly in the feudal 
past, cynical rationalism which reduces man to a mere object of 
natural science.

As a less extreme example, Josiah Royce rediscovered the tre
mendous importance of loyalty in human life, but in writing 
The Philosophy of Loyalty he could not resist the temptation to 
explain everything in terms of this one power which essentially 
binds us to the past. Loyalty is an expression of historical con
tinuity; it can never justify a decisive break. But for Royce it had 
to become a chameleon which also means “ love.”  The subjugation
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of love to loyalty may be a typical Old and N e w  England attitude, 
but to say that a man leaves father and mother and cleaves to 
the wife of his choice out of loyalty simply does not make sense.

Our own civilization, dominated for several centuries by natu
ral science and its applications, suffers most of all from obsession 
with the outward front. The essence of man’s attitude on this 
front is objectivity: whatever we treat as something merely to 
classify, experiment with, describe, control, is thereby external
ized, treated as if it had no solidarity with us, estranged from our 
living system. The scientist disciplines himself to keep his emo
tions, loyalties, loves and hates out of the picture. It is quite proper 
for him to do so in studying physical things, but when he treats 
human life in this way he is apt to forget that he represents only 
one-fourth of our full reality. T o  mistake that quarter for the 
whole, and so to reduce man to a guinea pig or a mouse running 
a maze, is to multilate human nature. The naturalist’s picture of 
man may be useful, but when mistaken for the complete truth it 
cuts our roots in the past, keeps us emotionally immature for want 
of normal expression, and deadens our scent for the trail into the 
future, our sense of what is vitally important. The Cross of 
Reality shows us that the scientific attitude is only one out of 
four equally valid contacts with reality, and that it depends upon 
the existence of the others for its own meaning. N o  man, because 
of this Cross, can be a member of one time or one group only. 
His groupings represent all the times which he must live. It is 
the essence of man that he belongs to more than one group; ever 
since the Stone Age, this has been true of every human being. 
N o wonder, therefore, that man thinks because he has to shift 
and is shifted. Man does not think because he “ is.”  W e think be
cause change is ahead. Cogitation is not the primary fact which 
Descartes thought it to be. W e dread change; therefore we think. 
Daily, we must die to one temporal form; therefore we think. 
Not cogito ergo sum, but mutabor ergo cogito, is everybody’s 
starting point.
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The uncritical doctrine of our vulgar psychology is that human 
thinking is due to prior causes; but actually it is provoked by 
ends. Our end being death, we think so that we may survive.

A t the same time, since nobody can be at all fronts of his cross 
at once and all the days of his life, each act of thinking proceeds 
in solidarity with all those who act in our stead at all the other 
fronts while we are engaged at one. H ow  could we enjoy a 
restful sleep without civil peace ? The Gestapo in many countries 
changes man back to the deer whose sleep is perfunctory and 
scanty. Our thoughts are untrue if they do not include those who 
must wake when we are asleep. For this reason, mere profes
sional thoughts do not suffice for a whole community. Ministers, 
lawyers, doctors, among themselves are apt to forget the full 
truth because the soldiers, the poor, the workers, may be omitted 
from their councils.

Similarly the husband cannot be the perfect husband, the daugh
ter cannot be the daughter, the son cannot become the son, if 
there are not the corresponding roles represented by their partners.

That all our special skills are due to the division of labor is, 
of course, widely known. A ll we ask is to deepen the notion. The 
division should be freed from its limitation— “ of labor.” Not. 
labor alone divides us and distributes us. The greater fact is that 
the individual himself is divided because neither one space nor 
one time contains us. W e are conscious because we are contained 
in at least two times— past and future, and at least two spaces—  
an inner and an outer. The division by labor in our factories con
cerns only one fraction of the man who is more fundamentally 
torn than by his specialisation.

It is every modern man’s daily experience that we enter any 
house or town today in the faith that they are not our abiding 
or ultimate home. Industry would be unsupportable without this 
freedom of movement; even Bolshevik industry had to allow the 
people to move by the millions from town to town, and to crowd 
the big cities. A ll our spaces have become fleeting. Perhaps it was

1 71
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for this reason that the unity of our time has been stolidly main
tained : we have been told that we are all contemporaries; and the 
fact that a man belongs to many times has been suppressed and 
usually overlooked. W e have been moulded into contemporaries 
of the latest news; fifteen million people were said to listen to 
Raymond Gram Swing during 1941.

But the Cross of Reality may remind us that we can never 
surrender to complete contemporaneity. W e are just as much—  
and I have had to coin the new word for this fact— distemporaries 
of the people we meet as we are their contemporaries. O f course 
when we meet nice people, we wish to become as much as pos
sible their contemporaries. But this is an act of friendship to be 
accomplished and it is not a natural or presumable fact. W e our
selves represent more than one1 time within ourselves; so, how 
could we be wholly prisoners of one time? W e often have to live 
with people who think that we are fossils or who themselves 
died long ago and are the only ones who have not noticed it. T o  
the rationalist, I am antiquated because I battle for Christianity, 
something he knows to be a “ residue.” A nd to me, perhaps, prag
matism or “ The Nation”  may belong to the Stone A ge of super
stition, a revival of good old Confucius.

The disconcerting truth is that at any hour of our lives we 
are both older and younger than others in the community. And  
with everything which we think and say, we choose a specific 
time: This may be a filial, and this a founder’s idea, this may be 
wise and this childish; always it will belong to a peculiar time. 
These are a few examples only of the “ fullness of time” to which 
we must remain open, distemporaries that we are. The Cross of 
Reality allows us to diagnose the complete soul.

N o front is sufficient alone, but each is essential.3 Death lurks
3 My late friend Richard Cabot, in his book, What Men Hire By, first pub

lished in 1912,  came very near this Cross of Reality, for the individual. ,The Mayo 
Clinic now experiments with his system of coordinates, as a diagnostical and prac
tical help. A more complete introduction of the Cross of Reality as our social means 
of organizing time and space is my Sosioiogte, Berlin, 1925.
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in wait for us on every front, if we fail. In society, death takes 
the form of decadence, revolution, anarchy or war, according to 
whether we are inadequate on the forward, backward, inward or 
outward sector. Decadence, for instance, means being unable to 
reach the future, in body, mind or soul. It is not merely a bio
logical failure but a weakness of the whole man. W hen it ap
pears in our bodies, we cease to have children. W hen it taints 
our souls, we lack the stamina to inspire the next generation with 
aims which would carry them beyond themselves— a lack tragi
cally prevalent in the 1920*8. The decadence of an older generation 
condemns the young to barbarism. The only energy that can fight 
this evil is faith. Faith, properly speaking, is always belief in 
some future, a world to come.

For the past eight hundred years, the two space fronts and the 
two time fronts have been parcelled out in a standing division of 
labor between philosophy and theology, or science and religion. 
The two sides have generally ignored or fought each other; at 
best they have divided up reality between them in a pedantic com
promise. From  Thales to Hegel all philosophy began its think
ing with the world of space or the knowing mind and a corre
sponding logic of timeless abstractions, and time appeared con
sequently in foreshortened perspective, being considered primarily 
from a spatial point of view. The sciences, being the offspring of 
philosophy, followed suit—the tendency of the scientific intellect 
to spatialize everything, even time, is a commonplace since Berg
son. Theology, on the other hand, never started with space nor 
did it admit the equal dignity of space problems. It was interested 
in time, in history; it dealt with the creation of Adam , the birth 
of Jesus, the death of the Lord, the founding of the Church, the 
Last Judgment— all topics that a philosopher need never even 
mention.

The division of labor between philosophy and theology has been 
the expression of a working compromise under which Christen
dom made room for the revival of Greek philosophy, with the
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attendant arts and sciences. But today the compromise has ceased 
to work; amid the stress and confusion of revolutionary change, 
the old clear lines refuse to be drawn, yet the Western mind is 
paralyzed by the inherited split between two modes of thought 
that should be supplementary. If conceiving Reality as a Cross 
enables us to overcome the division and fuse space-thinkers and 
time-speakers into one new profession, it will accomplish the pene
tration of the Cross into the last stronghold of paganism within 
our own traditions.

W e shall gain strength for this step if we make another at the 
same time and invite the great civilizations of the Orient, China 
and India, under the Cross too. For the Cross is not an exclusive 
symbol of the egoism of one group; it is the inclusive symbol of 
the reunification of man, and every spark of life is welcome unless 
it refuses to die in time. Even the primitive cultures must be in
cluded eventually.

Today Orient and Occident are shaken by a cataclysm which 
shows the insufficiency of both in isolation. A  new penetration of 
the Cross is required which shall draw together the hearts of 
men in East and West by showing that each has some ̂ essential 
ingredient of life which the other needs. From  the purity of 
Eastern eyes and ears we may learn to cure the destructiveness 
of our sciences and the feverish expressionism of our arts, while 
the religious and political stagnation of China and India may be 
overcome if they are shot through with the Christian power of 
death and resurrection.

A s a contribution to this end, I wish to show how Orient and 
Occident both have given us a pair of re-founders or re-directors 
of human nature— Buddha and Laotse, Abraham and Jesus—  
who together have created man’s full freedom on all fronts of the 
Cross of Reality. Unlike the animals, man by his gift of speech 
is able to enlarge his grasp of reality in all four directions— his 
loyalty to past creation, his solidarity with other meit, his power 
over nature, his love and faith in the future— yet, as we have seen,
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he is prone to get stuck on one front to the prejudice of the other 
three. The great re-directors have overcome this tendency to fixa
tion by living each direction of the Cross to a paradoxical extreme 
which emancipates us from the characteristic obsessions of that 
front. By emptying each direction of its accidental content, they 
enable us to re-enter the other fronts, and thereby assure the 
perpetual flexibility and movement of life.

It is significant that each of these men arose in protest against 
a culture which was a model of its kind. They are misunderstood 
if we take them for men who improved a given society by rem
edying this or that imperfection. They freed us rather from the 
tyranny of perfection, showing that even the social wisdom of 
Confucian China, the philosophic profundity of Vedas and V e 
danta, the massive stability of Babylon or Egypt, or the glories 
of Greece and Rome, are not enough.

A t this point, the reader may remember our second chapter in 
which America’s invasion by the East was discussed. Pragmatism 
reintroduced Confucius’ gospel of total social integration into this 
country when the frontier disappeared. A nd Darwinism jiroke 
away from the Platonic world view and steeped us in a vision of 
total and universal struggle.

It is, then, of practical significance to look for the antidotes 
created in the East against Confucius and Veda. This, however, 
does not mean that we shall discuss here any practical applica
tions of these antidotes. The really practical attitude is, as in the 
case of a medical diagnosis, to suspend action and to pause. The  
practical attitude is to indulge in meditation. In no other way, 
will the greatness of Buddha and Laotse, of Abraham and Jesus 
be realized. Greatness does not yield its secret to the curious 
mind who hopes to exploit a recipe. Greatness defies activism. Its 
demand on us is “ perceive me.” For, in our hurry, we are blind 
to it. The interaction between the four changers and emancipators 
of our race fills me with awe. That men separated by continents 
and centuries should have undertaken a complete conquest of the
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souPs freedom, and should have established themselves as guard- ‘ 
ians of this freedom once for ever— this commands attention.

I have sacrificed detail and completeness in the following brief 
pages to the intention of making conspicuous the unity behind 
the four men. What is said of every one of them is a minimum; 
it is that minimum which suffices for an appreciation of their m 
interdependence and for the fact that Jesus came when the times 
were fulfilled. If Jesu^came when Abraham, Laotse, Buddha, had i; 
established themselves, then, indeed, we might recognize the 
oneness and the interdependence of all mankind with a new de- j . 
gree of clarity and definiteness.

Buddha

Buddha lived in a culture that was peculiarly obsessed with the 
outward front, so much so that nature had invaded society itself: 
the caste system was only one step removed from cannibalism ; 
and the horrors of the jungle; it made social divisions almost as 
deep and fatal as animal ones. The Hindus had expressed the 
cosmic struggle in their religious myths and, later and more 
profoundly, in the philosophy that grew out of the Vedas. That 
philosophy envisaged nature as a realm of illusion or appearance, 
called Maya. Maya was composed of many worlds, many lumps 
of world succeeding each other endlessly; it was utterly lacking 
in unity in either space or time. Maya included all social relations 
and attachments too. Unity was to be found only by “ seeing 
through” Maya until it vanished altogether and the mind attained 
the blissful knowledge of Brahma, the ultimate Being.

Buddha was not satisfied with mere description of nature as 
illusion; he set out to heal its strife. For this purpose he painted 
Maya in colors darker than ever: confusion and suffering reign ; 
everywhere; everything shoves, lusts, sweats, murders; man is in ! 
the fight himself, suffering and making suffer; murder alone j
makes life possible. Before the Buddha’s unflinching gaze all |
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human activity reveals the same pitilessness. Acts never before 
thought of in this light, like eating and breathing, are seen to 
be full of violence. Yet through the two central experiences of 
his life, the Great Renunciation and the Great Enlightenment, 
Buddha showed the way to mitigate the universal struggle. H e  
taught that man could renounce his own partisanship in the cos
mic melee by focussing his whole existence in his eye, his en
lightenment, his mental concentration, to the point at which all 
desire is extinguished. In this way Buddha outdoes those who 
tend to monopolize life for the outward front, by pushing their 
very attitude to the ultimate extreme. That attitude, we have seen, 
consists in treating things or people as ob-jects, i.e. as outside of 
and opposed to our own living system, and therefore as merely 
there to be dissected, manipulated, exploited as we please. But if, 
as Buddha teaches, we empty ourselves wholly into the object we 
perceive, if we focus our consciousness in absolute objectivity, 
nothing remains of the greedy vital urges which prompt us to 
exploit. In Schopenhauer’s expression, we have become all eye. 
When Western man faces the chaos pictured by recent science, 
and aggravated by its destructive applications, he cannot help 
accepting something of the Buddha’s insight. If future scientists 
were trained like one gigantic Buddha, science might be brought 
to diminish rather than increase the world’s strife. W hen a man 
withdraws from the struggle, he removes a cornerstone on which 
the whole structure of mutual aggression rests. The self-annihila
tion of one particle of the frightful will to live mitigates the 
pressure between all. Most of us have found that some degree 
of restraint, of asceticism, is a way of making life less terrible. 
Actions beget reactions. Do not react, and you lessen the con
flict, undo the fighting.

T o  be sure Buddha’s attitude was illogical: he had to live a 
long life in order to proclaim the negation of life. But the point 
is that he actually represented within life the power of negating 
its ubiquitous strife. Absolute negation for its own sake is mean-
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ingless, just as absolute zero is meaningless except in relation 
to heat, or absolute black except in relation to colors. But as 
mathematics attained a vast new freedom for its operations by 
treating zero as a number, so the zero situation created by 
Buddha simply doubles man’s potentialities by allowing him to 
swing toward self-renunciation as well as toward self-assertion. 
W e must continue to move along the outward beam of the Cross 
of Reality as soldiers, workers, exploiters of nature, but we also 
need to win our freedom from this trend; man the fighter needs 
also to discover non-fighting, non-resistance Nirvana.

Laotse

Nature is war; society is a colossal coordination. On the inward 
front, we ourselves are integrated into its innumerable functions 
with irresistible kindness and force. The meshing of services in a 
big city is breath-taking. Sewers and food stores, real estate agents, 
theatrical managers, electric power, hospitals, museums, railroads, 
and the skiing at Macy’s, all form an organized world which is 
just the opposite of the chaos described by Buddha and? Bertrand 
Russell.

Ancient China lived a social monism, being as absorbed with 
the inward front as India by the outward. The social system was 
one world outside of which nothing asked fdr recognition when 
man began to reflect on existence. Nature merely served as back
ground for the Son of Heaven, Heaven itself being a social and 
imperial institution; even the winds and seasons and the demons 
in the fields were mainly thought of as lending the finishing 
touch to society. The Chinese had no reason and no chance to 
stand off and look at themselves objectively from the standpoint 
of another civilization— Montesquieu’s wish to stare at France as 
though it were Madagascar would have been quite inconceivable 
to them. It was no accident that they despised war and militar
ism. Their life turned inward among themselves exclusively,
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and their trouble was not too much war but too much peace.
T o  the eternal Chinese within us, “ service first” is instinc

tively true. W e love to function smoothly. The first thing a so
cially established dignitary has is a rhythm of daily routine by 
which he realizes how well he fits into the humming world 
about him. A nd the first rule of any society is “ Keep smiling,”  
for associated life is based on unanimity of effort and emotion. 
A s we settle into a community, it becomes so much a part of us 
and we of it that our smile is like a ray falling on us from a 
whole solar system of cheerful social harmony.

But we keep smiling at a price. The cost of incessant function
ing is increased wear and tear from strain and friction. Nervous 
breakdown is apparently the only way modern man has of keep
ing from being dragged on and on to more and more telephone 
calls, appointments, acquaintances, committees, memberships, 
bills. Confucian China was likewise an intricate system of cere
monies and duties, and from them Laotse brought release by re
ducing to absurdity all the noise of industriousness and social 
importance.

A s Buddha established a zero for the outer front, so did Laotse 
for the inner. The safety valve for society is to return from func
tioning to non-functioning, from importance to unimportance. 
Laotse showed this in his own life by retiring from public office 
and even writing his book anonymously— “ Laotse”  was not his 
actual name— and his school enshrined his total attitude in the 
legend that, as an old man, he simply vanished over a mountain 
and was never heard of again. “ H e aimed at self-effacement and 
namelessness,”  states the book Shih-Chi. “ Men all seek the first. 
He alone sought the last. Men all seek fulfillment; he alone took 
the empty.” 1 His anonymity and vanishing are two anti-social 
possibilities which man must practice to make society bearable. 
Laotse’s most famous illustration of his Tao, or way of life, is the

1 Fung, Yu-Lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy, Peiping, 1937 ,  pp. 170 If., 
221 f$.
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hub of a wheel: it is motionless, but without it nothing else 
could move; so Tao is an effortless center of non-activity on 
which all things turn. “ Without sound, it stands alone.”  “ The  
world is invariably possessed by him who does nothing.”  “ The  
practice of Tao consists in subtracting, day by day.”

W e can learn much from Laotse. W e are possessed by the idea 
of reputation, name, fame, records: W ho's W ho  is our typical 
yardstick of worldly importance. Our economic system delights in 
advertised brands and insists on labelling all services to society. 
In our urge for artistic creation we are in danger of not ripening 
the fruits of creativity because we strive for them too feverishly. 
Thousands of college people—professors, their wives, boys and 
girls— are trying to solve their problems by writing books, but 
they have forgotten the equally important problem of creative 
silence. Respect for the question, when to be creative and when 
not, is so rare that most authors simply go on thoughtlessly pro
ducing book after book. W e must cultivate the courage to stay 
silent for a while among the people with whom we live, so that 
when we do speak our voice will have become theirs.

It does not require dictatorship to make a society totalitarian 
in its impact on man. Our modern W orld Society is as totalitarian 
in its way as Confucian China was. Our stress on adjustment to 
environment, the avoidance of conflict, the pragmatic value of 
truth, our concern for practical success— all are reminiscent of 
China, but we still lack the Taoist ear. W e may become the 
“hub” by listening in to the secret and potential harmony behind 
the obvious dissonances of a social process. L . P. Jacks in his 
delightful Legends of Sm o\eover had his high-strung psycholo
gist listen to the fragments of a possible rhythm in the chaos 
of Smokeover and this man is flushed with enthusiasm when 
some symphonic solution evolves. Laotse’s followers actually tried 
to “ dance the universe.”  “ About the whole cosmos there is a tense 
and secret festivity like preparations for a great dance.” 2 The

2 G . K . Chesterton, in his im m ortal essay on Mr. M cCabe in Heretics.
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correct term for Laotse would be “ orchestration” since originally 
the term orchestra did not mean a group of musicians, but the 
unity of dancing and making music. And it would seem that the 
fine ear for cosmic orchestration was the corrective against the 
boredom of Confucius in China.

Tao, like Nirvana, offers a new dimension of freedom. It is 
not enough to seek success; it takes more than ambition to be
come the real man of the hour: one must have ambition and non
ambition as well. Daniel Webster had the inelastic single-track 
mind which thinks that only the straightest line leads to success: 
by declining the Vice Presidency, he lost his great chance to be
come President of the United States— the new President died in 
his first month of office. Theodore Roosevelt made the opposite 
choice, and won. Andre Maurois, in his Disraeli, has painted a 
delightful picture of Gladstone chopping trees in his times out 
of office. The arrow of one’s life must swing freely both away 
from zero and towards it.

Abraham f

A s the eye and the hub inject into the spaces of the East a 
solvent, so Abraham and Jesus inject peace into the times of the 
West. Backward and forward, not inside and outward, Abraham  
and Jesus teach us to live. Since most of the readers are “ space- 
bound” by their scientific upbringing, they may be surprised to 
find that the relation between the two redeemers of time is not 
the same as between Buddha and Laotse. Buddha is outside, or 
takes us outside. Laotse invites us into the center of the social 
space. Hence, it is really one front solely, to which we are called 
by these two. But Abraham as well as Jesus came into a Western 
World in which Chronos, that is “ Tim e,” was said to devour his 
own children incessantly as soon as they were born. Both, there
fore, created an historical faith, a faith which would stand up 
under the pressures not of space but of time. Both gave man
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instead of a point to stand on in space, an hour to live in, through 
time. The “ hour” of a man keeps time either from collapsing 
and drowning by the onrush of flux or from paralyzing him by 
the absence of dynamic movement. His “hour” must be preceded 
and succeeded by other “ hours.”  This fundamental relation is 
expressed in our being fathers and sons. For Israel as well as for 
Jesus, the relation “ Father-Son” became decisive. But the Church 
was built on the dialectical opposite of the solution given by 
Abraham. Let us analyze the solution of Abraham first.1 Since 
nothing seems to be known so little as the faith of Abraham, 
I may use the same example by which a Jewish friend nearly 
thirty years ago refuted my own misunderstanding of Judaism.2

I had said that after all, the Greek K ing Agamemnon’s sac
rifice of his daughter Iphigenia was about the same as Abraham’s 
willingness to sacrifice his son Isaac. Whereupon my friend came 
down on me with terrific energy.

Agamemnon, he replied, sacrificed his daughter for the sake 
of having his army conquer Troy. H e did sacrifice his dearest for 
a man-made purpose. But Abraham, lest he sacrifice his own  
son, in the opinion of his own days, forwent all prospect of any 
victory or domination or kingship or establishment of perpetuity.

The reason for this is that in a Scottish or Macedonian or Sioux 
clan, the son reaches the true spirit via his ancestors. The treat
ment of any Crown Prince, or Prince of Wales, or of a Vice 
President in the United States, is one of suspended animation. 
They have no spirit of their own. They wait and expect to step 
into someone else’s shoes. The strongest expression of this linear 
succession of the spirit from father to sons is the right of parents 
to declare war and to have their children fight this war, in faith 
to their father’s spirit. The direct individual sacrifice of the first 
born male was a voluntary substitute for war. By sacrificing one’s

1 For m ore, see m y essay “ Hitler and Israel,”  Journal of Religion  A pril 19 4 5 .
2 H ie occurrence is recorded in Miss D. E m m et’s article, Journal of Religion, 

October 19 4 5 .
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son one, so to speak, hoped to achieve the same end of bending 
the gods to one’s own will, without the complications of a war. 
And as long as we have wars, obviously, we can understand 
Agamemnon. But Abraham is more difficult to grasp, for he 
emancipated his son’s life. By doing so, he acknowledged God as 
the father of all men, even of his own son.

That sounds funny in the ears of modern man who promotes 
the fatherhood of God by a League of W orld Citizenship. Such 
societies institute an abstract principle. But how do the members 
of this society treat their own next of kin? Don’t some of these 
members claim some rights over their parents, their wives, their 
husbands at least ? If they do, they deny, in this one relation, the 
fatherhood of God. Our own children are as much God’s children 
as Jesus. So, we must let them live their own lives and wait for 
God to come into their own lives and not be their gods ourselves.

Hence, Abraham instituted the new principle at the point where 
it then was hardest to fulfill. And, my friend continued, for this 
reason, Israel always has considered the act of not slaughtering 
Isaac as the great spiritual revolution. G od’s final purpose with 
man stood revealed as peace, not war. A n d  such had been Qod’s 
intent always. In the clash between human desire of victory and 
God’s right over all men, God won out. For this reason, God 
ceased to be the God of Abraham; he now was called the God 
of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. (2 Moses 3:6, 15, 16; 4 :5 ; 33 :1. Acts 
3:13 .)  And for this reason, we must hope to abolish war one day.

Faith in the immediate communion of the spirit with each gen
eration from beginning to end, was Abraham’s sole merit, as the 
Bible so strongly asserts— otherwise he was just an ordinary man.3 
By his life he told men that a supreme loyalty exists, a loyalty 
to the One God who created heaven and earth, by which all 
earthly loyalties are measured. Josiah Royce described Abraham’s 
position literally in his philosophy of “ loyalty to loyalty”—loyalty 

3 See Eric S. Robertson, T he B ible’s Prose Epic o f E ve  and H er Sons, London,
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that includes all men’s loyalties which are not at war with each 
other. The men of Abraham’s day worshipped, in divided loyalty, 
different parts of the earth and sky. The only way to lower the 
walls erected by divided loyalty was to go back beyond any his
toric past and thereby transcend the ties which make natural man 
worship the values embodied in the mother tongue and father- 
land beyond everything else. So the opening sentence of the 
Bible says, in effect, that despite the way in which man has 
partitioned heaven and earth all things were originally created 
in unity.

A s in the case of Buddha and Laotse, Abraham’s biography 
is summed up in two central experiences, his exodus from U r 
and his discovery that a father need not sacrifice his first-born 
son. By leaving his home country— a land of loyalties divided 
between many antagonistic deities— and waiting for God to fulfil 
His promise, he testified to his faith in the unity of creation.
From that day to this, exile and waiting have been the perpetual 
function of Israel in human society; with neither country nor 
national civilization, the Jews have counted the years simply from  
the creation of the world and waited for the Messiah to restore 
this world to its original unity. Each generation, of course, has 
had to act differently in order to represent the same thing, but 
we must not let the differences blind us to the essential identity of 
meaning running through Abraham, Moses, the prophets, and 
the Jews of the dispersion, whose scattering over the face of the 
whole earth corresponded to the locally divided loyalties of the 
Gentiles.

By his waiting attitude the Jew made all existing loyalty rela
tive. N o  status quo  was divine, no monarch a god. Daniel and 
King Nebuchadnezzar agreed on this devaluation of royalty, but 
the courtiers wanted to deify their king; so Daniel went into the 
lions’ den. The same thing happened today in Japan or Germany j,
exactly as then. Israel is a dangerous interrogation point for any ■;
idolatry. [.
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A ll pagan religion tries to make man strong against the powers 
which surround him, compelling them to do his will. Abraham  
introduced the reverse process. Whereas the Semites were accus
tomed to sacrifice the first-born to give new strength to the 
father,4 Abraham’s hand was stayed from slaying Isaac.5 This 
experience throws into relief the true meaning of Abraham’s 
abandoning the safety of Babylonian society: he was in God’s 
hands, with or without sacrifice, and so was his son, whom he 
designated a living sacrifice for the whole of life, rather than a 
victim on a stone altar. So each generation in turn, instead of 
being killed to make the father strong, had to experience the 
same helplessness of the refugee in the hands of God.6 This 
powerlessness is the essence of Israel’s story. Israel is bound to 
remain weak so that God may be seen to be strong. Isaiah 53 is 
the final song of triumph of a whole people who do not sacrifice 
but are the sacrifice that binds back all the Gentiles to their true 
unity of origin.

The weakness of Israel was its only strength. It had to keep 
so disarmed, so small, so scattered, so leaderless, because it had 
literally to face the lions’ den of innumerable loyalties that make 
people die for a particular cause, land, or language. Thereby it 
transcended the pagan meaning of religion, which expresses the 
separateness of a particular group, and invited all groups into a

4 A t the end o f pagan times in the north o f Europe, a king of Sw eden sacri
ficed six out of seven sons to keep the royal pow er intact. W hen the seventh son 
was in danger o f sharing his brothers’ fate, the people rebelled, killed the old 
pow er-lusting k ing, and, under the young prince, were converted to Christianity. 
T h ey  gave up playing providence themselves and changed to faith in the L iv in g  
God w ho, tom orrow, m ay either g ive pow er or w ith draw  it.

5 Abraham  invented Antisem itism . A nd the Jew  baiters should com e out 
openly w ith their hatred o f Israel, for Abraham  turned against Semites and 
“ Orientals.”

6 Jacob, w hen he was to meet his deadly enem y, his brother Esau, was filled 
with fear. In  the night he wrestled w ith an angel, and aw oke lame* Lam e and 
helpless he w as, therefore, w hen he met Esau. In this helplessness he defied once 
more the m agical powers which another man in his place w ould have used to arm  
himself.
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messianic kingdom where swords would become ploughshares 
and the lion would lie down with the lamb. A n d heaven and 
earth would be one, and the serpent of group pride would have 
to admit it.

In Christendom, men first had to leave their native land for 
freedom of religious worship in the time of Calvin; he advised 
a person to emigrate for this reason. In 1552, a new world was 
envisaged by people who discovered the creative meaning of 
emigration. In the course of time, “ loyalty to loyalty” became 
so much our common denominator that its specific representation 
by Israel was no longer necessary, and the French Revolution 
emancipated the Jews.7 W hen France and America proclaimed 
the natural equality and natural rights of man, they said in effect 
that every child begins afresh like Adam , and all nations’ return 
to nature thus became an antidote against the intrinsic paganism 
of divided loyalty. The Jews could be reconciled with nations 
which had ceased to be Gentiles.8

In our time, Hitler was a reactionary who insisted once more 
that the destiny of man was to become more and more divided; 
he literally nullified loyalty to loyalty, and hence compelled 
Israel to take up her ancient watch on Zion again. H e deprived 
men of their right to purify their loyalties, to deepen their under
stan d in g  o f m o th er to n gu e a n d  fath erlan d  until h u m a n  speech
and earthly habitation were seen to be one for all men. But 
the helpless seed of Abraham is mightier than the idolatry of 
blood or soil. For blood and soil divide a man’s loyalties as much 
as they unify them. I am my mother’s and my father’s son. If I 
bow to their vow of union as made when they became my parents, 
I keep the creative unity which their marriage has created and 
I become the first of a new race. But if in my curious quest of

7 Cf. Out of Revolution, pp. 216-237.
8 On the legal changes in the Law of Contracts w hich accompanied die eman

cipation of the Jew s, see “ Hitler and Israel,”  in Journal of Religion, A pril 19 4 5 . 
T h e French Revolution was a blending of G reek genius and Israelitic messianism .
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my origin, I dissolve their union into a Mendelian game of hor
mones, the two strains of my blood disintegrate into paternal and 
maternal origins. Then, my father literally ceases to be my father 
and my mother my mother. For, only as inseparable, is this couple 
“my parents.” A s female and male, they do not command my 
respect at all; the creative act of their union is destroyed. Origins 
war against each other. Every man’s blood is divided unless he 
respects the seal of unity his parents have placed upon their union. 
A  blood unity which voids the words spoken at the wedding of 
one’s parents, at the beginning of their creation of a new people, 
ends in jealousy and strife. Fear must rage and blood lust, once 
the sanction is removed from the parent-children relation. The  
loyalty of race is unable to sustain itself. It splits us apart into the 
children of one man here, one woman there.

Laotse added to the wheel of society the inside, the hub. 
Buddha added the outside to the external world, the eye which 
sees this world. Abraham discovered the fatherhood, the un
divided unity before all the divided loyalties, the “ before the 
before.”  H e recognized God as the origin of all origins, as the 
springhead of all ancestral spirits, as the father who calls us to 
order and forbids us to dissolve the unions of men. And since he 
believed that man was the image of God, Abraham himself was 
called Father Abraham, and what it means to be a father, a 
patriarch, not a god, to one’s child, we know through him.

The hatred of the Jews is a religious hatred. A ll Anti-Semitism  
is a pretext. The pagan or Gentile pride is hurt by Judaism be
cause no temporary glory is allowed to shine with unrefracted 
splendor before the Star of David. Vice versa, the Jews look 
down on the pagan residues of Christianity with contempt. Peace 
between Jew  and Gentile does not exist except under the Cross. 
The two do not even exist for each other intellectually. Japan is 
the best modern illustration of how important the contribution 
of Israel is. The United States cannot win this war in a"*deeper 
sense unless the mythology of Japan is destroyed. T o  this day,
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Japanese children learn that the empire was founded in 661 b.c. 
The truth is that it is almost one thousand years younger. This is 
no minor lie. That which we all are tempted to do, to ennoble 
the past as though we had it as our own title to a coat-of-arms, 
has kept its hold over a whole people in the case of Japan. This 
lie makes peace, between them and us impossible. Abraham asked 
for one single history of all mankind. A nd inasmuch as our 
American tradition asks and requires just this,9 it is the right heir 
to IraePs immortal contribution. If and when all participate In 
Israel’s discovery, the individual group of Jews may be emanci
pated from its peculiar task among the Gentiles. Later, the years 
from 1789 to 1940 will rate as the short time-span in which the 
task of Irael was taken over by all men of good will, and during 
which, for this reason, the old burden of representing Abraham  
to a hostile world of Gentiles could be abandoned by the Jews. 
With the general sharing in Abraham’s faith, the specific Jewish 
situation may cease. A n  orthodox Jew exclaimed in 1933, “ Hitler 
is the Messiah.” H e may be, indeed, the beginning of the end of 
the exile, of the mutual impenetrability of Jews and Gentiles.10

Jesus

Three directions of the Cross were thus impressed on the souls 
of our unquiet race. T o  them, the Son added the “ hereafter,”  the 
attitude which would be needed after all filial rebellions, all inno
vations of the next and the next and the next generation should 
have been brought about. Jesus said: Granted that every genera
tion live to themselves, in the spirit of their time; there still 
would fie the arrogance and the disloyalty and the indifference of 
the last generation towards all the previous. By the simple inertia 
of new life spilling over and dispersing over the globe, the cycle

9 On this fact, see the chapter, “The Americans,” in Out of Revolution, pp. 
672 ff.

10 See my chapter on the “Emancipation of the Jews” in Out o f Revolution, 
also G. Altmann, Journal of Religion, October 1944.



of life would lead from one blindness to the next. H e stopped 
this ceaseless splitting into new beginnings. After all these “ afters,”  
all these juvenile “ waves of the future,”  the mere beginner would 
still have to be converted into the son and heir of all times. In  
the disconnected “ mentality” of our own suburb or our own  
generation, “ conversion” plants the convergence of all generations. 
Anticipating the last possible generation and any generation’s 
rebellions, Jesus turned back into his own time with a yardstick 
for all temporary movements. While the life-urge of the living 
always shouts: “ Ote-toi que je m y  mette”  “ later is better,”  Jesus 
embedded all times, including his own, in one supertime, one eter
nal present. H e made the hub, the eye, the father’s and the son’s 
attitude available in any place and at any time. A nd thereby the 
Cross of Reality was completed. W e now gained full freedom 
towards all trends.

Jesus accepted the Cross of Reality; every man is torn between 
two times and two spaces. This “ torn-to-pieces-hood” cannot be 
altered. But together we may look for a supertime, for the fellow
ship in which we can relieve each other’s crucial split by solidarity. 
By the fellowship of all the generations of man, man can come 
home. The key to this supertime has to be reforged by the faith 
of every generation, and in our last chapter we shall try to unlock 
our own life’s chambers with the appropriate key; but it is the 
simple application of the principle of unlocking the doors between 
the times as practiced by Jesus first.

A s the center of history, Jesus can now be seen to unite Buddha, 
Laotse and Abraham around the Cross of Reality. Since the crux 
of Jesus’ achievement, the creation of genuine future, has been dis
cussed at length in Chapter three, I need only restate it briefly to 
fit the present context. The whole idea of the Christian era is but 
this: “ N o w  is the time.” “ Today the prophecies are fulfilled before 
our eyes.” 11 Jesus became the center of history by being the

11 “This now remains to be said with all possible emphasis: the religious appre
hension comes first not as an assertion but as a command,“ Lord Cham  wood, 
According to St. John, Boston, 1925, p. 309.
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human soul made visible, the Messiah whom the Jews expected 
only at the end of history. In this way he introduced the end of 
time as a directing force in the present. Whereas the Jews iden
tified end and beginning in God and virtually ignored everything 
in between, Jesus created a historical process in which every year, 
every day, every present is equally immediate to God because it 
is equally a meeting point for all the imperfect past and perfecting 
future. In Jesus the beginnings of antiquity all come to an end 
and all the ends of modern man make their beginning; the prom
ises of old, to all the nations, are now turned progressively into 
realizations.

The two central acts in Jesus’ biography which made him the 
beginner of the new era were his death for being the Founder 
of the Messianic Kingdom and his resurrection as an inspired 
body of all who wanted to die and rise again with him daily. A s  
long as he was alive he was subject to the old L a w  and had to 
carry out his duties as a descendant of Abraham. His death was 
therefore all he had to invest in the future, and his great discovery 
was that true future is opened up by the power that survives 
death. In revealing this power he created man’s perfect plasticity 
on the forward front, his ability to begin anew each day like a 
new-born child. H e redeemed mere birth by revealing it as the 
fruit of death.

# # #

Buddha, Laotse, Abraham and Jesus concerned us not as iso
lated individuals or men of genius, but as founders. T o  found 
means to lay a new basis for all; it is the step by which a man 
drops his solitude and frees the many from their fate of being 
many. Millions have shared and now share in the experience of 
these four men. They lifted their followers to the level of freedom 
and regeneration. From now on their respective attitudes are 
every man’s liberties. He needs all four together to unshackle him 
from slavery to the fronts of time and space. The founders have
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mastered each direction of the Cross of Reality by living the pure 
eye, the silent voice, the humble heart, and the fire of new love. 
Nirvana, Tao, loyalty to loyalty, and rebirth are permanent stand
ards for the full life of man.

The “Social Sciences” as an “Old Testament”

One inconvenience or deficiency in the eyes of the practical 
man has to be admitted in the work of all these four founders: 
The task to which they invite begins in every generation all over 
again. They did not think that the past could prescribe to unborn 
men how to live. They expected every newcomer into this world 
to turn against his environment. W ell do I know that hereditary 
Israel, hereditary Buddhism, traditional Christianity, institutional
ized Laotsism, do exist. They are, however, rudimentary unless 
they are taken up in the middle of life with a personal resolve 
and carried to a new realization. The “ Christian Front,”  for in
stance, abused the word “ Christian” for Gentiles; so did the “ Ger
man Christian Party” ; both were contradictions in terms.

Our four founders conquered the pressures of castes, institu
tions, ruling classes, money, cults and the frictions which, from 
the inertia of mere repetition, make the mere permanency of any 
form of life oppressive.

Confucian education, pragmatic socialism, ruling classes, money, 
Brahmins, have the opposite tendency. They aver their intent to 
stay and to become hereditary. A t first glance, history demon
strates the desire of all these forms to become static and to be 
taken as final. On the other hand, Laotse proved especially suc
cessful against the boredom of Confucian education, Israel sur
vived all tyrannies, Christianity and Buddha were successful 
against the moneyed interests; and this list could be expanded.

Hence the individual newcomer into society finds four,% arsenals 
for his personal decisions under the most terrifying social pres
sures of one sort or another. A n d a frank fusion of these arsenals
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is needed in our time, without, however, abandoning the order of 
the Cross. For it is under the Cross that the four arsenals make 
sense together.

W hy is such a fusion desirable? Because the enemies of free
dom, creativity, fellowship, and authority are all working today 
from the opposite angle as in the past. They no longer contradict 
the four founders but they outdo them! If Christendom, for in
stance, disclosed the unity of our era, the modern secular move
ment would go one better and proclaim a program for some 
thousand years. A n  English friend of mine after a journey to 
Egypt wrote to me: “ W e too must build for four thousand years.”  
The demagogues shout: roots, stability. W hat is Judaic messian- 
ism compared to its secular rival: communism, with its promise 
to abolish all human suffering? And the times favor such over
statements. Roots, heredity, stability, security, are much in de
mand. “ W e need princes,” Robert Frost has said. W e need forests. 
W e need soil conservation. W e need a patient collaboration of 
many generations to come, for social conduct. Long-range living 
is at a premium. If Socrates spoke of the polychronical wisdom 
of many generations (Xenophon, Mem. I, 14) as the ^greatest 
wisdom, we who are lacking it are not able to gloss over such a 
remark.

If the crisis goes far beyond our individual spans of life, our 
four founders seem to offer little help. Whereas they speak to the 
individual, the irrigation of the land, the permanency of the 
whole soil of the earth, the longing for lasting roots seem to take 
precedence over the salvation of the individual. Indeed, the values 
of tradition and loyalty are so rare that we may all feel tempted 
to go ahead with plans for a mere traditionalism. There is, how
ever, a serious “but” to this. Values like roots, traditions, loyalty 
must be enacted in freedom, or they become embodied in tyrants, 
dictators, superstitions, blueprints, medical high priests. These 
latter especially are on the verge of coming forward with arti
ficial semination, castration, mercy- and cruelty-killing, and other
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veterinarian-like treatments.1 The political specialists are playing 
with the transplantation of whole ethnical groups, elimination of 
minorities, etc.

For this reason, in our quest of “ roots” our four deliverers must 
remain on top of this otherwise all-too-easily enslaved race of 
“ homo sapiens.“  They tell us to deal with the future in quite a 
different manner: not by mere will power, violence, planning for 
others, but by first bringing ourselves in the right germinal situa
tion, and to follow it up by an apostolate. From germinal acts, 
not from action committees, authority results instead of tyranny, 
service instead of blueprints, fellowship instead of intellectual 
curiosity, creation instead of causation.

The living certainly have a task as difficult as the founders and 
it is as new and exciting as theirs in their own time. But their 
times were in exactly the same predicament as ours. A nd from 
the Cross of the four founders the human hive, then as today 
rushed by crisis and war, was penetrated by a timeless orien
tation, timeless newness, timeless originality, timeless person
ality.

Granted that the next centuries will clamor for all kinds of 
permanent solutions and stabilities. From  this anguished cry of 
the multitudes, only more anguish and more upheaval must result 
if blueprints try to dominate and to preempt the future. Such 
paper work never commands the respect of future generations; 
it is quickly discarded for another and another and another 
scheme. It is not enough to plan for one hundred years because 
it is more important first to ask: under which conditions are 
human beings willing to toe the line for one hundred years ? 
Nothing lasts into which the soul of man has not entered with a 
full act of complete faith. It is only by taking the four founders 
with us into our future that the soul will enter these future solu
tions and make them last. The four founders have changed the

1 It is significant that the Nazis in a great num ber of cases made the veterinary 
the head of the university. He had less qualms.
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foundations of human nature. They have enabled us to base our 
thoughts about ourselves, or our society or our history or our 
economy, on our crucial nature. In contrast, our modern four 
sciences of society— sociology, psychology, economics, history—  
start from a Stone Age picture of man. The four departments of 
economics, psychology, history, sociology, do not put freedom, 
authority acquired by sacrifice, creation, fellowship, in the center 
of their assumptions. T o the contrary, these sciences presume that 
the future is not created but caused, the past not looked upon as 
an authority but as mere tyrannical cultural lag, the mind not 
experienced as a brotherly fellowship but as a blueprint, and the 
earth not experienced as waiting to be led to its perfection but as 
an objective obstacle to be crushed or exploited.

These four departments have not been changed, circumcised, re
vealed, or converted. They are precrucial. The pooling of energies 
from all four corners of the Cross is, it would seem, the condition 
for a concerted attack on this prehistoric attitude of these “ sci
ences.”  They are prehistorical because they do not admit that in 
the center of time our own nature became conscious of itself and 
thereby was definitely transformed. They do not admit that the 
very existence of any science proves the existence of creation 
instead of causation, of fellowship instead of bureaucracy, of 
authority instead of tyranny, of service instead of exploitation. 
These sciences, then, have not become self-conscious themselves 
in their own center. For it is in the center of our lives that we 
cease to play with the world as a mere object, a mere tradition, a 
mere mental picture, a mere leviathan. In this central moment 
we transform facts back into acts and begin to live in the name 
of the same powers under which those acts can be enacted. W e  
shake ourselves free from the nightmares of an intellect which 
thinks that loneliness, privacy, self-centredness, scepticism, are in
herent to thought. W e discover that neither we, in our preintellec
tual existence, nor any other man worthy of the name “ man,” ever 
has made any important decision in his life on the basis of such
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an intellectual process which was thought up for law courts and 
cases, but not for positive acts.

In the center of our lives we get hold of our real way of living. 
And we hear the four founders tell us to think up to the very 
best in our own actual experiences and to discard all our abstract 
principles. They say: Surrender to the greatness of a great soul 
who gives you freedom when he could do otherwise. Surrender 
to the call of destiny when indeed it would be convenient not to 
do so. Surrender to the freedom of a new start. Surrender to the 
love of the neighbor who has fallen among the thieves.

The four sciences—history, economics, psychology, sociology—  
stand for the opposite: They ask man to “ live up” to the factual 
statements of the mind. Cause and effect, mind and body, environ
ment and adjustment, action and reaction, profits and interests, 
they make the basis of their reality; but these are the forces which 
you and I may experience every day as ruinous and fatal for our 
own best way of life; those we are told to believe in as ultimates.

Innumerable individual scientists have protested against the 
prehistorical method of their departments.2

But all the leading men in these fields who have not forgot
ten their deepest insights were on the defensive against the all- 
pervading methods of looking for causes, power, tyranny, laws 
instead of authority, creation, fellowship, and service. A s training 
grounds for new scientists, these areas were held together by a 
precrucial method. If you said that as believer you could not 
start from the hypothesis of a “ natural” mind and its reasoning, 
you were deprived of your rank as a “ pure” scientist. I myself 
had to play this role of the volunteer for “ impure,”  and that 
means “ crucial,”  thinking through my whole academic career, 
abroad as well as in the United States. The humorous climax was 
reached at Harvard University. There I was found competent to 
teach in six different departments before graduate students. H ow-

2 A splendid example of such a protest is A. L, Kroeber, The Superorganic, 
Hanover, N. H,, 1927.
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ever, when my “ unscientific” principles became known, a biolo
gist, a physical chemist, and a journalist, banded together, made 
such a row that I was “ relegated” to the Harvard Divinity School. 
The poor people of this institution were deeply sTiocked because 
they tried everything in their power to prove to the other depart
ments that the Divinity School was “ scientific”  according to the 
prehistorical standards prevailing in the social sciences.

I do not criticize this reaction. I well understand that the aca
demic world is horrified by the idea of a “ Christian” science. 
W ho could blame them ? But to a community which thinks cru
cially about man and which is based on the creation of the four 
founders, not the same objection could be made by our four social 
sciences. The Cross erected unknowingly but securely by the four 
is neither denominational nor ecclesiastical. It is objectified as 
much as granite or coal; it is created Reality. The synthesis of 
the Cross of Reality from East and West should be powerful 
enough to enjoin on these sciences a change of method. W h y is 
the family the bulwark of Israel ? Because here the patriarch did 
not sacrifice his son for his own purposes. Hence the father gained 
authority instead of tyranny. W h y is conversion the bulwark of 
Christianity ? Because here the son laid down the ambitions, the 
talents, the genius, the leadership of his own generative inspira
tion for the perpetuation of peace among men. Hence the poorest 
sinner now may easily forego his private whims, too, for the 
peace of the world. W hy is asceticism the core of Buddhism? 
Because the powerful withdrew from the exercise of his power. 
Hence those who lust for power can be led by the powerful 
beyond power. W hy is the feather-weight of the incognito dancer 
the secret of Laotsism? Because he left no trace, no name, no 
weight behind him, only the joyous feeling of some rhythm. 
Hence this joyous rhythm could become infectious.

But in the light of these experienced lives, the, known social 
facts now can all be deciphered by a final standard. A  social order 
may be pronounced sic\ according to the amount of tyranny
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instead of authority, or causation instead of creativity; or it may 
be predicated healthy because of its degree of fellowship, of 
rhythm and symphony instead of blueprint bureaucracy, or of 
its quality of serviceable compassion instead of power. From the 
Cross, light shines into the caves of society. A ll “ value”  judg
ments, without which no talk about social processes is possible, 
must be based on the frank admission that we already know, 
from the Cross of created human nature, what the full freedom, 
the full creativity, the whole-hearted fellowship, and the perfect 
service of mankind ought to be. The immense material provided 
by the research of the social sciences is like the Old Testament of 
the World which* waits to be read with the eyes of Buddha, to 
be listened to with the faith of the prophets, to be harmonized 
with the ease of Laotse and to be incarnated with the love of 
Christ.3

W e have spoken of the penetration of the Cross in this chapter. 
It is the jumble of the innumerable facts of the social world which 
wait to be sorted, to be organized like Chladni’s sonorous figures 
when the bow of a violin is drawn along the edge of a glass and 
the grains of sand on the glass move to some perfect geometrical 
form. A t one time, in history, the heart was circumcised, the eye 
opened, the ear “ orchestrated,”  the creature made creator. And on 
this time-created crucial standard our sanity and the sanity of the 
mind, including the mind’s organized sciences, depend.

Students who are not shot through with the experience of this 
standard, in their own education, community, service, spirit, can
not be expected to understand the world of man.

3 To the relation between, the social sciences and the full truth, the old adage 
may be applied: Novum  testamentum in vetere latet; veins testamentum in novo 
paiel. (The New Covenant is hidden in the Old; the O ld’s meaning is disclosed 
by the New.)



THE RHYTHM OF PEACE  OR OUR "TO D AY "

The Enemy of the Holiday—The Coming Sunday— Short- 
Term Economy— Warriors and Thinkers—The Camping 

Mind—The Rhythm of the New  World

The Enemy of the Holiday
W e have lost the faculty of founding rhythms of community 

life, by the factory system. The efforts to settle rural areas, of 
colonizing Alaska— a country which could take in ten million 
people— failed in pre-war days. The Ohio Corn Belt witnessed an 
experiment in resettlement which ended in an average turnover 
per farm every three years. The short periods of the factory exist
ence have come back with increased violence through the war 
boom. They are good for business but bad for people. Glorified 
migratory workers— most of us may expect our grandchildren to 
become just that.

If the land is not to be lost to hordes from outside, we in all 
the Western W orld shall have to recover the power to build com
munities. It is quite worthless to map out programs of rehabilita
tion or resettlement since not one of the individuals thus resettled 
or rehabilitated has the stamina to partake in the revival of the 
community. First of all, before any planners can carry out any 
plan, we shall have to create opportunities in which men recover 
their power to found or re-found communities. This power is lost. 
The modem mind has lost the recipe.

The recipe is eternal. The power of building a city is taken

VIII
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away from those who have “ un-learned” how to celebrate a holiday 
together. On a holiday, we share one time and one space although 
we are divided by self-interest, by age, by wealth, by occupation, 
by climate, by language, by race, by history; we carry on as though 
we were one and the same man, regardless of birth, unafraid of 
death, unabashed by sex, unperturbed by fear.

W e shall rediscover our crucial situation if we learn to oppose 
leisure to holiday clearly. Holiday itself has decayed to leisure 
more or less; therefore it is by no means simple to see their 
irrepressible conflict.

In 1929, Eduard C. Lindeman, leading American educator, rose 
before an international audience of four hundred people at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and spoke “ the winged words” : “ W e are 
here as a conference of the whole world for the education of the 
adult men and women. N ow , we in the United States have every
thing, the time, the goods, the money, the good will of the people. 
W ill you now be good enough to tell us what to do with our 
leisure?”

A  little over a month later the lightning of the Depression struck. 
And four years later, the recovery began with a “ Bank Holiday.” 
A  strange civilization which spoke of “ leisure” in fat years, and 
of “ holidays” in misfortune. But perhaps even these two extreme 
usages of leisure and holiday were not devoid of meaning.

Leisure is, indeed, a “ too much” or a surplus of individual time 
while holidays are rooted in a tragedy of the whole community. 
On holidays, a community triumphs over tragedy; a man at 
leisure idles away his time.

However lacking in style the Bank Holiday of 1933 was, it had 
in common with any holiday that it restored confidence after a 
period of suffering. A nd however optimistic Lindeman’s view of 
life was, it had in common with the individual’s pursuit of happi
ness that there seemed to be an abundance of time for silth pur
pose vested in the individual.

Let us analyze leisure. Leisure is relaxation by doing things
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which need not be done. It is doing that which does not matter or 
doing nothing because this, too, does not matter. I am not under 
compulsion when at leisure and for this very reason, I am not 
quite my best or most outstanding self. I may collect stamps or 
ride horses or swim; but it will spoil my leisure if I turn into a 
professional stamp collector or swimmer. I do ride but I am 
annoyed because my riding club tries to make me participate in 
horse shows. Hobbies should be hobbies; they are spoiled by being 
taken too seriously. Leisure is less serious than “ real” life. Leisure 
may not be unreal but it is nothing ultimate. In this we hold the 
key to its understanding. It is a tendency or movement away from 
the center of existence into some outlying district. Our experiences 
of leisure may take innumerable forms, but since they all depart 
from our center of pressure they can move into a restricted num
ber of directions and combinations only. The man at leisure, try
ing to get away from himself, may go before himself into the past, 
after himself into the future; he may penetrate into the inner core 
or look around in the external world. In these four directions, the 
elements of leisure are found scattered. For instance, we try to get 
before our birth, in all degrees. The child listens to grandmother’s 
tales, the adolescent to history. In the man, pedigree becomes a 
potent agency. A n d this ancestral pride will not rest before the 
pioneer has been linked up with some medieval castle by hook 
or crook. A  famous American architect tried to convince me that 
he was the descendant of an English shepherd, and that this En g
lish shepherd mysteriously was the seventh son of a German 
nobleman on the continent whose pedigree went back to the 
eleventh century. This funny break— in this case, in the sixteenth 
century— occurs in nearly all the made-up pedigrees. N ow , this 
tendency is the idea of “ background,” which flourishes in all 
suburbs, turned into an obsession and running wild. I have seen 
it taking the form of a remolded silver spoon which came over 
on the Mayflower as an heirloom. A nd the Icelandic ruins dis
covered in the midst of America are meant to ennoble this whole 
continent by extending its discovery by the white man backward.
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A  pseudo-history like Japanese Shinto or N azi myth may be the 
final result of this eccentricity.

On the other end of relaxations, we play with the future. Here 
are many of our charities, donations, Sunday school teachings, 
joining of revolutionary parties and Jehovah’s Witnesses. On all 
these ways, we hope to play some part in the future. W e all wish 
to have offspring of our ideas. W e dream of utopias and toy with 
them.

A  third type of hobby penetrates into the outer world, in a 
mental Don Juan attitude of irresponsible conquest. Travel and 
sight-seeing is one form of this urge which overwhelms many. 
The globe-trotter seems different enough from the seducer. But 
the secrets of something outside of us, separate in nature, stir our 
curiosity in both cases. I have seen families where this zest for 
external exploration suddenly changed into a craving for the oppo
site, intimate cultivation of music, 'fh e  same people who had 
given their all for a trip to Europe now would shed tears over the 
late quartettes of Beethoven and despise anybody who still took 
pleasure in external sports. This mystic trend towards the emo
tional life of the inner man is most marked today in the Cult of 
good music.

Every one of us has made use and will make use of these ameni
ties on one or the other eccentric front; at one time or another, 
and as long as we turn to them freely, they are excellent means 
of restoring our equilibrium. They are compensations for the lop
sidedness of our vocational activities.

However, in many cases, the leisure of modern man is spent in 
a kind of constant dutiful shift from backward to forward to 
inward to outward entertainment; like a man on his sickbed, 
many souls roll from one direction to the other since they do not 
understand the rhythm and flee the center of their lives. They do 
not dare to reconcile opposing urges and to stick to m ans true 
place in the middle of the Cross. This truth, by the way, is the 
great lesson taught us by Nietzsche’s madness. The man Friedrich 
Nietzsche hung in the middle of the Cross as we have described
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it, a mental Cross. And he broke down because he knew of no 
fellowship. The place on the Cross is unbearable without fellow
ship.

T h e  Coming Sunday

This place in the middle of the Cross is our common wealth 
and we all are invited to celebrate our holidays in it. Here the 
human soul that celebrates a holiday becomes certain of her true 
nature. This precisely is the meaning of a holiday as contrasted 
with leisure. During leisure we are absorbed in pastimes. On a 
holiday, we can look with “ condescension,”  the same condescen
sion which the commuter experienced,1 on our conflicts because 
we have triumphed over them, and we find in the victory over 
tragic conflict the deepest meaning of our destiny. Leisure is 
secular because it divides us; we are dragged eccentrically in this 
or that direction. On her holidays, the soul becomes whole. She 
accepts her many weekday conflicts or trends because she no 
longer has to fear them as curses but may accept them as her 
wealth. She may do so because she proves to herself, on the holi
day, her ultimate freedom from every one of them, by com
munion, by fellowship. Holidays are the mortar of society.

Here, a serious difficulty arises. Sundays and weekends have 
turned into mere leisure. It is hardly possible to recast their holi
day character without first freeing them from any possible mis
understanding as though they were leisure. For instance, a holiday 
may well include work or services if only to show that the holiday 
is not simply leisure, nor suburban segregation from business. The  
holiday must tower as clearly above the suburb as above the factory 
district.

In his book, The Threat of Leisure?  the President of Colgate 
University, G . B. Cutten, listed two hundred and seven books and 
articles on leisure. Not one of these two hundred and seven at-

1 See p. 22.
2 New Haven, 1926, 2 ed. 1929, p. xo.
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tempts made a distinction between leisure and holiday. Cutten 
himself was satisfied to say, “ The Puritans were idle Sundays, 
Thanksgiving Day, and Fast D ay” (p. 10), certainly a devastat
ing description of the times in which the congregation constituted 
themselves as the living body of Christ, in their own estimation 
and in the clear architecture of their churches. If President Cutten 
ever entered Dorchester, Massachusetts, and experienced the archi
tecture of the First Congregational Church there—-the church of 
the Adams family by the way— he would have learned that people 
definitely fulfilled a duty, their highest duty, on Sunday, in found
ing the perfect body of which the mighty republic of the United 
States is a poor week-day edition. Then, the word that the Puri
tans were “ idle” on Sundays simply would not have come out of 
his inkstand. But the reason for this loss of memory is quite plain. 
If religion is suburban and private, then of course it is impossible 
to list it as a general way of life. Private religion is no religion; it 
is its stump. But any community must have religion, must have 
the power which binds it together for better for worse, and there
fore it must create holidays or cease to be a community. Fortu
nately, the unity of faith in this country is truly elating. The deep 
sorrow at President Roosevelt’s death, and the solemn rejoicing on 
our V-Days, were expressions of a profound health of the American 
spirit. I felt great pride and gratitude for being allowed to share 
in them. W e did not have to invent holidays of the hollow type 
created by the Fascists. W ith the experiences from April to A u 
gust, 1945, we may very well live down both M r. Cutten’s idea of 
“ idling” on Sundays and the millennial holidays of the neopagans. 
But even if we meet the modern mentality on its own ground of 
complete scepticism, we could still prove to them that the Puritans 
were not “ idle” on Sundays. The President of Dartmouth College, 
whose M .A . I have the honor to hold, Dr. Ernest Martin Hopkins, 
once said to me: “ It is astonishing how much horseshedding 
went on in the old days before and after Church. Horseshed- 
ding was the talk on the affairs of the town while the horses
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were tied in the shed.”  Horseshedding created the political atmos
phere for the annual town meeting. Without horseshedding every 
Sunday, democracy becomes impractical. From  this, we may con
clude : The Puritans were terribly busy and went to great expense 
and labor for being idle together. The gathering of the idle was 
primary. But in a leisure class or in your or my leisure, the idle
ness is primary; the being at leisure with others is accidental and 
arbitrary, and therefore the communion does not reach into the 
depth of the leisure. Leisure isolates the soul. The headliner: 
“ Everybody joins the leisure class,”  would exile the soul from  
suburbs and factories for ever.

Since both these environments chop our lives into small-time 
loans, one way of restoring the holiday again is to counteract 
short-range living by long-range living. The gruesome Fascist 
invention of artificial holidays, and the leisure-class fallacy that on 
holidays people are “ idle,” are equally cheap. They are subhuman. 
Any attempt to get back to normalcy may have to set up a far- 
reaching goal. In the light of such ultimate goal, even small steps 
which we may take immediately will be classified correctly. After 
W orld W ar I, the United States discussed leisure. Aftef W orld  
W ar II, the whole world will crave holidays. For this reason, I 
advocate as final goal a seven-year or nine-year “ week.” A  person 
should strive to spend the first year in each seven- or nine-year 
period of his adult life in the kind of fellowship I have been 
describing in the second chapter, a fellowship of reckless frank
ness, campaigning, and devotion. This would be in accord with 
the Christian meaning of Sunday.3

Christianity always begins with a new form of Sunday when 
it rises from the dead. The yoking of future and past is the history 
of the Church, and the Christian week does this by placing Sun
day, on which we anticipate the future Kingdom of God, ahead 
of the week-days which carry on the patterns of organized work 
inherited from the past. That is the sublime reason why Sunday is

3 Sec my contributions to Credo Ecdesiam , ed. by H . Ehrenberg, Guetersloh, 
1930.
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the first day of the week, instead of the last. In this way, the in
spiration of Sunday slowly melts the frozen forms of week-day 
routine. A  similarly progressive redemption of modern life, there
fore, may come from our living together, for a Sunday year, in a 
fellowship which anticipates the Sabbath of mankind. It will be 
a Sunday of Pentecost, of many languages: on Pentecost, the 
Spirit began to rule the Apostles so that each in his turn praised 
the great acts of God. If on the coming Sunday of the Church of 
Hope we allow the worker, the farmer, the student to praise God 
in the idiom of his toil, stripped of the dead language of the 
suburb, our work will then praise God again.

When S friend read this, he exclaimed: “ Utterly fantastic.”  
Whereupon I merely listed all the evidence in favor of my thesis: 
The professor’s sabbatical year, the lengthening of worthwhile 
conferences beyond mere weekends, the remarkable instinct that 
a good meeting should not contain people of the same type only. 
Then, there is the unrest in the professions. Fifty years ago, a 
doctor or minister or lawyer would practice fifty years with little 
or no time off. N o w  they break down after a decade, and they 
experiment with their daily routine nearly incessantly. Telephone, 
car, plane, mail, have enabled them to do as much, in mere quan
tity, within ten years as formerly in a lifetime. N o  wonder that 
they have to cease to exist every decade. They must retire every 
ten years as though it was to the grave, and start a new life simply 
because they have crammed a whole life into a much shorter time 
span. Is the vogue enjoyed by the “ Nervous Breakdown” not the 
most eloquent argument for a seven-year week ?

I also might have showed him a letter from the Mexican M in
ister of Labor to us of Camp William James, in which he wrote: 
The sabbatical^ year is nice for the man in research or for the 
artist. But it has been the fallacy of the liberal mind to expect the 
masses to find their holiday too in the excitement of science and 
art. This can never be. The many will always be passive in the 
line of these creativities. But the miner and the farmer and the 
housewife and the white-collar employee, too, must realize the
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creative life. Only, they should not be asked to imitate the scholar 
or painter, whose meaning, after all, is found in the fact that 
millions are benefited by his thought. The agencies of adult edu
cation misdirect the free times of the masses unless they allow 
every man who emerges from his mass existence, to fight the devil. 
The artist and the scholar do fight the devil. N o Sunday for man 
unless he is allowed to fight the devil and to triumph over him. 
For the majority, this is done in good comradeship. Help us, the 
Mexican went on, to find ways in which the insipid existence of 
wage-earning men or peons can be enlarged and let many experi
ence a good fight in the wastelands of our civilization, as the 
zenith of their life. The fight against the devil was asked here as 
one holiday at least within an insipid life.

Corresponding to art and science, there is a creativity in social 
and political action. Real campaigns of fellows banding together 
at the risk of their whole man, in the camping attitude of the soul 
on the highway, should be thought out by scientists and artists 
who really care for social equality. But instead, they promote 
guidance through the gallery of modern art where the nudes take 
the poor unprepared souls aback. A rt cannot be appreciated out
side a long-range desire. These people should at least first take a 
bath or undergo some other purifying ritual before coming face 
to face with the most hidden stirrings of their own emotions. It is 
a walkover now to impart art: “ I can tell you all about Rembrandt 
in ten minutes.” 4 But it is a pushover for the poor soul whose 
body is made to run through the exhibition. There is no build-up 
of expectation. Similarly, evening classes give more and more 
information about the research of scientists. And again, the best 
of the story, the faith which led the scientist through a long dark
ness, is withheld from the class.

This only means that we do not believe in essential equality of 
all men with regard to their right to elation or to a holiday. Our 
museums and our classrooms fit too much into everyday routines.

4 Verbatim; overheard from an expert’s mouth.
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The herb against this evil has been grown for a long time. In 
the lives of men and women of the last century, we find great 
crises marked out by them as opportunities of revamping their 
whole life. “ Stages on Life’s Road” have been lived as great acts 
of a drama. W e in our own lives were led through such decades 
several times, and each had its own fellowship, its own inspired 
mores. W e did not plan them, but we had to recognize them as 
essential. Therefore, I know that this is a way of life and I also 
can point to scores of biographies in which life was reborn by new 
great acts of faith several times*. A nd each time the new beginning 
was lived as the creation of an unconditional new fellowship 
among kindred souls. A t least, this personal argument may re
assure the reader that I know what I am talking about; it is my 
own life story. But this does not suffice to carry conviction. It could 
be an accident or an exception. However, a parallel line of thought 
is suggested by a stirring in the organized bodies of religion all 
over the world today.

This line of thought starts with the observation that all religions 
and even more all pseudo-religions aspire to rhythmical activities. 
Dance is sanctified; religious dance is recommended; and dancing 
is rhythm on a short wave. Then, we have liturgical movements 
to revive the rhythm of the individual service and of the whole 
year of the Church as well. Sermons grow into continuous chains 
over months and even years.

Summer schools and retreats are established. Is there a common 
denominator in all this ? What is new in this, what old ?

The first yet nearly-forgotten fact is that all religions have 
enshrined their truths in calendars. And calendars are rhythmical 
forms of memory and cycles of worship. The liturgical rhythm is 
expressed in the terms Sunday and weekday, Christmas and 
Easter, Pentecost and Advent. Philosophical systems are not rhyth
mical. Religion is. W hy?

The reader need not fear that he must go into this annual cycle 
in any detail. Only the agreement of all worship, of any Church
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services, needs to be stressed: they try to lift man up to a level 
on which he may not live blindly but rhythmically. Education, 
inspiration, the good life, express themselves in rhythmical order. 
A nd man has known since Noe and Pharaoh that rhythm is the 
mutual begetting of opposites: weeping and joy, winter and sum
mer, victory and defeat, birth and death, make up the rhythm, if 
and when we tackle them as opposite numbers and do not leave 
them to accident. One Sunday in seven days, one vacation a year, 
mark us out as educated people.

Whichever way we look at it, we shall find that the fires which 
warm the hearts of men light up rhythmically; if not, they de
stroy us. The lack of rhythm is bad. Our speed-up program for 
the duration sinned against the law of vacation. This period of 
incubation is essential to the educational process. Education with
out ^one-quarter of vacation-time is arhythmical and therefore 
sterile.

The full life has a beat.
So far, this sounds like pure commonplace and “ natural.”  A n d  

indeed, the modern mind has been quick to perceiye that the 
calendar of religion is not more rhythmical than the seasons of the 
sun and the stars. From this they concluded that the whole calen
dar was a purely astronomical business of science. And our cham
bers of commerce have doctored around our Sundays and Easter 
chronology for a long time on the assumption that the rhythm 
should be made completely “ natural” or mechanical.5

Also, our teachers have told us that “ originally” man celebrated 
equinox, solstice, harvest and sowing time, and that the calendar 
of later religions was created as a more or less superfluous disguise 
of this “ real” and fundamental calendar of the seasons. This teach
ing begot in many of us a desire to return to nature’s rhythm, and 
to celebrate nature’s sacraments like sunrise and sunset, moon 
nights, and spring. W e have done this sentimentally, poetically, 
and romantically, for the last two hundred years.

You and I know that our time rhythm is unhinged from the
5 Cf. Out of Revolution, pp. 1 1 3  ff.

1
i

1
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solar revolutions. Whales and horses may take their law of mating 
from the seasons. The human is made miserable because his 
appetites are unpredictable. Sex, politics, studies, work, and espe
cially our worries and anxieties, make us exiles from the annual 
cycle. Man as the exile from nature’s cycles, perpetually creates 
new rhythms. 1

N ow , if man is not contained in the 365 days of the year, is 
not the liturgical movement a humbug? Or at least a sentimental 
and romantic cult of an annual process which is no better than 
Jean Jacques Rousseau’s cult of nature? If the Church actually 
confined our life to annual cycles, she would be stony indeed. 
Fortunately, this is not the meaning of the calendar of a Church. 
The natural cycle is not accepted but defied by the liturgical year. 
The former is a calendar of 365 days. The latter expresses within 
the scope of 365 days the true infinity of all time from the begin
ning of the world to its end. For the reasoning mind, time con
sists of separate units, days or years. For our faith, one year’s 
course inducts into the whole linear expanse of all history. The  
calendar of the Western World, with its Fourth of July, is inde
pendent from nature’s mechanism. So much so, that from Christ
mas to Easter, a whole lifetime of thirty years is remembered, 
and from Pentecost to Advent, the whole experience of mankind 
through the Old Testament and our whole era is remembered. 
The holidays which you and I respect are composed of the mem
ories of all the vicissitudes of man. So much then must be said 
in emphatic defense of the calendar: whereas in nature, any year 
is an end in itself, the calendar infiltrates into the passing seasons 
those long-range elements by which one day and one year be
come links in the chain of unending time. I myself have written 
the history of the last thousand years around the holidays and the 
calendars instituted during this epoch; and I am sure that this 
new method places the historian in the center of human history.6

6 By this method, Out of R ev o lu tio n  could be written as the autobiography of 
Western man. See the theory of this in D. L. Miller, “ The Calendar Theory of 
Freedom,”  American Journal o f Philosophy, vol. 4 1, 1944, pp. 320 ff.
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Short-Term Economy

However, when all this is said in defense of our annual routines 
and our holidays and Sundays, it is only fair to add that most 
people seem to have forgotten these facts. The onlooker’s stare 
upon the revolving cycles seems to deprive him of inner participa
tion. A s soon as we think that these calendars can be kept alive 
without our underwriting them and sponsoring and living them, 
they wither. Those who go to church as a mere routine will not 
profit from any liturgical restoration. Something has to happen to 
them personally first; they must realize that new rhythm asks to 
be created, in their own or in the world’s life. A n d of these real 
rhythms, the rhythm of the Church is a reminder and a chal
lenge, but it never is the story itself. Christ is not crucified within 
the church on Good Friday unless he has been crucified on 
Calvary, in stark reality, first.

And this relation of original and reflected living is the reason 
why we must realize the larger rhythm of our own decades in 
stark realism before we can join the Church successfully. The full 
length of our group experiences and the full expanse of man
kind’s struggles for appropriate rhythms is compressed in the 
liturgy; but we shall decipher this cryptic book by some analogous 
experiences in our own life.

It is the only way by which we shall defend the Church against 
the abominable misunderstanding of many of my most well- 
meaning friends. These people say that the services of the Church 
are a beautiful myth, but a myth nevertheless. H ow  is such a 
misunderstanding possible ? A n d mind you, these men and 
women are the most conscientious. Well, they stare at the annual 
cycle as at a spectacle of nature, and not as a process by which we 
bind the years of mere nature into our era. The years of the 
Church are debased and degraded into a matter of fact. But the 
Church was founded for the real progress of our whole lifetime 
and of mankind’s whole history. Her services were intended as the 
self-sacrifice of the congregation for the continuity of mankind
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and as our demand to enter this whole process and to shed our 
purely mechanical, purely blind cycles. The calendar of the 
Church became a myth when people began to listen to somebody 
else’s sermon instead of offering themselves to a perennial way of 
life on Sundays.

The dear conscientious “ myth-rakers,”  what is amiss with 
them ? Their nervous system has been crushed by their daily petty 
schedules. They have been deprived of the wide breath of history 
in their own back yard. It would be too much to ask them to 
encompass their whole life at one glance. They change their 
environments too often for that. The anchor of their soul will bite 
shorter periods only, of a decade or of five years. The fraction of 
time which needs to be cultivated lies between the whole of life 
and any one year in it. Words have lost their meaning and have 
become “ myth” because a new “ optimum” for personal experi
ences waits to be taken up, a time-optimum, of which the last 
centuries did not conceive.

Because the new time-optimum has not been provided, psycho
analysis has taken the place of this. Psychoanalysis is the obvious 
reaction to this deeper lack of rhythm which factory and subiirb 
imposed on us. The knots of personal time are untied by the 
analyst in an individualistic fashion. But even the doctors them
selves are becoming aware of the deficiency of their method. The 
fellowship of a normal group, not the hothouse of sick individual 
consciences, is the answer to our hunger for rhythm.

For the sceptic who still exclaims, “ Fantastic!”  a simple equa
tion in time may be interesting. Our pay-day humanity lives from 
pay-day to pay-day. The year of the community is their longest 
unit. This makes us into a mob because man is man solely by his 
uniting seventy and hundred and six thousand years. Formerly, 
the economic interest of a family was lasting, hereditary, and it 
bound them to some property for a century. The year of, their 
congregations was short because their economies were long lived, 
a lasting inheritance of fields, orchards, house and barn.

Now, one year has become the longest economic unit which a
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working man can encompass. W h y are we so incredulous about 
creating the rhythmical counterpart to this change in the economic 
time unit ? Economy, which was very long, beyond our own life
time, has become brief; that which has been short, the soul’s 
calendar, should be lengthened in correspondence to the shorten
ing of the economic cycle. Man must experience long-range living 
now, by a special effort; his every-day experience has no vestiges 
of it.1

The sceptic may still shrug his shoulders. W ill he answer the 
question, What happens when we do not respond to this need? 
The answer is written in blood and ruins: when everybody does 
his work in the mass, at the split seconds of scientific manage
ment, the super-compensation is the millennium, a thousand years 
of Third Reich, or some other inflated eternity. The balance 
between workday and Sunday is an eternal demand of the human 
soul. Is the work minute, then the slogans become hallucinations 
of many centuries. W h y was Europe shrieking with repristina- 
tions of the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh centuries of our era as 
the standard for national frontiers ? These nightmares of Greater 
Bulgaria, Greater Albania, Greater Germany, were antidotes to 
the insipid existence of the moment in the sudden rise of the 
factory system. The human periods of five, seven, ten years are 
the real new order which is needed. But of our failure to provide 
these short and yet livable periods, demagogues have taken ad
vantage. In 1932 a diplomat accredited to Mussolini’s govern
ment said to me laughingly: “ They call themselves the ancient 
Romans, but they do build the highways which are needed.” This 
cynical remark reveals the relation between the long-range ideol
ogy and short-range living. The demagogues sell their years by 
the thousands to an affamished public of migratory workers.

1 Douglas Horton has drawn my attention to the role of the Hindoo Asramas, 
for our purpose. “ A  new conception of marriage, a new vision of the family, a 
new experiment in sociology came into existence, a new demand for the middle 
aged.”  P. Chenchiah, in Asramas, Past and Present, Kilpauk, Madras, 19 4 1, p. 120.
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If industry would have established group tenancy of tested 
workers over periods from five to fifteen years, Germany might 
have escaped Hitlerism. Because the connection was obvious, my 
work between 1918 and 1933 was devoted to such “ de-concentra- 
tion” of industry.2 Men and women would have faced the stages 
on life’s road as God created these periods, i.e. as rhythmical 
periods which bind us for a time, consistent with our nature, into 
a consecrated fellowship. Our nature demands to be fulfilled in 
equal distance from the split second and the millennium, and in 
this distance from both extremes we shall find our time-optimum.

Teams of between twelve and fifty people could coalesce in 
such temporary groups. These groups will not last forever, as our 
society changes too often in its ways of production. But they 
would be more than mere agglomerations of migratory workers. 
These work platoons or teams, if started on the right foot, could 
finish a common job, could hold on to a communal life until 
another group matured on whom the task could devolve, and 
could experience the stages of realization from the first fierce 
advance to the later stages of tough going and final survival. 
Compared to the commuting masses who are checked by tfie stop 
watch, these teams would work differently, at their own hours, 
under their own administration. For such farming out to personal
ized groups, our big corporations have innumerable opportunities. 
But first, people must come to know that we shall have neither 
towns nor citizens, but job hunters only, without this step. That 
is to say, this next step in industry will not come without a public 
spirit seeing this economic measure in its wider implications.

In the long run, the abolition of slavery paid in dollars. But long 
before it had to be realized that even though it paid, slavery was 
untenable. A ll economics are subservient. I can prove that modern 
ways of industry do not pay because the machinery is far too

2 In 1935 the Lowell Institute in Boston asked me to deliver the Lowell Lec
tures on this theme. See now Philip Mairet in Prospect for  Ckristo-rity, London,
1945.
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bureaucratic. Farming out pays. But nothing is anchored in the 
depth of history which is not first decided regardless of cost. The 
decisive, compelling character of our crisis lies in the fact that the 
masses have no chance of living crucially. Neither can they show 
loyalty to their own past (Roman Empires were made their ersatz 
for such loyalty to their personal past) nor may they prove faith 
in their personal future (thousand years of Hitler’s were ersatz for 
this faith). Modern industry has deprived too many people of their 
right to crucial living, of a wholesome suspense of growing from 
one phase of life into the next. Both our birth into a new quality 
of life, by founding a new community or fellowship or group, 
and our conservatism of seeing the thing through, are needed. 
This dual relation is the character of any living group.

Western industrial society did not produce this week, year, or 
this holiday in time. And so, the World W ars came instead. The 
wars did create for millions a campaign in which .they could leave 
their insipid existence and have these very experiences. Destiny 
will haunt us until we allow ourselves to be remade by this war 
experience. It can teach us what a holiday is. For any war, and 
this is its honor, releases us after its high pressure for the mighty 
moment when peace or armistice is announced.

When the soldiers return, they may desire rest and leisure as in
dividuals. But the community needs for its own health a holiday. 
On this holiday, the tragedy of losses in battles is not forgotten as 
when we are trying to take our minds off something disagreeable. 
The power of a holiday consists in the ascendancy over tragedy. 
N o holiday without pain remembered and suffering sanctified. 
From this bravery a higher certainty of our true calling is acquired. 
Any army which comes home furnishes the community with the 
“ natural” experience of a holiday. In it, our life is restored to the 
full stature of its strength because in pain, in disgrace, in despera
tion, the holiday is rooted; but its fruits are the rebirth of the 
community. For, when we discern the things which only pain 
reveals, we see behind into the things hidden from the eye, we
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see the connection of death with birth, of darkness with light, of 
heaven with earth. God created heaven and earth in the begin
ning. This fact does not suffice. It must be lived. The holiday is 
the occasion on which the sun of this truth rises again over the 
whole community.

The mercifully tendered opportunity to relearn the true charac
ter of holiday, almost ruined by leisure, needs not go to waste. W e  
may derive a law from its emergence in a world war. A n y time 
must tackle its central conflict, bring it into some rhythm, and 
finally ennoble it by a holiday. A s long as the greatest conflict of 
a period is not faced, all its minor conflicts will re-open, under 
its pressure. Husband and wife in sex, capital and labor in pro
duction, youth and old age in culture, are minor conflicts, success
fully reconciled in former periods, but now all breaking up again 
under the pressure of our central conflict for which we have no 
holiday yet.

What is this greatest conflict ? The greatest conflict of our day 
seems to me to be wider even than factory and suburb. The  
extremes are reached when the warrior and the thinker of our 
days are confronted in their tendencies. W hat can Einstein and a 
Ranger say to each other? The cleavage between their official 
philosophies has been taken for granted. W e have left peace-time 
thinking and war-time action completely unreconciled. Thinker 
and warrior have no common history. If we could create it, the 
community spirit would be reborn.

Thought has been academic, warfare has been brutal, these last 
decades. But quite another approach is open to us. W hy not 
recognize the thinker and the soldier of any society in their rela
tion, one manning the first, the other manning the last station on 
the road of the inspiration through a community ? W hy not con
sider the thinker the gateway through which an inspiration enters 
the city for the first time, and the soldier the wall in which the 
spirit has become incarnate so that living souls will defend the 
city as its best wall ?
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It will be our last task, on the following pages, to enlarge on 
the fellowship of peace lest it exclude the boys who return from 
the war. The experiences of soldiering belong on the future Cross 
of Reality. Purely civilian mentality cannot satisfy those who 
crave for the graver Cross of the whole reality around and in us. 
W e need the whole potential of human nature.

Then we would be able to celebrate holidays regularly and 
not in that exceptional moment of the army’s homecoming only. 
Then the devil who saps our power to found communities would 
be hunted down.

Warriors and Thinkers

A  young man of my acquaintance tried to become an ambu
lance driver in Egypt because he considered himself a Christian 
Pacifist. This plan failed; he was drafted. Whereupon he found 
that he was not a real Pacifist. But now he went to the other 
extreme; he left the Episcopal Church. N ot being able to live up 
to his own allegedly Christian standards, he decided to become a 
“pagan” all round, without trimming. It must have broken his 
heart, this absurd decision, because the daily service of prayer and 
praise used to fill him with joy.

Everybody knows that thousands of good boys are in a similar 
predicament, though perhaps not such an extreme one. W h y not 
help them ? But I find that most people are embarrassed. I see no 
reason for embarrassment.

Certainly, if our young soldiers now consider themselves as 
“ fallen men,” and confuse this fact with paganism, it is not their 
own fault. The civilian tradition of thought during the last 
decades did little to encompass the character of the warrior. And  
so, noble energy goes to waste in many souls.

The place of the warrior as against the thinker, the scientist, 
has to be illuminated and to be redefined. Since the millions are 
soldiers now, this mighty republic will lose its identity with its 
scientific and rational past if the connection between warfare and
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science is not found. The era of science must allot a reasonable 
place to the militant fighter. H ow  can W ar and Peace be lived 
by one homogeneous and catholic people of thinkers and fighters ? 
Instead of our cutting them into two frustrated halves of brutes 
and brains, how can the human soul triumph over the separation 
of thinkers and soldiers ?

Is it true that “ the only answer seems to be to have a completely 
separated body of people to do the thinking and planning of 
which the average ‘warrior’ seems incapable” ? This sentence is 
from a naval officer’s letter, after thirteen months of service on a 
destroyer in the Pacific. And he goes on to say: “ Somehow I don’t 
seem to be able to reconcile the ideas of responsibility to the 
immediate job at hand and rather complete irresponsibility to the 
greater task of creating a new and somehow better world. , . . 
M y greatest need at present is to talk seriously with someone out
side the service who is concerned more with the future than with 
the present contingency of shooting down an enemy unit asso
ciated with a machine which must be utterly destroyed, then 
forgotten while one concentrates on the means for eliminating the 
next unit.”  /

And his letter continues: “ The thing that has struck me as most 
dominant in the ‘soldier’ is the idea of ‘forgetfulness.’ This charac
teristic is most evident in our men . . (There follows descrip
tion of battle scenes.)

“ I know you can help me to be a better ‘soldier.’ If you don’t 
maintain some sort of an ideological structure for us to gather up 
when we return I don’t know what will happen—but I feel cer
tain that you won’t let us down.”

Accordingly, I shall try to redefine the interaction of warriors 
and thinkers. For this purpose, the current identification of war 
with paganism and of peace with modernity will have to be 
abandoned.

And this fact may be most easily understood by a quotation 
from the Old Testament. O f course, the whole Old Testament
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says the same everywhere, as a whole, in the five books of Moses, 
in the first three verses of Genesis or in the Prophets. However, 
the Bible speaks our own language, I think, in the last two verses 
of the last book of the last group of writings. They are ascribed 
to the prophet Malachi, and he seems to have been as sociology- 
bitten as we are. For he expressed the secret of the Father-God, 
Spirit-Father, Father-Son mystery, in sociological terms. “ Each 
time,” the prophet said, “ when the hearts of the fathers and the 
hearts of the children are not turned to each other, the land is 
cursed.”

Progress has been so rapid in industry that the land is cursed 
today. The hearts of the parents and the hearts of the children in 
many lands do not entertain the same hopes and fears. Five years 
ago, a minister in N ew  York City established a common living 
center for graduates from one of the great universities. A n d when 
they gathered in 1939, before the war, these young business men 
and lawyers, the wave of the future had engulfed them. They all 
were for a mild form of regimentation. They would not like to 
call it Fascism; however, the choice of their horizon practically 
was restricted to the two possibilities of Communisni or some 
mild brand of American Fascism and corporate state. They cer
tainly had very few religious or political convictions in common 
with the generation of their parents. Perhaps, they had not very 
definite convictions themselves. But instinctively they expected 
regimentation and were ready to be regimented. They did not fall 
in a rage when a German friend, by government regulations, was 
prevented from marrying the girl of his heart who had fled from 
Germany to England for love of him but could not enter the 
States for love of him. (They by now have waited more than 
six years and I still find that young people do not see any reason 
for excitement over this fact which, in 1850, would have been 
unthinkable.) But their own soul was of no great concern to them, 
either. T h e youngest college classes have gone even further in 
their apathy about their own importance.
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N ow , this situation of one generation is a sturdy fact just as the 
fact that we have two legs; each generation differs. A n d neither 
race nor creed nor class has as much influence on history or poli
tics as this mutual seclusion of one generation - and all others. 
“ Every generation is a secret society, and has incommunicable 
enthusiasms, tastes and interests which are a mystery both to its 
predecessors and to posterity.” 1

This generation expects jobs. The previous one had a social 
worker’s tender conscience. Before the children of men rushed 
for gold. Before again, they were Mormons, Oneida Socialists, 
Owenites, Millerites.

These are facts as stubborn as that some people are born black 
and others white. Aye, since the mystery of each generation is less 
known, it is. even more stubborn a fact than black and white. 
As a temporal form of existence, the spirit of each generation is 
mere material, for exploitation. It is a pre-religious, pre-Christian, 
and pre-historical reality. Man occurs in the guise of his genera
tion’s spirit.

Before any man can enter history or turn his heart to his chil
dren or to his parents, his predilections have to be met, and only 
then will he listen or have anything lasting to say in history. For, 
in themselves the spirits of the times will not permanently interest 
the world. For, the spirits of the times are themselves mere 
phases of this world’s cycles.

This would be different if one generation could be alone on 
earth. They indeed would be free to forget about their parents 
and their children. They would need no religion, and they cer
tainly would never believe in a revelation which talks o£ Father 
and Son as equally responsible for the spirit. Obviously, such a 
nomenclature connotes some process which runs counter to the 
spirit of any one generation. The terms are clear. In the Divinity, 
Father and Son unfold the quality of being, by spreading it 
through two generations. And the Spirit, lest he be confused with

1 John Jay Chapman, M em ories  and M ilestones, New York, 1915, p. 184.
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the wit of the moment, is explicitly said to descend from the 
interaction of two generations, the Father and the Son.

The analogy for man should be obvious. H e can’t be the image 
of God if he serves the spirit of his own time.

Neither the social workers nor the semi-fascists have a history 
in the future. For the morality of one particular generation does 
not survive the mores of that generation. Mores, thank God, are 
transient and when they are good mores, they do not petrify 
like vices.

But the merely generative mind, genius, worships its own prod
ucts; the pagan mind equates the life span of his own creative 
faculties with the life span of the energy which allows him to 
think. It is the pagan’s obsession to admire his own philosophy 
and to believe that his mind is generated within his own nature, 
at his birth. W e hear people boast of their birthright and native 
nature, and condemn others for their different one.

But this equation of one generation’s spirit and the spirit does 
not work. It is true that a man’s physical life span is measured
from birth to death. (The Church never did this but counted
from  baptism to funeral.) F rom  this simile, m an concludes that 
his mind is his lifetime companion, progressing also from birth 
to death.

However, while this life stretches from the cradle to the grave 
the life span of an inspiration reaches from the middle of one 
m an’s life to the middle of the life in the next generation. T h u s 
the difference between our physical and mental existence is ex
pressed in the difference of their periods or rhythms. A s carriers 
of physical life, we feel our life to be an unbroken sequence. A s 
carriers of valid thinking, as scientists, rulers, writers, parents, 
experts, officers, we can’t have peace if we try to imprison this 
thinking process within us or if we think of it as synchronized 
with our own physical life-span.

These ways of thought invade our physical existence in the 
middle of life, mould us, put us into our class, vocation, or office.
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And by our functioning in them and under “ the rules of the 
game,” we start younger men on the road to succeeding us in 
our social role. Shaped life attracts younger, more shapeless life 
always, because in nature all shapeliness commands reiteration. 
(The psychoanalysts call this the “ compulsion to repeat,” but it is 
the great economic law of the universe.) The young always try 
to inherit everything which there is to inherit from the past.

For instance, every boy or girl in this country learns the three 
R ’s. N ow , perhaps they would have better minds if they learned 
the Greek letters and language instead, but they have no choice. 
This English is their heritage. Long before they could choose, 
their elders have moulded their minds and made them into Eng
lish speakers, English readers, English writers, and accountants. 
The young depend on the choices made for them by their elders. 
A n  heir is not somebody who can chose what he shall inherit; if 
he could make his choice, he would be self-made. But, in so far as 
his inheritance is determined, he is an heir, and under the laws 
of heredity. And to his heredity a man may say either yes or no, 
but he is caught in this one alternative which is not creative. H e  
does, however, determine the background of the next generation.

Hence, one’s generation’s background is due to the previous 
generation’s foreground. M y father’s values determined my edu
cation. And by no action of mine can I cancel out the fact that 
his education preceded my own judgments. I am more the product 
of his intent or his omissions than his own life was. I am his heir. 
Only my own son or students may fully reflect my own choices.

Society is based upon a principle of dovetailing which is un
known in the animal kingdom. T o  ourselves and to the education 
of ourselves, one insight comes too late. W e can only close the 
door of the barn after the horse is stolen. A  man who would try 
to make himself would be bruised and scarred all over his body 
and soul. H e would be hard-boiled. And in biology, hard- 
boiledness is equal to failure. Life needs plasticity. Therefore, our 
thoughts intervene between our bruises and the newborn baby’s
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plasticity. The most important effects have already affected us 
when we come to think of them. O f course, when they have done 
their work, we may reconsider and doubt them, and act differ
ently. But since we ourselves are already determined, our new 
conclusions stand a fairer chance of bearing fruit in others than 
in ourselves.

This constitutes the great human secret. Mendel’s mutation 
takes place in the conception and birth of the individual. Our 
historical mutability, on the other hand, is effective as a mental 
relation between two people, two generations, two times. Those 
qualities or energies which link at least two, and weld them info 
a cooperative being, “ transpeciate” our species constantly into new 
men; naturally, these qualities can only be found when they are 
not looked for within the individual. In him we shall never dis
cover how any social function unifies the speaker and the doer, the 
first and the second doer, and so on. These energies must be 
processes between two minds, two hearts, two people, at least; 
perhaps between many more. The obstinacy with which psychol
ogy has studied the mental processes within the individual is no 
proof that its method is fruitful. The dream of a self-taught, self
ruling man is a bad dream. The measure for teaching and ruling 
cannot be found from the abnormal compression of these processes 
into one individual. Historical man is taught by others, and rules 
others; and in these relations, he is compelled to realize himself. 
“ He,” never exists, but is always between two times, two ages, as 
son and father, layman and expert, the end of one era, and the 
beginning of another. In their despair, the mental monadists—  
who look for the mind inside the individual—call our time a 
period of transition. Sheer nonsense; the essence of time is transi
tion. In so far as we act or speak, we can act or speak meaning
fully only between two other generations preceding and succeed
ing us, because we always come too late to ourselves.

M y self is not the container for my acts and ideas. M y acts 
carry out the ideas implanted in myself. M y ideas plant the acts
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in somebody else because he will be purer to receive them. Since 
this is so, our will is not a vehicle for making ourselves. Freedom  
of the will is not the subject matter for self-worship or self-reli
ance. Freedom is given us because of our functions as enders and 
beginners. Our function as children requires to be superseded by 
our function as parents. The child is certainly not father of the 
man; I think that this is the central fallacy of mental theory. The  
romanticism of Rousseau and Wordsworth destroyed the con
tinuity between generations; and as a substitute condemned the 
poor children to carry a burden which rightly their elders should 
bear. The child prodigy of the nineteenth century is the ghastly 
result of this impatience with the individual. H e was in a hurry 
to be his own father; as a reaction, he usually remained childish. 
F r e e d o m  is given us for the race. If we try to interpret freedom 
as given us for ourselves, we grossly exaggerate our abilities. If 
we deny freedom, we fall into the snares of racial servitude. Jesus 
remained under the Jewish law to the end of his first thirty years. 
It took him the time span of what is called one generation to 
outgrow the synagogue. His obedience consisted in his patient 
walk through life. The risen Christ may walk with all meii. H e  
could not belong to the ages if he had gone at nineteen into the 
desert and founded a sect then and there. In his walk through 
his generation, if we w^lk with him, we are all freed from our 
native limitations.

It is the whole content of Christianity that we are free, but that 
we arrive too late at our own freedom for fully wielding its liber
ating forces ourselves. Our own time is a station between the 
times which our freedom rejects and the times which our patience 
prepares. The meaning of liberty is our power of creating a new 
kind of man. This power is capable of closing the breach between 
the mere fashions of each separate generation. Enslaved by the 
latest trend and current events, we rush to the worship of the 
gods of our days. And these gods of the day follow each other 
in a cycle similar to the business cycle. Every type of mentality
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automatically begets its undertaker in form of the opposite 
philosophy. And in the cycle of all possible philosophies the poor 
devils are caught blindly.

But we can wake up and see the cycle and break its spell and 
create peace beyond the warring spirits of the times. This power 
was the distinguishing feature of our era. Therefore when this 
power goes into eclipse, we are back to paganism, immediately. 
And in paganism, eternal war is the order of the day, and war 
only, between all the spirits of men. Accordingly, the Nazis who 
proclaimed “eternal war” and “ annihilation”  and “ elimination”  
banked on the one generation of the “ Youth Movement”  which 
broke away from all peaceful relations with their parents. A ll the 
revolutionaries in Europe are “ matters of one age”  and play up 
their own spirit ruthlessly. The Nazis reveal that, if one generation 
may carry out its temporal spirit unhampered, war becomes the 
only principle of life.

But it is no good to retreat, in the face of this relapse into 
paganism, into the eternal city of peace. The eternalists would like 
to look down with superiority into the arena of human fighting. 
W e have heard their protest of an eternal peace, and certainly the 
Pacifists are the indispensable antithesis to the ghastly warhoops 
of the temporal mind. But the antithesis is Pharisaic and incom
plete.

They are right when they abhor war as the order of the world; 
it certainly is its disorder. The world was created for peace. But 
they are wrong when they do not add that the act of creating 
the world is a perpetual act. W hat we call the creation of the 
world is not an event of yesterday, but the event of all times, and 
goes on right under our noses. Every generation has the divine 
liberty of recreating the world.

The transient mind stares at war, finds it everywhere and pro
claims it the form of life. The eternalist stares at peace and pro
claims it the content of life. Both suffer from a fixation. Both are 
lacking in freedom. The soul knows that we move in a world at
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war to bring peace into it. In every hour of history the recreation 
of that peace, which was created into the world as its goal from 
the beginning, is the topic of our fight. Between the war party 
which places itself on the side of the world “ as it is” only, and the 
peace party which places itself on the side of God only, our loves, 
hopes and beliefs force us to proclaim a “ war and peace” party. 
The Cities of Men and the City of God form one crucial unity in 
a living person. The chaotic world at war, and the emerging new 
peace for this chaos which made the war, are the two aspects of 
a mankind in cooperation.

A t this point, the greatness of the educational vogue of the last 
hundred years becomes clear. Liberalism as mere anarchy of be
liefs or values does not impress me. But liberalism as willingness 
of parents to give their children a futuristic education strikes me 
as great. These parents were ready to let their children go further 
than they themselves could reach. The true Christian spirit of 
Liberalism lies in this willingness of whole generations to let the 
next generation go into a future from which the parents them
selves were excluded.

Since the liberal anarchy of standards for the individual around 
us is so colossal, our fundamentalists easily overlook this very 
definite creed of the agnostic age. Between the generations, a bond 
of parents’ love and children’s faith was established which trans
lated the parents’ hopes into the children’s lives. This should make 
us feel reverent.

However, although the parents made the sacrifice, the institu
tions of learning did not do the same. W hen the boys came to 
school and college, the older generation there declined to mould 
them into new men. The interpersonal energies which connect 
two ages were denied. Man had, they were told, his own mind 
to and for himself. And so the teachers and students on our 
campuses lived under the fiction that they were contemporaries 
and could feel and think the same things. Nobody was respon
sible for anybody else’s thoughts; nobody was meant to be his
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brother’s keeper. A n d the teachers left their lives outside the 
classroom deliberately. It was bad taste to teach with ardor.

A t this moment, a young generation is in a new kind of war, 
a war which is not based on a settled society of the past, but on 
an industrial society of constant flux and change. This generation 
does not fight, as all former patriots did, for the father’s laws and 
order because they know from their fathers themselves that change 
is of the essence. Change, so they have been taught, is their birth
right. So, if they are to fight, the soldiers must fight for a future 
beyond the war, not for the past as it was before this crisis.

Our soldiers wait for opportunities, not simply of returning 
home, but of turning towards a new peace and of immigrating 
into the future. The morale of this army will depend largely on 
a change of heart in the articulating generations, the people who 
teach, write, speak, and occasionally think.

Our schools have tried to teach the boys and girls the values 
which we feel they should think about. That usually meant that 
they were asked to feel that which we thought. So they ceased to 
feel. N ow , the discovery of the two-generation-way of the mind 
in action involves a tremendous change. The young first rpust be 
allowed to feel, to scent, to presage, to fight for themselves, to 
quench evil, to protect the world before we can speak to them 
theoretically. The old must think out lucidly that which the 
young have felt or can feel about the future. “ W e may conceive 
humanity as engaged in an internecine conflict between youth 
and age. Youth is not defined by years but by the creative impulse 
to make something. The aged are those who, before all things, 
desire not to make a mistake. Logic is the olive branch from the 
old to the young.” 2

In other words, the thinker (any man, old or young, who is 
asked a question, finds himself in this awkward role) should not 
ask the doer (the man who is about to act, perhaps on the basis 
of the thinker’s answer) to share the detachment of the thinker.

2 Alfred N . Whitehead, The Aims of Education, N ew  York, 1929, p. 179.
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This, however, is what our academic education does, and the 
detachment of the thinker-answerer is recommended as the only 
right emotional climate. “ Don’t get excited” is no wise counsel 
to young men. If they no longer can get excited the world decays, 
just as much as when the old men can’t keep cool.

Therefore, the thinkers should try to think out clearly the 
same processes which work up the emotions of the soldier of life 
so deeply that he is willing to give his life for safeguarding order. 
The thinker’s clarity should match the soldier’s intensity, without 
ever forgetting that by his clarity he tries to rival the heat engen
dered in a human heart. Therefore, the thinker depends upon the 
flames of passion burning in the doer, and these high tempera
tures provoke and challenge his effort in lucidity and dispassion
ateness. These flames must burn without smoke.

The collaboration of soldiers and thin\ers must be the central 
article of any society's constitution. Only then will the thinkers 
drop all pettiness and rediscover those truths which are vital.

This would be nothing but applied Christianity. It would carry 
the evangelical relation which has grown up between parents and 
children during the century of Liberalism to its logical conclu
sion. A nd the schools and colleges would now undergo the same 
conversion which the parents underwent when the Autocrat of 
the Breakfast Table was buried.

When the parents ceased to play God Almighty for the beliefs 
of their children, they did something of significance for the uni
versal relation between thinkers and soldiers: they trusted the 
young.

Must not anybody who is asked a question about the road, and 
has to find an answer, speak cautiously, trying to make no mistake 
because the other fellow might march off wrongly upon the 
answer? The soul’s delight is in doing this, here; the mind’s 
genius is to think all in the proper system. A s cautious as my 
answer to the stranger who asks for directions, so bold must be 
the action of the man who goes to war. Thought is born by dr-
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cumspection. But a soul is born through the growing pains of 
suffering in action.

Before this war, our schools preached to the young to avoid 
conflict, to avoid pains, even the growing pains of that suffer
ing which is the inexorable counterpart of acting according 
to your heart’s command. W hen Aeschylus said that the counsel 
of Zeus prevailed, which ordained that the man who acted had 
to suffer, he said something as true as that “ two and two is four.”  
But this interplay of action and “passion,” doing and paying the 
penalty for it, has been ridiculed by sociologists, psychologists and 
all the monadists. A n d so, they sterilized the young because the 
interplay between the generations was taken for granted. For 
thirty years, the Holy Ghost had abdicated .in favor of the Spirit 
of the Times and the wit of the individual. The thinking of our 
college men became childish because the old' and young tried to 
obliterate their difference in age, and played together as though 
they were one age. Compromise became the great slogan. Before 
they probed into the depth of their feelings or the profoundness 
of their thoughts, people hastened to compromise. A n d these 
compromises satisfied as much as did the Missouri Compromise; 
they did not create one common reality between different genera
tions. Since nobody took the trouble to pour his real desire or his 
real vision into the compromise, no promise was fulfilled by it, 
and all hope was frustrated.

When a student of mine understood this, he wrote me one 
sentence which touched me to the quick. I had not foreseen this 
reaction; and I still stand in admiration before this lucid sentence: 
“ Oh,” he wrote— and this is a literal quotation— “ I am a pagan; 
for I have no speech.”

H e had discovered paganism to be the lack of relation between 
the generations of mankind. And in the process he had made the 
much more important discovery that speech is not the .by-product 
of individual action or individual thinking, but that we speak 
with power only when acts and thoughts meet. Our tongue, our 
power of the word to which the millions obediently march and
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serve and sacrifice, is not the “expression” of scientific ideas, or 
the war cry of blindly marching cohorts. The living speech of a 
community results from the polarization of acts and thoughts; 
like the spark which crosses the dark gap between the positive 
and negative pole of electricity, speech is a flaming arc connecting 
different generations. On the one hand, blind acts are speechless, 
and who does not know the dumbness of the mere busybody ? 
But—and that is mostly forgotten— similarly, abstract ideas are 
speechless; in a sense, all science is nearly speechless; it is a whis
per between experts. Only when taught, only when facing a new 
generation, does science recover speech. The blessing which re
sults when thinkers and soldiers face each other is that public 
speaking is reborn. Speech blends the two processes of pure 
thought and pure action. The student who signed as a pagan did 
so because he found himself outside this electric arc; but whereas 
most of us remain unconscious of our exile, he discovered that 
we have, as children and parents, a spiritual office, in the never- 
ending chain of generations. The lin\s of a chain must overlap. 
The evolutionary scheme of the last century omitted this big 
question of overlapping, of putting the rings of the chain together. 
Lest the chain remain unforged, children and parents cannot 
behave as though they were contemporaries. Both must go to the 
edge of life, in militancy against danger, for the reorientation of 
the species; one exposing their physical life as soldiers, the other 
exposing their social reputation as thinkers. (This is the reason 
why no progress in human thought is possible without the mar
tyrs of thought or science.) A  brave man is he who risks his 
status quo lest new life be stifled or higher life be destroyed. 
When we eat, when we breathe, we integrate lower life into 
richer life; our social acts obey the same law. The physical exist
ence, in the soldier’s case, and in the thinker’s case, the moral 
existence, are the chips which we stak£ for the essence.

By now, the soldier will be seen as a spiritual agent, "‘while we 
come to admit that thinking itself is risky action. The “ spirit”  is 
a comprehensive term for both action and thinking. When the
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spirit of France died, she lost Paris, her intellectual center, and 
Toulon, the center of her imperial strength, both. T o  the spirit, 
mind and body are both mere materiel.

If there is one spirit, thinkers and soldiers move in one common 
sense. A nd there is one spirit when the parent-thinker in us brings 
up his pearl of thought out of the same darkness in which the 
son is plunged by the feelings and passions of his youth. W e  
should think up to our impulses and feelings, not as it is the 
fashion, drag our lives behind some abstraction, some “ ism,”  of 
our mind’s making. If a thinker rethinks the truth in the light of 
a doer’s vital impulses and actions, the future way of life lies 
open again as it was proclaimed in the beginning of our era as 
the good news. N e w  lives may be lived in freedom; the young 
may trust their vital instincts, no guilt from the past shall asperse 
them, for their elders wilt forge an armor of thought around 
their hearts’ flames. The expert may retranslate this into theology. 
For my naval lieutenant, junior grade, the quotation of “ original 
sin”  at this point would add little. H e is impatient to see the right 
relation restored: “ I feel certain you won’t let us down.”

. Thinking for soldiers, instead of ruminating for children, is a 
very new aspect of research and education. But this is the reform 
of our educational system which the three witnesses demand; 
the speechless college senior, the “ forgetful” lieutenant, and the 
man who leaves the Church when he enters the army. Higher 
education in the future can only be planned for people who serve 
and fight life’s battles, on whatever fighting front, who can see 
the flame of faith, the rays of thought, the reflexes in acts, all as 
incarnations of God’s word.

Otherwise the bodies of the young might be slaughtered for 
the dated ideas of a senile science or the mature ideas of truth 
might be butchered by the rash instincts of brutes. In between 
lies the road of atonement between the body of young life and 
the mind of the old life. These two have to coexist and to inter
penetrate.
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In this, what else do we say than that which was known 
always ? The coexistence of more than one generation at the same 
time, the deliverance from blind cycles and sequences, was called 
the achievement of the Holy Spirit. He was conceived as prb- 
ceeding from the Father and the Son. W e all know that a father’s 
mind should enter into the impulses of his son. That is the reason 
why nobody may call himself a father, by mere physical procrea
tion. Fatherhood is rethinking the world in the light of one’s 
children. W h y is God so inexhaustibly original? Because he re
thinks the world for every generation of his children.

Beyond the level of brains or brutes, of scientists and warriors, 
the soul is born. The soul in the scientist ensouls him into a 
teacher; and the soul of the warrior transforms him into a soldier. 
A ll through this essay, we spoke not of “ scientist”  and “ warrior,”  
but of “ soldier”  and “ thinker,”  because all the time we antici
pated a mutual recognition between the representatives of war 
and the representatives of peace.

W hen the “ warrior” learns to incarnate the spirit of his society, 
he is emancipated from any instinctive blindness. The soldier is a 
freed warrior. W hen the “ free thinker” is drafted by fthe love 
of his neighbor, he is freed from the anarchy of his arbitrary 
thoughts and transformed into the teacher. The experience of 
such ensoulment will make us understand the power called soul, 
the power to change our mind.

In virtue of our soul, freedom and draft should change places. 
Free soldiers and drafted thinkers would recognize their identity. 
They are brothers. They can speak to each other. And this is the 
inspiration which was promised us as the Comforter through 
the Ages.

T h e  C am pin g  M in d

The soldier’s great virtue is the direct attack, the hunch where 
to advance, the intuition on the basis of scanty information but
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so timely that the enemy is taken by surprise. But if the soldier 
had his way completely, he would soon run out of ammunition.
The thinker’s great virtue is his methodically covering the whole 
ground, organizing everything, systematizing everything. W hat 
it would mean if the thinker had his way, we may easily learn 
from the Belgian Minister of W ar; he reported to his people from 
Washington: “ Every single request,”  he said, “ has to be made out 
in 256 copies. If you know this, you’ll be patient with me.” The  
price of completeness is the loss of precious time. Systematic 
thinking incarnates Bureaucracy. Do we not all know that a 
woman’s guess is more accurate than a man’s certainty ? Obvi
ously, hunch and statistics must be reconciled.

N ow , if it is true that external war should be made impossible, 
then we will have to incorporate some weapon against the 256 
copies into our peace-time society. Or else this society will always 
come too late to any emergency, to any task. A nd the worst will 
have happened before the survey is completed. Therefore, the 
corollary to the abolition of war is the integration of the soldier’s 
way of life into the mental life of the community.

Peace cannot be organized when the audacity of the'warrior is 
not invited. A nd as the integration of the soldier’s generative 
force into the community had not been achieved after pioneering 
was over, the two world wars were indispensable. N o w  the young 
know at least what we are talking about, as soldiers. They have 
realized the interplay of the generations; soldiers bridge the abyss 
between the founders of the nation and its future by an act of 
faith. The faith of the soldier may become an active force in 
peace-time, checking the reason of the old.

W hat would we gain? W ould it not be very unpleasant to i
have these constant conflicts ? Yes, it would be voluntary conflicts :
spread thin over innumerable occasions which should take the 
place of the huge explosion called a war. The worl4 catastrophes 
would be replaced by an infinite number of controlled explosions.
The parallel is the explosion motor in which we mix the fuel for
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a constructive result as compared to the vast and destructive 
explosions in a mine when the gases gather uncontrollably.

The greatest invention of our times, the explosion motor, has a 
lesson to tell. Our human catastrophes occur when the explosions 
occur blindly. W e cannot have life without explosions; let us 
bring them under control by spreading them and by dispersing 
them and by putting them to some positive use.

The mixture of the explosive fuel in the realm of man would 
be composed of young man’s faith and old man’s reason. In war, 
the faith of the young is harnessed to the old man’s reason or 
prejudices, anyway. But war is wasteful because the faith of the 
young does not rewrite the reason of the old. A  peace-time ex
ploitation of the new explosive fuel would reverse the relation of 
faith and reason in war.

It would try to make use of the two prodigious virtues of 
reason and faith, and it would try to eliminate the two vicious 
qualities of the two. W hat are their virtues and vices ? *

Reason is objective and gives us security. Faith is selective and 
has a sense of the important. These are the virtues. But reason 
deals with everything under the sun and plays with ideas regard
less of urgency; it passes the buck. A nd faith is hectic and inter
mittent. These are their vices. If faith and reason operate in 
separation* the objective world of reason remains unimportant, 
and the important world of faith remains disconnected. And this 
means that wars will break out in shorter and shorter intervals. 
For wars are an expression of the “ too late” of our thought, and 
the helpless “ too early” of our intuitions. It has been said that 
life is an experiment in timing.1 If this is true then life cannot 
be lived right when the generations are left to themselves, because 
one is too late and the other is too early, by their very nature. The  
laissez faire, laissez aller between the playboys and the bureau
crats leads to disaster. The condition for any victory over wars

1 It was written on the door o£ Eduard Lindeman’s room, during the World 
Conference of Adult Education, in Cambridge, England.
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is a voluntary and perpetual spiritual duelling between thinkers 
and soldiers. The time lag of Reason cannot be cured unless it is 
put under pressure by the bold approach of youth; and, vice versa, 
a blind youth goes Hitler.

This rhythm above two and more generations ties in with the 
rhythm within any individual life as discussed in the previous 
section. W e cannot be surprised by this analogy. In a mechanized 
world, rhythm has to be rediscovered everywhere as our free con
tribution and creative victory over the forces of blind living.

Our academic world has denied or overlooked the spiritual 
value of the energies invested in war. Thus it may be pertinent 
to give a new label to the new interaction of two and more 
generations. W e have had the scholastic mind in the Church. A n d  
we have had the academic mind in the professions of the nations. 
N o w  the Great Society appeals to you and me to find forms for 
a third, unheard of, mentality. The Great Society which shall 
contain all the nations will receive no mental uplift by the threat 
of war. She cannot stay alive if the spirits of various times, 
inside of her, are not pitted against each other in all their energy. 
Lest we cease to compromise all our conflicts dispiritedly, we will 
have to go on destroying each other physically. A  moral equiva
lent of war will not suffice. It may have to be a mental equivalent 
of war as well. For this adventure the ministry of neither the 
Church nor the State seems ready. So let us appeal to the “ camper,”  
to the man between two battles; the minds of such campers would 
be willing to change in order to avoid a bloody conflict. They 
would accept the clash of anvil and hammer, between old and 
young, and that means that these minds should be willing to die 
and to rise again. Instead of cramming all the facts that contradict 
the main theory in footnotes and appendices, such a mind would 
put the great question of the irresistible next conflict frankly in 
the center of the page.

I propose the name of the Camping Mind or the Drafted -Mind 
for this mentality which should supersede the complacencies of
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the scholastic distinctions and the Platonic reflections on the 
world.

In Chapter two, we gave some practical anticipations of such 
camping mentality. In Chapter three, we saw whole sciences re
lapsing into vicious circles because the academic mind was help
less against cyclical thinking, by its own resources. Especially 
economics may serve us as an example of the choice which must 
be made between a relapse in mercantilism of the eighteenth 
century or a mental conversion to the real issue of our times. The  
choice will depend on whether we use the academic or establish 
the camping mind to do the thinking.

The camper’s mentality can never be satisfied with the cyclical 
relapse, as he is born out of the knowledge of impending doom. 
This mind knows that it it is called forth exclusively as human
ity’s breathing spell between the last war and the next. Thought 
is breathing, inhalation, inspiration, a respite. Therefore, the eco
nomic shortcomings of the prewar crisis would not be tucked 
away as marginal notes to the otherwise classical theory but they 
would be placed in the center of the system. The camping mind 
would be transfixed by the question of unemployment as/ by 
arrows. It would make itself vulnerable by admitting that as long 
as these causes were not made central, economic theory was not 
yet scientific. By admitting its own shocking inadequacy, the 
science of economics would take the first step towards its own 
conversion. For although yet unable to answer its own questions, 
economics would acquire an insight into the proper degree of 
importance of its questions. The hierarchy of importance is un
known in the academic community; the unpaid laundry bills of 
Walt Whitman may be given as much importance as his “Ode for 
Lincoln.” The good taste of the academic mind is the only barrier 
against such nonsense; yet it is true that the mind of mere peace
time thinking has no way of protecting itself against unimportant 
and superfluous questions. Everybody knows how new question
naires are invented and new studies are manufactured from sheer

235
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curiosity or unemployment of the mind. The camping mind ad
vocated by us as the institutional and mental result of our last 
catastrophes would insist on the Unum Necessarium, on the 
proper order of thought. It would distinguish between two states 
of a science: the one in which the great and important question 
is lifted up high above the secondary ones. A n d the later stage in 
which this grand central question finally is answered. Today, the 
secondary questions claim equal rank with the central question. 
Yet it is only on behalf of the central question that the public 
supports this specific science at all. And it takes a new resolve to 
shake off the parasites of secondary problems which beset the 
body of each science in unending multiplication.

W e who, under the influence of science and techniques, are 
so accustomed to speak of the proper order of things must re
educate ourselves to the proper order of topics to think about. In 
politics, we all follow this order of the agenda. But academically 
our systems of thought defy this imposition. N ow , don’t mis
understand my demand. The cure of unemployment may make 
necessary innumerable detours of thinking and highly specialized 
investigations. A ll I claim is that nevertheless w e1 already can 
know today that the economic significance of the returning soldier 
should create a turning-point in our economic thinking. W e may 
try to fit him into our system by hook and crook. Then we would 
actually obdurate our minds to the mental revolution. This would 
leave economics as a science in the state of astronomy before 
Copernicus. The Ptolemaic System did digest new facts in the 
sky by hook and crook but it was far too clumsy and complicated. 
W hen Copernicus placed some real observations in the center of 
his thought, the new solar theory emerged. Similarly, our eco
nomic theory could remain in its timeless supineness to this catas
trophe. But we have seen in the third chapter that if economics 
does this, it goes cyclical and already is back to '«1770 because of 
this tendency to mull over all the aspects of the peace-time en
trepreneur once more. Thus, for its own salvation, economic
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science now should place the returning soldier in the center of 
its thinking, lest it merely repeat itself. But this means quite 
some revolution. For the mind would thereby accept its dated
ness. It would admit that consciousness dawns as a free response 
to great suffering. It would accept the home-coming veteran as 
the crux of the matter instead of the gold or silver or the com
modities or the capital goods. W ith the veteran the cornerstone of 
economic theory, Adam  Smith, as well as mercantilism, would 
be superseded. This would be real progress because it would for
bid the economist to fall in this thinking of us below the real 
role of each of us in the division of labor. The reader may recall 
that progress was “ a less and less falling out or down or away 
from our truest nature” (Chapter three). N o w  the new economic 
theory would realize that man is not an entrepreneur or a wage 
earner solely but that he also is the founder and soldier of the 
same society in which he must be able to make a living. W ith  
the camping mind of the returning soldier made the cornerstone 
of our theory, the nature of the man whom economics contem
plates would have changed. This man now reproduces society as 
well as he produces within society. H e gives life to the Social 
order and he makes a living. He must be used in this dual capac
ity by any economic system which deserves this name at all.

H ow  can this “ inthronization” of a new mentality be brought 
about ? Certainly not by wishful thinking. A  different daily prac
tice is required. The soldiers must not return so hastily as to 
obliterate their scientific significance as the new cornerstone. They 
must become embodiments which tell us lastingly that they de
mand from the public consciousness to treat the peace as a time 
of grace between two wars. The actual presence of such servants 
of peace would dispel the laziness of science which would like 
to think of itself as timeless and which hates to admit that it is 
suspended on a “ Today”  between the last and the next catas
trophe. W hat every soldier knows is not explicitly stated in our 
textbooks. This makes the new relation of soldier and teacher
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an urgent necessity. It is easier for whole nations to change their 
religion than for a body of science to change its fundamental 
ways of thinking. Lest we forget, lest we forget, the warrior and 
soldier must be asked to remain present to the mind of science 
institutionally.

Our peacemakers and planners must be supported by camps 
all over the globe, where youth, recruited from every town 
and village all over the globe, serves. This service must imple
ment the global organization as the young must experience what 
the old are planning before the old can have any authority. 
Such camps, in which unselfish service represents the flames 
which knowledge and thought then may transform to light, 
would be a fitting synthesis of the two eras which are coming to 
an end. One was the era of the “ Enlightenment”  in which light 
was worshipped. The other was revolutionary and it worshipped 
fire, arson, fire bombs, demolition squads, revolutions, elimina
tions, concentration camps, etc.

Light in isolation, and fire in isolation had their say. But fire, 
light, and warmth are three equally necessary phases of the com
munal life. The fire of the service men and the light? of reason, 
and the warmth spread from their interaction into the mechan
ized areas of production and consumption, this seems to me the 
full process of living.

The Rhythm of the New World

If the camping mind, the mind that does not gloss over dif
ferences in abstract idealism but dares to polarize them, receives 
recognition, after the war, the deepest conflict of the United States 
will be on the way toward solution. A t the end of this book the 
reader is requested to look back upon Interim America as we 
found it in our first chapter and upon the peculiar American 
tradition ever since 1776.

This tradition implied an ambiguity. The ambiguity was the
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term, The N e w  World. Every European who came to this coun
try used the term N ew  World, with two meanings: geographical 
and spiritual. Geographically, America was new because it was 
discovered in the midst of our era. Spiritually, she did not share 
antiquity of the Middle Ages. She was new because she owed 
her settlement to an expansion of the Old W orld into the N ew . 
A  new power geographically, and a new society spiritually, com
bined in the term, the N ew  World! The newness was and is 
two things in one: an addition in space; an elevation in level or 
standard. The N ew  W orld had a new quality as well as a new 
quantity.

From 1776 onward, the American consciousness liked to dwell 
on the new quality of its society; but the political reality still 
required her to expand in size and quantity, in the old frame of 
national sovereignty. Hence the blend of mental pacifism with a 
wonderful fighting physique. Hence, also, the dismay of the 
American thinking group whenever an armed conflict occurred. 
The new quality of life and the new lands in the West clashed. 
And especially one peculiar consequence was the long period of 
incubation before a war was heeded and digested. The resulting 
rhythm of America I have examined elsewhere at length. The  
American consciousness always was a half-generation behind the 
military event. The French-Canadian W ar, which drove the 
French out of America, conditioned Independence. The war also 
produced George Washington as the potential leader. But nobody 
in 1763 had an inkling of this necessary effect. The Mexican W ar 
forced a solution of the slave question on the States. But the 
country did not wish to see this. Fifteen years later the Civil W ar 
cashed in on the victories in Mexico.

Andrew Jackson and the frontier came forward by his victory 
at N ew  Orleans, a victory won in great independence from the 
government. In 1829 he was President and revolutionized, govern
ment by the spoils system.

In 1917, the United States entered the W orld W ar very much
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against everything officially said before. And in 1932 the N ew  
Deal was elected to face the real economic disaster created by
W orld W ar L

Has all this anything to do with Christianity or with the Chris
tian Future? O f course, it has. The state of our consciousness is 
a part of our conscience. The rift between the facts and the 
ideology made the mind lag behind the soul’s ordeals and sacri
fices. They produced the indescribable torn-to-pieces-hood of the 
American public spirit.

W hile to the American mind the world was already so new 
that man could afford to live without wars, to the American 
geography this was far from being the case. Each time a war was 
fought, it was done with the face turned away from it at first, 
with a bad conscience or with a loss of faith. A  friend, an expert 
in government, wrote to me in January 1945 when the Greek t 
and the Polish and many other questions weighed down the 
spirit: “ During the last year, America has lost her simple faith.”  
H e was right. But I could give chapter and verse for the repeti
tion of this loss of naive faith whenever a war took this country 
by surprise, as it always did.1 #

The artificial divorce between cause and effect, between event 
in outer reality and mental response, is the miraculous rhythm of 
America during the last 190 years. It was concealed from our 
history textbooks because the very first response and effect, the 
Declaration of Independence, usually was treated as though it did 
not follow necessarily from the French-Canadian W ar and the 
British N avy’s victories.

The whole country of these United States today enters a new 
era because this rhythm is definitely interrupted. A ll the other 
wars created completely new spaces: and the mind slowly discov-

1 For the reader’s convenience, here is the list taken from O u t o f  Revolution,
on the lag of consciousness; l»
1756-63 1812-15 1846- (1898— Spanish W ar. Theodore Roose- 1917
1776 1829 1861 velt a candidate in 1912: abortive) 19.33
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ered the political changes implied in these breath-taking ad
vances.

This time we had a make-up examination. The same assign
ment was enacted twice. And, therefore, this is the first great 
American crisis in which the mind is up-to-date and the contem
porary of the event, to a certain extent. W e might face “ The 
suicide of Europe,”  the veritable end of t h e  o l d  w o r l d  with all 
that this end of the corollary to our n e w  w o r l d  implies. Instead 
of merely dreaming of a League of Nations under a new name, 
we might become contemporaries of the real event.

But this cannot happen without deliberation. This deliberate 
effort would be a new process.

The Interim America of the Middle West could do its won
derful things in production and education without solving the 
ambiguity in the term “ N ew  W orld.” The final position of 
America, after W orld W ar II, as the political heir of Europe, 
makes this ambiguity untenable. The background of our produc
tion in the factory and our education in the suburb now stands 
revealed as a world still at war, in anarchy, in revolution, or decay.

The catching-up of the mind with this background reality is a 
fact which promises a new approach to these enormous questions 
of Church and State, behind the economic and educational ad
vances of the sciences and the arts. A t this very moment, it is a 
question of life and death whether the mentality of the American 
Continent is allowed to slump back behind the experiences of the 
fighting men or not. If the soldiers are made to “ go home” as 
quickly as possible, their souls, which are burdened with super
human exertions and with memories of horror, are bound to rot. 
Then a new type of carpet-bagger will steal the peace. A  member 
of Camp William Jam es1 after fighting with the infantry wrote 
me: “ Those of us who have accepted death and come to life again 
many times will either have to find our moral equivalent fpr war 
or perish or degenerate.”

2 See pp. 27 If.
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Down to the N ew  Deal, the intellect simply raced fifteen years 
behind the events. The events were the pacemakers; the speakers 
and the writers did not stick their necks out, in general, except 
when they could be best-sellers. A nd then, of course, it always 
was too late.

This has pampered the mind, and has made the young soft. 
They were led to believe that their impulses, their feeling responses 
to the world in which they served, were not precious. But they 
inject urgency and pressure into the discussions of a town meeting 
as well as of a group of educators. If the intellect would now  
understand the time lag of logic, and the value of intuition; 
if scientists of society would see that their logic is right at the 
price of coming too late, then the mind may expose itself volun
tarily and in time to the intuition of the following generation. 
This whole process of the death and resurrection of the mind 
may now be faced, after the United States has gone to school for 
nearly two hundred years and experienced the difference in tim
ing of the United States as a belligerent power, and of the 
American people as a peace-loving society.

The conflict between warriors and thinkers, thenf is a conflict 
in the center of America’s biography. The transformations of 
warriors into soldiers of the world, and of thinkers into teachers 
of The Great Society, is the logical consequence of American 
history. It is this, the first moment in which the term “ N ew  
W orld”  definitely comes to mean a new order of the globe. M ay 
it be tentative, incomplete, and so on, and so forth, it definitely is 
larger than the area of the United States. That the thoughts of 
the people of this country and the actions of war moved on a 
different time-wave was unavoidable. But this interim is now  
changed to a new order of things. W e now can do something 
about bringing the mind up-to-date; and of exposing two genera
tions, fathers and sons, to the real power of each other’s time.

In the preface, the young soldiers were introduced to the men 
to whom this book is dedicated—the soldiers with their naive faith
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in the spirit of their time, to the men whose life work had been a 
retranslation of the Holy Spirit in new forms of utterance.

By now it should be clear that a new era dawns. In it the spirits 
of the times, of each generation, cannot be left to accident and 
the murderous goose chase of a meaningless pursuit of purely 
temporal or sensational new aims. The spirits of each generation 
must be made tributary to the power-line of the spirit through the 
ages, as its feeders and revitalizers, in a conscious act of recon
ciliation. The fear of the custodians of the Christian faith, that 
the spirit of the time is wrong, is as useless as the pride of the 
men of the world that the spirit of their time always is right. This 
spirit must be made to serve. God is the father of all spirits. And  
we have not understood him to the degree to which he demands 
our understanding before we have made the spirits of all times 
interacting and contemporary.

If we have the courage to do this, we may enjoy the rhythm of 
peace. For peace is not the sleep and the torpor of non-movement. 
Peace is not suspended animation. Peace is the victory over mere 
accident. Peace is the rhythm of a community which is still 
unfinished, still open to its true future. 1
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T he r e a l  o b s t a c l e  of this book seems to be its table of contents., 
A  table of contents delineates the anatomy of the little creature 
which the book is expected to be. And so it does in I he Christian 
Future. However, not one of my reviewers and (1 theref ore suppose) 
next to no reader has paid any attention to the table of contents,, 
or to its restatement on pages io and 11. As this has happened to 
all of my books—1 thinking the table of contents to be a severe and 
disciplined skeleton, and the reviewers denying its very existence 
as a structure— I must examine myself.

I have been caught in this book between two generations, one 
of the age of 70 and 75, white-haired men with youthful hearts,, 
the other young veterans, sobered at 25 to a most realistic assess
ment of the role of power and the non-existence of peace. What did 
they have in common on which 1 could talk to both? The fact that 
they were children of their times, that their souls longed for a 
way out of their division between the old and the new; and, finally, 
the sacrifices they had made spontaneously, or under the law of war. 
Hence I divided the book in a preface, “ Our Date with Destiny” , 
which acknowledged the fact of my being caught between two 
generations, and in three parts. One part dealt with “ the times” , 
the older men being steeped in the amiable atmosphere of the 
suburb, our young men being more or less disillusioned by the 
districts dowrn town, but both being commuters on the highway 
and soldiers of life’s battle. This part 1 called “ The Great Interim” . 
I went on to the longing of their souls for something better: Part 
Two was labelled accordingly with the Hamlet quotation, “ When 
Time is out of Joint” . The fact that this was a quotation, however, 
made my reviewers consider it as a pun. They neither remembered 
the fact that Hamlet was in deadly earnest when he exclaimed thus, 
nor did they admit the possibility that a science of time might have 
no more precise way of stating the very condition under which 
our souls can come to grips with eternity: it is necessary to realize 
the disjointedness of the times before any permanence can be con
ceived of. Finally, having in mind the actual sacrifices of these 
men, I termed the Third Part, “ The Body of Our Era” . And the 
whole book, although being a science of time, history and timing, 
was called, to the great annoyance of the bookstores, The Christian 
Future.

Really, why should such a book belabour the term Christian? 
It is true that Christianity has claimed to know all about time ever 
since it started. Christianity is the greatest hoax of history unless it 
tells us about the temporal. And I have my information about time 
from this source. But this is only half the truth. Because it remains 
a fact that neither my old friends nor the young veterans have ever 
heard that the content of this book is old doctrine. Why, then, give 
a new medicine to them under a shopworn name? Yes, I was 
tempted at one time to elope with the book without invoking the 
Christian name. And now i must go over the whole structure of 
the book once more to explain why finally it had to be The Christian 
Future and not “ The Science of Time” .

That there are many times is the perpetual experience of our 
mind. That there be one final history is a condition for the health 
and peace of our soul. This eternal conflict is concretely solved each 
time one man’s or many men’s personal sacrifices incorporate 
one solution in the body of our era. On these three facts the three 
parts are built.

-Part One deals with the spirit of our time as the matrix of our 
mind. As the children and the genii of our time, we will realize 
time as a^wonderful new dawn of original life. This mind, 
however, we also experience as fickle. If time was just newness, 
morning, original beginning, we would have to call Part One, 
“ Our Times” , or “ The New Deal” , or “ The Era of the Two World 
Wars” , or, with Henry Miller, “ The Air-conditioned Nightmare” , 
But in our time it is not difficult to perceive the transient character 
of all the news. And so I stressed this aspect of the many times in 
the formula “ The Great Interim” . No Liberal or Humanist would 
have called it so.

Part Two treats of the soul’s clinging to a faith in one eternity



the formula “ The Great Interim” . No Liberal or Humanist would 
have called it so.

Part Two treats of the soul’s clinging to a fajrff in one eternity 
through all times. Men of all times, coming to the end of their 
wits, their inspiration, their time, their self-expression will end by 
realizing that their times may have an end but that some aspect of 
all time is not consumed by the fire by which their time is consumed, 
The true Israel of all times worships the Eternal, while the genius 
of each time craves self-expression. The insight into the eternal 
forms Part Two. But again, its title is not such a title as the true 
Israel of orthodoxy (Catholic, Protestant or Jew) would have given 
it. “ Peace of the Soul” , “ Return to Religion” , “ The Glory of 
God” , would be orthodox ways of approach. But it is called “ When 
Time is out of Joint”  for the same reason which prevailed in the 
choice of “ The Great Interim” . The orthodox worshipper, the 
true Israel of the Eternal God, is as uninterested in the times as the 
Daily Chronicle’s week-day editions are in eternity. 1 had to speak 
on eternity to children of time and on our times to men of ortho
doxy. For my purpose, “ The Peace of God” would have been as 
impossible a title for Pan Two as “ The Air-conditioned Night
mare”  for Part One. For 1 always had to choose my terms for one 
group in such a way that the opposite group could still, with an 
utmost effort of its good will, admit that 1 did not misrepresent 
their spiritual home. So, in the presence of orthodox believers, 1 
had to speak of their eternal home but also describe the temporal 
condition under which it opens— viz., that the mind, this child of 
one time, must first have enjoyed its own time thoroughly. For the 
inhabitants of the world of worship and prayer, 1 had to stress that 
the Greek experience of time as original newness is right. The only 
trouble is that it is transient. In the same manner, 1 had to tell my 
“ Greek” friends that the religionists are right and that the soul, in 
distinction from the mind, cares for one time only, God’s Time, 
Eternity. But the trouble is that the soul never knows this unless 
she is lacerated by the manyness of mentalities, by a conflict of 
more than one time. Unless the soul cries out, “ The times are out 
of joint” , any meddling with eternity will do more harm than good. 
This, then, distinguishes my dilemma from the open road of acade
mic or fundamentalist treatments of time and eternity. In my stead, 
the Liberals would stand by their first impression of time and take 
this impression as definite. 1 treat it as a first impression and in this 
manner do honour to its incomparable freshness, without admitting 
that the first impression is the only one. This is resented by the 
Liberal mind.

When time is out of joint, the glimpses of the eternal, which the 
religionist treats as lasting, are changed into last impressions. They 
are accepted as final. But the last impression towards which we 
are destined is not the first impression which we need. The con- 
flict of at least two times suffices for starting us on God’s time.

For both the modern mind and the orthodox soul the temptation 
is to omit the very condition of their time experience and to feel 
insulted when they are reminded of the connection of their impres
sion with its opposite. Genius could not create, the orthodox 
could hot worship, unless they felt that they were sure of themselves. 
A genius must think of his work as the ultimate while it is only new. 
Eternalists must have the absolute by the tail, although it may be 
just old.

Hence, myLable of contents has been glossed over in an amusing 
quid pro quo, a kind of reversal of fronts. The Liberals have recom
mended Part Two on Eternity, the orthodox have enjoyed Part 
One on the world of the mind. For the worshipper of the living 
God rejoices that the inventions of the mind are not called the 
ultimate but “ interim” . And the Liberals sense a kind of relativity 
by which I coerce the fundamentalists. Hence, 1 have been classi
fied as “ apologetics of orthodoxy” by the Liberals, while the 
orthodox have shuddered. And these same orthodox quote my 
“ brilliant aphorisms” on the modern mind and yet denounce me 
as such a modern mind. I am a bigot to the Liberal, a modern 
intellectual to the orthodox.

Can I help itr Should 1 wish to help it? The bools is written with 
complete unconcern tor Liberalism or Orthodoxy, and 1 would feel 
“disloyal to my obligation it it were possible to unravel the unity 
of my book into-such strands and elements. Why?

The book is written in obedience to the liturgy of the divine 
service. And the liturgy is not interested in either Liberals or
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orthodox. How else could this be? Is not the Liberal our own> 
Greek heritage and the orthodox our share in Israel? The liturgy 
presupposes both truths, that of the Greek mind, and that of Israel’s 
soul; the dawn of endless beginr^ngs as reflected by what we call 
“ the time of our life” , and the evening of final destiny as revealed 
by the Eternal Word.

Yes, the liturgy accepts both, the fin de si'ecle art of self-expression,, 
and the et in saecula saeculorum of God who is to be all in all. These 
two experiences of time are not abandoned. They are taken for 
granted by the liturgy. But they are the two pre-Christian elements 
on which the liturgy operates.

It is because of the third part of the liturgy and the third part 
of this book that the Liberal’s scorn and the orthodox ire cannot 
be avoided. What then is this third part? It is called “The Body 
of our Era” .

The Word must not remain paper. It must become flesh. The 
trans-substantiation reverses the processes of the intellect and 
the requiems of the soul. A parlour communist and a millionaire 
mystic are centaurs because they have their bodies, the one in an 
armchair and the other in shares in a corporation. And man was 
not meant to be a centaur. The third experience ot time is embodi
ment. Nine-tenths of the Christian World denies this experience.. 
At the noon hour of our lives we know time as neither morning nor 
evening, neither new nor eternal, but as our decision. And to me,, 
the liturgy says: “ Yes,.meet yourself as the child of your time first.. 
And meet yourself as soul later. But do not think that you can escape 
from my judgment into either the flux of time or the haven of 
eternity. You have to meet yourself finally as your body. Your 
soul has to change your mind until you may be clothed in your 
righteous mind and embody some eternal element in your time. This 
belief in incarnation and the resurrection of the flesh leads to an 
uproar against you. Because both, the orthodox and the Liberals, 
have hoped to be Christians without the incarnation. Don’t listen 
to them.”

A few months ago, I was in fact offered a European Chair 
of “ Occidental Geistesgeschichte” , (the history of the stream of 
consciousness). These chairs are being established all over Europe 
nowadays. In this gruesome course the Greek mind’s Odyssey 
from Thales through Plato and Aristotle to Plotinus is being repeated 
in our era. Mind is meeting mind and, in strange manner, mind 
begets mind by dialectics. The mind of one time and the mind o f 
another time and the mind of the third time are contrasted and com
pared and that solves the mind’s riddles. Of course, it solves, 
nothing, as it solved nothing in Greece. I had to decline this chair 
because it embodies in an extreme fashion the Liberal faith in chairs, 
instead of in incarnation.

The orthodox heresy, of course, is to invite soul to meet souL 
in the reading of the Bible or in prayer and to pretend that their 
meeting is self-sufficient. Mind to mind, the Greek Dialectics;, 
soul to soul, the eternal Zion: these are the two relapses into pre- 
Christianity. But my veterans at 25 and youthful idealists at 75 
are desirous of becoming members of our era.

The obvious story of the whole man is given in the liturgy. 
The creatures of time and the souls of eternity do become members, 
of the Body of Our Era, the liturgy proclaims. It is as bodies, not 
as minds or as souls, that we occupy our places in God’s time with 
men. And God’s time with men, the Eternal within the times, that 
is our Era.

These bodies interrupt most unpleasantly, obscenely, painfully 
and unflatteringly the dialectics of Geistesgeschichte, the stream of 
consciousness. And they perturb the lake of eternity. This is the 
reason why a table of contents in which the sequence goes from 
Minds (the Great Interim) to Soul (When Time is out of Joint) and 
thence to Body (the Body of Our Era) is inaudible. It is as though 
it were not written. “ You are inaudible,”  George Morgan said to 
me after another fainting spell of a Liberal mind. And my most 
benevolent critics have insisted that this book was written by a 
fertile mind, an original mind, even by a professor. This was said 
by a professor who confessed to me that he only knew the academic 
manner and did not acknowledge any other.



profaning my riiost intimate convictions, my hand wrote the book—  
I have no secretary—and, since I am a very poor typist, my hand, 
my arm, my shoulder, my whole thorax ached. My bjefcly wrote the 
book; my material purse paid out the money for its paper. Now, I 
well know that books are the last and poorest gateways to embodi
ment. I renounced the writing of “ my”  books for fifteen long 
years because I felt that the times did not ask for more books. So, 
there is no illusion in my mind about the presumption of writing 
any book. Only, the concrete relationship to the two generations, 
the concrete question put to me, and the horrid vacuum between 
soldiers and thinkers, is the basis for my hope that this is a legitimate 
task which may be forgiven me. But all embodiments, the better 
ones of physical martyrdom, or the miserable one of writing a 
book by which one loses one’s friends and makes new enemies and 
has to study Timon of Athens, have one thing in common: the body is 
involved. And in my conscience, it is better to write a poor book 
with one’s hand and body and soul, after having passed through 
many a mind, than to write an excellent book merely of one mind.

And so my examination ends in great ambiguity. In the one 
eventuality, this must be a very poor book. For its model is the 
perfect, the infallible liturgy. In the light of the perfect, the only 
excuse for the members of our era seems to be that their deficiencies 
can be forgiven if they are not concealed. My raucous voice must 
grate on the reader’s ear. It does on mine. I am not an angel, not 
even an artist or a priest. 1 have had to articulate difficult things 
and I am rather surprised that they have a minimum of shape than 
ashamed of their lack of elegance. But there is the other eventuality. 
Do I exist, does the book exist? My reviewers believe that all books 
are written either as an apology for a timeless cliché or by a mind as 
self-expression. They say that no third kind of book can exist; 
tertium non datur. My book cannot be, since my words were only 
formed in the process of answering a call for help and were neither 
based on first principles nor echoes from the official eternity. It 
was just as the second person singular who had to speak that I 
discovered what there was to be thrown in the fray. Under orders 
from the liturgy, I neither wrote “ The Christian Cross”  nor a 
“ Science of Time” but much more ad hominem on The Christian 
Future.

In the academic manner, in the books on the stream of con
sciousness, creative evolution, about time and eternity and history, 
such a second person singular does not exist. It was the discovery 
of my youth that to the second person singular the decisive struc
ture of truth is entrusted. Way back in 1912, the academic world, the 
University of Leipzig, asked me to suppress the chapter of my book 
which stated this heresy. How late in the day now to sigh, with my 
most sensible reviewer, that “ Rosenstock-I luessy is the unhappy 
fruit of an unhappy time who will disappear when this time leaves 
us” ! I represent a type which either does not or should not exist. 
And in my experience the disbelief of the people in a man’s existence 
is quite capable of dissolving it, even in his own eyes.

An unpremeditated answer to people in need, they say, is unofficial 
and unprincipled, a hodgepodge. As a structure, a creature, such 
a book does not exist and cannot serve. The Liberal and the 
orthodox say so. The priest and the Levite say so. My poor Table 
of Contents, do we exist? Do we serve any purpose?


